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Abstract
Technics Before Time: Experiencing Rationalism and the Techno-Aesthetics of
Speculation proposes a philosophy of technicity, or a theory of what it means for tools,
techniques, and technologies—or simply technics—to be technical. Logically anterior to
the everyday utility of technical objects as well as to the notion of technics as prosthetics
for human faculties, technicity is a category that allows me to elaborate diverse and
creative participations in technical existences without presupposing an essentialist or
techno-determinist ideology. Whereas other philosophies of technics delimit technicity to
a presupposed range of what a technical object can be, I attend to the structures and
processes that define a technical reinvention of reality. This opens the technical,
including the human’s participation in it, well beyond both extensions of physical laws of
nature (à la Gilbert Simondon) and consciously liveable memories (à la Bernard Stiegler).
The dissertation has eight chapters organized into three parts, each with their own
case study from popular culture that both exemplifies and challenges the theoretical
arguments. Part One examines how effects pedals used by electric guitarists, known as
“stomp boxes,” mediate sound across layered orders of magnitude and otherwise
incommensurable domains of phenomena. This clarifies the superpositional structure of
intentional acts in Stiegler’s underdeveloped notion of technics as “organized inorganic
matter”; and it undermines Simondon’s exclusion of human and cultural aesthetic values
from the physico-chemical functioning intrinsic to technics. Part Two moves to the
domain of technical subjects, specifically the creative thought process by which
iv

transcendental phenomenology linguistically constructs concepts to explain worldly
genesis anterior to all objectification. German philosopher Eugen Fink’s speculative
critique of phenomenology foregrounds the written performance of conceptualizing the
pre-conscious creation of horizons of experience, which finds a pop cultural analogy in
the rules systems, instruments of play, and collective world building in tabletop roleplaying games such as Dungeons & Dragons. Pushing Stiegler’s technical critique of
phenomenology to its logical denouement, I convert transcendental subjectivity into a
transcendental technicity that integrates human thought into a broader, distributed field of
technical cognition. Part Three finalizes the formulation of technicity proper, not just its
objective and subjective forms, with a speculative theory of invention that pertains to
material processes at a general, neutral level anterior to their sociocultural and conscious
integration. On the theoretical side, I deploy Alfred North Whitehead’s process
philosophy to fill out the systematic categorization of technicity so that it obtains
maximum applicability to actually existing technics. On the techno-aesthetic side, I levy
my novel perspective against the intuitive interpretation that blood and gore in computer
games represent violence. Instead, analyzed according to the technical form of the game,
gore functions first and foremost as a non-mimetic operator of a computational structure
that exists through a human player’s participation.
The dissertation therefore intervenes into two broadly conceived trajectories of
media theory: the prosthetic interpretation of technical media and the media-specific
analysis of nonhuman phenomena. My elaboration of technicity provides an explanation
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of how each trajectory correctly understands its target phenomena according to its
presupposed domain of abstraction. Understanding technicity as a generic process of
material invention offers a productive alternative to recent speculative philosophies that
oppose the human to the nonhuman. Instead, it specifies the idea of technics in relation to
the more general notion of the medium as a ground for particular existences, and it
recognizes the inseparability of rational concept and the sensible particularities of
experience. To the extent that the human, in its experience and social organization, is
technically constituted, grasping technics at such a philosophically general level can
expand the disciplinary range and creative potential of the humanities.
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General Introduction
The Materiality of Light
Over the course of more than a dozen hours electromagnetic radiation of
wavelengths within the visible spectrum proceeds through a telescope, meets the charge
coupled device (CCD) of a digital camera, is transduced into electronic digital
information, and is later synthesized and enhanced via software on a computer, and
rendered:

Figure 1: Optical image of Messier 94 composed by R. Jay GaBany, January 30–
February 5, 2006, http://www.cosmotography.com/images/small_m94.html.
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Astrophotographer R. Jay GaBany reports a total exposure of visible light for 550
minutes, narrowband filtered red light for 90 minutes, green for 54, and blue for 108. He
accounts for the increased definition of the faint arms in his image by “enhanc[ing] small
contrast variances.”1 Another astrophotography hobbyist explains “astromodifying” a
camera to pick up red light, which accentuates the radiation emissions of stellar dust in
nebulae, as well as installing a light pollution suppression filter, which enables clearer
capture in a city setting.2 Hours worth of exposure results from many shorter exposures
combined into a single composite. Before this capture process, the intended section of
the sky must be located, either by eye or automatically if the telescope mount has
preprogrammed coordinates for stellar objects. As the Earth rotates, the object must be
tracked, which again can be done by hand or automated with a guide scope and
dedicated camera controlled by a laptop to follow the brightest spot in view.
GaBany’s image of nearby galaxy Messier 94 (M94) attracted the attention of
astronomers due to its presentation of the faint arms, previously considered to be a

GaBany, “Multi-spectrum viewer of M94 (NGC 4736).” This webpage presents the later findings of the
astronomer team alongside GaBany’s. It allows for the quick comparison of different wavelengths of
electromagnetic radiation.
2 AstroBackyard, “DSLR Astrophotography Equipment for Deep-Sky Imaging – My Complete Setup,” 4:09.
Note that this “astromodification” produces images further from the “true color” of the chemical
composition of stellar objects. Ultraviolet radiation from stars hits hydrogen and oxygen molecules, which
in turn emits a very narrow range of visible wavelengths with saturation akin to neon signs. This is why
nebulae may appear bright blue, green, and magenta. For an explanation of how Raleigh scattering impacts
the color composition of astrophotography, see
www.clarkvision.com/articles/color.of.nebulae.and.interstellar.dust/. Roger Clark holds a PhD in Planetary
Science from MIT and specializes in using imaging spectroscopy to identify minerals on Earth and other
planets.
1
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closed ring of gas and stellar dust.3 Non-optical data shows the outer region to be spiral
arms connected to and more active in the formation of stars than the inner disk. An
international team of astronomers, including GaBany, combined new observations with
archived data to produce a more concrete composite of M94. For instance, overlaying
ultraviolet radiation captured from NASA’s GALEX mission4 with multiple infrared
captures by NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope5 (presented in red, blue, and green)
manifests a much more detailed composition:

Figure 2: Infrared and ultraviolet composite of M94 from NASA’s Spitzer and
GALEX mission archives.

Trujillo, et al., “Unveiling the Nature of M94’s (NGC4736) Outer Region: A Panchromatic Perspective,” The
Astrophysical Journal 704:1, 10 October, 2009, http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0004-637X/704/1/618.
4 For more information, see NASA’s webpage for the Galaxy Evolution Explorer spacecraft:
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/galex/index.html.
5 For more information, see NASA’s webpage for the 1971-2003 Spitzer Infrared Telescope Facility mission:
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/spitzer/main/index.html.
3
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Here the presentation of nonvisible light in color is arbitrary with regard to the
represented object, instead the colors are chosen for maximum contrast across the
different layers. A color in astronomical image compositions certainly can maintain the
natural visible spectrum of colors (as they would appear to the human eye), in which
case saturated blues and greens would refer to Hydrogen and Oxygen (see note 2). In
the M94 composite, however, each color references technical procedures spanning
millions of lightyears, several scientific apparatuses and institutions, and the mediation
of data by scientific knowledge, digital and optical techniques, and finally imaging
software.
Messier 94’s images, and astronomical compositions in general, put into relief the
most basic features of what it means for something to be technical: in a phrase, the
mediation of mediation. It is my contention that tools, techniques, and technologies—or
technics more simply—have in common a general structure, a genetic principle that
characterizes their existence as material structures productive of novel experiences.
According to this abstraction, technics are a composition of directed processes that
operate at both their particular scales and the scale of the composite process. M94’s
spiral arms are not merely viewed, they are rendered through multiple mediations of
extant processes at the level of light’s materiality. These extant processes of
electromagnetic radiation’s transmission across space, atmosphere, and either retina or
digital photoelectric sensor are themselves already mediations in the sense that they are
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phenomena borne by a medium or media. With technics, the grounding media not only
bear the technical reality in question; they are directly featured into that technical
existence as some among many modified ends implicated as component purposes. The
composite in Figure 2 exemplifies the organization of intentions that invents a technical
existence. Each layer is an emblem for the intervention into an imaging process; together
the superposed layers manifest a superintending aim that at once directs the
interventions as their superintendent end and is nothing but what it superintends. The
organization by which these multiple processes of data capture and of imaging cohere
presents a restructuring of the world that is, in a word, technical. A technical operation
is the operation of a composite modification that aims at both a phenomenon and its
grounding mediations. Technicity, philosophy’s category for the generic essence of
technical reality, refers to this superintentional restructuring that reinvents the material
possibilities of existence.
Astroimaging excels at framing the sensibility, the aesthetics, of such
technoscientific inventions. Messier 94’s composite image provides but one angle into
experiencing the material and conceptual structure that generates it. Some may lack the
expertise to comprehend the fullness of its generative technicity, that is to say, to
participate actively in the layers of scientific modifications to the medium that is light’s
own materiality. Yet the fact that technics generate conceptual and materially efficacious
(i.e. directly causal) commensurabilities across orders of magnitude and disparate
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domains of material processes, this commensurable plane of intelligibility is plain for all
to see, to sense. What do I mean by “intelligibility”? Simply put, the intelligible refers to
forms abstracted from particular instantiations, which in turn means that the intelligible
aspect of an existent it what enables it to relate with others, as in the cases of both
mathematical and literary descriptions of sensible realities. But intelligibility never
abstracts wholly from the sensible, for it refers really to that relation enabling one
sensible existent to share a formal connection to another. The mathematics of imaging
stellar objects with ultraviolet and infrared data capture reference a moment in a chain
of material relations extending to and from them. Even the most intellectually
specialized technics cohere in a sensible existence. And even the most simple technics,
like the chipped piece of flint fashioned to a stick, exhibit a composite intelligibility. This
creative imbrication of the sensible and the intelligible, of experience and concept, is
what I intend to capture by the term “techno-aesthetics.” It is why rationalism, no matter
how abstract its thought, no matter how generic its philosophical constructions, is
always something to be experienced. This “experience” will, over the course of my
investigations and arguments, take on a much wider significance and reality than
human experience.
Elaborating a category of technicity may only be accomplished from a technoaesthetic orientation because, ultimately, technicity is about modifying aesthetics in the
Ancient Greek sense of the term aisthesis. My brief presentation on the imaging of
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Messier 94 addresses the composition in a techno-aesthetic mode for two reasons: first, it
attends to how astroimaging achieves a novel experience through technical invention;
and second, it explains how the images of M94, their aesthetics, can foreground their
constitutive technicity. Technicity as a philosophical category is no different. Consider
that this abstraction—taking conceptualization from concrete utility of technical objects
to an essential structure or generic form for becoming—itself conforms to the same
general form as Messier 94’s composition: both are interventions into a medium for
some phenomenon that modifies both medium and mediated, or the ground and the
grounded. In conceptually reducing the material and functioning layers of particular
technics to their shared, abstract genesis, a category—technicity—is created that
organizes, that thinks, the capacity for those particularities to exist with the generic form
that accounts for such capacity. The abstraction’s performance can be accurately
considered a linguistic, conceptual tool, but it is not wielded by the thinking writer and
thinking reader as an extension of a transhistorical medium of consciousness. It is, on
the contrary, the technical reality itself that thinks and is thought. Technicity can be
thought, in both senses of object and subject, because its intervention into an existence’s
grounding mediation both expands a field for thought and invents an object for thought.

7

A Media-Philosophical Modernity
In this dissertation I develop a comprehension of technics as belonging to a class
of phenomena that in their constitution intervene on their ground of existence, changing
it and also incorporating that intervention into a new existence. Hence I refer to the
genesis of the technical mode of existence as a mediation of mediation. Technics in
principle undercut substantialism’s subject-predicate ordering of reality, since their
constitutive intervention into their materially presupposed, originative milieu collapses
the relation between perspectival center and world. A technical existence sublates the
dialectic of condition and conditioned, it integrates presupposition and result into an
invention. Consequently, it poses to the thought that reflects on its technicity the
speculative problem of origin: how and by what logic (assuming there is either one or
many logics) does existence become and perpetuate?
So long as one considers technics to be objects proceeding from human ingenuity
and innate capacities, then one is trapped within the fiction of the substantialist medium
of human life with its prosthetic predicates. Indeed, a media theory that lacks a rational
account of technics risks amplifying the modern, Kantian dilemma of the conditions of
possible experience, wherein every materiality has its a priori ground in the timedeterminations of the “I think.” It is very telling that Kant refers to time, the a priori form
conditioning the unity of apperception and its representations, “as the medium of all
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synthetic judgements.”6 Within this frame, technics are temporalized objects derivative
of the subjective conditions for the cognition of empirical phenomena. Even French
philosopher Gilbert Simondon, who treats technics as extensions of nature and not of
man, restricts the technical mode of existence to expressions of physico-chemical laws.
Human consciousness serves as a font for creative problem solving in technics’
development of their mechanistic functioning. Both rubrics presuppose a humanistic
subject-object correlation vis-à-vis technics and both preclude the truly originative
dimension, and breadth, of technical invention.
My critical perspective treats the substantial technical object as what Gaston
Bachelard calls an “epistemological obstacle” because it enforces a category of technics
that are merely extensions of, that bear or mediate, pregiven properties. The naive
empiricism of the category of technical object obstructs a rational, materialist
comprehension of technical existence. By contrast, a philosophy of technicity privileges
technical functioning at a level anterior, not contrary, to conscious appearance and
objectification so as to intervene on the theoretical regress of “a medium is a medium is a
medium.”7 Technics do more than understand media, they disrupt and recreate them.
To adopt a neologism of Gaston Bachelard’s inspired by Albert Lautman, technicity’s
invention produces problematics: it criticizes the existing grounds of phenomena by

6
7

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, A155/B195, p.281. This will be cited henceforth as CPR.
Kittler, Discourse Networks 1800/1900, p.229.

9

materially transforming them into problems such that new experiential relations appear
as so many temporary solutions. Subjects and objects, no longer the primary terms of
reality, become through their mutual determination and in accordance with those
“singular problems.”8
I refer to media as “bearers” so as to indicate media theory’s thoroughly modern
roots, namely by invoking one of Modernity’s chief theorists: Karl Marx. He
characterizes in Capital at least two kinds of “bearers [Träger].”9 The commodity is a
bearer of value: its physical form bears a use-value when put in relation to a process of
consumption, and it bears a socially determined average value of abstract labor-time
when put in relations of exchange. Similarly, capitalists and workers are bearers of
economic categories, they are the material personifications of abstract forms granted
visible autonomy within Marx’s theoretical reduction. Media, as bearers of all
phenomena, are the material grounds which may in turn be considered as phenomena
with a ground-relation to other media. Every medium is a perspective that defines
relatively the local and the global, as well as sets parameters for universals and
particulars. Behind Mark Hansen’s earlier definition of media as “environments for
life,”10 for instance, lies, to my mind, Kant’s attention to the cosmological problem of

Maniglier, “What is a problematic?”, 22. On the speculative, metaphysical characterization of the problem,
see Albert Lautman, Mathematics, Ideas and the Physical Real, trans. Simon B. Duffy, (London: Continuum,
2011), Book III: “New Research on the Dialectical Structure of Mathematics.”
9 Marx, Capital, 1, 92.
10 Hansen, “Media Theory,” 297.
8
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“the unity of the world-whole.”11 Anterior to those media presupposed by life are those
media that in turn condition such environments. And anterior to the theoretical
foregrounding of media lies a background of philosophy’s modernization: its becoming
media-philosophical. Whether dealing with the Kantian time-determinations of
transcendental consciousness or the time-determinations of commodity value and the
movement of accumulation that is capital, some of the most central guiding questions of
modern thought and civilization are media-theoretical. These issues reduce concrete
actualities to commensurable media in order to conceptualize the determining
conditions of modern civilization. To give this a more contemporary tact: from egoic
life’s transcendental milieu of fundamental structures in phenomenology to the
overdetermination of a social formation’s structural causality in Althusser’s structuralist
Marxism, the media-theoretical attitude has dominated Modernity’s defining problems.
Philosophy therefore provides the material for such an elaboration of technicity’s
mediation of mediation. Specifically, a technically informed recounting of Eugen Fink’s
radicalization of Husserlian philosophy shows that the deepening analysis of
transcendental reduction operates exactly according to technicity’s genetic principle of
environmental self-reflection. Despite the Hegelian undertones, technical invention does
not raise existence to a higher level of being; rather it disrupts the ontological ground of
what was with a breach into the anterior origin of ultimately constituting process. While

11

CPR A218/B265, 321n.
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much philosophy has presupposed the pregiven phenomenon of the world, its horizons,
and the human being’s various relations to it, technicity presupposes just the opposite:
that the world is as mutable as any of its elements that mutually sustain it. By treating
the world-phenomenon as an element to be modified and regrounded in the
superintending direction of a technical existence, technics by definition pose the
cosmological question of the world’s origin in structural terms anterior to constituted,
experienced time.
Technics are a matter of directed composition; and technicity is the real existing
principle, the structural essence or active nature, of such composite materiality. As a
concept, technicity’s referent possesses actuality; it exists as some particular material
configuration. For instance, Simondon writes of technicity as one among several phases
in the genesis of the technical object.12 According to this variant, there are, then, many
technicities and moreover many determinations of them within their respective milieux.
“Each scheme, each object, each technical operation,” he writes, “is dominated, guided
by the whole in which it obtains its ends and its direction, and which furnishes it a never
attained principle of unity.”13 It is a metastable structure immanent to an existing technic
and according to which it evolves, a structure through which the material efficacy of the
concept is expressed and by which the technologist-philosopher understands it. German

Simondon, Du mode d’existence des objets techniques [On the Mode of Existence of Technical Objects], p.226. This
text will be abbreviated as MEOT in future citations.
13 241.
12

12

philosopher Ernst Cassirer expresses this mutual inclusion of intelligible order and
artifactuality in his 1930 essay “Form und Technik.”14 On one hand, language is more
than a representational symbolic system, it has an instrumental efficacy as well; on the
other hand, “the potency of logos also resides in every simple material tool.”15
Technicity’s conceptual invocation refers to technics’ intelligible structure, its directed
and directing composition, and its possible relations to multiple milieux.
As a category, technicity takes on a generality that subsumes the plurality of
conceptual efficacies it may have in any concrete situation. This categorial technicity, I
intend to show, is primary for the philosopher. Despite the concept’s descriptive
subsumption to the category, technics and their technicities are irreducible to it; for
between either notion there stands a difference of domain for thought. It is worth
mentioning this detail so early on if only to prevent an idealist outlook, wherein
technicity would remain affixed to itself in full determination, a totalized reserve
whence technics derive their reality. For example, I will argue in the first two chapters
that Bernard Stiegler’s originary technicity falls into a negative version of this trap by
deriving the whole range of techniques and technical objects and the human alike from
their originary coupling: one which enforces exclusive and self-contradictorily rigid
existential and evolutionary capacities on either side of the co-originary pair. By

14
15

Translated in 2012 as “Form and Technology” in Ernst Cassirer on Form and Technology.
Cassirer 23, qtd. in Hoel and Tuin, “The Ontological Force of Technicity,” 194.

13

contrast, developing a category of generic technicity does not compromise the
materialism of technicity in its actual efficacy (i.e. as an existing intelligible order with
concrete appearance). In fact, in order to exist, technics themselves must fundamentally
compromise what some presume to be the purity of technicity qua technicity; there
cannot exist a purely technical thing with intrinsic, purely “technical values,” to use
Simondon’s term.16 The technical can be technical only in spite of itself, only insofar as it
is imbued intrinsically with what are conventionally considered non-technical
determinations such as—to speak in terms demarcated by practical ideologies—the
social, the economic, the physical, the gendered, the biological, and so on. These
determinations may indeed become technical, for they are some of the media into which
technical inventions intervene. Categorial technicity concerns first and foremost this
speculative process of becoming technical, which incorporates both the metaphysics and
the phenomenal reality of technical originality.

The Approach
The dissertation is sparked by a simultaneous renewal of Edmund Husserl’s
phenomenological vocation and of Bernard Stiegler’s gambit to uncover the technical
presuppositions of philosophy. Briefly put, this entails a rationalist critique of naive
empiricism or naive realism, which insists on treating technics as unitary mechanistic
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objects and consciousness as a continuous and consolidated substance. While conscious
reflection is important and unique, it is neither universally standard nor enclosed in
human bodies—both of which assumptions inform Stiegler’s otherwise radical critique
of traditional philosophical inquiry. Rather, consciousness varies across its singular
actualizations and it participates, in order to exist at all, in nonconscious processes. To
my mind, technicity is the category for a mode of existence that encompasses much of
our conscious life and many more human and nonhuman existential structures besides.
Thus in order to understand conscious participation in rational thought, one must
construct a theory of technicity from the ground up, and not one derived from the
prosthesis of a human perspective. Indeed, as Husserl tried his entire career as a
phenomenologist to accomplish, rationalism must go beyond the conditioning ground of
phenomena toward primordial, constituting process. A philosophy of technicity, or
more precisely a speculative mode of thought which foregrounds its essentially technical
operation, eliminates the division between an approach centered on consciousness or
lived experience and one modeled on conceptual structures. Instead it proceeds via the
operation of self-grounding yet perpetually de-centered organic subjectivity in tandem
with the de-subjectivating work of formalization.
Marshal McLuhan’s famous phrase, “The medium is the message,” is the
philosopher of technicity’s first move. It brackets the common utility of an activity, with
an aim to displace the ideological effects of instrumental utilization so as to attend to the
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material logic that in part generates those effects. More importantly, it mimics the
inventive moment of technical genesis by addressing directly the constitutive fabric of
existence, here called media. If we are to grant technicity the weight it deserves as its
own category, then it must be demarcated from the broader category of media with
which technics are often confused or conflated. When Manuel DeLanda, citing
geologists, refers to the steady transformation of a riverbed by the water’s flow as a
“sorting computer,” this word, “computer,” cannot be taken in the sense of having
technical origins.17 Computation, according to computer scientist and philosopher Brian
Cantwell Smith, is “a complex practice, involving design, construction, maintenance, and
use of intentional systems.”18 The operable word for us, besides the italicized “practice,”
is “intentional.” For orthodox phenomenology, intentionality is the bestowal of sense, or
meaning, to the sensuous data that is merely in an associative multiplicity beneath the
level of conscious perception.19 In this dissertation, however, the word “intentionality”
will often be used to refer to processes that occur well beyond the scope of Husserl’s
definition of the term. Technics, from the simplest of implements to more complex
systems, are intentional incorporations of the otherwise ignored media or ground
phenomena that afford non-technical interactions.

DeLanda, A Thousand Years of Nonlinear History, 60 and 290n80.
Smith, On The Origin of Objects, 359, emphasis original.
19 For a summary of Husserl’s doctrine of “sense bestowal,” see Jean-Michel Salanskis, “Sense and
Continuum in Husserl,” in Naturalizing Phenomenology. Salanskis provides excellent commentary on
generous block quotations from Ideas I and II, Phenomenology of Internal Time Consciousness, and the Crisis
texts.
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I argue that Bernard Stiegler is a philosopher of media, not of technics, and his
chosen medium is a standardized, universal form of consciousness with an immutable
temporal foundation. In this context he is little different from Kant, according to whom
“the medium of all synthetic judgements [is] inner sense and its a priori form, time.”20
For Stiegler, the categories by which humans cognize appearances may transform on
account of the technical constitution of experience, but that which is constituted never
changes, which unnecessarily restricts the scope of experience’s transformation and
technical constitution. This Stieglerian technological supplementation of philosophy is
therefore selective of which a priori concepts and forms it grounds in a posteriori technical
memory supports. Because Stiegler misses the extent to which technicity constitutes the
world-horizon of human experience, let alone theoretical reflection, he reverts to an
empirical treatment of humans and technical objects wherein either side shares a
common form, the Husserlian Living Present, and also a dominant historical agent, the
evolution of technics. Another, equally significant phenomenological source for Stiegler
is Martin Heidegger’s existential analytic of Dasein in Being and Time. Without engaging
the argument here (that will come in the first chapter), suffice it to say that Dasein’s
anticipation of the future on the basis of an inherited past informs what is most essential
for originary technicity: prosthesis. Technics in Technics and Time are always proposed
ahead of, in advance of, the human interiority that will experience their retentions. In the
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third volume, the technical constitution of experience devolves to a mere technical
contamination. Stiegler cannot think technicity anterior to worldly phenomena due to
his commitment to the prostheticity of the who/what coupling. He consequently
maintains a separation in the lineages of technical evolution and sociocultural evolution,
granting the former the position of agent of change but in the unconditioned forms of
the latter. And since the living time of a standard human consciousness is presupposed,
technical prostheses only ever modify this one structure of anticipation.21
Eugen Fink’s radicalization of Husserlian philosophy provides the trajectory by
which to accomplish this rationalist renewal and elaboration of technicity. During the
decade spent as Husserl’s student and then assistant and collaborator, Fink strived in his
work to get beyond the limits of Husserl’s correlational framing of the ego and the
world. As Fink said of Husserl’s “preliminary” phenomenology, the next “postpreliminary” step, already implicated in Husserl’s project, is to think beyond even the

Mark Hansen has recently criticized the privilege Stiegler grants to the Living Present, showing how it
derives from a paradoxical need to preserve the grounding role and structure of time-consciousness in
Husserl’s phenomenology. To the consciously recognizable storage of image-consciousness, Hansen
counterposes technics with temporal scales of operation and data storage that are imperceptible to humans
without a translating interfacing. While this comes to a similar philosophical result as my own, I am
showing that the foundational premise of Stiegler’s technological phenomenology already in principle, but
in contrast to its elaboration, necessitates the sort of non-conscious temporal range Hansen references.
Simply put, because the temporality of consciousness is technically composed and sustained, therefore any
lived scale of duration is essentially non-conscious to begin with, being instead brought to bear in the
production of technical consciousness. “Stiegler’s repressed insight” is repressed not due primarily to a
Husserlian commitment to consciousness and the lived, as Hansen has it, but to Husserl’s obstinately
defined version of the lived that is imported into technological phenomenology after it is established
(Hansen 60). Besides this minutia, I am in complete agreement with Hansen and am grateful for his
invocation of Eugen Fink’s alternative approach to time as a primordial “de-presencing.” See “Technics
Beyond the Temporal Object,” New Formations 77 (2012), particularly pp.57-61.
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basic conditioning horizonality of the world. Beyond world-horizons and the
preconscious “functioning intentionality” of the transcendental subject, the
phenomenologist approaches a paradox of formulating claims regarding that which is
anterior to all objectification. Intimately bound to the more recognizable intentional
analyses of Husserlian philosophy, Fink argues, is speculative construction.22 The
phenomenological onlooker, writes Fink in his Sixth Cartesian Meditation, “inquires back
from finished and ready ways-of-taking-things-as-holding-in-being [Seingeltungen] to the
process of the formation of those ways of accepting things in being.”23 This reflection
remains concerned with “human self-experience (experience of ‘immanent being’)—only
precisely transcendentally reduced.”24 For although the reflection itself “stands in the
being-tendency” of “enworlding,” it obliquely reflects on “the becoming of being (of the
world) in the process of constitutive formation-in-being,” prior to the finalized,
“endproduct” of worldly being.25 Transcendental phenomenology necessarily
supplements its intentional analyses of ontic being—of what has been constituted—with
speculation about the constituting process beyond or prior to being. Fink calls “meontic”
those speculative predications that paradoxically ontify an Absolute that can only be
characterized as the becoming that is anterior to ontology. What I find genuinely useful

Fink, “L’Analyse intentionelle et le problème de la pensée speculative [Intentional Analysis and the
Problem of Speculative Thought],” Problèmes Actuels de la Phénoménologie [Contemporary Problems in
Phenomenology], ed. H. L. Van Breda, Desclée de Brouver, 1951, pp.53-87.
23 Fink, Sixth Cartesian Meditation, 21, emphasis in original.
24 Fink 22.
25 Ibid.
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in Fink—beyond the mere genealogical draw of wanting to link Stiegler to another, less
discussed figure of phenomenology—is his attention to the experienced transition into
rationalism. Put in Jean Cavaillès’s terms, but contrary to him, there must be an accord
between consciousness and concept that allows for their distinction.26 Given the
technical nature of the concept, Stiegler’s project makes sense as an inspiration for
explicating the essential connection between philosophies of consciousness and of the
concept, between the first-person singular and the third-person, intersubjective
universal.
Yet philosophical categories, despite belonging to a theoretical domain anterior
to those of concepts, themselves exist as actual concepts qua technical reality; they are
produced within a sensible domain in accordance with that domain’s intelligibility, its
logical coherence, which in turn gives them the capacity to subvert that coherence and
force it into a novel organization. In other words, if what has been traditionally referred
to as the intelligible in opposition to the sensible is in fact irrevocably sensible, then how
are we to conceive of the existence of speculative philosophy and especially its referents?
Speculation proceeds as if it were capable of abstracting intelligibility totally from
sensibility—though it is definitely informed by the intelligible reality of cosmological
sensibility (with this I anticipate my implementation of Whitehead). An account of

Cavaillès, "On Logic and the Theory of Science.” For a discussion of Cavaillès and the historical legacy of
his “philosophy of the concept” on 20th-century French philosophy, see Knox Peden, Spinoza Contra
Phenomenology: French Rationalism from Cavaillès to Deleuze, Stanford UP, 2014, particularly the first chapter,
“From Consciousness to the Concept: The Spinozism of Jean Cavaillès,” pp.17-64.
26
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technicity in both conceptual-existential and speculative-categorial perspectives thus
cuts to the metaphysical heart of philosophy. But it does so while remaining within the
sphere of technics because philosophical reflection is a technical phenomenon.
I therefore maintain Stiegler’s deconstruction of the interiority of human
subjectivity and its technical, exterior memory-supports in order to develop an
alternative, truly transcendental phenomenological comprehension of technicity: a
speculative category of technical genesis that accounts for concrete phenomena and
coheres with an entire categoreal system for cosmic reality. Whereas the technicity of
Technics and Time is an originary technicity for two distinct, albeit inseparably defined,
modes of existence—the human who and the technological what—my project pursues
technicity as a more flexible and process-oriented account of Fink’s speculative moment
in phenomenology. As I see it, Stiegler’s seminal inauguration of a technological
phenomenology sets up a revival of Fink’s post-preliminary radicalization of Husserlian
phenomenology as well as the means to progress beyond Fink’s insistent focus on the
transcendental constitution of human life. Neither originary technicity nor
transcendental subjectivity is to be found here; rather, transcendental technicity is both
the subject and the object of speculation. Its elaboration insists on the metaphysical and
cosmological scope that Stiegler excludes, and ultimately secures the realization of
Fink’s intentions in the process philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead.
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Organization
Technics Before Time has eight chapters divided into three parts. Each part
integrates a theoretical argument with an example of a techno-aesthetic taken from
popular culture. By techno-aesthetic, I mean an artifact or process that generates
relations of sensation in a manner that foregrounds its own technicity. Or in the very
least, techno-aesthetics betoken a critical analysis that attends to how the specifically
technical nature of the cultural artifact or practice prompts an aesthetic relation.
Juxtaposing the specialized terminology and arguments of the philosophy with pop
cultural mass entertainment provides at least two major benefits. First, it helps render
the philosophy more accessible, and not only to readers unfamiliar with my chosen
texts—the concepts being developed require actual instantiation in order to be
understood properly. Second, it shows how presumably low brow cultural artifacts and
activities invite the same level of intellectual sophistication as the philosophy itself. For
many, this second point need not be argued. But there is more to it than making a case
for scholarly objects of choice. Insofar as technics share a common genetic principle—
technicity in its generic sense—they all exhibit their own realization of that metaphysical
origin. Invention of cultural technics exemplifies the dissertation’s theoretical arguments
because it participates in the metaphysical horizon of technicity.
Whereas Stiegler attends to technics’ reflection of intentionality back onto the
ego, I approach their commonality at the more basic level of organization. Consider the
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techno-aesthetic examples not as an other to consciousness, as an inverted image of
intentional conscious life, but instead as a focal point of many otherwise
incommensurable material processes. Most humanists would take this step with an
interest to arrange the human alongside the inhuman, to show that a fundamentally
inhuman materiality native to technics is what enables the technical conditioning of
human life. This would be a mistake: for it maintains the very same narrow limits on
human life as Stiegler does. The problem with many so-called “new materialisms” is
that they preserve the conservative model of the human as a primarily conscious
interiority. Whatever chosen object or process represents the inhuman, it does so as a foil
to the human. As a mere foil, the inhuman of new materialisms shores up the traditional
humanisms when it could instead take the fully materialist route of integrating human
existence into the world. On the contrary, by reducing the co-invention of intentionality
to the broader transformation of material organization, I mean to expand the scope of
how technicity modifies the human. Additionally, this entails that technicity’s purview
for intervention goes beyond the contents and forms of conscious anticipation that
condition lived experience. Technicity impacts the very structural horizons of any
experience, of any existence.
Part 1 addresses two dominant theorizations of technicity with an emphasis on
the technical object, followed by my own intervention. Chapter 1 introduces Stiegler’s
seminal account of originary technicity in Technics and Time; and Chapter 2 does the
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same for Simondon’s more naturalistic explanation of technicity’s genesis. However,
where Simondon, and Stiegler after him, define outright the technical object as inorganic
organized matter, I treat the technical object as an obstacle to comprehending the
general logic of technicity. Chapter 3 makes a first pass at reorienting the philosophical
approach toward technicity by splintering the singular purposiveness of invention’s
intentionality into a layered superintentionality. The first part’s techno-aesthetic
example is the electronic musician’s effects pedal, or stomp box, used most frequently
with electrical guitars.
Part 2 emphasizes the technical subject both in philosophy and in its example of
tabletop role-playing games like Dungeons & Dragons. Chapter 4 mirrors Chapter 1 in its
general overview of some of Stiegler’s foundational work on the technical nature of
conscious experience and intellect. Chapter 5 extends the work of radicalizing Technics
and Time by sourcing Stiegler’s technological phenomenology in Edmund Husserl’s final
assistant and official heir to phenomenology: Eugen Fink. Fink’s transcendental
reduction of the phenomenological method uncovers a speculative moment in Stiegler’s
more conservative Husserlian model. Making explicit Part 1’s Bachelardian
undercurrent, Part 2 concludes with Chapter 6’s sublation of phenomenology by its own
technological operation. I replace the too human transcendental subject with the notion
of a transcendental technicity that incorporates Fink’s phenomenology while surpassing
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it. Stiegler’s reliance on the time of human experience is thereby overcome with the new
theoretical directive to treat technics as participants in the creation of temporal relations.
The third and final Part makes good on Part 1’s Bachelardian move to avoid
defining technical objects outright. Instead, by following the second Part’s resolution to
understand worldly genesis as a process anterior to and thus productive of time, I
deploy Alfred North Whitehead’s speculative rationalism in order to characterize, with
the utmost metaphysical generality, the becoming of technical realities. This, of course,
refers to technicity, and it is the speculative denouement of my critique of inorganic
matter’s “organization,” that is, Bernard Stiegler’s conceptual presupposition that links
phenomenological sense-making to technical objects’ “third mode of being.” At this
stage in the argument, time has lost its absolute station as originary form of forms and is
treated instead as another gradient along which existence is determined. In other words,
Stiegler’s foundational temporality is treated as one dimension of what results from
absolute process. Furthermore, I will have argued that the technical constitution of
experience equates fundamentally to an expansion of phenomenology’s narrow
conception of experience at the level of its grounding conditions. This means that
sensibility, or the relations that provide the basis of order for experience, is essential to
existence and not to human consciousness alone. Technics forge new relations out of and
between extant ones, thereby creating new orders of sensation that cross prior
boundaries of experience.
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My Whiteheadian consideration of technicity therefore pertains to a mode of
synthesizing much broader orders of experience, a mode that is uniquely capable of
producing technological sensibilities (or, put another way, technical modes of
experience). The question of technicity’s generic elaboration therefore continues to be a
question of forms, now broadened beyond a phenomenological metaphysics of
temporality. This question’s materialist recuperation means that form pertains to matter
not as an extrinsic operation of ordering applied to “mere matter,” but as always already
sensed matter, or matter that is itself the completed experience of past worldly relations.
Whitehead transforms modern philosophy’s formless, senseless data received by
subjectivity into a multiplicity of ordered experiences already causing future
perspectives to feel their respective worlds in specified ways. Technicity’s peculiar mode
of organizing the forms by which existence relates must then accord with the
metaphysical rubric of all cosmology. Such is eminently the case with Part 3’s example:
the blood and gore of computer games. I consider blood and gore to be primarily nonrepresentational forms that highlight the technological overdetermination of multiple
material scales, causal structures, and modes of experience.
Finally, given that Part 2 examines the technicity of speculation, Part 3 shall
forego repeating a similar analysis of Whitehead’s “adventure of rationalism.” The
interested reader can certainly recognize in the ongoing construction and systematic
balancing of concepts the technical nature of Whiteheadian speculative method. Process
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and Reality effectively realizes the cursory plan for a non-phenomenology I appropriated
from Eugen Fink’s theoretical practice of transcendental reduction. The speculative
categories developed in Whitehead’s philosophy are inventions of thought that do not
have a more authentic or fully realized existence in the temporal movement of human
experience. Part 3 is thus an exercise of transcendental technicity, which is to say of a
type of intellectual labor that composes conceptual structures to produce an
understanding of ultimate existential process in advance of directly experiencing such a
process—since the experience of experience’s origination is intrinsically impossible.
Beyond the Husserlian confines of experience impossibly coinciding with itself,
transcendental technicity creatively thinks, on the technologically organized sensible
basis it provides, the immanent conditions of reality. Although Whitehead recognizes
that his speculative method is an ongoing labor in rational construction, he is unaware
of how profound a role technics play in philosophy and in knowledge generally. So
technicity must be made into a category among these metaphysical conditions,
positioned anterior to constituted temporality, as a description of absolute creativity
immanent to and rationally distinguished from temporally extended events.
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Part I. Technicity: Stomping on Sound
The notion of a technical object has become an epistemological obstacle to an
adequate thinking of technicity: philosophy’s category for that which pertains to any
technical reality. Gaston Bachelard introduced the notion of the epistemological obstacle
to describe that constitutive component of a knowledge which blocks its development.
For the mathematical physicists on the cusp of realizing a processual, energy-based
revision of substance, “mass is an obstacle-concept.”1 Yet in order for it to pose such a
barrier, mass must also play the role of a significant presupposition. For the naïve realist,
existence is substantial, which is to say that it is made of self-contained stuff on which its
qualities subsist; and so the empiricist inherits this substantialism, names it “mass,” and
proceeds via the formalization of experimental evidence into rationalist science by
elaborating a conceptual structure around and through it. Upon confronting phenomena
at the atomic scale, physics obstructs itself with its inherited reliance on the concept of
mass. Similarly, the concept of a technical object enables the formalization of technical
reality, of its essence or “technicity,” but only insofar as the object’s empirical objectivity
anchors technicity’s determinations for the realist mind. At the same time, it also
obstructs the theorization of technics beyond their existence delimited to exterior,
substantial mediators. This mediating exteriority may be in relation either to humans or,
in the case of French philosopher Gilbert Simondon, to nature. Either way, they are
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considered to belong to their own culturally recognizable category of objects and
processes. While this initially serves as a positive development in theorizing technicity,
it ultimately prepares to eliminate from the theory its empirical reliance on ideological
assumptions about technology. Focusing on the consciously apprehended objects of
technicity risks reifying a technical reality into a reductive schema that opposes
technicity to everything else. I intend to examine technicity at a level of formalization,
and ultimately of metaphysical generalization, that precedes its subjective and social
determination as technical objects.
As this part explains, Bernard Stiegler has worked the most in recent decades to
transform the technical object into a genuine mode of existence. His Technics and Time
project makes a rigorous case for situating technicity between the human and technics,
deploying the evidence of paleoanthropologist André Leroi-Gourhan and producing
new readings of the Prometheus myth and of Edmund Husserl’s and Martin
Heidegger’s phenomenologies. “Originary technicity,” as he calls the mythic origin of
this duality, refers to the mutual constitution or co-invention of human interiority
(anticipation, conceptualization, culture) and technical exteriority (tools, spoken and
written language, inscribed support for conceptual thought and transmission of
knowledge across generations). It initiates the apparent split between the inside and
outside of lived experience as an exteriorization that paradoxically precedes and first
instigates the existence of a psychological interiority.
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Nevertheless, even Bernard Stiegler’s notion of originary technicity falls into the
empiricist trap of presupposing a substantial technical reality, since it reverts to a binary
opposition between social and technical tendencies. As I argue throughout this and the
second Parts, this opposition is initially founded on the early2 phenomenological
hypostases of human subjective who and external objective what. The dialectic at stake
for an elaboration of technicity is not that between man and tool, as would be the case
for empiricist technics. A more incisive dialectic operates between techniques (as socially
given) and their formalization into the category of technicity, one which incorporates the
technical object as an obstacle-concept. Furthermore, this formalization is a technical
operation, which means that the establishment of a category of technicity occurs through
a kind of self-criticism within a technical milieu. The human philosopher does not
subtract themself from this milieu’s technicity, but rather contributes as a participant to
its self-reflection. Simply put, a dialectical theory of technicity develops by again and
again recognizing its own initial ideological assumptions regarding the technical object.
At this opening point of thought, which is a recognition of the naïve everyday
phenomenon, the formalization of technics assimilates its ideological assumptions as an
object or “raw material” for the theory’s production rather than as an object to be

This hypostatization is “early” because it was, and continues to be, criticized within phenomenology. As
will be discussed at length in Part Two, Eugen Fink (Edmund Husserl’s final assistant and colleague)
referred to Husserl’s entire contribution to the phenomenological project as “preliminary phenomenology.”
2
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explained by the finished theory.3 A philosophy of technicity must break with the coinvention of Stiegler’s theory, say “no” to the reliance on external principles such as
“lived experience” and “interiorization” that would instrumentalize technics under a
humanist and essentialist rubric, and think technicity as its own unique categorization of
technical existence.
While Bachelard’s work will not bear directly on the project until the end of Part
2, his rationalism drives the spirit of my critique of Technics and Time in this first Part. So
I will lay my cards on the table: Stiegler’s central intention to upend philosophy so as to
reveal its technical underpinnings, its repressed historico-material conditions, is to my
mind correct and of the utmost importance in the humanities writ large; but Stiegler’s
guiding intellectual canon—namely the phenomenology of Husserl and Heidegger—
fails him in realizing this goal. Neither of my positions is altogether new. What I intend
to add to these discussions is a philosophical recuperation, and a rationalist following
through, of Stiegler’s seminal argument regarding the co-invention of conscious thought
and calculated anticipation, on one hand, and of technics, on the other. Co-invention
belongs to the register of everyday ideology and of consciously recognizable objects. A
rationalist analysis of this philosophical concept sunders its distinguishing kernel from
the reliance on a subject-object, mind-world split, a split that the co-invention itself
upsets. This kernel is the undertheorized term “organization” from Stiegler’s
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Simondonian definition of technics as “a third mode of being”: “inorganic organized
matter.” Stiegler follows Simondon by effectively asking, What does it mean for being to
become technical? But he does so only ever within the phenomenological field of his
canon, which is to say that Stiegler cannot properly answer his own question without
reverting its novelty to a conservative idealism.
The work I present herein is not a rejection of Technics and Time. Just the opposite:
I attempt here to develop Stiegler’s original project beyond its initial conceptual
provisions all the while remaining bound to its fundamental trajectory: that of bringing
symbolic thought, and philosophy in particular, into contact with its technological
milieu. The principle of thought’s existence is a techno-conceptual commensurability
with the objective world. It extends well beyond the register of conscious thought,
indeed it must if conscious cognition is to be capable of understanding the world
according to its conceptual apparatuses. The technical, in other words, is not a default of
the empty essence of the human, which would restrict the thought of technics to being
instruments for constructing an anthropology (albeit one in constant flux and thus better
termed a non-anthropology). Rather, the technical characterizes a generic mode of
existence of which human life and civilizations are so many fluctuating participants. I
therefore start with Stiegler’s own presuppositions in order to work out of them towards
this more cosmological, processual comprehension of technics.
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My proposal in this first part is that technicity is a mode of intentionality within
which an intentional event compounds with at least one other intentional event in the
same intentional arc. I call this a superintentionality. What this means in more general
terms is that technics owe their existence to a composite of modifications made to
distinct orders of phenomena and, significantly, to the relations between these orders.
“To superintend” is based on the Latin “super-” or “upon another” and on “intendere” or
“to stretch forth, extend; to point forwards.”4 Thus the subsumed processes of a
technique are not sub-intentional media above which a technic operates as would some
emergent level of complexity that supersedes its ground. Rather, they are active at the
same level as the superintended direction. Technicity thus refers to a superposition of
interventions on the world, wherein the superposition is also a target of the
interventions as opposed to being a mere fact of succession. One of the significant
hurdles to elaborating a rational and materialist category of technicity is to avoid
reliance on a human agent, a prime modifier that simply imports its own preconceived
properties to the category in question. At this stage, “intentionality” shall remain
understood in the basic phenomenological sense as the self-constitutive subjective act
that bestows a form to sense data so that worldly objectivities may appear to a living
consciousness. Although I will problematize this hylomorphism already in these
chapters, it can be accepted as Stiegler’s, and therefore my, point of departure.

4
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By composing more than one intentional activity within a super-intentionality,
one can begin to recognize (ahead of its problematization in Part Two) that with technics
the temporality of intentionality is itself made into an object of intervention.
Superintentionality intervenes on the intentional bestowal of form in that it compounds
multiple intentional events into a composite intentionality. What I mean by an
intervention into the bestowal of form is that the ground for the formation of sense data
is itself modified, made the object of one of the intentional events that composes the
technique, or the objectivated existence of the superintentionality. Technics, in principle,
intervene on the grounding conditions of experience, rendering experience itself
technically malleable. The idea here, which will receive continued attention throughout
this dissertation, is that technicity concerns an engagement with the background of
phenomena as well as their foreground. Technical organization targets the relations
between the milieu and its constituent individuals.
In this Part, I take up this special kind of material organization from the
perspective of the individuals that organize. Where Stiegler sees conscious intentionality
emerging from a reflexivity between technical object and not-quite-conscious hominid, I
take technical existence to be a reflexive transformation of a not-quite-phenomenological
intentionality. A technical reality’s organization of material phenomena is reflexive
insofar as it incorporates the process of organizing that it is into the material phenomena
undergoing transformation; and it is anterior to phenomenology insofar as its
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organizing processes do not presuppose, but can include, the life of consciousness. The
first step toward realizing a category of technicity thus upsets the balance of one of
Stiegler’s basic conceptual elements: the deconstructed origin of phenomenological
intentionality. This is not to say that phenomenology is fundamentally at odds with the
category of technicity. As will become more pronounced in the second Part, it is one of
my chief underlying motivations to show that Stiegler’s initially phenomenological
approach to technics can lead to its own non-phenomenological supersession. In other
words, there is a continuity with the phenomenological vocation even as it breaks with
some of the central tenets of certain phenomenologists. Stiegler, I contend, never makes
this break; but he does initiate its sequence by showing the essentially technical nature
of human being and of formal thought. Chapter One begins to lay the groundwork for
this intellectual movement by providing a simple critical explanation of Stiegler’s
concept of originary technicity. His “originary technicity” ultimately doubles down on
phenomenology’s model of conscious experience, enshrining it in the external
recordings of technics rather than superseding it with a materialist account of how
consciousness, one among many phenomena, remains open to technical renovation.
With the organization of phenomena into technics, a leap is made beyond a mere
series of intentional acts to a register of existence different in kind. For now, it is enough
to shift our frame of reference away from the technical object and toward the forms of
process and mappings of multiple milieus’ key-points that make up the generative logic
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of technicity. This vocabulary, as well as my critical stance regarding the hylomorphism
of intentionality, come from another French philosopher that features significantly in this
part: Gilbert Simondon. Chapter Two engages with this central influence of Stiegler’s in
order to put into relief the latter’s shortcoming as well as his strength. Simondon situates
technicity in a philosophy of nature premised on the related becomings of disparate
phases of being, or individuations. Technical objects and operations modify the
communication between the physical individuation of nature and the psycho-social
individuation of humans and culture. In Simondon’s terms, technics are this
communication; but it is a communication defined by a conversion of potential energy
into structures of more or less stable existence, and vice versa, rather than a transmission
of signals across a stable medium. This theory is unique and powerful because it
brackets issues of human utility and instead understands technics as extensions of
nature into culture. Unfortunately, this worldly scope of what is technically modifiable
or communicable comes with its own narrowness: the nature incorporated by or into
technics is only ever that which is or can be formulated by laws of physics and
chemistry. While Stiegler is aware of contemporary technology’s technoscientific genesis
and evolution, for him it is subsumed by the phenomenology of human consciousness
insofar as technology continues to be thought as the ground for classically
phenomenological forms.
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Between Simondon and Stiegler we see one potentially reductive framework
swapped for an even more restrictive one. Where Simondon’s philosophy of the
technical object constrains itself into a mouthpiece for the progressively more scientific
development of technology, Stiegler’s radical dislocation of a human essence nonetheless
installs a variant of that essence—the disclosure of human existence qua conscious
anticipation—into the originary differentiating spark of technical reality. I reject this
idealism for its refusal to confront the broader scope of experience that
phenomenological time cannot subsume. Yet it is a useful idealism for providing the
theoretical resources with which to advance a diverse rationalism rooted in its own
technical constitution. Technicity’s capacity to transform entire structures of experience
renders rationalism’s intensification of experience through concepts a diverse affair,
open to novelty and not closed in on abstract intellectual resources alone. The strictly
phenomenological scope of the ego’s reliance on sociotechnical differentiation thereby
gives way to a model of technical consciousness that does not exhaust what technics do,
but instead participates, by virtue of its technicity, in the wider scope of technical
realities.
To illustrate both the philosophical readings and their theoretical intensification,
I will recur to the same techno-aesthetic example throughout this part. The example is
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the class of technical objects used by musicians of electrical5 instruments known
colloquially as stomp boxes: foot-activated effects pedals that process the instrument’s
signal on its way to the amplifier and speaker. While capable of modifying any electrical
signal bearing the information of a sonic wave that has been transduced into electricity,
these pedals are predominantly used by guitarists and less so by bassists and vocalists.
Echo (called “delay”) and distortion (called, depending on the type, “overdrive” or
“boost” and “gain”) are two common examples of effects deployed in a variety of
musical genres that feature electrical instruments. Readers familiar with Stiegler and
Simondon might have already guessed the motivation behind my chosen example.
Stomp boxes contribute to the production of recorded melodies, a kind of temporal
object which features heavily in Stiegler’s technological phenomenology. Their
differentiation of sonic phenomena contributes to the cultural groundwork that technics
are by enabling the further proliferation of idiomaticity in persons and communities.
Stomp boxes also operate in a chain of transducers, or technics that convert
phenomena into different types. This should not be confused with transduction.
Transduction is a kind of process in Simondon’s study of individuation, in which
context it refers to how “an activity propagates itself step by step, […and] each region of
the constituted structure serves as the principle of constitution for the following region,

Note that the electrical aspect of this example is entirely arbitrary with regard to my argument about
technicity. Part Two’s example is pen-and-paper tabletop gaming.
5
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to the extent that a modification expands progressively at the same time as this
structuring operation.”6 More generally, transduction is also Simondon’s proposed
logical alternative to induction and deduction. In this respect, transduction indicates a
relation between two individuating processes (the subject and object poles) that itself
individuates and contributes to the other two individuations. The transducing of sonic
and electrical phenomena that occurs through effects pedals exemplifies how, in
Simondon’s account, the technical operation engages across disparate scales of reality
and types of phenomena.7 Technics facilitate a communication between material forms
that exist at different orders of magnitude. This communication or modification is the
“effect” of the effects pedal. In the case of the electric guitar, the magnetic coils of copper
wire on the guitar’s pickups transduce the vibrations of metal strings into an electrical
signal, which the amplifier and speaker transduce into audible vibrations. Between these
two transformations, the stomp box serves as a paradigm of the technical object in
Simondon’s sense: it is a mediator between man and world that extends structures of
nature into culture.
Beyond its exemplification of either philosopher’s categorization of technical
existence, the stomp box pushes the boundaries of both. Primarily, the effects pedal
serves to expand on “organization,” that undertheorized term in Technic and Time. It

6
7

Simondon, L’individuation 32.
53-55.
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concretely figures a superintentionality that operates through multiple scales of
phenomena. An effects pedal can be analyzed very similarly to the prototypical example
of a prehistorical tool: a reshaped piece of flint attached to a refashioned stick. The “re-”
prefix in both cases indicates a synthesis of intentional modifications to pre-given, found
materials that prepares both pieces to be connected. Each component in a stomp box has
also been organized into specific parameters by the electrical engineer who designs and
produces it and the musician who sets it up in order to modify a signal as it traverses a
daisy chain of such technics. Furthermore, the microphysical scale that characterizes
electricity and sound waves stages a confrontation. On one side, there is Stiegler’s “bioanthropo-social” delimitation of humanity opposite the technics that inscribe the
former—with a difference—in advance of humanity’s psycho-social adoption of that
novel, technical exterior. Who and what evolve according to a reflexive correlation that
never surpasses the grounding conditions of phenomenological experience. On the other
side of this confrontation is the open-ended truth of technicity: technics treat the
grounds of phenomenological sense as another medium to be mediated through the
coordinated superposition of multiscalar interventions. The technical mediation of the
material conditions for existence pertains to a domain of process anterior to the
ideological split with which Stiegler concerns himself. The beings that fall under the
categories of who and what are not the originary terms of technicity, but on the contrary
result from and participate in technicity’s invention.
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Secondly, the reasons why this example works both for and against Stiegler’s
concept of originary technicity also exact an inverted response from Simondon’s
“ontogenetic,” or processual, technicity. Simondon incorporates the worldly, natural
force of technics into his theory of technicity and excludes from it the social
determinations so central to Stiegler’s version. He labels the latter “extrinsic” conditions
because in his account technicity is a purely mechanical functioning, while cultural
norms and economic imperatives impact the basis for a technical object’s production and
its extra-technical presentation. Here, the stomp box stages a confrontation with
Simondon due to its cultural and aesthetic values, which are just as constitutive of the
technical object as are the physical modifications made to the electrical signal. Indeed,
the distinction between these two is false at the level of technicity. It breaks down the
barrier in Simondon’s account between intrinsic mechanical functioning and extrinsic
conditions for that functioning’s realization and modulation. Thus the analysis of the
electrical musician’s effects pedal positions Stiegler and Simondon in a chiasmus,
whereby both approaches to technicity intersect into a fuller account of technical
existence.
Lastly, stomp boxes orient the philosophical elaboration of technicity towards a
technical intervention into philosophy. As Benoit Dillet asserts in a recent commentary
on Stiegler’s work, “there should be a renewed dialogue or even relations between
philosophy and technics: technics should inform philosophy, and vice versa. […]
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Stiegler’s project is techno-logical: creating a new logos (rationality, or reason) of techne
(both art and science).”8 From the formalization of technicity, philosophy receives the
impetus for its own rational development. Elaborating a category of technicity anterior
to its ideologically framed objectivity—the technical object—demands a radicalization of
the initial presuppositions that supported the philosophical treatment at the outset.
Stiegler's commitment to the philosophically foundational position of technicity is
groundbreaking, and it leads to many exemplary analyses of technics’ constitutive role
in intellection and sociality. And yet the logic specific to the dynamic of
transindividuation between the human and the social or collective group takes a passive,
past-oriented relation to the techno-genesis of memories tailored to the conscious ego.
Attending to the technicity of the technical object displaces the assumed stability of the
object, of the subject, and of the technical relation between them. This stability is
displaced from the everyday acceptance of an inseparable duality between human and
technics onto a process of technical origination anterior to such hard and fast
demarcations. Distinctions between the physiology and cultural tastes of the musician,
the musical theory and technique formalized by the instrument’s construction and setup,
the physics of sonic signals and electrical componentry in the stomp boxes themselves—
they become viewed as unities native to a specialized order of sensible magnitude and
experience. These unities owe their stability to levels of process at which they

8

Dillet, “Proletarianization, Deproletarianization, and the Amateur,” 99.
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themselves do not cohere. Technics cut across these boundaries. A philosophy of
technicity puts the philosophy of human being in its place, and it does the same to the
complementary notion of the technical object. Most importantly, an understanding of
technicity’s intervention across media of different types and scales relativizes the
identities of macrosensible existents such as the human as much as it provides the basis
for a materialist understanding for such an ideological structure.
In order to assist the reader in following my arguments, I will present at the
outset of each of the dissertation’s three divisions an outline of the major theoretical
positions as well as how they correspond to the techno-aesthetic example. The
theoretical argument’s theses are restated in the text as they are addressed.
Table 1: Outline of Part I
Theoretical Argument:
Technicity signals an originating
intervention into worldly structures of
existence. This is accomplished by
consolidating multiple intentional
processes within a composite
superintentionality.

Example:
The effects pedals (i.e. stomp boxes) and
other sonic technology used by electric
musicians.

1. Stiegler’s prosthetic ontology reduces
technical differentiation to a universal
anthropomorphism (i.e. technics are
extensions of a standard human ideation)
and a technocentric determinism (i.e.
technics are the source of prosthetic
existence and change).

1. From Stiegler’s vantage, I consider the
effects pedal to be both an exteriorization
of technoscientific understanding and the
initiation of a novel interiorization of
musical forms on the part of the musician.
Specifically, the looping delay pedal
prompts a real-time creation of a repeating
and layered temporal object at the sonic
interstice of human and technics.
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2. Organization is the principle shared by
the organic matter of the human and the
“inorganic organized matter” that is
technics. Originary technicity’s
deconstructed coupling misses this
grounding process, although, to its credit,
it expands the scope of what is considered
technical on account of this shared
organizing.

2. At the site of the rotating knob, multiple
organizing intentions convene: musical
theory, cultural trends and personal taste,
molded plastics and soldered metals,
physiological habit and technique, the
management and direction of electrical
signals, the craft of producing instruments,
the patterns of play and performance, and
so on.

3. As an extension of nature’s lawful causal
structures, Simondon’s technical object
makes good on the non-anthropological
core of the human.

3. Effects pedals and amplifiers bring
natural phenomena directly to the
experiential domain of humans, imbuing
the cultural aesthetics of contemporary
sound with some of the world’s causal
structures. Technical invention disrupts the
perceived separation between human and
world by intervening in their relation.

4. However, technics in Simondon’s theory
are woefully absent of any determinations
other than scientifically codified laws of
physical and chemical nature.

4. Trevor Pinch’s historical analysis of the
Minimoog synthesizer’s development
shows it to be the result of an imbrication
of scientific, social, personal, and financial
technologies.

5. Technicity’s characteristic superposition
of organizing intentions is a
superintentionality. My proposed category
of generic technicity refers (at this stage) to
a superintentional break with the
relationality that structures a world.

5. Electric musical effects function as
superintended processes that coordinate
original structures of existence. These
superintentional organizations of causal
systems exemplify how the category of
technicity pertains to the abstractions of
human and technic, let alone their
inseparability.
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Chapter 1: Originary Technicity
“What are technics?” This question along with its variations (“What is an
object?” “What is writing?” “What is the human?”) as well as its more complex
derivations (“What is the relation of media to thought?” “What is the ontological order
of human and technē?”) have taken a prominent position in phenomenology. Jacques
Derrida comes to mind as one chief source for this inquiry into the mediation of
phenomenological analysis. And his student, Bernard Stiegler, demonstrates the
necessity of technics in such projects: from the ontological co-origination of man and tool
in Technics and Time, 1, to the media epistemological supplementation of time
consciousness in the second volume, and the third volume’s subordination of Immanuel
Kant’s a priori schematism of any possible experience to the “a-transcendental” of an a
posteriori mnemotechnical apparatus. In all of these seminal arguments, Stiegler
contends that technical recordings exterior to human bodies make possible the inner
forms of human experience. This upends centuries, if not millennia, of thinking that has
granted humans the autonomy of being the source of their own experience—if not in
content, then certainly in overarching form. For Stiegler, the most fundamental form of
human consciousness is its temporality, especially the anticipation of future events. His
radical intervention into the technical underpinnings of philosophy argues that the time
of human being is always already technologically shaped and grounded.
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Yet Stiegler’s discourse eclipses his important accomplishment insofar as he
ultimately preserves an anthropological, prosthetic conceit. For just as soon as the
correlation unveils an ontological clue to human experience and intellectual labor, its
evidence takes on that lacunal insufficiency of a deconstructed binary which no term
(“supplement,” “absent origin,” “default”) can spin positively. The human’s, and
phenomenology’s, technical co-constitution loses itself in a circular expression of two
terms and their relation that only reinforces the dichotomy that it ought to disavow. In
Simondon’s terms, we are left without a natural world-phase, only that of technics and
that of man, both having had their ideological identities consolidated.9 Originary
technicity stands as much for this myopic co-constitution as it does for Stiegler’s
breakthrough in understanding technics. It is the font of the phenomenological
orthodoxy that plagues Stiegler’s timely critical studies of technology and contemporary
civilization. In particular, Stiegler presupposes the Living Present of a standardized
human consciousness and demarcates both intentionality and the content of retentions
by its characteristic “consciousness of images,” which is Husserl’s term for technical
recordings of human experience.10 Though Stiegler may achieve an original and

For an excellent account of how Stiegler forgoes Simondon’s philosophy of nature and instead introduces a
“new critique” in the vein of Kant and, after him, Adorno and Horkeimer, see Jean-Hugues Barthélémy and
Vincent Bontems, “Philosophie de la nature et artefact.”
10 Mark Hansen has argued that contemporary technics lead us to expand beyond Stiegler’s attention to the
orthodox Husserlian picture of human agency as bound to the frame of the Living Present. While similar to
our present concern, I intend to show that at the core of Technics and Time there is a fundamental absence of
the Living Present and of phenomenological orthodoxy more broadly. See Hansen, “Technics beyond the
Temporal Object,” New Formations 77, October 1, 2012.
9
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extremely useful degree of generality in his concept of “originary technicity,” I contend
that further phenomenological investigation ought to address what it would call the
transcendental phenomenon of technicity. My task then is to pick out this thread so that
it may be appropriated for a fully generic category of technicity.
Despite taking their cue from Martin Heidegger’s Being and Time, Stiegler’s
Technics and Time volumes do not reduce technics to a regime of unveiling. Were this the
case, technics would merely disclose worldly phenomena to a human being unchanging
in its being, its Dasein (the “being-there” of the human). Stiegler treats originary
technicity as a materialist corrective to Heidegger’s notion of the historicity of Being,
which amounts to the argument that technical recording makes possible any and all
questions that the human may pose with respect to its fundamental being. To be sure,
Stiegler maintains from Heidegger the basic problematic for a philosophical ontology:
the ontological structure of Dasein is its temporality, its always being thrown into a
present and directing itself towards its future and incalculable end in death. Thus any
further philosophical reflection must be founded on this temporal structure of being’s
disclosure to Dasein. We read in the introduction to volume 1, The Fault of Epimetheus,
that “modern technics nevertheless remains a mode of disclosure,” such that it is
appropriate to continue to identify it with “the history of being itself.”11 Elsewhere,

Stiegler, Technics and Time, 1, 10. Stiegler’s Technics and Time volumes will be abbreviated as TT1, TT2, and
TT3.
11
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Stiegler acknowledges that the databased form of knowledge in contemporary
technoscience, especially with its domination by economic imperatives, perfectly
exemplifies Gestell, Heidegger’s term for the modern “en-framing” of all worldly being
as potential energy.12 But as the title of the series indicates, the most primordial
relationship for Dasein is not that of being and time, but of technics and time, because
technics provide access to time, and therefore to being, and make possible the existential
reflection on both.
Technē at its essence, Stiegler argues pace Heidegger, fundamentally entails the
human’s most essential encounter with itself. Rather than pursue Heidegger’s later, less
human-oriented work and “the event of the appropriation of being” (Ereignis),13 Stiegler
remains faithful to the earlier Heidegger’s existential analytic in Being and Time. Technics
and Time, in particular the second half of the first volume, provides an addendum to
Heidegger’s phenomenological ontology that recognizes the necessity of technical
supports for Dasein’s anticipatory structure of being-in-the-world and then elaborates on
the philosophical consequences of this technical support for the being of the human.
This shores up the Heideggerian notion of epochs characterized by differing access to
Being with a technical component that Heidegger expressly disavows: successive epochs
of Being’s disclosure are underwritten by the technical means of recording for a given
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Stiegler, “Programs of the Improbable, Short Circuits of the Unheard-of” 95.
Heidegger, “Time and Being.”
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epoch. Mnemotechnics moreover are constitutive of sociality, so the disclosure of Being
in the first instance relies on what Heidegger terms the “They,” an inauthentic aspect of
human society that obscures the authentic relation that Dasein has with being through
its temporality. Thus the retentional devices that constitute world history
[Weltgestlichtkeit], a category which Heidegger deems inauthentic and therefore excludes
from the originary history of Being’s unveiling, are by Stiegler instead made
fundamental to phenomenology and its attempts to understand Being.
However, this intervention is not without its own problems. In an essay
reflecting on the third volume of Technics and Time and its relationship to Simondon’s
work, Jean-Hugues Barthélémy and Vincent Bontems point out the idealist selfsufficiency of Stiegler’s technological Dasein. Stiegler’s new critical orientation, writes
Barthélémy in one of his sections, “revisits Heideggerian being-in-the-world as that
which is not anchored in any philosophy of nature, but which should be able to
engender a theory of knowledge without already providing it by itself.”14 Instead of
reconnecting Dasein to a philosophy of nature as one might expect a materialist critique
to do, the technics of Technics and Time reconfirm this originary distance of experiential
form and world. That the technicity of Dasein is originary means that technics structure
human being prior to any actually existent relation. Originary precedes all empirical
origins by making them possible in the first place. On this basis of originary technicity,
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Barthélélmy and Bontems, “Philosophie de la Nature et Artefact.”
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the deconstructed binary of human and technics resolves in a self-contained cycle that
excludes mind-independent reality. It is a significant intervention into orthodox
phenomenology that presents a radical conception of technicity’s originary,
transcendental relationship to the human ego’s experience. Yet it remains in many
respects an orthodox phenomenology no different from its sources. This chapter’s goal is
to explain Stiegler’s originary technicity both in its conservative shortcomings and in its
latent radicalism.

Co-originary technicity.
Thesis: Stiegler’s prosthetic ontology reduces technical differentiation to a universal
anthropomorphism (i.e. technics are extensions of a standard human ideation) and a
technocentric determinism (i.e. technics are the source of prosthetic existence and
change).
As general as the concept of technics will become in Stiegler’s prehistorical,
philosophical account of their evolution and contribution to humanity’s non-essence, his
critical exposition begins in terms similar to Simondon’s narrower conception: “a third
genre of ‘being’: ‘inorganic organized matter,’ or technical objects. These nonorganic
organizations of matter have their own dynamic when compared with that of either
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physical or biological beings.”15 Unlike Simondon’s theory of the genesis of the technical
object and its concretizing evolution, Stiegler’s contribution to a theory of technics is the
philosophical significance of the co-invention and consequent co-evolution of conscious
ego and technics.
Volume 1 of Technics and Time situates this process of co-origination in classical
myth. In the Greek myth of Prometheus, Zeus tasks the titan’s brother Epimetheus with
providing every animal an identity, which Stiegler often refers to as a “biological
program.” But when Epimetheus leaves out the human from the attribution of essences,
Prometheus steps in to correct this fault by bestowing the human with fire, symbol of
poiēsis or making. Thus when the human defaults on an essence, it must fabricate its
living relationship to the world. Before the pre-human animal can possess and reflect on
an interior psyche and thus be recognizable as a self-reflective “who?,” it must come face
to face with its outside reflection, the “what.” Invoking Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic
theory of a young child’s self-differentiating mirror stage, when the child sees their
reflection and recognizes it as an image of themselves, Stiegler calls this co-evolutionary
process “the mirror proto-stage” between “grey matter and mineral matter.”16 Over
hundreds of thousands of years, the exteriorization of hominid activity into technical
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artifacts and communal signs was interiorized—first, genetically in the development of
the prefrontal cortex, and second, mentally in the formation of psychic interiority.
By posing the exteriorization of technical creation prior to that of interiorization’s
formation of an interiority, Stiegler establishes that the human-technic pair is a
deconstructed coupling where the relation holds primacy over either term. “What is
exteriorized,” Stiegler summarizes in the introduction to Volume 2, “is constituted in its
very exteriorization and is preceded by no interiority.”17 Humanity develops from the
Epimethean decoupling of life from its genetic, biological program, and develops
according to the Promethean, i.e. technical or artefactual, programmability of an
endlessly differentiating future. Its future follows the Derridean logic of différance: both
differentiating over time and always deferred in its completion that would grant it a
final meaning. Co-invention lacks an origin to bestow it with meaning and telos, a
definitive end in both senses. Instead, the human pursues the means for that improbable
end as ends themselves: technē as the différance of différance, the endless deferral of an
ultimate justification for its existence and sensible orientation in the world by way of
constantly differentiating the technical programs that circumscribe such justification and
orientation.
Clearly, technicity for Stiegler revolves around the philosophical, biological, and
social identities or non-identity of the human. His recognition of an originary merger of
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anthropology with technology results in what Barthélémy and Bontems call a nonanthropology. Without a meaningful unity on account of its originary default, “the
human,” Stiegler claims, “can only be defined negatively, by the trait of this technical
inhumanity that allows it to be differentiated without, however, permitting its
identification.”18 At the mythical moment of co-invention, the distinction of intelligence
qua technical program from instinct qua biological program separates the human from
the animal. Whereas the latter is identified by speciation through genetic differentiation,
the former differentiates ethnically on the basis of technically transmissible and
communicable forms: this difference defines the coup of the who.19 The after-the-fact
(après coup) of thrownness to which Dasein owes the temporal flowing of its being-inthe-world becomes replaced by the après coup of co-invention. “The unity of the human
here becomes tenuous,” remarks Stiegler, “one can hardly see any other permanence
[…] than the fact of technicity. […] The continuity of the human would be due only to
the permanence of ‘liberation’ having become ‘process of exteriorization.’”20 Under the
aegis of originary technicity, Stiegler consolidates French paleoanthropologist André
Leroi-Gourhan’s two ruptures21 in Hominid evolution into one: “Contrary to what is

TT1 157.
155.
20 149.
21 To be fair to Leroi-Gourhan, according to Christopher Johnson, Stiegler’s criticism comes from his
disregard for the kind of evidence to which the paleoanthropologist attends, such as the evolutionary time
scale of two million years and “the quantitative difference between the braincases…increasing from 500 cm3
in Zinjanthropus to more than 1500 cm3 in Neanderthal” (Johnson 43). In contrast to Stiegler’s “either-or”
and “always-already” manner of thinking the human as occurring in one broad stroke, a single “coup,”
18
19
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proposed by Leroi-Gourhan, for whom society is established only at the end of
corticalization, the human is social from the moment of the Zinjanthropian, even if this
socialization does not present the forms with which we are familiar.”22 The possibility of
language and socioethnic differentiation that we would recognize today are already
latent within the first coup of exteriorized memory in inorganic organized matter.
Stiegler’s contemporary concerns regarding the discontinuous relationship between
technical systems and human society have a continuous lineage back to this correlational
coup.
Thus in lieu of a human essence, Stiegler proposes a “transductive relationship”
between the technical genesis of the what and the socio-genesis of the who.23
Transduction, as Stiegler explains it, is a relation between two dynamic tendencies: in
this case, one that is technical, and another that is bio-anthropo-logical. He takes this
schema from Bertrand Gille, for whom a civilization’s technics compose a relatively
coherent technical system, and from Simondon, who explains that psychic individuation
must resolve its vital problematic, the impetus of its perpetual individuation, through
the individuation of the collective.24 Techno-genesis always runs ahead, in advance of

Johnson points out that for Leroi-Gourhan there remain significant techno-biological convergences that do
not necessarily offset previous species demarcations as non- or pre-human (42).
22 TT1 173.
23 TT2 7.
24 Simondon, L’individuation 29-30. I find it peculiar that Stiegler would use the term “transduction” here
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socio-genesis, because this transduction operates according to a general movement of,
first, a constitutive exteriorization of human experience into memory-supports and,
second, an interiorization of that exterior experience by way of the process of psychosocial individuation. In Technics and Time, 1, Stiegler differentiates between three types
of memory: genetic, epigenetic, and epiphylogenetic.25 This third type (literally “above
the species”) enables everything we consider uniquely human, which for Stiegler means
above all idiomatic differentiation and, more generally, the future-oriented temporality
of Dasein. Epiphylogenesis refers to the exteriorization of an individual’s experiences so
that they may persist and be inherited beyond the death of that individual. With each
progression of the technical tendency into a new epiphylogenetic epoch, wherein the
conditions of recording present new capacities for exteriorized memory and agency, the
individual’s social organization must respond so as to incorporate into its psychiccollective individuation the changes of its constitutive memory-supports. Ancestral

instead of another important Simondonian term that Stiegler uses elsewhere: transindividuation. The coindividuation of psychic individual and collective group is the paradigmatic transindividuation.
Transduction, were we to follow Simondon’s usage of it, would imply that one of Stiegler’s named
dynamics propagates its structural novelty through the receptive potential of the other dynamic. Thus
transduction involves a single operation of individuation, the two terms of which are its conditions rather
than individuations in their own rights. On one hand, transduction strikes me as lacking the pairing of
tendencies that characterizes the co-evolutionary relationship of humans and technics. On the other hand,
though, transduction can seem more appropriate than transindividuation to the extent that Stiegler himself
tends to subordinate socio-genesis to techno-genesis. Nonetheless, the heart of the matter is the idea that the
co-invention of who and what develops into a macroscopic relationship of two mutually implicated
tendencies of historical development. On the notion of a technical system, see Gille, History of Techniques,
Volume 1: Techniques and Civilizations (1986), 17.
25 TT1 177.
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hominids’ corticalization over the course of two million years represents the last
significant genetic interiorization of the exteriorized already-there; and beyond this,
technically supported human groups have adopted new means for differentiating
through their constituent individuals and technical programs. All of this, in Stiegler’s
account, amounts to the detachment of intelligence from instinct, following which the
technological organization of time comes to order human life.

Programming Technical Arche-Traces.
“‘Technical consciousness’ means anticipation without creative consciousness.
Anticipation means the realization of a possibility that is not determined by a biological
program.”26 This statement of Stiegler’s maintains a distinction in conscious experience
between “creative” and “technical,” with the latter uniquely capable of repeating a
recorded anticipation unencumbered by biological instinct or the vagaries of mental
recollection. Stiegler identifies the originary technicity of the human with Derrida’s
notion of gramme, which is the cybernetic “unity of a double movement of protention
and retention. This movement goes far beyond the possibilities of ‘intentional
consciousness.’”27 This unified double movement is cybernetic because the recorded past
(retention) and anticipated future (protention) are maintained in an auto-regulating
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process of differentiation supported by written traces. Technicity here makes possible
the mobility of intelligence beyond the biological programs of the living, beyond the
intentionality of consciousness; it marks the reconfiguration of givens at the service of
possibility, and a reconfiguration that is above all capable of being maintained beyond
the death of the individual associated with its initial exteriorization. Note, however, how
a cybernetic paradigm of possibility and its organization through time encroaches on the
understanding of both biology and materiality itself. The ubiquity of the Derridean
gramme, and its interpretation by Stiegler as a technical arche-trace, or a sense-giving
differentiation without definite origin, assures this.28 For what is at stake in the advent of
“technical consciousness” is the technologically managed reflexivity of forms both
mental and material, a reflexivity that begins as and remains a transition from a dynamic
of exteriorization (on the side of the what) to a dynamic of interiorization (on the side of
the who). Stiegler’s co-originary coup of who and what subsumes other paths of material
agency under this dynamic. The capacity to invent new technics and to resolve technical
problems is in Stiegler’s account due to a grasp of forms as they change through the
ongoing coupling of human and technic. The imaginative power of human thought does

In a critique of Stiegler’s inheritance of Derrida’s notion of “program,” Andrés Vaccari points out:
“Despite Stiegler’s initial insistence on materiality and the specificity of the surface [of writing], the program
reintroduces an informatic paradigm that clearly ignores the materiality of the trace, and considers tertiary
retentions mainly as form-givers.” See Vaccari, “Unweaving the Program: Stiegler and the Hegemony of
Technics,” Transformations 17, 2009: www.transformationsjournal.org/journal/issue_17/article_08.shtml.
28
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not, in Stiegler’s rendition of invention, come to technics from the outside; rather the two
are always already imbricated within a mutually constituting correlation.
Stiegler thus finds it necessary “to distinguish two levels in the understanding of
anticipation: operative anticipation, and anticipation qua the differentiation of
stereotypes as well as of the very form of anticipation.”29 The first is a founding
protentional movement that occurs only in the individual instance, and the second
pertains to the socio-technical differentiation of collectively functioning forms that
regulate anticipation on the first level. Technicity manages the memory, the temporal
mobility, of the phenomenological ego in that the latter’s recognition of experiential
contents, and therefore its capacity to maintain threads of identifiable contents over
time, is structured by the technical organization of the world. Technological regimes of
organizing, identifying, and relating empirical contents lay the foundation for
anticipating possible futures. Phenomenological calculation of Dasein’s death, the
certain yet unpredictable end to its temporality, depends essentially on technics.
Operative anticipation and the being of human being therefore presuppose such
technical systems as language, symbolism and signs, mathematics, tools, digital search
engines, consumer marketing, and broadly the worldviews that encompass all of these
stereotypes and the forms of anticipation.

29
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Prior to the genesis of lived experience, Stiegler’s account establishes a postbiological program of the prosthesis and its stereotypes. These stereotypes are
repeatable and modifiable forms,30 artificial memories that, as external recordings of an
individual’s lived experience, must be recapitulated via epiphylogenetic (crossgenerational) inheritance.31 At the ontological register of the ego’s constitution of its
world, Stiegler insists on the movement of the originary exterior-interior dynamic. The
above quoted passage continues in a register crucial for my critique to follow: “It is at the
second level, always already implied in the first, that the question of movement arises: it is a
matter of knowing the provenance of differentiation”—I add the emphasis to point out
Stiegler’s tendency to subsume the human organism under its technical exterior.
Because Stiegler’s theory of technics maintains at its foundation a correlation between
two constituted poles, he sets up the human side to be determined by technics as an
other intrinsic to its constitution. After the coup of co-invention, when the who and what
are sundered into co-existence and when the human is cut loose from its biological
instincts, any true process of invention has been already circumscribed by the definitive
formation of either term.
In this way, “image-consciousness,” Husserl’s concept for what of
phenomenological experience is recorded by technics, attains its theoretical dominance
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for the rest of Stiegler’s oeuvre. The initial opening for a philosophy of technicity thus
defaults to a technological phenomenology. In the second volume of Technics and Time,
Stiegler relabels epiphylogenesis “tertiary memory” or “tertiary retention” in accordance
with Husserl’s designation of conscious retentions as primary memory (that which
immediately fills out the present with a temporal bandwidth) and recollection as
secondary. In volume 1 of his Symbolic Misery series, he summarizes his Husserlian
stratification of memory as follows:
I argue that conscious life consists of such an organization of primary
retentions (R1), filtered by secondary retentions (R2), with the relations of
primary retentions and secondary retentions ultimately determined by
what I call tertiary retentions (R3)—these R3 relating just as much to
technical individuation as to the process of grammatization which
traverses it.32
This flux of selections, he clarifies, is better “referred to as my temporal fabric” than as a
linear process.33 Since primary retentions are always a selection, filtered moreover by
secondary retentions, and thus are both always a recurrence and never exactly the same,
Stiegler concludes in characteristically Derridean fashion: “that there is only repetition”
and “that there is never repetition.”34 With tertiary retention “at its disposal,” the

Bernard Stiegler, Symbolic Misery, 1, 52.
52-53.
34 53.
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designation “human species” is insufficient for that “technical life” to which it refers.
Rather, the who-what coupling after the co-originary coup proceeds through a process of
successive differentiations that Stiegler calls “the epiphylogenetic situation of the genre.”
On this issue of “grammatization,” Stiegler turns from Derrida to Sylvain Auroux for an
account of the gramme as a history of language’s progressive “discretization of the
continuous.”35 Except, whereas Auroux limits grammatization’s historical epochs of
recording to the alphabetization of language, Stiegler rightly includes analogical
repetitions of many more “grammes” such as bodily gestures and movements.36
Nonetheless, Stiegler’s formalization of technics remains under the sway of
consciousness’s standard of experience. Embodied activities, affects, and all other noncognitive forms derive from the early phenomenological framework of intentional
correlates capable of being experiences by consciousness.
Lastly for this section, I will briefly remark on how Stiegler diverts Simondon’s
nature-oriented approach to technics into a phenomenological one. Stiegler does retain
Simondon’s goal of “an instrumental maieutics that alone permits an understanding of
how tools […] pursue a process engaged long before the rupture yet nevertheless
constitute the rupture.”37 In other words, Stiegler wants to think the tool as at once a prehuman dynamic and an originary element in the human’s discontinuity with the rest of
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the living. Stiegler differs with Simondon chiefly in his substitution of living experiential
forms, interpretable as cybernetic information under Derrida’s rubric of the gramme, for
a natural dynamic, in which technics tend to realize an ideal physico-chemical model of
functioning. These are mental forms, able to be experienced by the phenomenological
ego, and not physiological forms that serve as embodied prototypes for technics. The
upside to Stiegler’s conception of the problem is that epiphylogenetic memory “allow[s]
for both the contestation of oppositions and the description and preservation of differentiations”
native to the dynamic of socio-genesis.38 Thus where Simondon restricts technicity to
modeling scientific accounts of nature’s physico-chemical functioning, Stiegler imbues
the technical object with an intrinsic ethnicity because the technical domain founds the
possibility for ethnic differentiation. Problematically, however, the stereotypes of the
what are limited to its phenomenologically primary function “as image-consciousness.”39
This means that the technical program’s différance of life’s différance loses the potential
radicality of a materialist critique of a phenomenological human essence as conscious
anticipation in favor of substantiating that humanist idealism in the material history of
technics. It is not a matter of a sociocultural addendum to Simondon’s technical object,
but is unfortunately an outright substitution of technically supplemented socio-genesis
of consciousnesses for the worldly sense of technics.
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I therefore characterize Stiegler’s technological phenomenology of memory as an
idealist recuperation of Simondon’s materialist concept of information. Where the latter
deploys the idea of materials in-forming one another in order to think the processual
interdependence of reality’s structural phases, the former reigns it in under the unifying
scope of exterior memory supports that store image-consciousness only. On the positive
side, this sets up Stiegler’s technological phenomenology for a decisive intervention into
much of canonical philosophy, which historically has ignored its technical
underpinnings: namely, that philosophical reflection presupposes prosthetic support.
On the negative side, Stiegler’s unwavering commitment to a philosophy of
consciousness limits his project’s explanatory power to the boundaries of that canonical
history.

Example, Part 1
From Stiegler’s vantage, I consider the electric guitar effects pedal to be both an
exteriorization of technoscientific understanding and the initiation of a novel
interiorization of musical forms on the side of the musician and listeners. The stomp box
operates at the sonic interstice of human and technics. This interstice accords with
Stiegler’s theory of technics as prosthetic supports of conscious experience: whatever the
musician plays must be reproduced point by point along the chain of technically
organized inorganic matter, from vibrating string to vibrating speaker. A stomp box’s
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intervention into the wave patterns of nonconscious electrical signals indexes the
intentional construction of the box as well as the parameters for producing hitherto nonlived conscious forms. Interiorization of the pedal’s effect(s) signifies here the musician’s
adoption of its capacity to impact the instrument’s sound and also the audience’s
familiarization with those acoustic outcomes. Prior to this subjective incorporation, the
pedal itself has to have already exteriorized, in its technological organization of matter,
all of those as yet unlived subjective forms. According to Stiegler’s concept of originary
technicity, human life has always already based its subjective constitution of experience
in the objective support of technics. Depending on the context, the latter provide the
rubric, the motivation, and/or the additional memory for the conscious life of humanity
at its individual and collective levels. A Stieglerian analysis of the stomp box therefore
attends to how it has been imbued with the human in advance of the human’s actual
incorporation of it.

Figure 3: Boss DD-20 Digital Delay Pedal
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For example, delay pedals with loop support such as the Boss DD-20 and the
Line 6 DL4 allow the guitarist to construct a temporal object in real time, layering
intentional acts that repeat in technical memory’s exteriorization of human intentions.
The most basic feature of such a process is that the delay pedal institutes a temporal
envelope, a measure of time that bounds the temporal extension of the repeated phrases
regardless of what they are or how many they number. Although the player decides
when to stop the initial recording (short of running up against the maximum recording
limit) and immediately transition into its recurrent playback, the initial musical line only
comes to inform the future musical production as a technical objectivity exterior to the
human side of the act of playing. From there, every tone, whether played singularly or
recorded on top of the extant loop as an additional layer, takes place over the backdrop
of that technically constituted temporal object. The superposed layers of sound reflect
back to the listening subject both the past intentional life of the musician and the past
intentional organization of the stomp box itself, which predates all usage of it. A loop
pedal exemplifies how an effects pedal’s inorganic matter contains an indeterminate
potentiality to reproduce not just a single intentional experience, but a combination of
many, prior to their actual instantiation. The impossibility that a single musician play as
if s/he were multiple dramatizes the originary dependence of the human on technics. By
reproducing successive musical phrases in a simultaneous time, the loop exteriorizes a
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combination of intentionalities that could not exist in the life of the subject prior to their
objective constitution.
Moreover, the aural reflection of just passed musical intentionality foregrounds
the entire series of technical matter on which the musician’s experience depends. They
are confronted with the automated sequence of technics that converts the already
interiorized technique of playing an instrument into amplified sound. Yet insofar as the
recurring melody has objectified the subjective intentionalities of the musician, this loop
also exhibits Stiegler’s argument that technics equally depend on an interiority to
provide an instigating directive. With such an advanced technical object, the effects
pedal can seem to be at the end of a long series of inventions involving both human
creativity and technical supports (from previous drafts for a prototype to scientific
models of signal processing to the industrial infrastructure that manufactures the
pedals). Indeed it is, and a core tenet of the Technics and Time project as well as Stiegler’s
other work is to track the differentiation of technical systems, since these are always the
conditions of possibility for human experience and social formations. In the local drama
of the looping delay pedal, one can witness hear the technical establishment of historical
difference. A one-off riff becomes, upon repetition, an idiom to characterize a past
intentionality. Additional layers voice the sedimented accumulation of the past and
make evident the active role that technically preserved events play in the ongoing
constitution of present experience.
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Nonetheless, for me the question remains: how does such a phenomenologically
oriented approach to technics account for the level of organization in the effects pedal
that never comes to light except indirectly as a medium to condition conscious life? Even
this minimal position, does it not entail an expansion of phenomenology’s domain
beyond what it defines as the ego and as consciousness? Stiegler’s answers to these
questions would be entirely in the negative.

Prosthetic Philosophy’s Absent Invention
Thesis: Organization is the principle shared by the organic matter of the human and
the “organized inorganic matter” that is technics. Originary technicity’s deconstructed
coupling misses this grounding process in favor of prosthesis, although it rightly
expands the scope of what is considered technical on account of this shared
organizing.
When Stiegler demarcates the technical exterior as prior to, and thus the
condition for, the ego’s subjective interiority, he leaves out that a pregiven condition for
technical consciousness is non-technical: the intentionality first to organize matter.
Before I broach what it would mean to renovate this point of departure in Stiegler’s
philosophical project, I need to explain how the absence of invention in favor of a coinvention restrains Stiegler’s technological phenomenology into an idealism, the core
totalizing principle of which is consciousness. Of course, for Stiegler this condition of a
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pre-technical intentionality makes no sense, because intentionality for him is solely the
orthodox phenomenological kind constitutive of consciousness’s reflexive interiority
and temporality. And it is this reflexivity and experiential grasp of time that requires a
technical prosthesis. Stiegler differs from Husserl by arguing that intentionally lived
temporality is itself dependent on a prosthesis that makes anticipation possible. To the
extent, then, that the activity to organize matter into technics lacks the capacity for
foresight, it is not strictly speaking intentionality in its phenomenological sense.
Intentionality, including the mythic original one that founds technical being, can only
ever be grounded on a technical exteriority. Hence, there could be no intentionality first
to organize matter. By Stiegler’s account this intentionality would have had already to
interiorize such an external material organization. Such interiorization refers to both
kinds addressed above in this chapter: the corticalization of the brain following the
implementation of technics by hominids, and the modification of forms of conscious
anticipation by the technical milieu. In Part 2, I will look at how phenomenology has
widened the bounds of intentionality beyond the directed attention of a mind capable of
self-consciousness, which bears directly on what Stiegler’s technological critique could
have accomplished. At this juncture, I intend to work closer to the orthodox version of
intentionality in order to show how Stiegler both shores up its primary status for
philosophy and provides the basis for its abolition.
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This chicken-and-egg problem of origin is less a problem for Stiegler than it is the
central stuff of philosophy: a Derridean aporia validated for eliminating an identifiable
beginning that would bestow meaning and purpose on all future human life and
experience. His thesis for the Technics and Time series is that technics “are originarily—
and as marks of the de-fault of the origin out of which there is [es gibt] time—constitutive
(in the strict phenomenological sense) of temporality as well as spatiality.”40 For technics
to be constitutive in the strict phenomenological sense means that technics operate at the
constituting layer of conscious experience: the transcendental process that structures
possible experience. Technics, in other words, constitute the horizons of time and space,
the lived rhythm binding all perceived worldly contents to the ego. Consequently,
Stiegler’s technological phenomenology preserves the egoic correlation to the world
without further phenomenological reduction.
As I mentioned in the General Introduction, this is what Eugen Fink refers to as
the “preliminary” results of Husserl’s phenomenology, and Stiegler’s prosthetic
philosophy ultimately bolsters its hold on critical thought. Had Stiegler followed the
phenomenological vocation of reducing experiential structures to their constituting
processes, then he would have found originary technicity to be a naïve stopgap for a
more fundamental, generic technicity.41 By providing Husserl’s philosophical method of

TT1 17.
That Stiegler does not perform this characteristic deepening of phenomenological analysis indicates that
his project for a technological phenomenology is perhaps not a phenomenology at all. I bring this up not to
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reduction with its technical infrastructure, however, Stiegler only lends material support
to its idealist assumptions about how human experience of self and world constitutes
itself and what standard forms that experience can take. The site of phenomenological
constitution may have shifted, but its fundamentals have not changed. The addendum
of tertiary memory to Husserl’s model of intentionality is a smokescreen materialism
whose real effect is to substantiate a universal anthropomorphism. Co-evolution of who
and what belies an idealism: the Living Present of phenomenology’s subject is already
present in the originary default to technicity as its latent telos. Technicity may operate
on the structures of anticipation that form human experience, but conscious human
experience remains the only horizon for technicity’s operations.
What if Stiegler were to have questioned the legitimacy of that method and truly
transformed the operation of phenomenological philosophy? This, I argue, is exactly
what attending to the concept of organization, assumed at the outset in Stiegler’s
definition of technics, proposes. By interrogating the phenomenological reduction
itself—that is, by interrogating its basic presupposition of the self-reflexive subject of
intentionality—this question of intentionality’s becoming technical approaches the
fundamental obstacle to Stiegler’s philosophy of technics: he cannot think technicity as

mince words or maintain a strict canon of intellectual history, but to acknowledge that what I am criticizing
Stiegler for not doing falls outside the chosen trajectory of his work. As a critique of other philosophers’
work so as to elucidate the technical underpinnings, Technics and Time succeeds. As a critique of experience
and of technicity, however, the series falls short.
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such without relying on the humanist hypostases of the who and the what. Indeed, given
the primacy granted to exteriorization, it should be no surprise that originary technicity
comes to express (or even: is replaced by) a prostheticity qua temporality, which is at the
same time temporality qua prostheticity. This means that the co-invention of who and
what has as its essential form: the time of phenomenological reflection and the prosthetic
support for that reflection, which together compose an originary dyad. Again, that it is
originary signals that this dyad founds the empirical happening of time, of technics, of
the human. Consciousness’s temporal form crosses the interior-exterior divide at the
same time that it is originarily composed by those two separate terms. This is the case
despite and because of such pronouncements on Stiegler’s part as: “interiorization does
not inevitably follow exteriorization, it is exteriorization.”42 The equivalence marks the
commensurability, qua experiential flow of time, of human and technics. It is remarkable
that the ontological and phenomenological breadth of the human should remain so
static. Yet for Stiegler it is no longer a question of technics, let alone of their technicity,
nor even of the organization common to who and what. Rather, his technological
phenomenology turns on the existential analytic of Dasein as a radically prosthetic
ontology.
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Prosthesis is not a supplement, “it is added,” proposed out in front of what
proposes.43 It is both a spatialization and a temporalization, simultaneously alreadythere and in-advance. Prosthesis is a priori for conscious experience—it structures
intentionality and makes phenomenological life possible—on account of being a
posteriori, created and livable by that experience; the prosthetic exterior serves as both
actual content and transcendental form.44 The who-what correlation allows Stiegler to
break one of Kant’s critical strictures: Stiegler argues that the necessary a priori status of
the conditions for possible experience are actually and necessarily first a posteriori
because they are derived from experiences that have been technically recorded. Even
though this privileging of existence maintains the centrality of the human as the model
medium for experience, it is reminiscent of Friedrich Kittler’s reduction of human
experience to the medial forms of discourse networks. Except: in Stiegler’s technological
phenomenology, there is no getting out of the domain of the human for technics. They

TT1 152. In the general introduction to volume 2, Disorientation, however, Stiegler contradicts his initial
theorization of prosthesis and instead identifies it with Derrida’s logic of the supplement. The supplement
stands in for an absent origin that only obtains a semblance of presence through the propagation of its
effects. In Stiegler’s discourse, the absent origin of course refers to exteriorization without initial interiority.
“The logic of the supplement is the différantial logic of already-formed matter: a logic preceding the
opposition of form and matter. [It] is a techno-logic through which inorganic matter is organized” (TT2 4).
This opposition is evidently intended as an anticipation of the Husserlian itinerary of the second volume,
with form being the intentionality of the transcendental subject and matter being the sense data that receives
its form from the former. And later: “All supplement is technics, and all supplementary technics is a storage
medium ‘exteriorizing’ a program” (8). Thus in the opening of volume 2, Stiegler further reigns in the
efficacy of technics by rewriting what “The Fault of Epimetheus focused on showing,” namely “that the
supplement is an always-already materialized trace” (4). As Technics and Time proceeds, then, it redoubles
the correspondence of technicity to humanity. I have relegated this remark to a note in part because I prefer
the initial sense of separation of technicity from the human, even as I wholly accept Stiegler’s argument that
Dasein requires some type of technicity anterior to its emergence.
44 TT3 141-145.
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may condition the horizons of socio-genesis and phenomena, yet these horizons always
maintain a commensurability with what phenomenology has determined to be the
standards of human consciousness. Technicity becomes prostheticity in Technics and Time
for the sake of the human, especially for the temporal flux that synthesizes its conscious
experience. This—temporality lived by the capacity of prosthesis—replaces the
potentially philosophically groundbreaking materialist kernel of organization.
As already mentioned, this vicious circle of conditions receives the Derridean
treatment insofar as Stiegler deconstructs it into a co-invention and does not pursue a
positive transcendental logic of technicity. Thus, the meaning of being that is accessible
or knowable by Dasein is “being-in-facticity,” that is, an add-on, a technically inscribed
past, which can only be experienced by Dasein “by deferring and differing it.”45 Dasein’s
past is doubly not its own, since it must inherit the past from an other and must put it
into play through the anticipation of what is not yet its own.
However, the notion of an “epoch of being,” of Dasein’s accessibility to the
history of being, is in my view a gross confusion of ontology for, not to mention
reduction of technicity to, an epistemology of non-lived, but consciously livable,
phenomena. Far from investigating being-qua-being, technological phenomenology
bears on a critical program of knowledge’s possibility as it differs across technical
epochs. This history of epochs commences with the disclosure of Dasein’s existence as a
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historical being to itself, which in keeping with Heidegger is the prosthetic experience of
its mortality. Stiegler contends that “having-to-be also means to be-in-facticity, or, as we
prefer to say […], to be-in-prostheticity.”46 Here is the central passage where Stiegler lays
out his reinterpretation of Being and Time as Technics and Time:
Dasein is outside itself, in ec-stasis, temporal: its past lies outside it, yet it
is nothing but this past, in the form of not yet…But how does Dasein eksist
in this way? Prosthetically, through pro-posing and pro-jecting itself
outside itself, in front of itself. And this means that it can only test its
improbability pro-grammatically.
1. Dasein, essentially factical, is pros-thetic. It is nothing either
outside what is outside of it or what it is outside itself, since it is only
through the prosthetic that it experiences, without ever proving so, its
mortality, only through the prosthetic that it anticipates.
2. Dasein’s access to its past, and its anticipation as such, is prosthetic.47
By Stiegler’s rendition, the apotheosis of early Heideggerian ontology in Being and Time,
the meaning of Being as disclosed to Dasein when Dasein anticipates its own inevitable
yet unknowable mortality, is essentially prosthetic. The history of Being furthermore
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exists only in retentional apparatuses, mnemotechnics that are inherited over
generations; they condition and make possible the very reality of a history of being.
Disclosure is prosthetic; ontology = prosthesis, which is interminable calculation based
on an endless differentiation of the forms of anticipation—though only those forms that
conform to phenomenological consciousness.
Such an approach taken by preliminary phenomenology and ironically
consolidated by Stiegler demands that a narrow set of concepts restrict the philosopher’s
explanatory efforts. Co-invention’s inauguration of an intentional organization of
worldly experience occurs ex nihilo, without any semblance of an inhuman precursor. It
simply ruptures all hitherto material traces of time. Phenomenological anticipation and
organized inorganic matter emerge from nothing but themselves. It denies that, in
Simondon’s words, “the physical world is already highly organized,” and that non- or
pre-conscious individuations are capable of acting based on different kinds of memory.48
And this is why my reading of Technics and Time pivots around the absence of a direct
treatment of organization. What one has instead to do is to follow the layers of
organization that imbue reality with systems of intentions broadly conceived. One has to
think technicity on its own terms in order truly to renovate a philosophical tradition’s
explanation of the genesis and coherence of experience. Although Stiegler fails to follow
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his argument through to this position, his work makes clear that a critique of any
knowledge involves first and foremost an engagement with its technical foundations.

Example, Part 2
At the site of the effect’s pedal’s rotating knob, multiple organizing intentions
convene: musical theory, cultural trends and personal taste, molded plastics and
soldered metals, physiological habit and technique, the filtering and direction of
electrical signals, the craft of producing instruments, the patterns of play and
performance, and so on. That, in Stiegler’s view, every one of these elements correlates to
a modified subjective interiority is not without merit. It means that whatever contents
have been classically relegated to the inner life of humanity owe their existence equally
to the technical objectivity that lends exterior form to that inner life. Correlatively, these
technics exist thanks to the egoic intentionality imbued in the organization of their
inorganic material substrate. Humanity, at both the individual and the social scales, in
all its cultural nuance, is technologically formed and supported in its existence. Again,
the negative aspect of such a radical intervention into Western philosophy is how it
maintains the broader domain of its object of critique: the classical inner life within
which the now technically conditioned contents find their subjective realization. Thus
the dehumanization of human life via the historically contingent evolution of technics in
fact relies on a very traditional concept of the human. A Stieglerian reading of the stomp
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box delimits its technicity to its capacity to produce new consciously recallable
memories that in turn structure possible conscious experience. Originary technicity’s
theoretical strength is also its most damning shortcoming.
The stomp box’s parameter setting knob is a site of overdetermination where
various processes and materials exist as participants in an overarching technical
operation. What makes this operation technical is that it organizes these disparate
processes into a complex ensemble of now commensurable component processes. By
engaging with sonic phenomena and their grounding media, the stomp box organizes
related scales of reality into one concerted system. For example, one of the most
common and straightforward effects pedals is the distortion pedal and its cousins. But in
order to understand what it does and why it came into existence, it is first necessary to
understand how a vacuum tube amplifier works. Within a vacuum, the transmission of
electrons can be directed from a positively charged cathode to an anode, also referred to
in this context as the plate. Prior to the introduction of solid state transistors, which
compose contemporary electronics, vacuum tubes were used when a signal needed to be
amplified, modified, or controlled. With cathode ray tube (CRT) monitors, the images on
the screen are the result of a vacuum tube’s direction of electrons onto the plate. This
continues to be the case in such legacy systems as the radar module in nuclear missiles.49
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For electronic sound systems, the vibrations of the guitar’s or other input signal pass
through the tube in the form of sine wave patterns of electrons emitted by the cathode
and captured by the anode. In a triode tube, the negatively charged grid placed between
the cathode and a positively charged anode (positive so that electrons with travel from
the grid to the anode) organizes the transfer of electrons through the vacuum tube.50 This
grid can be designed to modify the sine waves of the signal, reshaping the sound.
Primarily, though, the vacuum tube simply increases the gain of the signal, which is to
say that it adds power to the signal and thereby increases the amplitude of the wave. In
turn, where the amplitude peaks beyond the tube’s capacity, the wave is rounded off,
producing the distortion so characteristic of blues and rock guitar sound. Moreover, the
signal is composed of more than one sine wave; it also includes harmonics, which are
component waves bearing frequencies that are multiples of the dominant wave. This is
what is meant by someone who refers to a sound as complex or as having good tone.
When a signal is amplified to the limits of a tube, only the higher amplitudes of the
waveform get rounded off, leaving the lower volume harmonics intact.
With transistor technology, many kinds of signal manipulation become possible,
and with a smaller form factor and cheaper production cost. Solid state circuitry can
replicate this “tubey” distortion, or it can tweak the wave pattern to sound crunchy or
fuzzy. An overdrive pedal simply increases the gain of a signal so that when it reaches
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the amplifier, the signal will feature increased rounding off.51 But in the case of solid
state amps, where no vacuum tubes are used, an overdrive pedal will not result in the
pleasing “rolling off” of a tube signal. Instead, in order to obtain a comparable tone, the
stomp box needs to clip the amplitude of the signal directly. The pedal switch turns the
effect on and off. Knobs on the exterior of a stomp box set potentiometers, which
regulate the pedal’s signal modification and thereby make possible a range of distortions
and tonal clarities.
A stomp box’s operation concerns what media theorist Wolfgang Ernst calls
“sonics.” Sonics are “a special subclass of sonicity” dealing with “its non-human
embodiment within electronics.”52 Sonicity, another term proposed by Ernst in his
media-archeological study of sound and time, “names the oscillatory events and their
mathematically reverse equivalent: the frequency domain as an epistemological
object.”53 Without “explicit sonification,” sonics “exist in electronic latency like songs
and voices recorded on magnetic tape prior to playback” or like the electrical
componentry of an effects pedal prepared to channel a signal through its organizing
intentionality.54 Sonic technics are neither entirely acoustic nor electrical. They partake in
multiple levels of sonicity, from the scientific understanding of waveforms and digital

Since this leads to a significant increase in output volume, an attenuator can be installed between the amp
and the speaker. An attenuator decreases the strength of the signal while maintaining its quality, which
allows for both the distorted tube effect and a lower volume.
52 Ernst 23.
53 22.
54 23.
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signal processing, through the materials engineering of electronics, to the production of
analog acoustics sensible by the human ear. A stomp box’s operation subsumes these
different time frames and their causally related, but immediately incommensurable,
phenomena under a technicity whose principle is to render them commensurable, or
commonly open to a shared organizing intention. When a pedal is activated and its
parameters adjusted, the entire overdetermined structure of sonicity is organized; that is
to say, the pedal intervenes on the audible phenomena as well as the subatomic
phenomena, the macrophysical orientation of a potentiometer in the pedal’s chassis as
well as the microphysical vibrations of air surrounding the speaker.
A musician’s aesthetic values result from sonic technologies as well as motivate
their invention and implementation. A desire for a specific or vaguely imagined tone
guides the design and use of a stomp box, while the box’s capacities for effecting such
sonic phenomena in turn guides the development of that desire. For Stiegler, this
recurrent cycle tracks an initial interiorization (at the scale of the individual) and
adoption (at the scale of cultural collectives) of vacuum tube technology that develops
by perpetually differentiating consciously perceived sounds ahead of what
consciousness can anticipate. While not wrong, this perspective misses the complex
treatment of causal grounds effected by technicity. Waveforms in all variety of materials
are physical conditions of possibility for conscious experience, they are media for
experience, and the stomp box mediates that very mediation. Thus a unilateral relation
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of ground to grounded comes to a new ground, technologically organized to render
every scale of phenomena involved a ground or medium for every other. This new
ground is more than the effects pedal, discrete technical object; it takes form across the
multiple participants I have frequently referenced. What is more, the human no longer
takes part in a question of whether it ought to be privileged. Instead, parts of human
existence (mainly cultural trends in music and sound production, physiological
technique of playing an instrument, scientific understanding of sonicity, and the
economic conditions for its realization) partake in the technical operation, and
themselves become as open to mediation as the sonic signal. Technicity puts otherwise
disparate fields of existence into direct contact on a plane of commensurability, whether
these fields be contingently separate (as with materials science and guitar playing) or
phenomenally distinct (as with subatomic electrons, audible vibrations, conductive
wires in a pedal’s circuit, and idiomatic expressions of musical style in genre titles).
Stiegler can propose a radical opening of what constitutes the human, and he can
at the same time preserve an identity of the human rooted in conscious interiority,
because the very notion of the human is a socially recognizable one. The “human” is, in
other words, a technical determination in addition to the actual relationality of technics
to which humans contribute and by which they are transformed. The question here is
not one of privileging either the who or the what, but of a contingent stability in
experience rooted in the technologically effected instability of the very grounds for
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existence. A relatively static notion of the human, such as the one based on the Lived
Experience of a who, results from an ongoing technical overdetermination, that is, a
complex structure with multiple determining factors made commensurable by the
material organization characteristic of technicity. The apparent simplicity of the
ideological universal “the human” belies an architectonic of structurally exclusive
regimes of knowledge, which runs the gamut of genetics to religion. No one discipline
or discourse holds a monopoly over defining a species or, in more philosophically broad
terms, a common mode of existence. The linguistic capture of these regimes by the
notion of “human” poses as an exemplar of certain, mainly linguistic, technics. Focusing
on but one aspect of what constitutes this shifting notion, as Stiegler does in the case of
the who, what, and originary technicity, illegitimately brackets its many other
determinations.
Recall that originary technicity revolves around a prosthesis lacking an original
point of invention. Instead, a nonexistent subjectivity is objectified into its proper
subjective existence by the exterior recording of a technical object, or tertiary memory.
Accordingly, Stiegler roots his technological phenomenology in the devices that record
livable contents of experience. Analyzing the combination of intentional activities that
cohere in the stomp box marks a path toward thinking technicity without recording. In
the very least, the technicity at stake thus far pertains to records of intentional events
that fall far outside the limits of conscious experience. Crucially, the stomp box
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exemplifies how technics overwrite these limits by organizing the component
phenomena into new, complex grounds. Technicity mediates the medium, it intervenes
on the conditions of possible experience. The stronger interpretation of expounding a
technicity without recording would be to highlight how the category of technicity is a
structural logic of process anterior to material duration, but which of course requires
material formation in its instantiation. Both of these ramifications require further
development before they can be sufficiently posed. The first, weaker claim motivates the
other two chapters in this Part, while the second, stronger claim motivates the rest of the
dissertation.

Reassessing Originary Technicity
My reading of originary technicity prepares to reassert, below, the processual,
worldly aspect of technics that we find in Simondon’s Du mode d’existence des objets
techniques [On the Mode of Existence of Technical Objects], but without forfeiting the
generality and potential for a non-anthropology gained by Stiegler’s deconstruction of
human and technics. Paradoxically, the human’s fundamental lack of essence implicates
its unique necessity to incorporate technicity, which is often understood in terms of its
non-necessity, its superfluous excess over the needs that structure existence and
sensation in a world-relation. Instead of setting out to constitute a transcendental
phenomenon of technicity anterior to prosthesis and the anthropomorphic (i.e. universal
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lived experience), Stiegler sticks closely to a more naïve variant on the
phenomenological reduction that implicitly believes in an origin and explicitly centers
its analyses on the correlational poles of subject and object. Though the origin in his
account has lost its anthropological prehistory that would imbue technics with an
already extant human essence, it nevertheless implicates a telos of phenomenological
orthodoxy precisely in the form, formation, and source for the meaning of objectivity.
Originary technicity is, as phrased in the third volume of Technics and Time, “the
originary technicity of human life.”55 Stiegler never pursues the transcendental logic of
technicity beyond this, always adding on, always pro-jecting and pro-posing human life
as the flipside to originary prosthesis. This anthropological qualifier undermines,
however tacitly, the seemingly materialist contention that “technics—as permanent
retentional support—[are] constitutive of objectification as bringing-to-view of all
objects…and, beyond that, of all ideation.”56 This sort of line is what makes Stiegler’s
work so important and all the more difficult to contend with given some of its
unacceptable results.
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Chapter 2: Genetic Technicity
French philosopher Gilbert Simondon (1924-1989) has generally been little read
even in France, yet he is influential thanks to those famous few readers he has had. The
opening sentence of Jean-Claude Beaune’s preface to Jean-Hugue Barthélémy’s Penser
l’individuation [To Think Individuation] (2005) summarizes the reception of Simondon’s
oeuvre:
“Gilbert Simondon has inspired little commentary, even if Gilles Deleuze,
Gilbert Hottois, Isabelle Stengers, and Bernard Stiegler have paid him
homage—but it is always a particular aspect of his work that is
approached, and the most developed commentaries concern his lone
classic Du mode d’existence des objets techniques [On the Mode of Existence
of Technical Objects].”1
It was only in 2005 that the major thesis, L’individuation à la lumière des notions de forme et
d’information [Individuation in Light of the Notions of Form and Information], was
published in its entirety as a complete volume. Its sections on physical and biological
individuation appeared in 1964, and it was not until 1989 that the final portion, on
psychic and collective individuation, was published. More widely studied French
philosophers who have incorporated Simondon’s thought into their own—such as those
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listed by Beaune—have focused on their contemporaneous publication.2 Thus a reader
of Deleuze would likely infer that Simondon based his philosophy of individuation on
crystallization, the physical process by which a crystalline germ initiates the conversion
of inorganic molecules’ potential energy (an amorphous, metastable state) into a more
stable structure of periodic patterns.3 By contrast, a reader of Stiegler may assume that
Simondon emphasized the co-individuation of a mental individual with the collective in
which it participates. Besides a philosophical imperative to understand technicity, the
material that Stiegler inherits from Du mode is surprisingly limited to the
aforementioned definition of technics as a “third mode of being” as well as to the notion
of a “general organology,” which seeks to understand the technical apparatuses that
condition human experience, social forms, and especially the transmission of these
across generations. From Simondon, Stiegler inherits primarily the notion of the
transindividual.
This limited and filtered reception of Simondon, however, has been slowly
changing in the decade or so since the publication of Barthélémy’s study. In France
especially, a more thorough presentation of Simondon’s scholarship has been printed,

My thanks to Mark Hansen for pointing this out to me, in particular the split in representation of
Simondon between Deleuze and Stiegler.
3 This likely explains why Alain Badiou would place Simondon in the French tradition stemming from
Henri Bergson’s “vitalist mysticism” (Logics of Worlds 7). On the contrary, Simondon thoroughly criticizes
one of Bergson’s (and Deleuze’s after him) fundamental concepts: that of a virtual contrasted with an actual.
In Simondon’s ontogenetic philosophy, everything from the most stable structure to potential energy for a
structural reformation is actual.
2
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including essays and transcriptions of his lectures. As translations of Simondon trickle
out through special issues in English-speaking journals and books about his work,
Anglophone academia has also begun to work more on Simondon directly.4 While I, like
so many, shall deal primarily with the minor thesis on technical objects, I will also touch
upon Simondon’s later lectures and major thesis. There is much to be gained in an
examination of technics that combines the former’s attention to technical objects with the
latter’s analysis of technical operations, let alone the additional nuance provided by some
later texts collected in Sur la technique and recently published lecture transcripts. So as I
proceed with my elaboration of the philosophical import of “organization” for a generic
category of technicity, I also intend to contribute to the now growing English-speaking
scholarship on Simondon.
In practical terms, Simondon’s methodology was to update philosophy’s most
basic suppositions so that they would accord with the scientific facts of his day. As
philosophy, his work primarily seeks to levy this knowledge for a coherent,
metaphysical ordering of reality’s different domains. The resulting scheme considers
concrete reality to be so many phases in process; and it respects the incompatibilities of
those phases, whether they be due to a distinction of physical scale or to types of
structure. Whereas prior thought has approached individuation either by way of the

See, for example, the special issue of Parrhesia 7, 2009, on Simondon; Gilbert Simondon: Being and Technology,
eds. Arne de Boever, et al., 2012; Combes, Gilbert Simondon and the Philosophy of the Transindividual, translated
by Thomas LaMarre, 2012; Mills, Gilbert Simondon: Information, Technology and Media, 2016.
4
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individual or through a presupposed principle of individuation, Simondon proposes the
opposite: the individual is a “relative reality” that only partially resolves the potentials
of a system, and whatever principle an individuation may have, it comes out of the
individuating process itself.5 An individual’s stability is therefore premised on its
capacity to maintain its activity of individuation. That the individual can be wrongly
taken for a finished substance indexes in fact an individuation held in suspense.6
Becoming does not happen to being, but spreads out from being, perpetually running up
against limits to its operations and overcoming them. Thus in Simondon’s terms, his
methodology is “transductive” and analogical, it looks for processes that spread across
disparate terms so as to experience thought in analogy with thought’s object, or better,
thought’s partner. For transduction’s propagation of a novel structure through another
structure’s potential energy is the most simple process by which individuation proceeds
between “two scales of reality.”7 In Simondon’s epistemology, the transductive relation
between subject and object poles is as much a term as the two extremes. Transduction is
a necessary component to the formation of individuated subject and object, and it can
only be reflected upon after subject, object, and their relation have cohered into terms.
Written in the 1950s, both parts of Simondon’s dissertation critically adopt one of
the then emerging field of cybernetics’ key concepts: information. Unlike its common

Simondon, L’individuation 24-25.
92.
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usage, however, information in Simondon’s work never takes “a form capable of being
given; it is the tension between two disparate realities” that sparks an individuation as a
resolution to that tension.8 A crystalline seed is therefore called by Simondon both a
singularity and information: it sets off the transductive conversion of an amorphous
milieu’s energetic potential into a periodic structure, i.e. a crystal.9 What he calls the
“implicit forms” of a material, like the grain of a piece of wood, are also information:
they indicate the objective reality of a being that will “modulate different operations in a
determinate manner.”10 Note how, from this single term, an entirely different theory of
technics can unfold from that of Stiegler’s, which, as discussed in the previous chapter,
relies on the cybernetic concept of information as a message, sent and received.
Informational content is central to the Stieglerian approach in the typical sense of
message transfer. Technicity in its “originary” conceptualization therefore serves as
information’s form-giving bearer, with information taken to be a message.
Communication here means transfer and transmission. For Simondon, by contrast,
information orders a communication between distinct domains, that is to say, it orders a
transformation, an individuation. When technics intervene on a material in Simondon’s
account, the technical operation attempts to impose a form “of an order of magnitude
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83.
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greater than that of the implicit, elementary forms of the utilized matter.”11
Simondonian information signifies a microscopic condition that confronts a macroscopic
technical form, which together spark a novel individuation. Between either approach,
there is an inverted treatment of the scale of technics relative to the rest of the world.
Simondon’s technical object is larger than what it modifies, which makes the technical
operation in general a communication with microscopic phenomena (the implicit forms
or information). Stiegler’s technics are smaller than what they modify, which orients the
technical operation around the macroscopic phenomenology of human consciousness
(information in the cybernetic sense, borne by technics and shaped by their implicit
forms). This inversion speaks to the key difference I see between the two: Stiegler’s
techno-phenomenology of memory can be characterized as an idealist recuperation of
Simondon’s materialist concept of information. Where Simondon views technics in
communication with an extra-human world, Stiegler views technics as the human world.
Technicity is accordingly proposed from a much different basis in Du mode
d’existence des objets techniques by Simondon than in Technics and Time by Stiegler. Put
schematically, Simondon’s technical object is an extension of nature into culture,
whereas Stiegler’s inorganic organized matter is an extension of the phenomenological
subject (even though the extension originarily precedes the subject). I refer to
Simondon’s theory of technicity as a genetic technicity because of its position within his
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“ontogenetic” philosophy. Ontogenesis captures the broad strokes of Simondon’s
metaphysics introduced above; it replaces ontology’s traditional foundation in such
notions as unity, identity, and substance with “the character of becoming of being.”12
Beyond the novel consideration of the individual from the standpoint of individuation,
Simondon also rejects the idea that there is a principle of individuation anterior to all
genesis. Instead, the principle of any one individuation is part and parcel of the
individuating operation as it occurs. Just as the physical individuation of a crystal’s
periodic structure bears the originating crystalline seed’s information throughout its
processual resolution of the initial potentials, so too does the technical object bear with it
the moment of its invention. Indeed, its genesis does not stop there, but rather is carried
along a lineage of technics that objectivate a subtending technicity, an ideal
functioning.13 Individual technics therefore indicate a momentary suspension of an
ongoing individuation, which can always continue by virtue of the essential
incompleteness of a phase of being’s resolution of its preindividual potentials.
This chapter’s analysis of genetic technicity has two primary goals, which
correspond to this Part’s third and fourth theses. First, I want to recapture the worldly
diversity of technicity that Stiegler eliminates from it. Part 1’s guiding motivation is to
theorize what Stiegler means by “organization” when he defines technics as organized
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inorganic matter. With Simondon’s ontogenetic elaboration of nature and technicity’s
relationship to nature, technical organization obtains its sense of a radical intervention
into the world’s grounds for becoming. Second, I will articulate the shortcomings of
genetic technicity, namely that Simondon restricts the principle of technics to the phase
of physical individuation. Despite his claim that technics ought to be the site for
overcoming human civilization’s cultural distance from nature, they only ever pertain to
the psycho-social phase of being in a relation of exteriority.14 Civilization conditions the
production and use of technics, whereas nature and scientific knowledge inform
technicity. The object of critique here is genetic technicity itself, not the mediations its
“objectivation” as a technical object undergoes in the world. The latter would echo the
thinking of, for instance, science and technology studies, which recognizes the social
forces constitutive of, and impacted by, technical reality, but in a way that preserves the
distinctly mechanical sense of the technical. On the contrary, I intend to reinvest such
diverse determinations into technicity directly. Instead of engaging with the overlaps
between a technical mode of existence and the social, cultural, economic, political, etc., I
show how these latter can themselves be intrinsic to what makes technical reality
technical. As the example sections will show, this critique follows the spirit of Stiegler’s
Technics and Time. I argue that Simondon unnecessarily restricts technicity, and that the

For ontogenesis, “exterior” signifies an exclusion from the domain proper to a phase of individuation.
Stiegler’s “exteriorization,” by contrast, relies on a substantialist definition of a physical body’s spatial
boundaries and its subjective interior life.
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ontogenetic information it can bear from the moment of invention ought to incorporate
the entire spectrum of “concrete being, complete being, that is to say preindividual
being,” and not only its physico-chemical phase.15

Technical Reality
Thesis: As an extension of nature’s causal structures, Simondon’s technical object
makes good on the non-anthropological core of the human. Genetic technicity invents
its own ground for individuation partially distinct from the rest of the world.
As Simondon scholars Barthélémy and Vincent Bontems note, the summary
question of Bernard Stiegler’s work extends a feature of Simondon’s own thought: “the
non-anthropological character of the thought of technics.”16 The non-anthropological
approach above all rejects the reduction of technics to the means of human work, which
we see in Simondon’s bracketing of technics’ utility as a means to extrinsic ends. He
suspends the utility of technical objects so that thought may proceed alongside the
genetic moment of invention.17 Simondon thereby poses an important question for the

Simondon, L’individuation 25.
Barthélémy and Bontems, “Philosophie de la nature” 3.
17 MEOT 279. I choose the phrase “proceed alongside” deliberately, because Simondon’s notion of
knowledge is developed analogically to its object. Thought does not enter into any of the domains it
objectifies. For Simondon, a knowledge of terms is nominalism, whereas a knowledge of relations is realism.
In so far as thought is real, it “is a relation, that is to say it bears a historical aspect in its genesis”
(L’individuation 84). A relation [relation] participates in the individuation of what it relates and is a term unto
itself; whereas a relationship [rapport], or perhaps what one could call mere relation, connects two already
formed terms.
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philosopher of technicity: what are technics in and of themselves? “The concrete
technical object,” writes Simondon in Du mode, “is a physico-chemical system in which
mutual actions are exerted according to all the laws of science.”18 In this section, I outline
how Simondon arrives at this designation, and I show how it fits within his system of
ontogenesis.
An understanding of Simondon’s account of the technical object and its three
variants—element, individual, and ensemble—demands only a limited and concurrent
introduction to ontogenesis, the preliminaries of which were sketched in the
introduction to Part 1. Individuation, or genesis, concretizes a relational knot of
existence, the relations of which remain ever open to restructuring. In this respect,
Simondon’s philosophy is structuralist: the individual, he explains in the major thesis
L’individuation, “is the being of relation, not being in relation, because relation is an
intense operation, an active center” ordered according to a dominant structure.19
Structures themselves are contingent manifestations of order instantiated by knots of
actually existing relations. Thus relations overlap and shift, themselves functioning as
terms between other relations, giving rise to alternate dominant structures and
coordinations of them. This relational conception of ontogenesis informs Simondon’s
epistemology as well: “true knowledge is a relation” with conditions of stability on
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either side of the subject-object relation (both of which are also relations in their
respective domains).20 In the secondary thesis on technical objects, Simondon writes of a
“reticulated reality” [un réalité en reseau] organized according to more or less remarkable
“key-points” [les points-clefs] that stand out among individuations.21 So structures of
material reality are immanent to actual existents, and the latter’s causal force on the
world depends above all on the position of key-points characterizing such structural
relations. As an intuitive example, the natural and urban landmarks as well as the
historical events granted chief importance by the present are some of the key-points that
dominate a human’s structural relations with their world.
Key-points pertaining to an individual do not always participate in the same
structure. Individuation in fact requires a diversity of structures, and as becoming
phases into existence the potential of being’s preindividual homogeneity, it develops
strata of relatively heterogeneous domains of phenomena. A study of physical
individuation, for instance, the first and most direct phase of ontogenesis, follows only
after defining “the energetic aspect of the relation between two physical structures.”22 In
addition to this energetic aspect, which exists on the microscopic scale of molecules and
atoms, there are topological conditions that pertain to the macroscopic scale. The latter
structure is nothing other than the “ordered microscopic system,” or “a society of

L’individuation 83.
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particles in reciprocal interaction.”23 A processual metaphysics of structural relations
recognizes a semi-autonomy in each of these “phases” of individuation. One might think
of these phases as generic superstructures that envelop interdependent structures of
relations. However, when considering a given process, one must not ask to which type a
being belongs or what species of process it is. Simondon consistently rejects the notions
of genre and species for having validity only in substantialist thought. In order to
emphasize that such categories are contingent outgrowths of ontogenesis, he asserts: “It
is the type that belongs to the particular being.”24 Human individuation, for example,
involves both a psychic (or personal, individual) phase and a social phase, hence why it
is called a psycho-social individuation. Neither of these phases could exist
independently of the many singular realizations to which they belong. Conceiving of
generic forms and types that preordain how their actually existing instantiations behave,
Simondon argues, fallaciously overwrites the actual process and diversity of
individuation.25 Again, an ontogenetic perspective maintains that the principle of a
being’s individuation develops concurrently with the individuation itself.
Technical objects instantiate a middle ground between nature and culture, the
two very broad, overarching phases of human civilization (Simondon describes more

L’individuation 72 and 43n.4.
81.
25 As I will discuss in Part 3, Alfred North Whitehead similarly opposes grouping actual existents under
overarching abstractions that would entirely determine how the former can exist. He terms such an
abstraction a fallacy of misplaced concreteness because it grants the abstraction concrete reality.
23
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specific phases in L’individuation than these two from Du mode). Thus an inquiry into the
technicity of technical objects requires a study of the genesis of the relations between
man and world.26 Genetic technicity, then, signifies a concatenation of relations from at
least two relatively disparate phases of being. Moreover, a philosophical inquiry into the
nature of technics cannot focus on constituted technical objects alone because “objects
appear at a certain moment, while technicity precedes and surpasses them; technical
objects result from an objectivation of technicity.”27 There are, in Simondon’s approach, a
plurality of technicities, each of which serves as an ideal for the continued evolution of a
series of technical objects. Instead of finalizing a standard for any entity’s processual
existence, Simondon wants to maintain that relations between technical objects, as well
as between their respective technicities and other modes of existence, “are transductive,”
meaning that these relations are in fact between dynamics that are relational in their
own right. The philosopher must discern in the technical object “the point where two
worlds act on one another,” where two reticulations of key-points enter into mutually
informing communication.28 But this synthesis must not, according to Simondon’s
transductive method, subsume the disparate terms. Transduction preserves the

MEOT 223.
226. In this relation between technical object and technicity, one can ascertain the positive influence of
Henri Bergson on Simondon’s thought. The concretization of technicity over a sequence of evolving
technical objects echoes the élan vital [vital impetus] of Bergson’s Creative Evolution. Of course as already
noted, Simondon strikes from his version of durée [duration] the dualist bifurcation of memory and matter,
or of becoming and stasis.
28 MEOT 65.
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incompatibility of the terms it puts into communication.29 Thus the technicity of a
technical object functions as one of the phases that participates in those objects’ physical
stability and functional consistency. According to Simondon’s “genetic postulate,” the
encounter between phases of different origins never results in a common phase of
becoming. The phases of individuation cannot enter into a single genetic lineage, but
instead remain distinct, as in the human’s individuation of biological, psychological, and
social phases. Effectively, this means that the individuation of technical objects occurs
only so long as the natural phase and the human phase communicate. In Simondon’s
approach to the notion of information, communication is individuation. By holding the
technical phase at a distance from both the physical and the human, Simondon’s notion
of genesis maintains the transductive potentiality of reality’s diverse and imbricated
geneses.30
Simondon’s often recounted case of molding a clay brick exemplifies his
ontogenetic position, its critique of hylomorphism’s division of matter and form, and its
consequences for an interpretation of technical reality. The artisan’s wooden frame does
not unilaterally form the brick. Rather it relies on the functional properties (the alreadymentioned “implicit forms”) immanent to the clay such that the molding process is one
of reciprocal modulation propagated throughout the particles of clay. Specifically, there
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are two “half-chains of transformations” that meet on the same “scale”: one prepares the
clay’s potential for an even reception of the mold’s force “point by point,” and another
constructs the mold so that its macroscopic form will exert force in response to the
microscopic molecules composing the clay.31 As Adrian Mackenzie writes in his book
Transductions, this is a “process of information. […] The brick, as a technical element, is a
domain in which different realities have been transduced or mediated.”32 (In order to
maintain the distinction between what Simondon means by transduction and what a
transducer does [convert one type of phenomenon into another, especially between
analog vibrations and digital format], I will use the word “transduct” rather than
“transduce” when using “transduction” in verb form.) Mackenzie remarks that “a
transductive event establishes an intermediate level at which disparate realities can be
articulated together.”33 It is important to think of this “level” in processual terms, as if it
were a staging ground, rather than as a reified individual. In a text from 1970 titled
“Naissance de la technologie” [Birth of Technology], Simondon calls the tool “a medium
between the operator and the natural material.”34 It is a medium of communication, yes,
but in an active sense of imparting its own sense to the information of individuation.
However, take note of how finality is neutralized in Mackenzie’s description of
the modulation to the detriment of specifying the technical operation: the molding of

L’individuation 41.
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clay occurs “only through a point-by-point application of opposing forces to the
expanding surfaces of the mass of clay.”35 The additional characterization of
transduction as “objectless flows” only further exacerbates this problem: it provides the
false sense that the communication of forces occurs on entirely neutral ground. On the
contrary, transduction maintains the incompatibilities of terms from heterogeneous
domains. A Simondonian account of ontogenesis demands an attention to structure as
systems that impose forms and above all an attention to “the accessible series of
structurations of a system, or successive individuations of a system.”36 There are indeed
objects, or more accurately, individuals, in the sense of largely stable systems of relations
capable of acting on the potential energy in other metastable systems. Conceived
negatively in relation to other in-forming processes, technicity is a structural restraint,
but one which breaks down elementary unities of functioning in order to rearticulate
them in “successive stages of individualizing structuration, going from metastable state
to metastable state by means of successive inventions of structures.”37 (Metastability
indicates a state of excitation from which a release of energy will cause a modification to
the structure.) The technical operation that encompasses the functioning of the claymold-brick system is one such invention of a structure that rearticulates multiple sites of
information within a purposive system. Technicity’s purpose here is the conversion of a
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physical system’s potential energy on the “intra-elementary order” into a structure with
geometrical form on an “interelementary order, macrophysical” with respect to the
metastable collection of particles composing the clay.38 Without an elaboration of the
purposiveness unique to the technical object, which gets lost when Mackenzie shifts his
exposition from the register of technicity to that of transduction, technicity loses its
specificity as a particular genesis and mode of existence. The irreducible conditioning
provided by the wooden frame (and its own implicit form invented by its technical
construction) circumscribes the “objectless flows” of the clay’s modulation. In this
example, the brick’s technicity results partially from the structure aimed at by the
wooden mold, and partially from the point-by-point opposition of forces at the atomic
or molecular level of the clay. The brick “objectivates” the technicity that pre-exists it in
the functioning of the wooden frame, combining the macrophysical finality invented by
the frame’s construction with the microphysical finality of the prepared clay’s
potentiality, its singular preindividual reality.
Technicity manifests in the continuous developments of its objectivated
functioning across past, present, and in-progress individuations. It evolves in a dynamic
relation to itself according to “a principle of internal resonance,” which in turn presents
original, technical problems.39 What, in his 1968-69 course on invention, Simondon calls
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the “augmentation of auto-correlation” refers to the greater coordination of a tool’s
components.40 He gives the example of the “antireflective treatment” of glass lenses so
that they may be used together in greater numbers. In this case, the focusing of light by a
composition of lenses introduces an obstacle to its further internal resonance, namely an
increase in magnification. As I mentioned above, this internal principle is termed in Du
mode the technical object’s “physical functioning,” which bears an analogous relation to
man’s “mental functioning…not in current life, but in invention.”41 Specifying the
analogy of physical and mental functioning to invention indicates the ontogenetic
distinction of the technical mode of existence. For, as Simondon concludes in his critique
of cybernetics, a straightforward analogy between physical functioning and mental
functioning fails to integrate technical reality fully into culture because it ignores the role
of finality immanent to individuation. It is insufficient simply to consider the technical
object as a physical instantiation of a mental operation. Technicity must be taken
alongside other modes by which man relates to the world, and these different modes’
corresponding genetic tendencies must be integrated into a comprehensive
understanding of the technical object’s genesis. The generality of technicity (that is to
say, its mode of existence) cannot be discovered through induction out of a collection of
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individual technics, but only by attending to the common features of their genesis “in
relation to other modes of being in the world of man.”42
Following Simondon’s revision of anthropology at the end of Du mode, invention
disrupts culture’s “magical” man-world unity with the added scheme of functioning of a
technical object. Technicity is a relation between the aims or needs governing such a
functioning that have attained momentary stable form, a recognizable individuality.
Invention is the dynamic relation between thought and action become information. It
makes human thought function by synthesizing human purpose with physical process.43
Information, remember, has a very full meaning in Simondon’s language: it is matter-information, and not merely a signal-to-noise ratio discerned by a receiver. Simondon’s
reinvestment in the concept of information as anterior to the analytic, artificial deunification of matter and form forecloses any direct and unequivocal attribution of the
invented form and purpose to the human inventor. In addition to the functioning that
characterizes a technical object’s technicity, it must respect the topological conditions or
implicit forms of the natural being with which it operates. He explains in L’individuation
that “the haecceity of the technical object is preceded and sustained by many levels of
natural haecceity that it systematizes, reveals, clarifies [explicite], and that co-modulates
[commodulent] the operation of taking form.”44 Through its novel collaboration of man
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and world, technical reality bears its own formal principles that shape the inventive
resolutions to technical problems it has itself produced in the first place. Invention refers
to the genesis of such a technical reality, to the origination of a heterogeneous domain
that creates a meeting point of an average order of magnitude between the natural and
human domains of being.

Example, Part 3
Effects pedals and amplifiers bring natural phenomena directly to the
experiential domain of the human, imbuing the cultural aesthetics of contemporary
sound with some of the world’s natural causal structures. Technical invention disrupts
the perceived separation between human and world by intervening in the latter and
bringing that intervention to bear in human activity. A stomp box stages a
communication with waveforms in a manner analogous to how the wooden frame
molds prepared clay into a brick. Formally speaking, the difference between the two
pertains to their time scales. So the stomp box is more of a modulator than a mold; and
“a modulator,” writes Simondon, “is a continuous temporal mold [moule temporel
continu].”45 Or the effects pedal might be considered to be a mold, albeit one that
operates at the speed of electrons traveling through magnets, copper wire, and silicone
or a vacuum. Like the prepared clay, the sonic signal that enters the box has been
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produced by the magnetic pickup(s) on the body of the guitar. It is furthermore
prepared (after the pedal’s intervention) by the amplifier’s power tubes for audible
individuation.
Sticking with the top of the series, pickups transduce the vibrations of the strings
as well as their reverberations in the wood into electrical wave patterns. Most electric
guitars feature electromagnetic pickups, but a some have a ceramic based piezoelectric
pickup. The former, explain Neville Fletcher and Thomas Rossing in The Physics of
Musical Instruments, “consists of a coil with a permanent magnet. The vibrating steel
strings cause changes in the magnetic flux through the coil, thus inducing electrical
signals in the coil.” 46 Each of the nickel circles or screw tops, typically visible on a
pickup, are the magnetic poles. Positions and materials of pickups favor certain
harmonics (frequencies that are whole number multiples of the lowest, also termed the
fundamental, frequency). The pickup closest to the bridge “provides the strongest
fundamental, whereas the rear pickup (nearest the bridge) is more sensitive to higher
harmonics.”47 Humbuckers, recognizable for their paired pickups and rectangular nickel
covers, double each magnetic pole with a reverse-coiled pole to cancel out interference,
especially the 60hz signal of AC power. As electricity, the pattern of the strings’
vibrations are both transferrable to an amplifier-speaker setup and malleable by
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intervening structures. Like the wooden frame for molding bricks, the stomp box’s
circuitry can reshape the signal by communicating the box’s invented structure with the
implicit topology of the signal. Electrons are, like any relatively smaller scale
individuations, “a society of particles in reciprocal interaction” that can take the form of
a larger scale structure.48 As with the clay brick, the modification of waves individuates
its own concatenated phase anterior to whatever utility or meaning it may grant to
human individuals and culture. For Simondon, the aesthetic pleasures of these technical
operations’ explicit sonifications are extrinsic to the physical laws that define their
functioning.
In the previous example, I gave a cursory introduction to some of the physics of
electric guitar effects, particularly that of tube distortion. A Simondonian analysis
approaches the process inversely to that of a Stieglerian one: the electronically sonorous
individual, especially the technical elements that compose it, all function with complete
indifference to the conscious life of humans. Again, this effects a drastic limitation of
technicity, which I will criticize in the next example section. For now, Simondon’s
approach fills out Stiegler’s phenomenological analysis with its excluded ontogenetic
grounds: namely, the oscillations of physical individuations. Technicity in Simondon’s
ontogenetic account is only ever a physico-chemical functioning that can be modeled by
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the mathematical formulae of natural science. A mathematical orientation to the
functioning of the stomp box would follow Joseph Fourier’s method of signal analysis.
As Wolfgang Ernst describes it, “any periodic expression can be decomposed into its
single sine waves, which—in reverse—can be computationally addressed as frequency,
i.e. numbers.”49 This applies to electronic images as well as to audible sound. Ernst gives
the example of ultrasound imaging: “what looks like a visual event in fact turns out to
be a function of time-based sounding.” Whether we are addressing the “high
frequencies as echo” in medical sonography or photons emitted at “the most basic level
of thermal oscillation within crystals,” the technical method for analyzing these
phenomena is “Fourier analysis, which identifies any kind of periodic signals as being
composed of individual sine and cosine waves.”50 A Fourier transform is this technique
of decomposition: it samples acoustic signals and transforms them into quantitative
values based on their frequencies.
A sonic signal is rarely a simple sine wave with a single amplitude peak, but
instead a series of peaks, or amplitudes at which points in the time of the function the
vertical change goes from negative to positive. Each of these peaks represent a simple
sine wave “added to,” so to speak, the others, which produces the total, complex signal.
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Fourier analysis may in turn form the basis for synthetically building sounds. Or, to take
the more colorful words of effects pedal manufacturer Jon Blackstone:
Imagine what lovely mutilations we could commit if we did things like
hard clip just the top peaks, flip the poor bastard over, and then soft clip
it. Or mix in an upside-down bit of signal that's gone off to some other
part of the circuit and had some other godawful thing done to it. Or
reduce the amplitude of the big, slow undulations in the wave, so we can
get in there and smoosh up the little wiggly parts.51
His subjective hyperbole reduces to nothing more than the Fourier transform of
electrically transduced vibrations. When this mental functioning informs the physical
information of electronics during the moment of invention, a new structure results, one
that is capable of decomposing and modulating the frequency information of sonic
signals.
Through the formalized principles of electrical and sound engineering, effects
pedals bring the physical properties of sound waves into contact with the cultural and
aesthetic trials of technical structures. Take as an example the DigiTech Whammy Pedal,
which features a potentiometer in pedal form on one half of the board next to the other
half’s on/off foot switch and options selector. Its namesake, the whammy bar, performs
the same effect through a different, purely analog function. The metal whammy bar’s
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placement on the bridge of the guitar, which is the metal component fixing the strings
on the guitar’s body, allows pressure exerted on the bar to bend the bridge. This either
loosens or tightens the strings, which increases or lowers the frequency of the strings’
vibrations. Digitech’s Whammy pedal applies this principle digitally to the signal itself,
rather than to the initial production of one. To the listener, the Whammy Pedal is a pitch
shifter, meaning it changes the received note to a higher or lower note at output
depending upon the degree to which the pedal has been pressed. In its physical
functioning, in the silence of the Whammy’s sonic mold, the pedal shifts the frequencies
of the input signal. These frequencies only attain the status of pitch upon resolving into
audible phenomena for the human ear.52
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Figure 4: Digitech Whammy (5th Edition)
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Figure 5: Whammy bar on a Fender Stratocaster.
The “Whammy” column of options sets the range of the shifter pedal and applies
it to the signal, whereas the options in the “Harmony” column introduce a harmonic
tone that the shifter pedal modulates instead of the input signal’s primary tone.
Plugging in a MIDI controller to the side of the Whammy Pedal, such as the Molten Midi
pedal, provides greater control over the signal’s modulation. For instance, the Molten
Midi can be programmed to implement a delay effect that transitions over a series of
different pedal positions with one or more of the Whammy or Harmony options.53 I will
not attempt to describe the resulting sound, though I encourage you to find examples

Molten Voltage, manufacturer of the Molten Midi, has a demo video on YouTube for their Molten Midi 5
add-on at www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2zCTBZ6u2A. YouTube is an excellent resource for such demos
from retailers, manufacturers, the DIY community, and guitar pedal enthusiasts.
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online. The point for an analysis of genetic technicity is to note how effects pedals,
especially when combined, multiply the possibility space of a technical individuation;
they advance the concretizing evolution of a lineage of technical objects towards a more
comprehensive and intensive extension of natural structures into culture. Daisy chains
of stomp boxes blend a variety of sonic functions that manipulate the natural, objective
forms of sonic phenomena. Digitech’s Whammy Pedal operates in concert with the
electric guitar, since the pickup selected for signal input favors certain waveforms
depending upon its position relative to the string. Engineer John Pierce explains that a
vibrating string exhibits “patterns of vibration at many different frequencies that are
integers (whole numbers) times the lowest frequency.”54 The lowest is termed the
fundamental frequency, or f0, and the whole number multiples of that frequency (2 f0, 3
f0, …, n f0) are called harmonics. Again, a Fourier analysis of a waveform decomposes a
periodic (i.e. repeating) waveform into its component harmonics. Depending on the
position (technically, the phase) of each sinusoidal component in relation to each other—
that is to say, when their peaks occur in relation to the fundamental frequency’s zero
amplitude point—the sum of their respective amplitudes might increase or attenuate
certain frequencies. So certain guitar effects pedals can put certain harmonics out of
phase from each other, which impacts the overall waveform and thus the sound. The
Whammy Pedal modulates some or all of the component frequencies of the received
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waveform, or it can provide an additional frequency in addition to the that waveform
and modulate that instead. Technical objects intervene on naturally existing structures,
on physical individuations, and bring them to bear on cultural transindividuations.

Invention and Concretization
Invention may be understood in connection with both an individual technical
object and the technicity that manifests in the structure of that object’s functioning. This
is the case for ontogenesis because “individual” only ever means a suspension in an
ongoing individuation. Invention is like the technical version of information or
singularity, that which sparks an individuation and is borne along by that operation. It
is, quoting from Du mode, “produced by a play of recurrent causality between life and
thought and man.”55 This brings us to two of the principle aspects of technics in
Simondon’s account: the simultaneity of modes of relation to the world as well as the
inventive trajectory from the abstract to the concrete. He writes:
The accessibility of the technical thing consists in its being freed from
servitude to the ground of the world. …The technical object is
distinguished from natural being [l’être naturel] in the sense that it does
not form part of the world. It intervenes as a mediator between man and
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the world; it is, for this reason, the first detached object, since the world is
a unity, a milieu rather than a unit or set [ensemble] of objects.56
Simondon differentiates the technical domain from the living domain according to the
fact that technical elements are detachable from their producer, which is not the case for
biological organs.57 In “technical activity, man creates mediations, and the mediations
are detachable from the individual that has produced them and thought of them; the
individual expresses itself in them, but does not adhere to them.”58 Even more important
to my mind is that the technical object is detachable from the worldly foundation of its
emergence. As reflected by this detachability, technics have their own individuation,
their own problematics that structure the potentials for their metastable states to resolve
toward another, more stable structure. Technicity institutes its own ground, in place of
“the ground of the world,” which individuates across a lineage of technical objects and
successive inventions.
Technical objects, insofar as they objectivate a physical functioning, remain open
to successive inventions that further concretize their guiding technicity. As Marx tells us,
the concrete is a synthesis of many determinations, and just so, Simondon registers an
increasingly concrete technical object according to its “circular” or “recurrent
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causality.”59 Independently functioning elements are abstract, and therefore require their
associated milieu to provide further determination to stabilize their continued existence
and proper operation, whereas the concrete interdependence of elements results in a
relatively more autonomous technical individual or technical ensemble. Like “an
intermediary between form and matter,” writes Simondon, “technicity is the object’s
degree of concretization.”60 An abstract or original [primitif] technical object is closer to
pure matter in the sense that it owes its functioning to external determinations. An
element bears the potential for individuating a ground detached from the world, but
cannot realize it on its own. Its associated milieu must stabilize it by subordinating the
natural world to the technical world specific to the abstract direction or intention
[conduite] of the object. A concrete technical object approaches the pole of pure form
insofar as it is capable of functioning in a wider array of schemes (in other words, the
associated milieus with which it is compatible have wider variability); its “powers
[puissances], that is to say its capacities to produce or to sustain an effect in a determined
manner,” are more flexible without loss of functioning.61 Concretization approaches the
full realization of technicity’s self-grounding, such that the world is treated with
increased indifference: not as a foundation but rather as matter-in-formation to engage
with technical functioning. It enables an adaptation of the technical ensemble that itself
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creates a mixed milieu between man and nature “instead of being conditioned by a
milieu already given.”62 With a machine, each of its component parts are both operated
on and operator in a chain or series: “The logos of technology is this sequence
[l’enchaînement].”63 As it gains in concreteness, a technical ensemble obtains a greater
degree of self-determination such that it does not rely on an associated milieu to
preserve the functional autonomy of its systematically ordered technical elements and
individuals.64
This brings us to the more expansive temporal register of technicity’s genesis:
evolution of technicity and of the relations between man and world. Simondon
conceptualizes the longue durée of technicity in terms of “a reversibility of function and
structure.”65 The uneven causal chains of technical evolution go from elements to
individuals to ensembles and back, via fabrication of new elements.66 But this
stabilization of a technical object’s functioning occurs “without adding a new structure,”
since what is occuring is a more immanently grounded realization of the selfsame
technicity.67 Functioning, as the essence of the technical individual, exists as an objective
ideal immanent to a lineage of technical objects that differently objectivate the same
technicity. Hence the essential solidarity of technical evolution derives from the
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technical object’s re-investment in its own principle of existence, its own technicity.
However, technical objects always remain to some extent abstract by virtue of
individuation’s essential open-endedness: there is always another direction for
technicity to take, another technical problem for invention to resolve. “A study of their
evolution aims at explaining the process of concretization qua tendency.”68 This tendency
towards realizing a formal ideal incorporates the “dead weight” [les poids morts] of a
technical individual or ensemble into a system of reciprocal causality. Through the
concrete “enchaining [enchaînement] of media, the man-operator is put into effective
relation with nature (wind, water, fire); nature can also be put in relation with itself on
different levels.”69 As technical reality develops, it extends nature into the realm of
human culture, such that concretization incorporates more than the technical object, but
also an entire mixed milieu of interdependent geneses. Concretization ultimately tends
towards “an overdetermination of a system of structures.”70 Whereas transduction
signals an interface between genetic phases of individuation, concrete technicity’s
overdetermination superimposes structures of individuation within its own mode of
existence so as to produce one complexly interrelated phase of genesis.
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Technicity’s Solipsism
Thesis: Technics in Simondon’s theory lack determinations outside of scientifically
codified natural law. This unnecessarily delimits the scope of technical reality and
denies the technical nature of psycho-social individuation and human civilization
more broadly.
Technicity, when taken as a concept elaborative of a reality’s genesis (and not
only as the principle of a technical object’s functioning), assists in the delineation of what
is means to be technical. Its inception as a tendency motivating the evolution of a lineage
of technical objects signifies an original mode of becoming, though one which of course
remains conditioned by other generative phases in the associated or mixed milieu. Its
conceptual elaboration is motivated by the philosopher’s respect for the overdetermined
realities of technics. Even so, Simondon occasionally collapses this innate complexity
into too pure of a concept of the technical, mainly by excluding from technicity all
characteristics of phases other than those of physics and chemistry. Simondon’s purity of
the technical precludes the recognition of technicity’s radically open capacity for
layering individuating structures and for enfolding schemas of functioning into novel
technicities.
My chief critique regarding Simondon’s philosophy of technical reality pertains
to the division between intrinsic and extrinsic determinants of a technical object’s
genesis. As Jean-Yves Chateau summarizes in his introduction to the collection of
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courses and conference proceedings in L’invention dans les techniques, “Simondon
describes in numerous places the positive importance of social, economic, and cultural
conditions of invention.”71 These “extrinsic causes” have more involvement with
technical reality’s genesis than either acceptance or rejection, Chateau explains.72
Simondon himself characterizes them as “conditions of possibility of realization,” and
puts them alongside those of “the hand and the brain.”73 But they only ever indirectly
determine the becoming of technicity, being themselves of the milieu from which
technics are essentially detachable. It is, Chateau tells us,
the formulation then the resolution of a problem on which the invention and
the existence of technical reality decisively depends, as a sine qua non
condition. It may be refused by economic situations; it can be wished for
by them; but it cannot be invented by them, nor produced without
invention.74
There is evidently a conceptual purity of technicity that drives its evolution, again, “qua
tendency.”75 While the tendency does not progress in a necessary fashion, and it could
conceivably be broadened to incorporate a variety of finalities beyond that of physicochemical functioning, Simondon refuses such incorporations. Note, in passing, that I do
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not consider Stiegler’s technological phenomenology to have effected such a broadened
incorporation. Rather, his project strikes me as beginning from an alternative position
and set of principles for technicity’s invention altogether. My critique of genetic
technicity intends to show how it can be expanded on its own terms, as if to get
Simondon to meet Stiegler half way.
Extrinsic conditions such as economic imperatives, but presumably well-nigh
everything else in human culture, lack purchase on “technical values.”76 Physics and
chemistry exhaust the capacities of technical values. An element, whether a valve in a
car engine, a screw in a larger mechanical individual, or an orthodontic bracket glued to
a tooth—all of these derive their existence and, by necessary extension, their generative
purpose from technical values independently from other values. Simondon reserves a
secondary position for non-technical associations with technicity. In a 1960-1961 course
titled “Psychosociologie de la technicité” [Psychosociology of technicity], Simondon
speaks of the technical object’s “objectal” character. The technical object’s detachability
from man and the ground of the world allows for a “provisional and secondary
spontaneity” beyond the invention of its objective existence: a “quality” granted to the
technical object by human society.77 Psychosocial interpretations are nothing
problematic, of course; the shortcoming of Simondon’s philosophy is to restrict the
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psychosocial phase of being to this position of extrinsic interpretation. He often seems to
be at the cusp of admitting to technicity the full purview of its capacity to invent new
grounds for existence: “Technical being [L’être technique] becomes an object not only
because it is material, but also because it is surrounded by a halo of sociality.”78 Every
object “is always partially overdetermined as a psychosocial symbol.” Yet, his physicochemical bias is on full display in this text when he refers to the highest purity of
technicity as being when it is almost completely exempt of cultural overdetermination,
of this objectal character.79 Although technical reality owes its self-prescriptive
becoming, its phasing of being into existence, to both sides of the man-world unity, the
non-anthropological character of technics means that the human side of this
transductive genesis is filtered through the physico-chemical laws of nature. Simondon
cannot think cultural technics, or a technicity that is in part cultural; he can only
consider the cultural conditions for the production and survival of technics. With regard
to the genesis proper to the technical mode of existence, what is always and only ever at
stake is “the functionality in this system of reciprocal causality that is the object.”80
To narrow down our example, does not the manner of design, production, and
technical implementation of a bracket in a set of wired orthodontic braces owe as much
to the changing circumstances that determine price, the biology of the human gums and
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periodontics, and societal taste as to its mass, chemical stability, and rigidity? Certainly,
the difference in cultural aesthetics between clear plastic and metal brackets is negligible
with respect to their function of repositioning teeth. But in the case of surgically assisted
orthodontics, whereby a series of drillings into the bone securing tooth roots along with
a bone sprinkle (a less intensive sort of bone graft) effectively turn the targeted area
gelatinous—in this case the technical reality of the bracket dramatically changes. Its
directed physical force not only operates more quickly, which means less time in braces,
it also effects stronger periodontal support in the long run. A Simondonian technologist
may discern a “technical value” as bound to the single bracket: the conduit that bears the
force of the archwire onto the tooth. Such a sketch of technical functioning, however,
severely delimits what one may consider an effect of a technical object. The full technical
functioning of surgically assisted orthodontics encompasses the ensemble of required
objects glued to teeth, the surgical operation, as well as their impact on the patient’s
personal self-satisfaction, jaw health, financial resources (including the insurance
industry’s own collection of actuarial techniques), and so on. Concretization means these
networks of key-points by which we conceive of technicity’s normative schema have
“grown together.”81 Simondon eliminates from technicity any structures having to do
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with either social interpretation and affective meaning or any disciplines other than
engineering.
Contrary to Simondon, I argue that a technical value’s genesis may include
informing values that are otherwise conventionally considered non-technical. With the
orthodontic bracket (which is always implicitly taken to be glued to a tooth and thus in
contact with the gums), the biophysical purposiveness exists part and parcel of the
values imparted on it by a social situation, which can encompass dental health,
attractive symmetry, industrial and home economics, judgements of vanity, and so on.
In short, I reject the contention that a technical element possesses a purely physical
functional value, as if in a vacuum constructed by mathematization. Technicity’s reality
is better thought of as a sort of “envaluation” wherein the technical in and of itself (so far
as that is a legitimate category) requires a relationship beyond its (purportedly purely
technical) domain to give birth to its technical values (much like the “concretizationadaptation” that gives birth to a mixed milieu). Technicity accordingly takes on, at the
intrinsic level of its functioning, a technical reality’s reception into its perpetuated
inception. It operates on more than the implicit forms studied by science.82 Simondon’s
formal concision is admirable, but by relying entirely on scientific knowledge of natural
physics and chemistry for the description of technicity, he risks collapsing the
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distinction between natural science and the philosophical speculation that
conceptualizes reality’s provision for scientific knowledge. Otherwise put, technicity
potentially loses its holistic, philosophic sense and falls under the domain of an
instrumentalized scientific rationality.
Following this delimited ontogenetic logic, Simondon can write: “In fact, there is
no fundamental difference between peoples without industry and those who have a well
developed industry,” simply because in either society there exist technical individuals
and ensembles.83 On the contrary, the technical object is directly historical in more than
just the stage of development of its invention. Without getting too far into this subject,
which goes beyond the bounds of a strict study of technicity, I will quickly take note of
historian George Basalla’s discrediting of the wheel’s universal utility and linear

MEOT 95. Related to this is Simondon’s mistaken critique of the Marxist concept of alienation. To be sure,
Simondon adds to the understanding of the human becoming alienated from the technical individual and
ensemble due to their automatic functioning. His commitment to recognizing and fostering human activity
as a fundamentally technical activity is also commendable. However, Simondon oversimplifies the Marxist
approach to overcoming alienation in capitalist society. He does not seem to understand that there is more
to it than a relation of property ownership, that it involves the objective (technical) means of production
confronting the subjective means (labor) as an alien power that apparently (though not in fact) originates
from capital, and which encompasses not only the site of production but also the entire reproduction of
society. So while Simondon correctly recognizes that the human worker is blind to their own manual and
intellectual role in technical activity, actually overcoming that blindness in thought and practice requires
more than the philosopher’s elucidation of an alternative “technical life” that would restore technical
knowledge to the worker. On a related note, Stiegler himself extends Simondon’s narrow critique of political
economy (so narrow that it effectively isn’t one) when he privileges the loss of know-how (savoir-faire) and
of knowing how to live (savoir-vivre). It is strange for Stiegler to fall into the same trap: consider that his
deconstruction of who and what ought to extend to the basis for this loss of know-how, namely that the
machine embodying the worker’s knowledge is exterior to the worker. On the contrary, both Simondon and
Stiegler provide the resources to see that the transition from an artisan using technical elements to a wagelaborer operating a machine does not remove the knowledge from the former and imbue it into the technical
ensemble. Rather, a new knowledge has been produced. And in Stiegler’s more radical (and more
developed, I would argue) position, whether the knowledge resides in the worker or the machine, in the
artisan or the tool, is an invalid question.
83
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development. In Mesoamerica, foot travel presented the most adequate transport
through predominantly rugged and jungled terrain.84 So although wheels were invented
there concurrently with the rest of the world’s human societies, their production
remained allocated to decorative objects. Likewise for the Middle East, where the camel
actually replaced wheeled devices in the third century CE until Western European
imperialism brought with it its own rigid ground in the form of roads.85 By Simondon’s
physico-chemical standard, a wheel is a wheel is a wheel; yet the early wheel in its
various instantiations took on different roles and different economics of reproduction,
this latter aspect being central to technicity. While there are some “internal” properties—
load bearing by axles and spokes, the material assembly of the circular portion—such
features fail to exhaust the wheel’s reality, all of which is technical, I argue, due to the
technical reality’s unified coordination of multiple finalities over and above an already
established milieu.
Basalla furthermore points out that invention is itself indeterminate, not for
reasons of physical possibility, but because “the network of ties that [leads] from earlier,
related artifacts” depends on the historical situation of the technical problem at hand.86
Note how this directly contrasts with Simondon’s essential separation of the technical
problem’s formulation and resolution from socioeconomic and other extrinsic
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conditions. When Thomas Edison set about developing a relatively cheap, low voltage
electric lamp for mass consumption, he took as his model the technology and economy
of the city’s gas distribution system.87 A process of invention by way of analogy to this
technical system or ensemble was made necessary by the city ordinances at the time,
which prevented companies from modifying public and private property to the extent
that would be required unless they were selling what had been legally designated as
utilities. Accordingly, Basalla argues that non-technical determinants are intrinsic to
invention’s resolution of technical problems. There may be principles that technical
objects alone bear and which influence their inventive incorporations into novel
technics, and indeed Basalla’s theory of continuous evolution often points to just that,
but one cannot identify a tendency that would unlock the principle of a technicity’s
concretization as such. Instead, technicity owes its unique genesis to a specifiable
unification of disparate phases of individuation. In Edison’s case of inventing an electric
light system that was physically distinct from, yet economically and systemically
modeled on, the distribution of gas as a utility, I consider the city ordinances behind this
imperative as themselves elements in a technical organization of the world.
For all its originality and its avoidance of both anthropological pretensions and
the errors of hylomorphic dualism, genetic technicity as Simondon presents it
nonetheless relies too heavily at times on a physico-chemical model and at other times
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on a presupposed set of human imaginative faculties from which technicity originates
and detaches. In this respect, Simondon has his own version of Stiegler’s problematic
reliance on a circular reflection for his concept of originary technicity. Without a doubt,
Simondon’s version of the technical object features more autonomy (as does the
human’s psycho-social phase of ontogenesis) than Stiegler’s. After all, technics are
extensions out of nature rather than expansions of the extant natural phase because they
are invented in communication with human ingenuity. Technical extension is the
human’s prosthesis attached not to the human, but to the world. However, technicity’s
extension of nature into culture is mediated always by the scientific formalization of
nature. Its intimate connection to the worldly or natural phase of ontogenesis therefore
doubles with human understanding—the latter appears to be a necessary condition for
the origination of technical organization. I admit that this applies to specific technics, but
it is an inadequate characterization of technicity as a philosophically generic category.

Example, Part 4
When a drastically reduced functioning model of Bob Moog’s synthesizer was
produced by his engineers in the late 1960s, it set off a whole new line of technical
evolution in spite of Moog’s own diagnosis of its limited features’ uselessness.88 The
Minimoog’s decisive success with rock musicians on account of David Van Koevering’s
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marketing efforts reads like a historical rebuke to Simondon’s mechanical and
mechanistic version of concretization. The Mini-moog’s technicity concretized more than
a mixed milieu; the players, audiences, financial backers, and salesmen all became part
of the Moog’s recurrent causality. Trevor Pinch’s historical account relates how, with the
Moog paired down to 44 dials and knobs, Van Koevering connected it with the
keyboard player’s virtuosic skill and desire to be a rock soloist like the guitar player as
well as with a “financial technology” that targeted the club owners who hired gigging
musicians.89 Regarding the latter aspect, Van Koevering would lend a Minimoog to a
keyboardist for the first half of a set, requesting in return only that the band ask the
audience whether they liked its sound. While Van Koevering sat beside the venue
owner, the audience would predictably cheer each time they were asked. Then, during
the break, he would remove an essential part from the Minimoog without which it could
not turn on. Upon returning, the club owner would be both irate and well aware of the
Mini’s positive impact on the patrons, and so all the more willing to provide the band
with the $1,500 credit to purchase it. While the Minimoog may be detachable from any
specific stage or musical style, and its oscillator elements can likewise be deployed in
relatively alien technical milieux, its (that is, the Minimoog’s) genesis, and therefore its
technicity, intrinsically participates in the mixed milieu of musicians, audiences, sales
networks, and trade shows. To abstract the Minimoog from these latter elements and
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individuals would evacuate its functioning of sense. Invention, here, directly
coordinates into a composite genesis the non-physical individuations that for Simondon
are mere conditions for a novel physico-chemical individuation from out of nature. As
Pinch explains, the Minimoog’s synergy with rock music creativity was key.
More important than the Minimoog’s success as a consumer good, it established,
along with other synthesizers, a new industry, which I consider to be a novel technical
ensemble.90 Pinch characterizes Van Koevering’s public demonstrations at Taco Bells, a
nightly stage production with audience participation called The Island of Electronicus,
and at musical shops as “laboratories,” because in these venues he “tie[d] the world of
use to the world of design and manufacture.”91 In Simondon’s analysis of the birth of
chemical technology from alchemy, he describes the laboratory as “a node of orders of
magnitude;” it itself is on the human scale, yet “it is in correspondence with the cosmos,
spatially by its construction, temporally by the synchrony between operations that
unfold there and the coming together of the stars or other influences seized at their
maximum.”92 Laboratory work, whether in the properly scientific sense or in the nonrigorous case of an alchemist’s oven, simultaneously cuts itself off from the given
organization of the world and accentuates that organization by treating some of its keypoints with maximal intensity. What the example of the Minimoog highlights is how
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well Simondon’s description applies beyond its initial register of “microchemical
agents” made capable of “acting anywhere and anytime, on a reality larger than
them.”93 The concretization of the Minimoog’s individuation “multiplies the encounters
between nature and man” both, as Simondon would argue, by rendering natural
processes into a manipulable scale, and, as I am arguing, by enveloping man in the same
way that it envelops nature.94 Not merely a momentary condition for the Minimoog’s
acceptance and reproduction, the latter psycho-social individuations are themselves
brought into the technical “closure” of the new grounds for ontogenesis.95
Van Koevering’s “vision for the synthesizer as a performance instrument drove
him”—I emphasize the conjunction “as” because it indicates what I deem to be
intrinsically necessary for technical reality: technics always have their milieu, not as a
condition of possibility, but as intrinsic to a genetic principle.96 Much more than a
repurposing of natural geneses beyond both man and “the ground of the world,” I argue
that technicity invents its own ground for ontogenesis.97 The Minimoog’s technicity
became concretized on stage due to an ensemble of mediators, not in the hands of
engineers working for Bob Moog. In fact, I actually mean to extend one of Simondon’s
own philosophical points, that technical objects and reticulated reality more broadly
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exist as so many “powers” in the sense that Simondon uses the word (puissance): the
capacity to produce or to sustain an effect in a determinate manner.98 That a more
concrete technicity attains greater flexibility in its powers should be taken not only as an
indication of an object’s self-sufficiency to detach from the conditions of its production,
but also as a more varied connectivity with its milieu, a milieu that it in part determines.
To my mind, this connectivity is part and parcel of technical values, it is not a matter of
wider possibility for applying a technical object’s physical functioning to alternative
milieux. Rather, the concretized technical object must have incorporated values from its
once associated, now technically overdetermined, milieu. Technicity, in other words, can
expand the diversity of its domain in addition to, or instead of, perfecting the ideal
functioning embodied by the abstract technical element. The fundamental feature of
technicity is not a physical function and its effects; technicity is rather a purposive
synthesis of extant individuations, regardless of their phase in ontogenesis. Technicity’s
model is not the scientific law, but the philosophical notion of the world in process as
the very ground for any scientific law. As a result of my criticism, concretization no
longer implies the preservation of a selfsame technicity that extends out of a more
abstract genealogy by way of successive objectivations. Instead, concretization comes to
signal a wider overlap, a broader set of incorporations under a unified technical
composite.
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The Minimoog’s technical reality includes all domains of impact from the
communal aesthetic experience at The Island of Electronicus to the production and
manipulation of sonic phenomena, which is to say that its technicity in part depends on
its milieu. Tinkering with the hundreds of reverb settings (which simulate different
materials and rooms) in a sound editing software suite attests to the inseparable reality
of such physical and aesthetic events. An orthodontic bracket’s exertion of mechanical
force presupposes a specific domain of physical and biomechanical phenomena; and the
Minimoog’s 44 dials and knobs produce the same electrical and sonic effects in multiple
geographical and cultural situations only when it is tacitly assumed that those different
situations are actually identical qua physical properties such as atmospheric pressure
and chemistry, temperature, and humidity so that sound waves behave similarly—
setting aside the more contingent matter of audience reception. Again, this presumed
identity of a technical value’s effect rests on the first presumption that the physical
world of mechanism is non-social, that it obeys absolutely stable natural laws, and that it
alone pertains to what is properly technical. On the contrary, I have been arguing for a
broadened conception of technicity according to which physico-chemical laws constitute
part of the entire range of possible functioning. As stated in the introduction to this
chapter, the object of critique here is genetic technicity itself, not the mediations its
“objectivation” as an object undergoes in the world. What in these mediations might be
commonly referred to as social elements are themselves technical: the linguistic and
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cultural structurations of human sociality operate by way of technical composites
because they are technical composites. A supposedly social intervention into a technical
object is in fact a technical modification through and through.

Hence we arrive at a contradictory double problem in Simondon’s presentation
of technical genesis: on one side, technicity presupposes human civilization, which it
ought to enable in the first place; on the other side, technicity is not capable of becoming
human enough, its genesis problematically excludes the technical constitutions of
myriad systems, techniques, and objects deemed to be otherwise than properly
technical. Technicity would seem to lack its own unique sense or form that would
further specify it beyond this intermediary phase between nature and culture.
Nevertheless, this undoubtedly marks a positive step beyond the originary technicity of
Stiegler. A philosophical thinking of technicity in Simondon’s hands indeed forecloses,
or at least shows us how to foreclose, such oppositions as nature/humanity and
technics/humanity. Furthermore, it does so all the while accounting for an enduring
genesis that fragments any myth of an original unity. Recognition of the implicit forms
in physical individuation obviates the need for an originary bestowal of form by either
of Stiegler’s co-invented terms: who or what. But this study of technicity can go much
further than a socionormative definition of technics as technical objects (tools, machines,
etc.) and technical operations (the in-forming of a prepared material like clay), which are
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coupled to the human living being who provides information and thereby resolves
technical problems from the outside. In the next chapter, which closes out this first Part,
I return to Stiegler’s technological phenomenology and interrogate the
phenomenological reduction in a way that Stiegler himself never does. The goal is to
recuperate the sense of materialist genesis in Technics and Time, jettisoned by Stiegler, in
order to establish a generic category of technicity. The question remains: can
technological organization be thought without derivation from an antecedent principle
such as physics, chemistry, and phenomenology?
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Chapter 3: Superintentionality
In this chapter, I levy the critical assessments of both Gilbert Simondon’s and
Bernard Stiegler’s theoretical work on technics in order to press into the territory of a
philosophy of technicity. I intend the category of technicity to be a generic philosophical
idea that hones in on the technical organization of material forms and which expresses
that organization as the process by which those forms restructure a world’s or milieu’s
consistent structure. The clarification of the technical as a form of process rather than as
an enduring substance makes the ideological notion of a pure technology that stands
apart from all other domains of civilization absolutely unrecognizable. Moreover, the
process characterizes technics themselves, rather than, as is the case with Simondon, a
dynamic that operates over and through technical objects and operations. In effect, this
move splits the conventional idea of technicity as it pertains to everyday technical
objects into two partially exclusive meanings: one is the logic immanent to a sensible
material structure—a particular technique—that may bear on the production of
knowledge about it as well as the development of its functioning; another is the
philosophically exigent category that demarcates the most basic features of what it
means to exist technically. Genetic technicity in Simondon’s approach corresponds to the
former, while Stiegler’s notion of originary technicity aims for the latter. However, I
maintain that the generality of Stiegler’s approach to technicity is empty. Originary
technicity operates much like a singular technicity in Simondon’s sense: its ideal
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functioning, concretized over the course of an evolution from the mythic co-invention to
the present, is simply the temporality of phenomenology.
Nonetheless, Stiegler’s expansion of the technical domain into psycho-social
individuation introduces a development of Simondon’s original project fundamental to
my own. Technics can be just as much indicative of embodied technique and
socioeconomic organizations as of inorganic artifacts. Therefore, as the generic form
immanent to the specificity and consistency of technical genesis, technicity must be open
to more than both Simondon’s physico-mechanical formalization and Stiegler’s
technological phenomenology. As with Simondon, it will still pertain to “the point
where two worlds act on one another.”1 Specifically, Simondon focuses on the
communication of disparate orders of magnitude, according to which the information of
a microscopic order’s implicit forms and the information of a macroscopic order’s
structuring of those implicit forms together spark a novel individuation. Except,
whereas Simondon has in mind for technics the intersection between human and nature,
I will insist on the more general composition of domains of reality, or what
phenomenology terms horizons of possible worldly appearance. Technicity targets the
very ground of an existence; technical genesis modifies a world’s structure for a
particular existence at the same time that it modifies that particular existence.
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To elaborate a category of technicity, generic with regard to all technical
organization, I begin with the more intuitive matter of how a technological compound
ruptures the consistency of an organic being’s relationship to its milieu. The living being
exists in relation to its milieu both passively (it is shaped by the environment) and
actively (by changing itself and its environment). Its sensations and activities enact a
particular orientation within the environment through many dimensions or modalities.
Hunger and color are as much dimensions as are space and time for the living organism.
It acts on the environment in order to fulfill a need. Whether that need be a physiological
demand such as food and water or a desire simply to move, the activity proceeds solely
within the context of the need. That orienting context structures the milieu into a ground
for the individual’s sensation and activity. We read from the final lines of Georges
Canguilhem’s essay “The Living and Its Milieu”: “From the biological and psychological
point of view, a sense is an appreciation of values in relation to a need. And for the one
who experiences and lives it, a need is an irreducible, and thereby absolute, system of
reference.”2 Organic activity, or what one might want to call merely living reaction,
directly maintains the organic relationship shared by the living and its milieu. It
performs this maintenance by engaging with and through a need, and only through that
engagement does organic activity engage with the milieu, with its environmental
suppositions.
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Technics, however, introduce a gratuitous action; they add to the extant path of a
need’s satisfaction another element of satisfaction. A technical genesis must be
unnecessary as to these needs Canguilhem describes, these structural reference points,
because otherwise it is simply the organism in relation with its milieu, exchanging via
creation and reaction within the perpetuated parameters of its sensible world. Although
a technic may pertain to such a need for the organism’s endurance, its technicity—what
makes it technical—pertains to an additional need or orientation of sensibility that either
superimposes itself on a specific component of the prior order or is added to it
cumulatively. So this “irreducible, and thereby absolute, system of reference” transforms
not merely in degree, but in kind. The living-milieu structure is directly modified
through a technical individuation. Technicity de-absolutizes the system by way of
reorganizing the system itself. Whereas the organism directs its action toward a need,
technical process engages indirectly with a need insofar as it is directed toward the
structural relations that make that and any other need possible. Technics are therefore
inseparable from their invention, which is itself properly understood as an intervention
into a milieu.
An effects pedal does not merely extend an extant acoustic orientation toward
the world, as in the way a delay pedal variously loops recently produced sounds while
also allowing the initial signal to pass through as originally intended sound. It foremost
modifies the very ground of the electrical musician’s world by introducing a further
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dimension of action within another, as in the way a delay pedal intervenes in the
signal’s electrical propagation as a relatively granular structure grounding the
macroscopic form of audible sound. Put in media theory’s customary terms, technicity
cuts a diagonal across medium and message because technics treat both content and the
material, embodied form of content on the same plane. It does not do away with the
mediating relationship between the two, but grasps instead the mediation of their
incommensurability. In media-theoretical discourse, I accordingly call technicity the
category of mediation’s mediation.
The pedal is constructed as well as made to operate in domains extrinsic to the
production of sound that bookends the pedal (musician and instrument on one end,
amplifier and speaker on the other). Soldering electrical components, attaching a chassis
and knobs to them, stepping on the pedal’s activation switch and tweaking those knobs:
these processes come to the musical event from outside and yet take up an intrinsic
position within the musical milieu. Equipment and technique compose a technological
compound to the extent that some of the multiple intentions engage with the others via
the mediation of the latter’s grounding phenomena. So the operative surplus in a
technical event lies not in the objective crystallization of the past, but in the simultaneity
of intentionality. To be sure, technicity presupposes the brute repetition of material
duration, but so does every other phenomenon. Technicity uniquely indicates a
concerted overdetermination of ends or aims, which, with Canguilhem, one can also
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think of as an overdetermination of needs and of sensation. That a technique’s
composition is concerted is equally as important as its overdetermination. Its complex of
structures intersect according to a hitherto impossible intentionality, as in the newly
expanded temporal and melodic sensibility of the electrical musician whose foot has
pressed a delay pedal into operation. This novel sensibility and foot press could not exist
without the pedal’s intervention into sonic signals, but neither could the pedal perform
its overdetermined function without being taken up into the process of audible
production.
To the extent that a technical event unilaterally channels its compounded ends, I
call it a superintentionality because it involves a superintending purpose or operational
directive within its superposition of activities. To move from a Simondonian account of
genetic technicity, which would have technical reality situated in between, albeit to
merge, nature and culture, and to move from a Stieglerian account of originary
technicity, which would break from nature so as to be always already grounding culture,
I posit a category of technicity:
1. that brackets the distinction between nature and culture, as well as that
between the human and technics, bracketing even the socially circumscribed recognition
of technics as technical objects and/or as prostheses;
2. that pertains to the generic features of singular material interventions into a
milieu qua milieu, i.e., into the world-relation that subtends existential consistency;
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3. such that any particular technique is specifiable on the basis of the categorial
generality unique to generic technicity.
Invoking Alain Badiou’s materialist renovation of the term transcendental, the
category of technicity is transcendental because it is a philosophical tool for designating
a generic structure of existence.3 It does not exist apart from particular instantiations of
actual technicities of the logical sort described by Simondon, including the intellectual
technique of positing the category itself. Actively thinking the category of technicity
comes closest to what phenomenologists would likely call a transcendental phenomenon
of technicity. The category expresses the essential process of material information that
effectuates a technically prescribed world.
Technicity diverges from non-symbolic social systems and complex interactions
in physical and biological phenomena insofar as what superintends the macroscopic as
well as what subtends the microscopic are counted among the superimposed
components. Indeed, a techno-logical material structure undermines the distinction
between subtending and superintending, between presupposed grounds and directing
phenomena. Technicity’s superintendent intentionality does not emerge at a “level” or
“region” of phenomena higher than that of its superimposed elements as is the case with
emergent phenomena. This is what superintentionality means: it incorporates both
superposition and superintendence in the self-same process. With non-technical
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complexity, the combinations or superimposed phenomena remain distinct from the
higher-grade achievement to which they give rise and lend support as its ongoing
media, a hierarchy of relative autonomy that Mark Hansen helpfully terms “operational
overlap.”4 McLuhan’s aphorism from Understanding Media, “The medium is the
message,” is so provocative because it metaphorically implies precisely this divergence
between technical and non-technical achievements of complexity. Taken too literally, it
can devolve into a physicalist reductionism of media down to ever more media. Taken
too figuratively, especially along with the subtitle “extensions of man,” and one is sure
to miss the theoretical potency for the notion of extension. A category of technicity qua
superintentional event pertains to a structure of material appearance that does not
presuppose prosthesis, but makes many a prosthesis possible (only, though, if we are
considering technical phenomena as objective extensions from a unitary, stable body). It
encompasses those geneses by which, in the case of a living being, affective anticipation
(such as non-technical reflex or simply being-in-the-world) becomes the object of
intentionality so as to be taken up subsequently by and within a superintentionality.
More broadly speaking, a tendency for some becoming immanent to a world itself
becomes the object of a functioning, rather than its tacit parameters.
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Thesis: Technicity’s characteristic superposition of organizing intentions is a
superintentionality. My proposed category of generic technicity refers to a
superintentional break with the organic relationality that structures a world.

Towards a phenomenological reduction of prosthesis.
A philosophy of technicity requires that technics be thought on their own most
general terms, something that philosophers of technics such as Simondon and Stiegler
fail to do. The misconception common to both of their orientations is to frame technicity
as an extension, a prosthesis. Their respective takes on technical extension correspond to
their respective assumptions surrounding technics. Each in their own way presume to
know what basically constitutes a technical object. With this in mind, each seek a source
from which technics may derive the sense which they project into new domains. For
Simondon, this source is the system of inorganic natural laws formulated by physicists
and chemists. For Stiegler, this source is the phenomenological ego. Neither thesis is
exactly wrong. Rather, each remains beholden to an ideological definition of the
technical. A category of technicity would expose the shared structure of either by first
doing away with any inherited conceptions regarding actually existing technical objects.
I therefore intend to move from descriptions of prosthesis toward the genesis of a
technical reality on which basis prosthesis is made possible.
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Begin by considering a general mode of practice, of intentionality: that is, an
interaction during which an active subject and a receptive object enter into an
inseparable existence according to an intentional structure that simultaneously shapes
and is shaped by the interaction. This characterization essentially echoes Simondon’s
characterization of communication in L’individuation, discussed in the previous chapter.
Passivity or receptivity indexes the implicit forms of a material structure and its
potential for transforming that structure: these are the subtending grounds. The active
term provides the tendency that guides the conversion of potential into structure: these
are the purposive forms. More precisely, the passive-active duality is an inaccurate
concept for this line of thought, since it repeats hylomorphism’s conceptualization of a
unilateral formation of one term by another. Just as Simondon did for the matter-form
duality, the passive-active duality of an intentional event more appropriately
corresponds to a difference in scale or orders of magnitude. When an animal directs its
mental and bodily comportment in the world, smaller scales of existence on either side
of the animal-milieu polarity function actively, yet traditionally would be considered
passive. The passive activity involved is a grounding activity: these phenomena at
smaller orders of magnitude ground the relatively macroscopic orders of magnitude. It
is the event of directing that falls on the side of active in the classical duality, but this is
not a directing sourced in a spiritual or transcendental ego. This directing, taking my cue
from Simondon, is but a structure composed of “a society of particles in reciprocal
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interaction” at the smaller scales.5 It crosses the traditional boundaries of animal-milieu
as well. The crux of an intentionality broader than that of phenomenology is located in
the relation between terms, a relation which, again following Simondon, is itself a term.
By treating the relation of the intentional structure itself as a term in this interaction, I
mean that the interaction’s balance of its component scales is an enduring event that
bears on the particularity of its component terms. In its most basic form, an intentional
event is non-technical; but it can be technical. My question concerning technicity, then,
centers around a modification of the intentional event.
Technicity presents a rupture with and within an organic unity (whether a
discipline, a social system, or creature). Put otherwise, is technicity thinkable as a fissure
in organicity, in the reciprocal constitution of organism and milieu? To be clear, this
“fissure” does not allude to the concept of adaptation, although, Canguilhem notes,
adaptation is often confused with technical activity.6 Adaptation can occur without
technical intervention and often unintentionally. Such is the specificity of biological
concepts: when “the environment is considered as a physical fact, not as a biological fact,
as an already constituted fact and not as a fact to be constituted,” one loses sight of the
balance between active and passive elements of the world phenomenon.7 On the
contrary, “the organism is not thrown into an environment to which he must submit, but
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he structures his environment at the same time that he develops his capacities as an
organism.”8 In this sense, “organicity” refers to the unity enacted by the ongoing
reciprocity and mutual in-forming between organism and milieu. Canguilhem, echoing
the arguments of Jakob von Uexküll and Kurt Goldstein, derives from this reciprocity a
generic notion of subjectivity as a self-grounding individual order of values.9 A technical
fissure in that organicity implies an event which transcends the subjective logic or
system of reference of a living-milieu reciprocity.
Canguilhem posits that technique is “a universal biological phenomenon,” which
requires “a systematic understanding of technical inventions as behaviors of the
living.”10 We should interpret this neither as an identity between technology and biology
nor even the subsumption of technology under biology, though Canguilhem may
himself intend the latter and thereby interpret living intentionality as already bearing
whatever elements would constitute the technical. Rather, technicity’s reinvention of a
world’s structure should be considered in the vein of a biological concept that does
justice to the ecological materiality of subjectivity, according to which “the milieu is
truly a pure system of relations without supports.”11 For my purposes, it distances the
investigation into technicity from Stiegler’s ruptural historicity of the Living Present,
while drawing attention to the problem of the specificity of the technical as something
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other than both preliminary phenomenology’s basic intentionality, which is too narrow,
and media theory, which is too broad. As I will explore more thoroughly in Part 2, what
may have aided Stiegler’s development of a technological phenomenology is the
intellectual spirit of his forebears, namely the phenomenological reduction as practiced
by Edmund Husserl. The rest of this chapter can be considered as work towards
reducing the common, everyday phenomenon of prosthesis in much the same way that
phenomenology seeks to reduce the naïve attitude of everyday human experience to its
primordial structures of appearances and their genesis. A reduction of the prosthetic
attitude brackets what would concern both common sense and a historicist
epistemology: historical origin, human motivation, and the distinction between organic
and inorganic. In lieu of these concerns, a philosophy of technicity seeks to formalize the
generic logic of any technical reality whatever.

Analysis of super-intentionality.
With the word “fissure,” I have put forward the requirement that a technical
event intervene in the living-milieu’s reciprocal unity, and thereby originate a novel
world-structure. Technicity, as what phenomenology would call a pure phenomenon
and not the double coup of originary technicity, appears in tension with every ground
posited as fundamental for the presentation of phenomena, from Husserl’s
transcendental subjectivity, to Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s corporeity and body-schema, to
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Jan Patočka’s earth as “the unmoving, constant substrate.”12 This is because technicity’s
genesis evinces the contingency of groundedness: the conditional relationship of ground
and grounded is always open to transformation; this capacity for transformation of
grounds is the precondition for technicity. A technical genesis reflects directly on the
world presupposed by intentionality. In Simondon’s words, a “technical object is
distinguished from natural being [l’être naturel] in the sense that it does not form part of
the world. It intervenes as a mediator.”13 Of course, we are taking Simondon beyond his
tripartite context of natural world, human organism, and mediating technical object.
Natural being here refers instead to a world’s structural tensility, or its capacity for
changes of both spontaneously adaptive-reactive and classically intentional sorts that do
not force a change in the world’s logic of phenomenal events. “Nature” merely indicates
a consistency of structural potentiality. By bringing some medium of the world out of
the background and into the foreground to be affected directly and in tandem with the
grounded phenomenon, the technical event intends a world as well as an object-pole
within a single intentionality. Working from within the theoretical domain of Stiegler’s
technological phenomenology, my proposal is that technicity is a mode of intentionality
within which an intentional event compounds with at least one other intentional event
in the same intentional arc. I call this a superintentionality. In the examples which
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follow, I will expound the boundaries of this “intentional arc.” It helps to keep in mind
two senses of the “super-” prefix: on one hand, there is a superposition of
intentionalities, and on the other hand, one intentionality or system of intentions
superintends the others.
An analysis of superintentionality proceeds through the phenomenological
kernel that is neutral with respect to the who and the what: the organization that results
from an intentional event. At this stage, I am mostly bound to the orthodox
phenomenological definition of intentionality as a bestowal of sense to sensuous
processes for conscious perception. Although I will tacitly impose a much broader
understanding of intentionality as a ubiquitous feature of material existence such that
everything that occurs has a temporal structure and meaningful tendency for it, the
explicit development of such an understanding awaits in the later chapters. So,
proceeding from this phenomenological kernel, an implement is unorganized matter in
the sense that its organization if pregiven, and therefore is non-technical. The
phenomenologist may identify any number and variety of implements within the
intentional event as some component contributing to an intentional structure’s
constitutive correlation between subject and world. For example, an organism that takes
up a stick or a stone implements it in relative harmony with its bodily schema (that its
muscle memory tendentially incorporates the implement toward increased familiarity is
an extrinsic operation occurring within its own scope of material agency). An implement
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need not take on an exterior material but may just as well form part of the body proper:
teeth, the lizard’s detachable tail, a fist, etc. It is simply categorized as a means. Muscle
memory is not enough to transform the bodily implement into a technique in the
properly technical sense. For although there is a simultaneity of complementary levels of
intending—we may consider as subject any formal partition of the organism and not just
consciousness or the whole entity—these levels pertain to distinct, overlapping yet
incommensurable, intentional arcs or worlds. Technicity’s genesis requires the
preservation of existential levels or orders even as it incorporates them into a novel
structural unity. For now, it is sufficient to identify a shared world or phenomenal
region. For instance, while muscle sinews necessarily contribute to handling a found
stick (a non-technical prosthesis), an intentional analysis of the sinews themselves
brackets out the world horizon which encompasses the implementation in question.
And obversely, when we address the organism as a single event, we do so by
subordinating myriad intentional events and their respective worlds to the organism
such that the former do not appear within the intentional analysis’s bracketed scope of
the organism’s world.
Once an intentional event organizes or modifies the implementation, and that
modified implementation then functions, it becomes a technical instrumentation. In the
most schematic of phenomenological terms, technicity poses an intentional event as part
of its existential structures or world-horizons of phenomena and directs the subject-
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pole’s activity toward a component phenomenon of that intention-as-world. The
subsequent technical intentionality layers distinct intentional events such that they have
as their aim or vocation the same intentional object, compounding them into a
superintentionality. For example, a human may ride a horse found in the wild or simply
without a saddle, and thus do so qua non-technical implementation. Once the rider
disarticulates their movements and implementation of the horse into moments—
posture, placement of hands, sound of voice, grasping of the horse with the legs and
feet—so as to address and modify them as their own intentional events (via devised
technique or crafted equipment) and not as component forms providing support, then
the rider rides technically. As with the first mental process of invention that Simondon
details, this technicity owes its genesis to a “separative analysis.”14 Analytical invention
fragments a cohesive process with an aim to integrate the fragments into a novel
coherence. This rhythm of fragmentation-modification-integration generates technicity.
Adaptation, in contrast to invention, proceeds based on a separation between
means and ends: the means vary, as if spontaneously vis-à-vis the active subject, and the
comparative success of the achieved ends signals in a feedback loop which variation on
the means performed better. From the perspective of the varying means, its object is
indirectly impacted, and the success comes from outside. Invention places means and
end on the same plane of activity, such that the introduction of novelty into the means
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stems from the same source as that which directly pursues the end. With Stiegler in
mind, note how invention intervenes directly on anticipation—not some independent
mental faculty of anticipation that orders conscious images, but the material basis for
such forethought and its realization. The memory at the foundation of technicity is not
that of Husserl’s image consciousness, but instead that of Whitehead’s account of how
enduring objects owe their perpetuated existence to the universe’s repetition of most of
its patterns of becoming. Finality, in the sense of a cosmically neutral tendential quality
of materiality, makes for a better term than anticipation. As Simondon tells us, “if one
wants to understand a being completely, one must study it by considering it in its
entelechy, and not in its inactivity or its static state.”15 Finality has an entirely materialist
sense for process philosophy: things exist only insofar as they tend toward future states
in accordance with their implicit forms and the relations formed with other things.
The rider, singled out as a part of this concrete event, is thus chaperoned by
superposed intentionalities, superintending them in situ, having already brought them
into view from out of the horizon of an activity as their own intentional events. Other
devices may supplement these techniques or form the basis for novel ones such as spurs,
a bridle, stirrups, and so on. In every case, from what the natural attitude of everyday
experience would identify as prosthetic to what it would identify as disciplinary or
bodily technique, the technical event occurs as a superposition of at least one other
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intentionality implicitly perpetuated by the superintending intentionality. Any
bracketed, complementary levels of intentional events—such as muscles, the rider’s
scent made familiar to the horse, the nervous system’s memories and synaptic weights—
subtend the technical event as its constitutive media until incorporated by technical
intervention into the superintentional process.
Like the component implements, though, these stratified intentionalities
seemingly lost to consciousness are a privileged portion of the subject’s world that may
also be incorporated into a novel technicity. When such non-technical media are
targeted—e.g. by steroids, protein supplements, dietary science, heat pads,
physiotherapy—these supplementary processes (the metabolic and skeletal-muscular
media) resultantly become superposed intentional events in their own right, linked by
techniques to a superintentionality. Such superintentionality might well be called
second-order technicity since in addition to bringing the constitutive media into the fold
of an extant technicity, it requires an altogether separate technical operation in order to
select out the media as a world or object for intervention. Each technically generated
world prompts new inventions, sometimes with a higher-order, increasingly nested,
mediations of mediations.
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Example, Part 5
Electric musical effects function as superintended processes that coordinate into
existence original structures of existence. These superintentional material organizations
exemplify how the category of technicity pertains to a process anterior to the
inseparability of human and technic.
An electrical guitarist serves as an emblem of this hierarchical intensification of
technicity: steel windings between flesh and polished wood vibrate, picked up by
magnets and translated into voltage, channeled through metallic boxes upon which the
guitarist taps their feet, saturating the tone for its output from an amplifier, eventually
played back through internet distribution networks. The musician’s attendance to
physical and mental techniques, sanding down a guitar’s fretboard to improve action,
rewiring components, and tinkering with both electronic and analog effects pedals—all
of these together participate in the same technicity at different strata. Like the breaking
down of boundaries in Donna Haraway’s cyborg myth, modern rock’s blasphemy lies in
its stomp boxes inasmuch as the instrument, whether a guitar or voice, is no longer the
sole object or medium in musical creation. Beyond the concretized system of musical
theory—“a saturated axiomatic,” as Simondon describes the most concrete
objectivations of a technicity—the electrical musician incorporates more than a single
regime of “self-prescriptive, self-constituting, auto-regulating” activity, integrating as
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well constitutive media into the superposed events of a singular technicity.16 Reverb is
most intuitive: by sending the sound signal through a small box fitted with springs, the
module replicates the reverberations characteristic of an empty room without an
audience to muffle the sound. Overdrive, octaver, flange, phaser, delay, wah, and other
technics can be just as much a part of the instrument-musician technical reality, with
direct, concurrent interventions into sound waves combining with such classical notions
as key, time signature, style, and timbre. These “successive inventions of structures”
contribute to the dynamic genesis of finalities that such structures are.17
For example, Muse guitarist Matthew Bellamy’s guitar has a built-in touch screen
oscillator for real-time effects manipulation. The two axes on the screen can be
programmed to adjust variables in the same way that knobs do on stomp boxes. Stiegler
might remark that the guitar has interiorized the effects pedal in a manner analogous to
the mental interiorization of exterior, technical possibilities; however, this schema would
likely overlook that the important contribution of an effects pedal is the information it
imparts to the signal’s processual genesis. Of course, the seminal breakthrough of
Technics and Time, despite where Stiegler ultimately takes it, is to have done with
precisely this kind of internal-external opposition, dialectic even, and to focus on the
novel organization of worldly sensibility that includes human phenomenology.
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Similarly, Nick Reinhart of the “math rock” band Tera Melos can be seen twisting knobs
between riffs, manipulating and thereby enfolding the signal that would otherwise
remain inaccessible in the cable going from guitar to amplifier. Both Bellamy’s guitar
and Rheinhart’s two tightly packed pedal boards are knots of ontogenetic information
organized into a system for converting the implicit forms of potential energy into
overdetermined sonic structures.
Guitarist and singer Marnie Stern’s songwriting approach differently
underscores the superintentional organization of technicity. She says in an interview
with Guitar Player magazine, “Sometimes, I’ll do a really basic guitar line, add guitar
parts on top of it, and then take away the basic guitar line, so I’m just left with all the
other parts.”18 What initially guides the composition is in the end removed, and yet not
wholly absent if one takes the perspective of the acoustic structure: musical scale, time
signature, tempo, melodies, patterns, and so on, but also tacit references to other artists’
music, ambient noise, and Stern’s own tastes and expectations. Each layer iterates on
that first riff, and the structure receives further definition with each layer. The
superintention is not the beginning guitar line; it is the process that weaves the
composition from layer to layer, bearing along the first intentional event with the rest.
Accordingly, I need to adjust my initial conception that the superintending
intentionality provides a kind of overarching organizational principle from beginning to
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end of a process of invention. This, I argued, was the case with a horseback rider, whose
riding superintends the superposition of modifications made to the riding itself. Stern’s
process more clearly shows that the most macroscopic, form-giving term in a technical
event is itself treated as a grounding medium open to mediation. Superintentionality
presents a reflexivity neither within nor encompassed by an intentional relation, but
rather of such relations.
Rheinhart’s abundance of stomp boxes and Stern’s approach to composition
depict alternative approaches to realizing technicity’s mediation of mediation. Stern’s
creative process exemplifies a classical phenomenological reflexivity, as was identified
in the first example section of Chapter 1. It follows Stiegler’s tripartite Husserlian model
of memory, with each immediate impression made available only by way of a recording
device that repeats explicitly what primary retention repeats implicitly. Each intentional
bestowal of form mediates, and is mediated by, the others, producing a complexly
layered duration. However, whereas Stiegler attends to the technical object’s projection
of image consciousness back to the conscious subject, such that it models a kind of
prosthetic mirror, I am interested in the general properties of this organizing activity
anterior to the division of recording device, human musician, instrument, or what have
you. Phenomenology’s theory of the retentional filling in of the punctual now with just
passed perception is not in and of itself technical, because primary retentions subtend
immediate impressions as their unilateral medium. When the instrument-Stern-
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recording complex composes a song, she situates the several just passed presents on a
commensurable plane of existence. Music, to be sure, is already thoroughly technical.
But Stern’s example provides its own technical invention, one which replaces musical
notation’s relationship to sound as a prompt for aural recall with the perpetual
recurrence of the sound itself. Accumulating successive riffs into a sonic compound
exhibits the basic organizing principle of technical reality: multiple intentional events
are made to function as both actions on the world and as components of a world in the
process of creation. The causal reactivity of material existence becomes itself an object
for modification. That Stern removes the opening component only highlights how the
final superposition is indeed conditioned by what it ultimately excludes. The exclusion
is just as much a superintentional act directed at the beginning intentionality as are the
several individual riffs that respond to it. Additional guitar lines and the final exclusion
of the first line both mediate the initial intention’s sense.
Whereas Stern’s technologic of composition operates solely at the level of
acoustic sensation (for her the magnetic pickups and other attendant components of an
electrical guitar setup operate as supporting media), Rheinhart’s real-time manipulation
of his pedals mediates the electrical medium of his guitar’s signal. Across a performance,
Rheinhart’s style persists in a spatial series: the daisy chain of individual effects pedals
attached with Velcro to his two pedal boards. For the technological compound of
Rheinhart-guitar-pedals-amp-speaker, the electrical signal and its frequencies are not
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insensible as they would be for human consciousness. Here, the focus of experience is
the technical reality altogether, for which several orders of magnitude are
simultaneously sensible. Indeed, this is the case for the most rudimentary setup, in that
the magnetic coils in an electrical instrument’s pickups sense the frequency of the
vibrating strings, which in turn is sensed and propagated by each successive component
that constitutes the “chain of transformations” leading to the analog output of the
speaker.19 An effects pedal introduces an additional relation into that chain. Except,
whereas the uninterrupted cable proceeds along a single axis, the pedal intervenes on
that axis by connecting it to another, namely a modality for transforming the signal’s
constituent frequencies. The relation’s two terms are the sonic signal and the musicianpedal, and the actual modification is that relation itself having become a term in its own
right. Every pedal presents a singularity or information in Simondon’s sense, which
structures a communication, an individuation, of the technological process in its
entirety. Rheinhart’s foot presses and knob adjustments mediate the electrical mediation
of his guitar playing, which provides signals that, in so far as they are sonic frequencies,
function as implicitly formed material for modification, and in so far as they are audible
waves expressed by the speaker, function at the same time as mediations of the effects
pedal relations. At any given moment of this ongoing process, from a variety of loci, a
different operation superintends the technical genesis of the Rheinhart composite.
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According to a philosophy of technicity, none of these loci—Nick Rheinhart, the guitar’s
six strings, a pedal—operate a privileged intentionality. Rather, they participate in the
constitution of a technical reality. Superintentionality coheres across the singular knots
of information that both transduce incommensurable scales of functioning and that
compound multiple actions of commensurable order. Due to a superintentional
multiplication of a subjective center into a composition of more than one center,
technicity better suits the thought of an environmental self-reflection, of a milieu’s
reflexivity, instead of the thought of individual reflexivity.

Rethinking Co-Evolution
The conclusion to the first Part is appropriately to press onwards. So in these
remaining pages, I will present an alternative account of co-evolution between human
and tool, the significance of which may now be brought to bear on my critiques of both
Stiegler and Simondon. Evolutionary anthropologist and neuroscientist Terrence W.
Deacon writes in his book The Symbolic Species:
[The] first symbolic abilities were likely dependent on fragile social
adaptations that were subject to periodic failure. But as a consequence,
any source of support that could be recruited to help overcome these
handicaps and reinforce these fragile conditions of transmission would
have been favored by evolution. …Stone tools and symbols must both,
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then, be the architects of the Australopithecus-Homo transition, and not its
consequences. The large brains, stone tools, reduction in dentition, better
opposability of thumb and fingers, and more complete bipedality found
in post-australopithecine hominids are the physical echoes of a threshold
already crossed.20
Deacon makes the case for a co-evolution between hominids and language that shares
much with Stiegler’s originary technicity, in particular the double coup after which
hominization proceeded via interiorizing technical prostheses. By Deacon’s accounting,
the threshold beyond which hominization took off is the appearance of symbolic
reference. Deacon’s The Symbolic Species lays out the many parameters of symbolic
reasoning and language, the extant biases of social cooperation and reproductive
behavior that grounded symbolism’s emergence, the short term Darwinian logic of
neural competition for brain structures, and the genetic assimilation of some of these
biases for learning symbolic reasoning that all at once were caught in a reciprocally
determining and reinforcing restructuring.
Borrowing from C.S. Peirce’s semiotics, Deacon explains that it takes a significant
reorganization of brain structures in order to make the leap from indexical signification
to symbolic reference. Of the three types of reference, iconic is the most straightforward,
and is incorporated into both of the successor forms of reference: it stands in as a part of
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or as an imitation of a complete stimulus response. A musical note, for example, induces
a like reaction in the perceiver as the referent: a tone. Second, indexical reference is a
matter of inference between two actually existing things or signs; it is learned by directly
relating the indices to their factual referents. Playing a note as part of a musical score
indexes those notations marked on the score, and only those, because the indexical
relationship pertains to existents. Perhaps more simply, the title of a song also indexes
the temporal object that is the song. Indexical reference incorporates the iconic
relationship of similarity as well as the indexical relationship of part to whole. Third,
symbolic reference combines two regimes of indices, the more important one being the
indexical system of reference between the signs themselves. Deacon explains:
The structure of the whole system has a definite semantic topology that
determines the ways symbols modify each other’s referential functions in
different combinations. …Symbolic reference emerges from a ground of
nonsymbolic referential processes only because the indexical
relationships between symbols are organized so as to form a logically
closed group of mappings from symbol to symbol.21
With symbolic reasoning, the indexical signs themselves manifest a logically complete
system of interdependence that in turn allows for the signs’ indexical manipulation,
leaving the referents either in absentia or divorced from factual existence altogether. In
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the example of referencing the notes in a musical composition, the note is of course
already symbolic because its capacity for iconic and indexical reference relationships
derives from the logical system of musical writing. The relationships that govern the
differential meanings of notes, along such axes as those of tone, tempo, and key, stand in
for the connection of facts in the world.
A technic, even the shaped piece of flint, fulfills the conditions for symbolic
reference since it subordinates a set of indexical relationships: each chip to the piece of
stone indexes an intentional blow delivered to it, while the stone tool as a whole is an
index of both this production process and the intentional function it embodies. These
indices are subordinated to a logically complete system: the whole technic itself, or more
precisely its singular genetic relations to the rest of the world’s structure of material
sensibility. To recapitulate my category of technicity, the symbolic reference active in
technicity becomes more readily apparent when technics are considered in terms of
superintentionality. What Deacon refers to, in the case of language, as the
“superordinate” organization of token-token or word-word relationships, I call, in the
more general context of technics, the superintendent intentionality. The equivalence of
iconic reference and the intention of indexical reference are both superintended by the
direction and meaning of symbolic reference. Just so, technicity incorporates multiple
purposive interactions under the superintending orientation of its technical
intentionality. Nothing but patterns of material composites—regardless of their possible
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or eventual interiority from the perspective of an embodied subject—enable the tool’s
symbolically organized subsumption of indices of modifications.
Deacon’s argument for a co-evolutionary logic to explain the origin and
development of language and, more fundamentally, symbolic reference does not equate
to a process of exteriorization as it does for Stiegler. He consistently specifies that such
developments “took place neither inside nor outside the brain, but at the interface where
cultural evolutionary processes affect biological evolutionary processes.”22 Each adapted
to the other’s implicit forms in a Simondonian sense of communication or individuation.
For example, hominids possessed neural developmental biases that favored learning
symbolic reference. Infants’ prematurity relative to those of other species allows them
more readily to learn indices to existent phenomena and then to unlearn those couplings
upon acquiring their symbolization. Concomitant with children’s neural structural
biases, language itself must have evolved to correspond more closely with hominid
children’s instinctual behaviors. Deacon describes children as
the rigged game. Languages are under powerful selection pressure to fit
children’s likely guesses, because children are the vehicle by which a
language gets reproduced. Languages have had to adapt to children’s
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spontaneous assumptions about communication, learning, social
interaction, and even symbolic reference.23
Languages have even “taken advantage of predispositions for sound analysis already
present in the nervous system,” namely the “voice-onset time” for a vocal sound’s
formation into a consonant correlates to a perceptual boundary.24 Interpretation of
speech also relies on subconscious predictions of the “oral-vocal movements [that]
produced” the heard sounds.25 Reproduction of language in the long term has relied on
its immediate reproduction through “gesture and speech,” which together “have coevolved complex interrelationships.”26 From the perspective that privileges the human,
language can seem a tool and humans the user. From the perspective that privileges
language, language can seem a parasite and humans the malleable host. Neither
perspective adequately captures the situation, for both import the everyday assumptions
of prosthesis whereby a stable interiority relies on the manipulation of an external
support. One term extends the forms and capacities of the other. On the contrary,
Deacon’s framing of the process as an “interface” effectively brackets the prosthetic
attitude because it treats the relation as a term on equal footing with the two terms it
places into communication, or as Simondon might say, into information.
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As symbolically induced corticalization increased the density of interstructural
connections of the brain as a direct result of the increased size of the prefrontal cortex,
precision and variety of speech symbols increased in turn. This linguistic concretization
furthermore depended on the consistent implementation of stone tools, which allowed
for the decrease in canine tooth size—one of many transformative factors “in vocal tract
anatomy” that “significantly increased the range of sounds.”27 A more recently
published article in Nature complements this paleoanthropological evidence by
calculating the significant decrease in required chewing time of meat once knives were
widely adopted. Authors Katherine D. Zink and Daniel E. Lieber conclude that
“selection for smaller masticatory features in [the] Homo [genus] would have been
initially made possible by the combination of using stone tools and eating meat.”28 As a
result, speech could increase in oral nuance. Deacon helpfully invokes mid-twentiethcentury biologist Conrad Waddington’s definition of genomic “canalization.” It
contrasts with Bergson’s earlier usage of the term in Creative Evolution, which could lead
to understanding genetic assimilation as a “one-to-one replacement of [exterior]
adaptations.”29 One could just as well substitute for Bergson Stiegler’s take on the coevolution of humans and technics as a logic of exteriorization. Waddington’s
canalization “describe[s] an evolutionary trend toward increasing developmental
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constraint,” which opposes a simple evolutionary operation of interiorization that
would mirror the mental, reflective interiorization of the external tool. Nor does the
technical proscribe biological finality, since in the case of symbolic reference the
materiality commonly deemed biological provides a variety of dynamic factors. More
than the interaction of two distinct tendencies in an organic-inorganic symbiosis, the
confluence of these numerous factors indicates the mixed milieu generated by the
unitary combination and coordination of symbolic reasoning’s technical existence.
Again, the definition of technics as inorganic organized matter misdirects the
philosopher towards everyday practicalities. For technicity, the organic and inorganic
divisions of matter are equally adequate, uniquely capable participants in an
overdetermined technical genesis.
Moreover, there never was an absolute rupture with pre-technical apes, even
though the leap to symbolic from indexical reference does require such a break. Where
Stiegler locates a coup in and from the biological program, Deacon attributes the crucial
break to more generic structures of intelligibility, which redounds to my assessment of
technicity in terms not of exterior, inorganic objects, but of a category’s general logic
attributed to certain material organizations and processes. Yet not unlike Stiegler’s
connection of technics to social individuation, Deacon argues that a number of social
problems were resolved with the advent of symbolic reasoning. An index’s “concrete
part-whole link” can only represent so much due to its reliance on a present factual
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existence.30 But for “a prescription for future behaviors” that may never happen, “this
information can only be given expression symbolically,” that is, by combining indexical
signs according to systematic relationships.31 Through the operations of technical
consciousness, symbolic reference introduces an ideal for which to live. Though the
possibility of an imaginary anticipation is at stake here as it is for Stiegler’s Technics and
Time, Deacon grounds this symbolically afforded capacity in a composite materiality
much more akin to the understanding of technical reality I am presently developing
than in the simultaneous movements between the outside-inside binary.
This paints a much more balanced picture of technicity’s development than
Stiegler’s après coup co-evolution. Technics do not unilaterally determine the biological
program’s corticalization once they come into existence. Nor is technicity’s origination
that of an aporetic exteriorization that simultaneously invents an interiority that did not
pre-exist the exterior. Rather, technical reality is the invention of a certain type of
intelligibility, describable in terms of symbolic reference’s superordinate or
superintentional mediation of mediation, that may be analyzed in terms of an interface
of multiple regions of material phenomena. But the technical reality itself incorporates
and supervenes upon these multiple regions in a way that subsumes what Simondon
would deem their ontogenetic differences, or phases of being. The technical’s unique
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mode of existence derives from overcoming these differences in virtue of their
productive contrasts. If there is something paradoxical about the technical, then it lies in
the preservation, and sometimes the establishment, of distinction among its constitutive
regions of reality that are nonetheless inseparably synthesized in a technical reality’s
novel foundation. Synesthesia, a blending of the senses, rather than a transhistorical
unity of the Living Present, makes for a more appropriate experiential model or analog
for understanding technics. Indeed, the participatory sensing of the effects pedal
examples exhibits a synesthesia across orders of magnitude and phases of being.
Technicity’s metaphysical figuration is a plane of commensurability.
Simondon’s theory of psycho-social individuation thus paints a more applicable
picture than does Stiegler’s deconstruction of exteriorization and interiorization (though
Stiegler does deploy Simondonian individuation on the social scale). Between the
individual I and the collective We, a transductive relation uniting the two dynamics
governs the ontogenesis of both constituent individuals and their encompassing
collective. The individual is individual by virtue of being more than individual; the
social is social by virtue of being composed of a socially patterned collection of
individuals. Technics are not in their concept transductive precisely due to their
inseparable synthesis of component milieus, whereas transduction maintains a measure
of distinction between its two dynamics in relation. A transduction such as psycho-social
individuation—but not all transductions—involves a technical reality that provides it
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with a superordinate organization of meanings indifferent to the difference between
individual and collective becomings: language, ritual, buildings, networked utilities, and
so on. Such technical realities are at once indifferent to such a difference as well as what
enable it in the first place.
This is why Deacon’s figure of an interface, rather than either a transduction or
an exteriorization, exemplifies the methodological rationale behind Simondon’s genetic
postulate without foregoing the philosophical generality of a category of technicity
inspired by Stiegler. Deacon’s attention to the interface of evolutionary logics speaks to
both the generic media-compossibility of technicity as well as the ongoing, historical
establishment of actual technicities in the genetic sense. Technicity’s merger of what
today are either scientifically or ideologically demarcated fields of phenomena is
secondary to its essential feature: the uniformly directed combinatorics of multiple
events within a single composite process. Deacon allows us to improve Stiegler’s
account of technicity’s co-originary prosthesis insofar as he directs our attention away
from body-bound exteriorization and towards matters of structural intelligibility. Like
Stiegler, Deacon looks beyond the mind to contend with our thoughts’ connection to
reality, “analyzing the grounding of intentional consciousness in terms of levels of
representational relationships.”32 Also like Stiegler, who technologically circumscribes
the Heideggerian consideration of Dasein as being-toward-death with technics, Deacon
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recognizes in “the very personal mystery of mortality” an “essentially universal
attribute of human culture. […] Knowledge of death…is a datum that only symbolic
representation can impart” because, unlike the emotional tenor of loss, thanatology
requires a creative relationship to time and an objectification of one’s self from that
symbolized time, “as if looking back from an impossible future.”33 Approaching this
problem of human culture’s technical constitution through Deacon’s multi-evolutionary
interface helps us to see that while Stiegler is not wrong to focus on temporality in
human experience, he misses the real originality and strength of what actually occurs:
exploration of symbolic systems by means of symbolic systems.
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Part II. Non-Phenomenology: Tabletop Speculations
“I suggest that technics—as permanent retentional support—is
constitutive of objectification as bringing-to-view of all objects…and,
beyond that, of all ideation.”
— Bernard Stiegler, Technics and Time, 3, p.170

“It is only by a derealization of common experience that one can attain a
realism of the scientific technique.”
— Gaston Bachelard, Le rationalisme appliqué, p.137

In this second part, I pursue the development of Stiegler’s technical intervention
into philosophy at the level of method, namely by investigating the extent to which
Stiegler transforms the phenomenological reduction into a technical event. I thus also
intend to pursue the tendency for the category of technicity to resolve intellectual
binaries, specifically that of the sensible and the intelligible, or what is experienced in
the world and what is thought. In Technics and Time, Stiegler is never far from this
opposition, since his deconstruction of who and what also implicates a deconstruction of
the conventional opposition between transcendental eidos, or form-giving idea, and
empirical phenomenon. These intellectual binaries shall be dealt with in terms of what
French philosopher of mathematics Jean Cavaillès refers to as the philosophy of
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consciousness and the philosophy of the concept.1 In the former, a transcendental
subjectivity provides the logical ground for experiential and worldly sense; in the latter,
knowledge progresses through
continual revision of contents by deepening and eradication. What comes
after is more than what existed before, not because it contains it or even
because it prolongs it but bcause it departs from it and carries in its
content the mark of its superiority, unique every time, with more
consciousness in it—and not the same consciousness.2
For Cavaillès, this dichotomy between consciousness and concept was only a proposal
that appeared at the end of his treatment of early 20th-century mathematics, but French
rationalism after Cavaillès developed this antagonism toward epistemologies based in
the self-evidence of conscious life. My concern is not with intellectual history, but with
technicity’s subsumption of such a dichotomy. I will argue that the deconstructive move
by which Stiegler eliminates the originary boundary between who and what similarly
impacts the division between a philosophy that privileges the lived experience of the
human subject and a philosophy that privileges rational structures of thought to the

Most will have been made aware of this framework for 20th-century philosophy, predominantly as it was
borne out in France, by Michel Foucault’s introduction to Georges Canguilhem’s The Normal and the
Pathological. Also see David Hyder’s essay, "Foucault, Cavaillès, and Husserl on the Historical Epistemology
of the Sciences,” Perspectives on Science 11.1 (2003): 107-29. For an excellent overview of Cavaillès’s Sur la
Logique et la Theorie de la Science and his work’s impact on French rationalism, see Knox Peden’s Spinoza
Contra Phenomenology, especially the first chapter, “From Consciousness to the Concept.”
2 Cavaillès 409.
1
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total denigration of conscious life. Instead, concepts have a material existence evidenced
by the immanent organization of material process. Technics stage an intelligible
participation with the sensible efficacy of the concept.
This requires more than a presentation of the philosophical labor and method
consequent to Stiegler’s technological phenomenology. My argument demands that the
technical be made essential to phenomenological methodology, and philosphical labor
in general, by order of reason integral to the method rather than by means of a
prosthetic add-on to lived experience. I therefore follow an alternative
phenomenological perspective—that of Husserl’s last assistant and student of both
Husserl and Heidegger, Eugen Fink—in order to reinvest technological phenomenology
with the goals of materialism and rationalism. These goals are: knowledge of the world
as it becomes independently of its being given for a standard human experience; and an
account of the discontinuous development of conceptual systems predicated on an
intelligibility immanent to their concepts rather than to consciousness. On one hand, this
requires a critical recapitulation of Stiegler’s own rendition of Husserlian
phenomenology in Technics and Time, 2. On the other hand, a reading of Fink’s Sixth
Cartesian Meditation serves first as a counternarrative to caricatures of phenomenology
that paint it as an uncritical idealism bound to human subjectivity, and second to clarify
the limitations of phenomenology that remain in such a radicalized development of
Husserl’s original endeavors. By sourcing Stiegler’s technological phenomenology in
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Fink’s development of the transcendental reduction as a mode of speculative thinking,
the notion of the static and standardized human breaks apart from within technological
phenomenology, as does the firm assumption of an ontology based in egoic timeconsciousness. Fink’s work intends to ground the historically situated correlation of
subject and object in a pre-thematic, or pre-ontological, constituting process. Pressing
Husserlian philosophy beyond Husserl, he grounds phenomenological analysis in a
dialectic with speculative thought, and which is only possible as the linguistic
predication of what, as original constituting process, in principle cannot be predicated as
a constituted product.3 This move prohibits a complete separation of both transcendental
and phenomenological attitudes from the natural one, because the pre-ontological
Absolute is only ever thematized (paradoxically) as the technically constituted product
of language. And yet, as I will show, the form which these radical developments take for
Fink remains that of the transcendental subject with its living bestowal of sense (morphē)
upon otherwise disunified matter (hylē). The concept’s material efficacy has not been
given due credit.
My route towards a reconciliation between phenomenology’s privileged
consciousness and rationalism’s privileged concepts shall be accomplished by
deepening the elaboration of the category of generic technicity begun in the first

Fink, “L’Analyse intentionelle et le problème de la pensée speculative.” This is a bilingual publication with
the original German on even-numbered pages facing the French translation. English translations are mine
taken from the French.
3
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chapter’s constructive criticism of Stiegler. Here I introduce the notion of transcendental
technicity in the vein of phenomenology’s transcendental subjectivity, the processual
and self-reflexive agent that accomplishes Fink’s transcendental reduction. With
preliminary phenomenology, the merely phenomenological reduction casts off the
natural attitude from the phenomenologist’s vocation so as to present “the things
themselves” to consciousness. Going a step further with Fink, the transcendental
reduction brackets the immanence of the world to appearance, which bears on the
structures of possible phenomena as a naturally presiding (uncritically received) belief.
Since all phenomena appear within a world’s horizons, the world must become the
object of inquiry. So, Fink writes, “the epoché [i.e. the reduction] structures the basic
problem of phenomenology, the transcendental problem of the world, by discovering the
true ‘subject’ and subjective life out from which the belief in the world emerges.”4
However, the epoché requires technics in the very least as a means by which to
superintend the attitude it has bracketed. This is because, while the phenomenologist
works in the transcendental mode, the naïve, natural attitude that was bracketed
remains at stake as what is being explained at its constitutive level. As was laid out in
the previous chapter, such a dual orientation on the world is characteristic of technicity’s
superintentional organization of worldly sense. Transcendental technicity applies this
phenomenological dialectic of speculation and analysis to its most extreme case: the idea

4

Fink, "The Phenomenological Philosophy of Edmund Husserl and Contemporary Criticism" 113.
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of an Absolute that originates, or is the processual origination of, the very structural
horizon of worlds. It thematizes the non-given process anterior to the phenomenal
register of worldly existence. As the most philosophically radical stage of technicity,
transcendental technicity is the quasi-worldly thinking that grasps the validity of the
speculative dimension, from which rationalism conceives of world-horizonality and all
other pregiven constituting structures. The payoff is to incorporate both consciousness
and the concept into a technological phenomenology by showing how technicity has
already made them commensurable components of a more primary technical event. My
philosophy of technicity prohibits Stiegler’s technological phenomenology, according to
its own principles, from maintaining its Husserlian allegiance to human life.
Therefore this Part progresses beyond the canonical scope of phenomenology
into French rationalism proper with a connection to Gaston Bachelard’s position that
rationalism is a dialectic between scientific theories and experimental instrumentation.
The issue under consideration presents itself in terms of the technical constitution of
knowledge, which is a “dialogue” or “dialectic of an interaction [couplage] between
objective knowledges and rational knowledges.”5 “Constitution” must be understood
not only in terms of a prior process of production that results in a work or relatively
stable theory, but in the ongoing existence of that knowledge or understanding
[connaissance] as a theoretical apparatus of sense-making. Bachelard’s “applied

5

Bachelard, Le rationalisme appliqué 53.
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rationalism” expands by way of interlocking conceptual novelty with experimental
materialization. This approach allows me to shift the onus in Fink’s own integration of
speculative thinking with phenomenology toward the conceptual originality of
technicity.
One significant consequence of my proposed technological sublation of the
consciousness-concept bifurcation is to establish the banality of phenomenology’s
foundational category of “the lived.” Crucially, the substance model of the Living
Present is to be replaced by a process model which denies Husserl’s operative dualism
between the ontological (passive) synthesis of the fact in contradistinction to the
phenomenological (active) synthesis of the idea (or value). Thus I intend to sublate the
transcendental subject—i.e. the philosophizing mind—into a much more flexible and
robust process founded on the technical generation, extension, augmentation, and
interrelation of concepts that nonetheless continue to incorporate lived experience as one
among many participant media. In the scope of this dissertation, only once I have
developed the context of a phenomenology without a unitary transcendental agency can
the category of generic technicity truly be conceived in its metaphysical sense as a mode
of genesis immanent to existent actuality.

The example to be presented in parallel with the theoretical argument is the
technical milieu of rule sets, game mechanics, record sheets, and world-building media
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deployed in the creation and functioning of role-playing games (RPGs). From its
inception in 1974 as Dungeons & Dragons (D&D), the RPG was a “paper and pencil”
game played as a small group at a table with such media as text, spoken dialogue,
polyhedral dice, simple algebra and geometry, miniatures, and maps. This has since
split into other themes, such as a Star Wars version and a contemporary setting called
D20 Modern (pronounced “dee-twenty,” for the twenty-sided die); D&D has seen five of
its own editions plus offshoots, such as the open-source Pathfinder game based on D&D
3.5 edition; and its prefiguration of social media found a haven on the internet in textbased adventures called multi-user dungeons (MUDs) and discussion boards, a
trajectory which ultimately led to the whole-sale adoption of D&D rules, and often its
fantasy settings, for computer games such as Baldur’s Gate and Icewind Dale. By
emphasizing the technical milieu of these games as opposed to the fictional referents, I
mean to exhibit the fundamentally technical character of speculation as a linguistic and
in some cases mathematical endeavor which is a joint function of both conscious
experience and rationally ordered concepts. What is being simulated—at the table by
players, at the desktop by computer games—is not an imagined fantasy, but a
phenomenologically consistent horizon at the level of its logical ground.
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Table 2: Outline of Part 2
Theoretical Argument:
Transcendental technicity is the creative
thinking and elaboration of reality’s
constituting process; and it sublates the
theoretical division between lived
consciousness and non-temporal, structural
concepts.

Example:
A role-playing game’s coherent system of
rules constitutes an essential disjunction
between the player’s temporal experience
and that which is being emulated—
however, and this is key, what is being
emulated in experience is not a fantastical
referent, but the whole of a game’s rules,
figures, and conceptual schema for
communal imagination.

1. Stiegler inherits Husserl’s limited attention
to already constituted evidence as well as his
grounding of ideality in a continuous flux of
history’s Living Presents; but Stiegler does
depart from Husserl by incorporating
technics into that evidence.

1. Massively multiplayer and singleplayer video game worlds and narratives,
the five editions of Dungeons and Dragons
(D&D) plus its science-fictional and
modern offshoots—these industries and
concatenation of communities developed
from a common moment: when Gary
Gygax and Dave Arneson invented
techniques by which to model worlds
and more. The content of these practices
are already-there, their form technically
fixed.

2. Stiegler’s technological phenomenology
replaces the ontological opening of passive
synthesis with tertiary memory as the
ground of all intended ideality. Thus the
positive contribution of technics is reduced
to the continuity of consciousness’s lived
temporality.

2. What spurs creativity in D&D and
compels the transition across turns is the
interaction among the players, the game
master, and a roll of the dice. It presents,
per Stiegler’s position, a network of
manufactured fictional worlds entirely
grounded in techniques and artifacts that
are commensurable with conscious, lived
experience.
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3. Fink acknowledges the necessarily
speculative moment of Husserlian
phenomenology: he “un-humanizes” the
epoché by attending to pre-conscious
“world-feeling” and the passive becoming of
temporality anterior to phenomenological
time-consciousness.

3. Yet the depth of the rules, in their
breadth and systematicity, exhibits a
technical event that conceives of a cosmos
from the scale of a multiverse to the
minutiae of nonconscious bodily
affordances and environmental
processes. D&D is about bracketing one’s
belief in the world as a pregiven totality
and engaging in a rational construction of
its many structural horizons.

4. Fink’s idea of transcendental method is
fundamentally a function of language, and
therefore of technics, because only symbolic
systems of conceptual reference can present
a primordial process that becomes anterior
to constituted being. Thus in lieu of taking
recourse to transcendental subjectivity for
the speculative moment of phenomenology,
I conceive of a transcendental technicity that
functions as just the sort of creative
rationalism called for by Fink.

4. D&D has little to nothing to say
directly about the paradoxical
predication of an Absolute anterior to
ontology. Yet its technical functioning
approximates Fink’s transcendental
method. D&D’s techniques for play rely
heavily on linguistic creation, often
improvised, and when paired with dicedetermined tables of possible outcomes
these techniques combine to generate a
world-horizon and temporalization that
is partially discontinuous with that of the
players.

5. Bachelard’s applied rationalism can
develop Fink’s transcendental trajectory into
a non-phenomenology: a modifiable system
for creating concepts that understand a
plurality of world structures as well as their
constituting process. The
“phenomenotechnique” that characterizes
transcendental technicity’s combination of
sensible evidence with intellectual intuition
functions through the superintention of
multiple technical media—only some of
which are commensurable with the living
temporality of conscious experience.

5. The continuity of influence from Gygax
to modern CRPGs is superficial; what
matters is the differentiation of rule
systems that affords alternative settings
and privileges different styles of play. At
work in this historical trajectory is
therefore what Bachelard calls “regional
rationalisms,” each of which produce
“phenomena, which are not-naturally-innature,” each according to their own
conceptual consistency.6

6
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Chapter 4: Technics of Subjectivity

Technical Consciousness
Thesis: Stiegler inherits Husserl’s limited attention to already constituted evidence as
well as his grounding of ideality in a continuously consistent flux of history’s Living
Presents; but Stiegler does depart from Husserl by incorporating technics into that
evidence.
According to Husserl, phenomenological reflection thematizes an act “directed
toward thematic objects,” or the thematization of thematization, where “to thematize”
means to make a unitary object appear from out of the backdrop of inchoate sense data.1
In this thematization, Stiegler tells us, “phenomenology in general suspends all worldly
reality to which the tertiary appears, in order to account for what properly allows for the
constitution of this reality.”2 Stiegler’s seminal revision of intentional consciousness into
a technically constituted intenitonality ensures that technics, “the tertiary,” make
possible the object of phenomenology: a reflection upon the act of appearance of
phenomena within a pre-given world inhabited by other egos equally grounded in and
conditioned by tertiary memory. Tertiary memory accompanies every self-conscious
thematization of conscious experience as its condition of possibility, and it provides the

1
2

Husserl, Crisis 139.
Stiegler, TT2 221.
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content for every reduction the phenomenologist may undertake. Technics, for Stiegler,
are quite simply the original reflection of the living subject: original both as
chronologically first in co-evolution and as that originary event of reflection that
constitutes the subject’s interiority, its Living Present. Therefore any philosophical
reflection on that interiority, on its laws of appearance and any invariant structures,
must pursue its object by grasping the subject’s constitutive exteriority. Technicity, by
Stiegler’s account, stands in for the directedness of consciousness such that the
givenness of the present may be bracketed, reduced, presented there as a horizon
subordinated to the theme of an overarching intention. The invention of the human in
that co-originary rupture is simultaneously the invention of an as yet unrealized
phenomenology, destined from its inception to unveil, in Husserl’s words, “a realm of
something subjective which is completely closed off within itself, existing in its own
way, functioning in all experiencing.”3 Indeed, Stiegler’s refusal of Gilbert Simondon’s
natural phase in the genesis of technicity ensures a technological phenomenology no less
“completely closed off within itself.” Technics compose the theoretical orientation of
phenomenological analysis necessarily because they make possible the retention of what
is thematized. They ground the bracketing of worldly reality from the phenomenological
flux of the ego as well as the subsequent reduction through which the phenomenologist
analyzes the phenomenality of phenomena. Invariant existential structures can be

3
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grasped then only on account of technical recording due to both its retentive capacities
and the conceptual systems it affords.
Additionally, Husserl sought to understand the phenomenon of the world “as
the construct of a universal, ultimately functioning subjectivity,” the natural or realist
element of which is made evident by the fact “that [transcendental] subjectivity
objectifies itself as human subjectivity as an element of the world.”4 Stiegler pursues the
world-pole of lived experience by also subsuming it under the exteriorized already-there
of tertiary memory and its history of differentiation of cultural genres and forms of
anticipation. Unlike Husserl, for whom technics feature solely into experience’s “real
content,” Stiegler draws technics into the flux’s constitution, into the genesis of
temporality’s “continuously identical form.”5 Stiegler’s central point is that the
transcendental subjectivity that Husserl wants to be the ultimate level of constituting
process is nothing other than a product of technics. The pre-experiential, a priori flux that
constitutes the ego’s experience therefore rests on a posteriori, already constituted
experiential contents stored by technics. Accordingly, he reframes the Husserlian
account of intentional time-constitution as a function of technical memory supports.
Husserl presents the double intentionality of internal time consciousness in §39
of those lectures.6 One intentionality is, depending on the translation, a “transverse” or

113.
Unspecified quote from Husserl, qtd. in Stiegler, TT2 198.
6 Husserl, The Phenomenology of Internal Time-Consciousness. Henceforth cited as ITC.
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an “auxiliary” intentionality that constitutes the objective contents of consciousness.7
The other is “a longitudinal intentionality,” which directs the flux of time’s flow.8 There
is no further intentionality at a more primordial level because these both occur at the
same time: “two inseparable, homogeneous intentionalities.”9 But Husserl marks a cut
between them, for “naturally they cannot coincide in every respect” since the transverse
intentionality of “meaning-actual” content is always already “just-past,” while
longitudinal intentionality constitutes the flux of subjectivity in its primordial
immediacy as retentional-protentional flux.10 But how are we to distinguish between
remembrance (secondary memory) and that “just-past” content (primary retention)?
When does the latter become a matter of the former? Husserl does not specify how
longitudinal intentionality manages this distinction, nor does he adequately analyze
how secondary memory conditions primary memory’s selections of retentions. So
Stiegler identifies the lacuna of Husserl’s phenomenology of internal time consciousness
to be “the difference between imagination and perception,” i.e. the separation between
secondary and primary retentions.11 Where Husserl opposes the two, Stiegler marks a
distinction without opposition according to which secondary memory performs a
selection within the selective attention of primary retention.

ITC 105-110.
107.
9 109.
10 110.
11 TT2 202.
7
8
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According to Stiegler, only a temporal object’s exactitude and repeatability
allows thought’s reflexivity to thematize its constitutive flux in distinction from the
empirical sequence of appearances. A temporal object’s objectivity coincides with its
appearing over time, such as a melody or a film. That the ego hears a melody differently
upon relistening to the same recording indicates the necessity that the memory of
secondary remembrance constitute consciousness’s primary retention. Most
importantly, Stiegler contends that this requirement for tertiary retention indicates that
time-consciousness itself, not just its thematization, is originarily conditioned by tertiary
retentions, whether those be the memory-support of tools or mnemotechnical genera for
communal differentiation supported by digital networks. Longitudinal intentionality,
i.e. time-constituting anticipation in general, therefore presupposes technics. Again
eliminating the nonhuman world from Simondon’s metaphysical category of the preindividual, Stiegler maintains that technics alone constitute the “temporal, preindividual ground on which the unitary figure of tone has always already emerged.”12
Neither world nor the presencing of time’s flow may appear to conscious life without
having first been captured by technical means and subsumed under a repeatable
program, a techno-logic’s protocol of anticipation. However, it should be clear with a
moment’s consideration that secondary memory’s conditioning of primary retention’s
selection of content can just as well be a function of non-technical sedimentation of
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memory traces in relationship to the organism’s milieu. Think of, for instance, a reptile’s
capacity to recognize the person who brings it food, which results from secondary
memory’s conditioning of primary retention’s selection of perceptual content.13 A
temporal object’s identity of flux may be required to correct what Stiegler recognizes as
Husserl’s incapacity “to see the effects that turn back upon the now qua originary
impression.”14 But that initial incapacity speaks to the non-technical nature of memory’s
constitution of present appearance as its medium. Memory in general, and in particular
the experienced constitution of temporal flux, becomes technical only once they become
part of a superintentional composition.
That Stiegler expands tertiary retention from a methodological requirement into
a phenomenological universal belies both an uncritical technocentrism as well as an
anthropomorphic interpretation of that prosthetic techno-logy. For not only is the most
foundational structure of phenomenological experience—temporality—constituted by
an originary relation to technics, technics too are shaped into the form of that
phenomenological temporality. Mark Hansen diagnoses this guiding tendency of
Stiegler’s work as an unacknowledged attempt to save Husserl from the full impact of a

It bears mentioning that several years before Husserl’s lectures on internal time-consciousness, Henri
Bergson in Matter and Memory had recognized the inexorable conditioning of perception by those memories
also responsible for imaginary remembrance, and that he did so without the aid of a temporal object. Instead
he examined the latest case studies in neuropathology, namely lesions of the brain contributing to aphasias,
thereby determining that unconscious association precedes perceived recognition. He tells us that “the
alleged destruction of memories by an injury to the brain is but a break in the continuous progress by which
they actualize themselves” (126).
14 TT2 206.
13
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technological phenomenology.15 Tertiary memory functions merely as the idealist
assurance of the Living Present’s universality, which is made apparent according to
Stiegler with the advent of technical recording’s temporal exactitude, i.e. the temporal
object. Stiegler expresses the technocentric anthropomorphism of who and what most
saliently when he concludes: “Recovery [of the same experienced sense] is impossible,
meaning that secondary memory penetrates into primary—except when tertiary
memory is present.”16 This evokes the second volume’s introduction, which
characterizes a “technical tendency” of technological development that is less a
transductive co-evolution with psycho-social human individuation than a unilateral
determination of experience by technical prosthesis. Yet this presumed preservation of
identity of a temporal object lacks any phenomenological assurance of its structure of
manifestation (let alone a critical guarantee of knowledge) beyond a pragmatic trust in
perception, which is precisely the sort of “natural attitude” the phenomenological
epoché brackets. Going against Derrida’s lesson17 on the inherent risk and danger of
technical recordings’ accessibility, Stiegler problematically claims unchanging access to a
temporal recording without the possibility for breakdown, for anomalous perturbations
of play-back, and arguably even for rewinding and other temporal navigations and

Hansen, “Technics Beyond the Temporal Object.”
TT2 230.
17 See Derrida, Edmund Husserl’s Origin of Geometry: an Introduction.
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modulations that would all singularly affect the replay. Friedrich Kittler recognized this
retentional discrepancy a decade before Stiegler:
But once storage and manipulation coincide in principle, [Jean-Marie]
Guyau’s thesis linking phonography and [human] memory may be
insufficient. Storage facilities, which according to his own insight are
capable of altering the character of the replayed sounds (thanks to time
manipulation), shatter the very concept of memory.18
Kittler’s target “memory” is conscious recollection, or secondary memory in the
Husserlian scheme. The critique of considering technical retentions as memory in the
human physiological sense clearly applies to the question of exact repetition by any
recording device. Technical media may be more exacting in their storage of empirical
impressions; reproduction or play-back of those impressions, however, remains open to
variation.
Such exactitude of the temporal object should not even be broached within the
phenomenological reduction since, as Husserl reminds us in his final published work:
“The point is not to secure objectivity but to understand it.”19 In a symptomatic
maneuver, Stiegler must presume the possibility of exactitude as well as the isomorphy
between who and what in order to consolidate his primary precondition for any
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philosophy whatever: the Living Present of the phenomenological subject. Most
importantly, this consolidation is accomplished solely within the domain of the
prosthetic logic of the exterior(ized) what. Thus, the first thesis of my argument might
better be stated in reverse order: Stiegler departs from Husserl’s phenomenology by
basing all of its philosophical results on a repressed technological infrastructure; and on
this basis, Stiegler accepts Husserl’s self-imposed limitation only to treat alreadyconstituted, conscious, experiential evidence.
While I will address the role of the modifier “already constituted” in the
following theoretical portions of my argument, at this point I need to pause on the
“conscious, experiential” component. For the limitation that phenomenology must route
all of its theoretical constructs through a narrow source point of experienced evidence
implies the idealism of a scientific community’s continuous progress in knowledge. This
alludes to the reactivation, or Rückfrage, of the intentional consciousness that was present
in an originary inception of a science as Husserl describes it in his On the Origin of
Geometry. Under the Husserlian model, an advance in a scientific body of knowledge
requires the reanimation of that science’s original sense, its inaugural meaning as
experienced by a living consciousness. At stake in this stage of discussing the technical
constitution of experience are both the founding historicity of knowledge—that it
coheres and progresses—and the production of idealities as such. This refers, according
to Stiegler’s reading, to the logical culmination of Husserl’s “broadening of the
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transcendental sphere, which in the end becomes the transcendental history of a We, in
the course of which reduction becomes reactivation.”20 The example of the technical
milieu of role-playing games exemplifies Stiegler’s adoption of Husserlian philosophy,
and it also anticipates what remains to be considered regarding the grounding role in
phenomenology of the temporal unity of conscious life.

Example, Part 1
Massively multiplayer online games, single-player video game fantasy worlds
and narratives, the five editions of Dungeons and Dragons (D&D) plus its sciencefictional and modern offshoots—these industries and concatenation of communities
developed from a common moment: when Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson invented
techniques by which to model worlds and more. The content of these practices are
already-there, their form technically fixed to be stably available to all subsequent
participants and iterations of the game. D&D was itself largely the culmination of
multiple lineages of tabletop and play-by-mail war simulation games, which were
predicated upon significant historical research, statistical modeling, and miniatures
designed to scale.21 Nor could D&D have emerged without “the medium of the General,”
a magazine published by board wargames company Avalon Hill.22 In his exhaustive

TT2 234.
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history of this critical juncture in simulation, Jon Peterson explains that “wargames fans
united into a national community” through the General both to found clubs of players
and to develop games both new and old. He writes, “Given the meticulous, artisanal
character of miniature wargaming, the number of distinct epochs requiring their own
rules systems necessarily multiplied.”23 Here we have Stiegler’s strong theory of the
tertiary exemplified. The who anticipates qua technical programs of possibilities, and it
comes into existence through, and as the invention of, technics; and the intellectual
community of a transcendental We coheres qua technical means of communication
across space and over the time of generations. D&D’s We goes, via the Napoleonic
simulation game Strategos N by David A. Wesely, as far back as “the so-called ‘free’
kriegsspiel movement associated with Meckel and other Prussian authors post-1870.”24
These wargame variants of chess substituted a concrete environment for chess’s abstract
setting. This shift was made possible by a late-eighteenth-century application of
statistical prediction to warfare.25 Beyond statistics, kriegsspiel also opened play to more
creative strategies by combining systems of rules with a referee.
The RPG’s game master has its precursor in this referee, whose job is more than
knowing the rules in order to hold the players to them. In Charles A. L. Toten’s 1880
Strategos, the role of referee was granted the status
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of an arbiter. He should bear in mind the principle that anything can be
attempted. […] The Referee, therefore, should generally require a positive
statement of intention, as the basis of his decision; the attempt must be
willed into operation by the player.26
Gygax’s medieval-themed game Chainmail (1971) presents a subdued version of
Wesely’s open-endedness, but planted the seed for even more imaginative play in its
fantasy supplement published in 1972.27 Dave Arneson realized this potential with his
“Blackmoor” campaign, adding to Chainmail “the concept of improvement over time”
along with its “[f]urther tables and charts […] made to take into account player progress
and experience,” a concept derived from his club’s Napoleonic Simulations Campaign.28
With Blackmoor, Arneson did away entirely with end-game victory conditions,
embracing instead a campaign of exploration. This brought late-19th-century miniatures
wargaming one step closer to the role-playing game.
Fatefully, when Arneson packed up his game and brought it from Twin Cities to
Gygax’s hometown of Lake Geneva to share with convention goers, the presented
version of his Chainmail variant had to forgo the bulk of its tabletop miniature
components as well as place all the environmental controls in the hands of the referee.29
Moreover, Arneson’s rules were “accumulated rulings from day to day” that he

Strategos (1880) 105, qtd. in Peterson 59-60.
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described “as a process of ‘transcription’ more than organization.”30 Thus Peterson
describes Gygax’s subsequent design as a reaction “inspired by his subjective
impression of playing in the Lake Geneva roadshow.”31 D&D and its successors stem
from this moment when Gygax began to interiorize the many sedimented
exteriorizations of the wargaming community with a singular intention. This marks the
phenomenologically crucial originary impression. What matters for Husserl’s position of
reactivation is primarily the belief in present conceptual systems’ necessary capacity to
reach back without conflict to a founding predication that serves as a grounding
theoretical principle for all present understanding. This seamless reaching back
expresses the totalizing epistemology that forms the idealist kernel to Husserl’s
philosophy of consciousness. Stiegler’s argument obviates the need for the reanimating
consciousness to coincide with the original, since he shows that there can never be an
original activation of a science. This is due to rational knowledge’s necessarily technical
basis in an exterior what, which means that a coherent body of knowledge is only ever a
simultaneous rereading and written extension of knowledge that was produced
technologically and hence in advance of a lived intuition of that knowledge. Technics’
anticipatory or protentional relation to experience means that all production of
knowledge has first to be a reproduction of a grounding exteriorization.
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Sure enough, the subjective impression in 1971 of certain tertiary memories and
subjective performances required technical exteriorization for its development. Gygax
systematized Arneson’s “notes” over multiple shared drafts “by adopting, expanding
and repurposing” them.32 Fittingly, Gygax had worked as an insurance underwriter for
many years concurrently with his game design hobby. So he was exceptionally well
suited to grasping a centuries-old tradition of statistical simulation that tended toward
“realism and educational value.”33 The initial manuscript resulted in “a novel and
largely independent system” that was only somewhat similar to Chainmail’s original
procedures.34 For instance, D&D handled the probabilities of combat by directly
quantifying what was newly termed “armor class.”35 It also implemented two matrices,
one of graded levels and another for “Monsters Attacking,” whereas Chainmail provided
two appendices of direct comparisons between the armor and shield combinations on
the target end and the weapons being used. Although rolling dice to decide outcomes
based on tables of probabilities was nothing new, the quantification of a character’s
affordances, which modify dice rolls, and the codification of how those affordances
progress due to gained experience were new. A few years before, Arneson’s “personality
system” in his Blackmoor campaign was first “to represent the set of abilities that
specified a character mathematically, capturing and quantifying the most important
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qualities of a person.”36 On this matter, Gygax formulated Arneson’s accumulated
transcriptions of improvised precedents into a reproducible and thereby transmittable
set of rules, data, and mechanics. Dungeons & Dragons may owe much of its conceptual
novelty to Arneson, but it ultimately emerged due to the coherent system invented by
Gygax and the capital outlay of the newly founded Tactical Studies Rules (TSR)
company members Gygax, Donald Kaye, and Brian Blume.37 At that point, conceptual
organization paired with the blueprints for mass production transformed the singular
idiomaticity of Arneson’s Twin Cities club into the universal basis for a knowledgeproducing community. Technological phenomenology recognizes a continuity of
experiential form, but it grants the mantle of invention to the technologically
reproducible precedent. For without the latter, modifications and merely repurposing
innovations could not amount to the novel ground for technical individuation.

Tertiary Time Consciousness
Thesis: Technological phenomenology replaces the ontological opening of material
genesis with tertiary memory as the ground of all intended ideality. Thus the positive
contribution of technics is reduced to the ideal continuity of consciousness’s lived
temporality.
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Co-invention of the who and the what means the invention of the Living Present,
of the temporality constitutive of the world phenomenon correlated with the noetic ego.
For although Stiegler discovers the necessity of the technically ordered and accessed
already-there in the Heideggerian existential analytic of Dasein, this necessary technicity
effects little change. The technical ordering of the inherited world’s facticity serves
primarily as the exemplification of the previous result of Dasein’s inquiry into the
meaning of being: consciousness’s ecstatic temporality. In the fourth chapter of Technics
and Time, 2: Disorientation, Stiegler provides his characteristic analysis of how technics
underpin the phenomenological role of the flux of time in Husserl’s work. This runs far
deeper than the just reviewed classic case of the phenomenologist reflecting on a
repeated melody. Temporality is the single most important feature of the Living Present
because it dominates all appearance as its ground, its ultimate and necessary condition
and form-giving bearer. Thus in order for Stiegler to establish the originary technicity of
human consciousness, he must establish that technics condition transcendental
subjectivity at the heart of its constitution: the flux of time.
Derrida’s master’s thesis on Husserl, The Problem of Genesis in Husserl’s Philosophy
(1953-54), provides the parameters of the problems Stiegler addresses: namely “the hylé,
transcendental intersubjectivity, and originary temporalization.”38 Genesis of experience
according to phenomenology has its passive and its active sides: respectively, the
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received sensuous contents, or hylē, and the intentional bestowal of sense, or morphē.
Phenomenological analysis or thematization of the structures of experience reduces the
intentional act that combines these passive and active sides to its basic, essential sense.
Husserl’s phenomenology brackets worldly objectivities in order to present to
consciousness its undergirding constitution of appearances. With each successively
deeper iteration of phenomenology, however, Husserl repeatedly comes up against the
problem of passive genesis. At every level he finds a moment of constitution always
already bequeathed to transcendental subjectivity and that therefore undercuts the
latter’s ultimate status as transcendental agent of meaning-constitution. Husserl refuses
to grant the received sensible data, or hylē, any measure of intelligible meaning (at least
for consciousness) prior to that bestowed by the ego-pole. The problem of genesis is the
problem of Husserlian philosophy. Derrida declares, “Every philosophy is condemned
to work back along the actual itinerary of every becoming.”39 This unavoidable
predicament defines the limit of phenomenology by forcing it to engage in an
unavoidable dialectic with ontology. Put otherwise, the structures of lived experience
necessarily implicate a domain of being beyond that of constituted phenomena and
which conditions phenomena.
When Husserl tries either to subsume the passivity of genesis within the activity
of the transcendental subject or to treat passivity as merely accidental and thus without
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pre-intentional sense, he risks falling into an idealist subjectivism with “a purely
productive intentionality.”40 By contrast, Derrida wants to admit this difficulty into
phenomenology’s central question of sense bestowal:
If we are already constrained to begin ‘really’ or ‘formally’ with an already
constituted moment that we must greet and accept passively, if that is an
a priori law, then we need to ask ourselves whether this necessity is not
linked to the very movement of transcendental constitution and
transcendental becoming.41
In Husserl, this “already” of constitution is identified as the passive synthesis of time,
and which Derrida equates with the “a priori synthesis of fact and intention, being and
sense.”42 Again, Husserl never admits such a purely ontological synthesis into the
activity of transcendental subjectivity. For Stiegler, this inherited past is the empirical
reality of technics that constitutes the transcendental production of phenomenological
objectivity. The move he must make then is from the empirical grounding that technics
are as memory supports to the transcendental conditioning of the flux of time on
account of originary technicity. Recalling the terms of the previous section, this move is
from the technical constitution of the transverse intentionality of phenomenal contents
to that of longitudinal intentionality’s synthesis of the flux of time.
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After Stiegler acknowledges that his starting point for integrating technology
into phenomenology is the place of passivity in transcendental genesis,43 he
distinguishes between “two domains of regularities” in intentional, lived experience.44
One domain is of an object’s eidos, the form that unifies it qua transcendental activity of
intentional consciousness, and the other is of “temporal flux, connected elements or
sequences of elements.”45 Objects by Husserl’s account are intended idealities that
consciousness establishes in every intentional act: the aforementioned morphē that shape
the received hylē. Stiegler takes from the fifth of Husserl’s Logical Investigations,
specifically Paragraphs 4 and 5, this notion of an intended ideality, and he identifies the
overarching intended unity of flux with “the Dasein of Heidegger’s existential analytic,
qua being-for-death.”46 Intended ideality is the ideal content aimed at by, and according
to which consciousness’s fundamentally intentional process forms, its real content, the
pre-given sensuous data. This split of real content and ideal content derives from the
phenomenological reduction of the subject/object relationship down to its essential
process of, as Stiegler formulates it, “flux / (real content —> ideal content).”47 Spelled
out, this means that the unity of lived temporality provides the form for all other forms.
Thus the structure of internal time-consciousness expresses a kind of ur-ideality for all
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other experienced idealities. Both domains of idealities—that of an eidos and that of
consciousness’s temporal sequence—must therefore be consistent with the ideal unity of
the flux of time as constituted by the active presencing of the transcendental subject.
Technological phenomenology reasserts and consolidates Husserl’s preliminary focus
on already constituted evidence—there is no question of the ontological, passive
synthesis anterior to the active synthesis of contents.48
To the two domains of regularity correspond two registers of adequation which
intentional ideality informs: one of the flux of experience in general, another of a
singular, self-evident experience. The former Stiegler relates to Dasein’s being-towarddeath as well as to the even more general longitudinal intentionality of Husserl’s timeconsciousness lectures: the ideal unity of the flux, of which its perpetual “unachievement [is] its dynamism’s source.”49 In other words, consciousness owes its “fluid
character” of changing through time to its constantly failed intention to unify itself.
Clearly then, to achieve this unity, this completion, would be to die and for
phenomenological appearance to cease. The latter adequation, that of self-evidence in
the Husserlian account, concerns scientific knowledge as an experience of truth. In this
register the term of reference is not Dasein but, as mentioned in the previous section,

This consolidation of Husserlian subjectivity attests to Stiegler's interest in the early work of Heidegger,
namely Being and Time. Later work, significantly “Time and Being,” treats presencing as an anonymous
“pure coming-about” (Schürman 140).
49 TT2 195.
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“the ideal scientific community that Husserl…call[s] a transcendental We.”50
Problematically, Stiegler shifts without comment between these two types of
adequation. First he mentions the inadequation of consciousness’s unitary flux as
intended ideality; then he abruptly turns to the matter of adequate inner perception,
which in the context of scientific knowledge has, Stiegler argues, temporal and
technological conditions; after which assertion he switches back to Husserl’s
demonstration that the inadequation between real and ideal contents “is nothing other
than temporality at the very center of consciousness.”51 The assumption that allows for
this seamless back and forth is that the idealities by which the ego frames its correlates
are subject to the same inadequation as is the flux of experience: namely, that of
experience’s real content approaching an ideal content provided by transcendental
subjectivity. Stated otherwise, Stiegler adopts from Husserl the basic presupposition that
all ideal unities constitutive of the experience of conscious perception can be reduced “to
the unity of a flux” of time that is the active synthesizing of/by transcendental
subjectivity.52 Such unity pertains not merely to that of actuality’s fact of existence, but of
all eidē that grant form to conscious experience. Whatever differentiating force Stiegler
attributes to technics on behalf of ethnic individuation or idiomatic singularity is
therefore superficial, since the techno-logic of différance (whereby human life’s meaning
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is endlessly differing and deferred) must proceed without breaking the consistency of a
single ideal form of consciousness.
Yet Derrida’s objection remains: nothing in this recounting has yet to afford a
genetic connection between the passivity of received sense data and the activity of sensebestowal. This is a serious problem that Stiegler is evidently aware of, since he is guided
by the conviction that a distinction between the two (hylē and morphē) is impossible.53
However, I contend that Stiegler deflects this Derridean objection by asking, “Where are
the eidē?”54 His concern is not, as I think it ought to be, with how the technical
constitution of experience might produce idealities beyond some original scope of
human experience. Rather, it is with the intended ideal content’s lack of an apparent
place either in “an experience’s real content that is essentially internal perception” or “in
the world constituted by this projection,” let alone an external world that would
condition intentionality.55 In response, Stiegler argues that prosthesis originarily defines
the intentional content of such idealities. Not merely empirically original, but originary:
tertiary retentions ground what Husserl calls the intentional fulfillment of the
phenomenological ego, i.e. its protentional consciousness, the expectation of an ideal
content that never fully coincides with the real content. But as we have seen, this is only
accomplished by disavowing the world in its ontological capacity for passive synthesis.
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This is the delimited sense in which hylē and morphē are inseparable: real and ideal
contents have always already been combined in the existent recording of tertiary
memory. Stiegler rejects the power of passive generativity and shores up the
transcendental agency of the Living Present by placing originary technicity at the heart
of phenomenological constitution. Instead of seizing the opportunity to burst
phenomenological idealism into a materialist plurality of potentially conflicting
intentional idealities underwritten by a generic category of technicity, Stiegler
supplements the ego’s transcendental genesis with a technical prosthesis that stitches
time’s sequencing of events directly to the ego-pole. That such transcendental genesis
must always come down to the flux of living time distinguishes phenomenological
proto-rationalism from a fully fledged rationalism of concepts. Whereas French
rationalists such as Cavaillès and Bachelard grant a material efficacy to concepts such
that living time is itself subordinated to the rational timelessness of conceptual
structures; a philosophy of consciousness such as Husserl’s contends that rational
thought has had and always will have a universally standard living unity of temporal
flux at its source of meaning.
I contend that this technological affordance of the ideal content of experienced
objects by the ideal identity of the subject’s unitary flux is what causes Stiegler’s bilateral
imposition of a universal, standardized human life onto technical consciousness and
technical recording generally. This bilateral imposition refers to my characterization of
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Stiegler’s technological phenomenology as a technocentric anthropomorphism: technics
are the agents of experience, but that experience is only ever what a standard, universal
human consciousness can form. In place of Derrida’s aporia of an origin of meaning,
which frames the problem of genesis as a dialectic of ontology and phenomenology,
Stiegler proposes an aporia of technical inscription, which we have seen poses the
related dialectic of lived interiority and technically organized exteriority. Thus
prosthesis, which in the previous chapter accounted for Stiegler’s deconstruction of the
who and the what, here accounts for the totality of experience’s conditions of possibility.
Given the anthropomorphism of originary technicity or, more accurately, of originary
prosthesis, Stiegler entirely displaces from the constitution of lived experience the
problematic moment of passive genesis. But such a displacement is not a solution, for in
favor of an experiential idealism it eliminates the irreducible materiality of the world:
what Stiegler following Simondon calls the pre-individual and is the ground for the
genesis of all individuation. Technological phenomenology substitutes tertiary memory
as the ground of all intended ideality for the ontological power of passive synthesis.

Example, Part 2
What spurs creativity in D&D gameplay and compels the transition across turns
is the interaction among the players themselves, the game master, and a roll of the dice.
It seems to show us, per Stiegler’s position, a network of manufactured fictional worlds
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entirely grounded in technics that, from their invention, feature only those forms
commensurable with conscious, lived experience. 19th-century wargaming, and most
predominantly kriegsspiel, sought to simulate war as accurately as possible, so it tended
to incorporate “more tables, more rules, more systems [and] distinctions.”56 When
Wilhelm von Tschischwitz opted for standard 6-sided dice over custom dice, he made
the seminal contribution of the “combat results table,” thereby “enshrining the odds and
results of combat in charts.”57 These rules were subsequently abbreviated for the sake of
playability. Kriegsspiel’s historical tension “between realism and playability” illustrates
how tertiary recording sets out in advance the structure and limits of anticipation for
engaged players.58 Its compromise with empirical statistics and detail highlights the
technological closure and especially the finitude of human experience, that it can retain
and function on only so much recorded experience. It would take the computerization of
such statistical simulations for fidelity to detail to regain its stature alongside playability.
In Stiegler’s terms, a more powerful stage of grammatization would have to take place
in order to institute the retentional capacities and automated agencies necessary for high
levels of detail, let alone realism.
Prior to the implementation of computation, wargaming design could still place
the world-guiding role of the umpire at the center of the simulation. Verdy du Vernois’s
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wargame further integrates the dialogue between players and referee or umpire, which
exhibits a transition away from statistical detail towards the operation of human
consciousness.59 Calculations and the painstaking management of “several scales” that
respond differently to “a single action” made by a player persisted in Vernois’s variant.60
However, the outcome of conflict depended on the umpire’s judgement. Play’s
contingency therefore derives from the roll of dice and the vagaries of human
interpretation of the board’s strategic situation and each player’s tactical intentions. This
“‘free’ kriegsspiel” exhibits par excellence Stiegler’s excommunication of worldly genesis
from the constitution of phenomenological sense. A wargame’s source point, such as
“official records of the American Civil War” as was the case for Charles Totten’s 1880
Strategos: The American War Game, already captures a worldly event in external technics
commensurate with the human ego.61 The reactivation of this sytematically compiled
data also conforms to a technically crystallized mode of anticipation: a roll of the n-sided
die bound to results tables. Wargaming was not confined to the drawing room of
practicing commanders, it offered actual training. Thus the world of real warfare had
been already structured by the intellectual technics of kriegsspiel.
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Similarly, miniatures visually modeled the components of war, and in some
cases were utilized to analyze real scenarios.62 This practice continues to the present day
of course, for example with Gary Ware’s Operation Internal Look, which was used in 1990
to predict the course and outcome of the Gulf War with high accuracy.63 In the case of
the early 20th-century game Little Wars, H. G. Wells intended play with miniatures to
replace actual warfare and physical violence. Dungeons & Dragons takes to heart the
substitution of technological futurity for simulation of worldly occurrences by
combining the statistical and visual models of both wargames and miniatures. D&D’s
appeal stems directly from the more commercial inheritance of wargames “that,” writes
Jon Peterson, “emphasized the imaginative and social elements over the rigid dictates of
education.”64 Role-playing games inherit a tradition whose inception is originarily
technical as well as intended for consciousness. Moreover, Stiegler’s Husserlian
subordination of experiential unities to the constitution of time-consciousness finds a
parallel in Tony Bath’s 1956 rules for medieval-themed wargaming that “abandons the
simultaneous moves” in favor of mutually supervised turns taken one player a time.65
Gary Gygax acknowledges his debt to Bath’s originality of setting in articles
published in International Wargames’s 1969 issues, and the centralized time-frame of
action also persists in role-playing games’ emulation of the ego’s personal experience of
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lived time, historical development, and large-scale social events. Tabletop RPG
gameplay proceeds out of the discussions amongst the players, which plays off the
Dungeon Master’s (DM’s) descriptions of worldly activity, and taking turns rolling dice
in order to take action. Even as player-characters act simultaneously, everyone at the
table attends to one interaction with the DM at a time. Whereas this may have amounted
to mutual supervision in the case of wargaming, with D&D the focus is on managing ingame events through the perspective of a single, consciously accessible sequence of
experiences. As Stiegler might say, D&D’s gameplay is subordinated to the retentional
finitude of the Living Present. A conscious life can only retain so much information at a
time, even with the support of technical, tertiary memory. All that occurs in a D&D
campaign must first be channeled through the intentions of a player or DM.
Technological phenomenology would interpret the activities of D&D as a transfer of
experience from past humans (originated by the inscriptions of the Arneson-Gygax
dyad) through technical recording to presently active humans. The experiences received
thus conform to Stiegler’s interpretation of tertiary memory as an inheritance of nonlived experiences: the past imparted across technics enables the present to experience
what it has not itself lived.
While I will ultimately reject the reading of D&D that privileges its fantastical
referent over the construction of rule systems, such a reading does align more closely
with Stiegler’s technological phenomenology. For this technological, preliminary
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phenomenology, D&D’s rule books crystallize human time-consciousness into the
system of forms necessary for intentionally imbuing senseless matter (the hylē) with
lived sense. Its pre-history is the history of statistical prediction and of simulation,
according to which the mathematical ideas borne by the technicity of human life order
the recorded events of past lived experiences. Put more schematically, this means that
D&D results from the technological production of a novel form of anticipation. From
this perspective, the historical transformation from educational fidelity of real-world
detail to playability involved the capture of empirical contingency (insofar as a
philosophy of consciousness can even admit contingency, given its basis of all sense in
an already extant transcendental subjectivity) by technics and its gradual subordination
to the pre-individual force of tertiary memory. In other words, the advent of the RPG
marks the final moment in a history of simulation that grafts human imagination onto a
technical prosthesis, at which point the simulation’s object shifts entirely from an
exterior world to the formal interiority of the Living Present.
For most French philosophers, or at least those who read Mallarmé’s poetry, the
roll of a die expresses the world’s ineradicable contingency; but for the Stieglerian
understanding of tabletop RPGs, the roll of a die enacts a consciously intended
experience that provides the world with meaning. Dice and their concomitant results
tables are but the technological agents of anthropo-morphē. The “non-lived” category in
preliminary phenomenology always implies the same basic potential for conscious life.
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A Stieglerian reading of D&D, while legitimate to an extent, ignores how that
technological agency couples with human intersubjectivity in order to create original
forms of existence. Where the idealist looks for the varying modes of disclosure of being
in accordance with a universal logic of consciousness, the rationalist understands that
consciousness itself is implicated in these varying modes of disclosure. This means that
the logic of conscious experience changes; the lived does not reduce to the unitary flux
of an ideal Living Present. Thus, these technological modes of access to being do more
than disclose, they are themselves productive of being, of the structural consistency
constitutive of existential and experiential horizons. In order to do justice to the impact
that technics (such as statistical prediction and simulation) have on the anticipatory
structure of lived experience, the progression of that knowledge must be grasped
according not to its continuity of forms but to its discontinuity. Without this shift in
perspective, D&D would be a weakly speculative exercise in statistics that merely
simulates permutations of past records.

Transition to Rationalism
Stiegler’s incorporation of the technical means of anticipation into human
experience is an important intervention into classical phenomenology. But I want to raise
its importance by showing how Stiegler’s technologic of egoic life can de-reify, as it were,
the Living Present in favor of a materialist openness about how experience exists as part
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of worldly experiential structures. While one need not reject the philosophical
productivity of thinking the relation of technics to death, it should be done without the
anthropological and prosthetic conceits of Greek mythology and of early
phenomenology’s egoic correlation. For by asserting that the “tool functions first as
image-consciousness,” Stiegler evacuates the existential specificity of both technicity as
well as what this primary image-consciousness supposedly “grounds”: “the irreducible
neutrality of the who.”66 How can Stiegler claim that this originary techno-logy is the
différance of différance, the differentiation of the modalities of anticipation, when that
constitutive relation to time has been confined to the image-consciousness of the Living
Present borne by tertiary memory? In this respect, I argue that Technics and Time
theoretically restrains the technical human being even prior to its real historical restraint
by the media industries’ standardization of opinion.
In summary, Stiegler’s problematic result is a reductive continuity of
phenomenal ideality that privileges human consciousness for its form of sense-bestowal
and grants power of agency to technics for the actual bestowal of that sense.
Contributing to this are two problems that Stiegler inherits from Husserl. One is the
idealism of a totalized (i.e. not permitting of real novelty) and purely subjective
intelligibility that cannot countenance a rationalism that incorporates materialism’s
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principles of contingency and of “proto-conceptual” empirical content.67 Despite that
Stiegler links passive genesis to technology’s exterior synthesis of a lived awareness of
the temporal flux, the basic phenomenological structure of an active transcendental
subjectivity remains. Moreover, precisely because of this link, we have seen that Stiegler
excludes a much broader context of genesis such as would fall under the domain of
nature. As a result, technological phenomenology has an almost Kantian character in
which the Transcendental Aesthetic’s basic forms of intuition, space and time, are
replaced by the pre-subjective coordination of technics. Matter devoid of technicity’s
intentional organization remains just as senseless, just as unintelligible for Stiegler as it
was in preliminary phenomenology. In lieu of reducing subjectivity to the primordial
strata of constitution, Stiegler insists that the relation to being is the relation of technics
to time.
The other problem is the insistence that experience be something interior and
thus outside of its correlated exterior, tertiary memory. By my reading, such a position
contradicts Stiegler’s initial motivation of deconstructing the binary of conscious life and
inorganic technics. Even though Stiegler circumscribes intentionality’s “ideal content”
with “technological conditions,” he maintains human consciousness’s privilege as sole
bearer of intelligible forms, especially in the case of tertiary retention, the forms of which
have human consciousness as their model and medium. We see the ultimate extent of
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this logic in Stiegler’s requirement that time itself be technologically constituted.
Certainly the empirical givenness of time to conscious cognition, rather than its effects,
and of the temporal aspect of phenomena as an abstract or reduced temporality, require
technics. But the claim that conscious temporality itself is only ever technological is an
idealist error. On the contrary, I think that Stiegler’s work, in spite of how he himself
develops it, media-philosophically destroys the idea of an existing ego as has been done
already in other disciplines. If the intentional analysis of a temporal object such as a
melody alerts the phenomenologist to anything, it is to the mutability of temporality
even as it is experienced. This means, at least: the banality that contents within time
change ceaselessly, like the Heraclitean flux or the perpetual perishing of Whiteheadian
novelty; but at most: it means that the temporal aspect of phenomena is itself subject to
change, that time itself becomes as part of what ultimate constituting process constitutes
as an end result and as a spur to further process. A technically circumscribed intentional
act does not first occur exterior to the as-yet-not-a-subject and then rebound to constitute
that subjective interiority after the fact (après coup). Instead, the very idea of technical
experience undercuts such an ordered separation. And the phenomenological epoché
prepares the technically ordered elements of experience for reduction to their logical
structures anterior to such ideological characteristics as inside-the-head and outside-theapparatus. I want now to put Stiegler’s implicit advance—of a technological
phenomenology beyond the substantial ego—into dialogue with an alternative trajectory
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of 20th-century philosophies. In place of Husserl, Heidegger, and Derrida, I substitute the
lesser acknowledged Eugen Fink and Gaston Bachelard, whose approaches to theoretical
labor will prove more amenable to developing the radical potential at the core of
Technics and Time.
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Chapter 5: Technics of the Transcendental Vocation

Thesis: Fink acknowledges the necessarily speculative moment of Husserlian
phenomenology: he “un-humanizes” the reduction by attending to pre-conscious
“world-feeling” and the passive becoming of temporality.

From Act to Performance
The Sixth Cartesian Meditation, written by Eugen Fink in close correspondence
with Husserl (the published text includes Husserl’s notes as well), and Ronald Bruzina’s
excellent accounting of Fink’s manuscripts from the decade he spent working alongside
Husserl, together serve as an alternative point of departure for a transcendental
philosophy informed by Bernard Stiegler’s deconstruction of subjective interiority and
objective exteriority. For instance, when Fink discerns in Husserlian phenomenology an
unacknowledged speculative mode of thought that proposes a systematic structure of
phenomena “in advance” of their experienced constitution, Stiegler would have us point
out the necessary technicity of such an advance.1 As we shall see, Fink complicates the
simple bifurcation of egological genesis and passively received worldly reality when he
implicates the wordliness of language in the transcendental I’s theoretical work—
although Husserl himself did not accept such a development in the theory of the epoché
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and its concomitant reduction.2 That Fink both is aware of the role of technics in
philosophy and does much to remove phenomenology’s reliance on the human ego as if
it were a universal substance—these together make his transcendental phenomenology
suitable for my own development of Stiegler’s technological phenomenology beyond its
idealist hypostases of who and what.
Fink attended the University of Freiburg starting in the winter semester of 19251926, and was still a student when Heidegger arrived to begin lecturing in 1928.3 As will
be discussed further in this chapter, Heidegger’s work and lectures imprinted on Fink
the significance of both ontology—or the being of being—and the world as a situation
already-there prior to the ego’s reflection. However, Husserl’s phenomenology,
especially the grand stakes it held as a project to surpass the life of any one philosopher,
was to guide Fink’s first decade of philosophical practice. He fulfilled the role of
assistant to Husserl—compiling the manuscripts for the Cartesian Meditations and their
revisions, the Crisis texts, and many more left unpublished—and ultimatley became
Husserl’s collaborator and intellectual heir. It is, then, in the uninterrupted spirit of
Husserlian philosophy that Fink seeks a new beginning for phenomenology and
significantly expands the scope of the reduction. Bruzina chronicles the influence that
Fink had on Husserl in the manuscripts of that period, including the Crisis texts where
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Bruzina, “Translator’s Introduction,” Sixth Cartesian Meditation xxiv.
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Husserl broaches the theme of history and the pregiven lifeworld and digs himself
deeper into the problem of time’s passive synthesis. Yet Husserl’s work was only ever
explicitly descriptive: its attention to the constituted contents of “humanly lived
experience” requires a further reduction to transcendental constituting.4 For it only ever
treats the world as constituted precisely because the merely phenomenological epoché
never brackets the ego as such. It reduces subjectivity's self-objectification as a human
merely to the structural ego-pole of that conscious life. For this reason, Fink
characterizes Husserl’s original contribution to phenomenology as “preliminary.”5 It is a
necessary step toward a more explicitly speculative account of the Absolute as a
transcendental originating process of the world. Likewise, insofar as Technics and Time
subordinates its incorporation of technicity into philosophy to the ideality of a universal
human subjectivity, I must treat Stiegler’s work as a necessary preliminary to a
technological philosophy capable of bracketing the world as a constituted fact and
reducing technicity to its relation to transcendental constituting process.
Fink, in the Sixth Cartesian Meditation, recapitulates Husserl’s progress by
explaining that the phenomenologizing onlooker of both “static phenomenology” and
“genetic phenomenology” analyzes the structure of everyday experience.6 Even genetic
“levels of intentionality,” which analyze the genesis of lived phenomena that static

Bruzina, Edmund Husserl and Eugen Fink 83.
77-78.
6 Fink, SCM 6, emphasis in the original. This text will be abbreviated as SCM.
4
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analysis only describes as constituted results, can bring nothing new to view; “they can
only objectify the de facto thematizing that was just functioning.” Pressing beyond this, “the
theory of method, as a science aiming for universal cognitions,”7 thematizes what Fink
initially terms “the ‘external horizon of the reductive givenness’ of transcendental life,”
which later in the text he will name the “meontic” or “pre-being” [Vor-Sein].8 The
intention of the Sixth Cartesian Meditation is therefore to bring phenomenology to the
absolute limits of its philosophical capacities as well as to theorize those limits as part
and parcel of what it addresses. A transcendental theory of method intervenes on the
phenomenological epoché itself and constructs “a phenomenology of phenomenology.”9 Fink
therefore intends to grasp the phenomenon as a process and how phenomenology as
philosophical labor necessarily operates due to the nature of this process.
Fink therefore considers the egoic correlation a preliminary step that sets the
stage for a transcendental analysis of constituting process anterior to ontic appearing. In
his well-known article published in Kant-Studien, Fink argues that the “fully universal
epoché […] recogniz[es] and break[s] with this imprisonment of man as such […It]
makes possible for the first time a problematic which does not itself stand upon the basis
of the world.”10 Despite, in a note prefacing that publication, Husserl’s blanket approval
of his assistant’s presentation of the status and future of his life’s work, Fink steps
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beyond the boundaries of the epoché as Husserl practiced it. Ronald Bruzina explains
their differences regarding the matter of bracketing “man” from intentional analysis:
“un-humanizing” means, for Husserl, eliminating the natural, or spontaneously formed
and uncritical, definition of the human; whereas for Fink, it is a much fuller,
“ontological” question of knowing.11 “Un-humanzing” refers then to Fink’s radical take
on Husserl’s “un-naturalizing.” Just as Husserl brackets the naiveté of the natural
attitude, so too does Fink inquire into what the phenomenologist has taken for granted:
namely, those pre-given absolute phenomena beyond the scope of the neotic-noema
structure of consciousness. Otherwise, phenomenologizing runs the risk of conflating
“the transcendental act of phenomenological self-thematization” with the objectivations
that constitute the human of the natural attitude.12 Importantly, Fink emphasizes the
thematic of “functioning intentionality,” which has its Husserlian precursor in “passive
genesis.”13 Prior to singling out any object and experiencing itself as a pole in correlation
to that object, subjectivity exists as a general directing force within the world. “Worldfeeling” grounds and courses through all other human experiences, acts, and
cogitations.14 Before and throughout the givenness of act intentionality, there occurs this
nonconscious performance intentionality.

Bruzina 101.
SCM 15.
13 Bruzina 197.
14 201.
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Thematic consciousness, or the intentionality that fastens onto an existent and
gives it its sense for mundane life, thus has for its ground the world as “an ‘absolute
phenomenon,’ ” about which Fink claims the capacity to theorize on account of nonthematic intentionality, i.e. “subjective life as such.”15 Non-thematic means that the
intentionality directs its sense-giving perspective on an aspect of the world that does not
appear for consciousness. Such an intentionality produces not an object, but rather a
more fundamental feature of phenomenality as the structure all thematizable
appearances presuppose. As Fink relates in the final chapter of the Sixth Cartesian
Meditation, both realism and idealism share “the intramundane subject-object
correlation…they remain held fast in the horizon of the world.”16 Again, Bruzina specifies
just how radical Fink is with respect to Husserl. In a discussion of transcendental
subjectivity in §§53-54 of the Crisis texts, Husserl retains, even at this post-preliminary
stage of phenomenology, “egoic individuation,” whereas Fink goes further by leaving
such trappings of mundane life behind.17 Instead, Fink pushes toward what he
anticipates as ultimate constitution by un-humanizing precisely this manner of framing.
In Bruzina’s words: “The task the reduction enjoins, however, is to work out what time
is ‘purely as itself’ prior to and as condition for the existential totality of a human

Fink’s notes, qtd. In Bruzina 193.
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existence.”18 Fink shifts from the act-intentionality of the subject-object correlation to
“non-thematic performance experience,” and an intentionality that is “field-dimensional,
horizonal.”19 In his notes and manuscripts, this problem is put into the terms of “timehorizonality” framed as “de-presencing—Ent-gegenwärtigung.”20 This ultimate strata of
temporalizing process is investigated regressively in “a process Fink terms ‘retroapplication [Rücklage]’,” an analysis that proceeds from what is made to what conditions
the making and then back from this revised perspective.21 So, in a line with clear
significance for my critique of Stiegler, Fink writes in his notes: “‘anticipation’
[‘Vorlaufen’] presupposes depresencing.”22 Un-humanizing therefore presents a
transformation of theoretical attitude very different from a modification of the
thematizing gaze of conscious life through un-naturalization. In a sense, it aims to leave
behind the empirically recognizable world altogether.

Dialectic of the Speculative
A thematization of the Absolute is “beyond being,” writes Bruzina of Fink’s
transcendental phenomenology.23 We see this expressed in those of Fink’s manuscripts
criticizing Heidegger. Fink charges Being and Time with illegitimately raising subjective
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22 Fink, Manuscript Z-XV LXXII/2c (EFM2), qtd. in Bruzina 147.
23 Bruzina 151.
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reflection to the level of an ontological structure.24 For Heidegger’s Dasein cannot be
both original temporality and in time as is supposed. According to Fink, Heidegger
bridges this cosmological gap between time’s constituting world-horizonality and the
empirical, mundane facts of human temporality by means of a dogmatic presupposition.
The transcendence of ontic being-there that Heidegger treats as a priori to Dasein’s
ecstatic temporality is in fact a “result of constitutive process.”25 Like Kant, Heidegger
deems it appropriate to describe a priori conditions based on what is constituted
according to those conditions. Even worse than this uncritical regressive analysis, with
the existential figure of Dasein, he conflates the conditioned with the conditions.
Husserlian phenomenology, however, respects the stratification between subjective
reflection and those pregiven structures involved in the former’s constitution. The
categories of constituted and constituting may be implicated in a single act or
performance intentionality for the Husserlian project, but their distinction is maintained
as an ontological principle. The phenomenological epoché brackets all given beings and
reduces its own thematizing to an antecedent level of world-constitution, which in turn
informs a return analysis of those initially bracketed beings. In an essay titled
“Intentional Analysis and the Problem of Speculative Thought,” Fink tells us that the
thing itself is not the thing as “it is in itself, but the being [l’étant] which is essentially
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object, that is to say being for us.”26 Husserl’s principal question is then: “What is the
relation between the pure being [l’être pur] of a being and the object-being [l’être-objet] of
that being [cet étant].” But, as Fink diagnoses, Husserl cannot answer this because he
“withdraws in front of speculative thought.” Such an ontological question must come to
speculative determinations, Fink argues, due to the structure of appearing: that which is
given is necessarily given “by manifesting itself as a phenomenon,” but its
“phenomenality…is never itself a phenomenal given.”27 That Husserl respects this
distinction where Heidegger ignores it indicates, however, that some measure of
speculation must be operative in even Husserl’s preliminary phenomenology.
Fink therefore argues that speculative thought has been part of Husserl’s
approach all along. Husserlian intentional analysis has been accomplished “by
systematizing in advance” rather than by taking real acts of lived experience as they
immediately seem to occur.28 In anticipation of this chapter’s denouement, note how
well this characterization of Husserlian philosophy resonates with Bachelard’s
understanding of rationalism as a “prescience” or “foreknowledge” [prescience], a
“program of experience” that privileges secondary, modified experience over primary
givens.29 Implied, hidden within these projections and “radical recommencements”

Fink, “L’Analyse intentionelle” 69. As was noted above when first citing this source, the essay is a French
translation of Fink’s original German essay.
27 71.
28 79.
29 Bachelard, Le rationalisme appliqué 121-124.
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(another of Bachelard’s ideals that Fink prefigures), and contra Husserl’s rejection of
metaphysics, lies speculation.30 The thought, methodical and painstaking, of things
themselves provides the basis for then considering the world as an all-encompassing
field, a structural conception of phenomenality. Husserl’s substitution of the Kantian
condition for appearance with the problem of phenomenal constitution (as an immanent
process) must subsequently be driven further aground to the Absolute that underlies
and accompanies “all finished things and their structures.”31 Speculative thought
therefore enables phenomenology’s methodical inquiries into the logics of appearing.32
Husserlian phenomenology has always merged rational speculation with the intentional
analysis of immediate givens. In its preliminary stage, phenomenology denied this its
basis; but in the post-preliminary establishment of a transcendental reduction, the
project recognizes and fosters its speculative moment.
Reliance on and amplification of speculative thinking, I will argue, is a technical
endeavor. For is not Fink’s definition of speculation—a “systematizing in advance”—

Fink, “L’Analyse intentionelle” 81, 83.
85.
32 My phrasing, “logics of appearing,” refers to Alain Badiou’s self-styled “calculated” or “objective
phenomenology” in Logics of Worlds. Students and readers of Althusser, as with most traditions aligned with
the French trajectory of the philosophy of the concept, give short shrift to Husserlian rationalism despite
sharing an essential interest and even methodology in elaborating the un-natural, un-human structures of
existence. See, e.g., Warren Montag’s reading of Althusser’s critique of even the most Marxist variants of
phenomenology such as Tran Dûc Thao’s Phenomenology and Dialectical Materialism. Montag, Ch.6 “Marxism
and Humanism,” Althusser and His Contemporaries: Philosophy’s Perpetual War, Duke UP, 2013. The reading
fails to note the overlap of Marxist ideology critique and Husserl’s reduction of the naive, natural attitude.
The short introduction to Part 7 of Capital, Vol. 1, between chapters 22 and 23, exemplifies the sense in which
Marxist critical method can be accurately deemed a “dialectical phenomenology.” On this theorization of
Marx’s method, see Roslyn Wallach Bologh, Dialectical Phenomenology: Marx’s Method, Routledge, 1979.
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exactly what Stiegler means by “technical consciousness”? What Fink deems a repressed
speculative moment in Husserl’s method coincides precisely with what Stiegler deems a
repressed technologic of anticipation constitutive of Husserl’s theoretical reflection. And
when Fink un-humanizes the reduction in order first to thematize a performance
intentionality of world-feeling prior to conscious, intentional correlates of the world and
then to proceed beyond ontology, he embraces a speculation which is synonymous with
the rational ordering prepared by technical consciousness in advance of lived
experience. That it is “in advance of lived experience” does not entail a rejection of the
lived. Rather, it means that those experiences that qualify as lived by the human abide
by technological conditions: the two are part and parcel of the other. This is not merely
due to the parallel between his and Stiegler’s critiques of Husserl, but also because for
Fink the speculative move beyond ontology can only be accomplished through linguistic
construction. Phenomenal intuition of the things themselves must shed its lingering
naiveté of immediate experience and give way to the creative rationalism of technics.

Example, Part 3
Previously, I considered the role-playing game insofar as its own (Stieglerian)
originary technicity, which structures the community of player-inventors and the
multiple media required, is commensurable with preliminary phenomenology’s Living
Present. Yet the system of rules, in their breadth of phenomena and their layered
226

systematicity, exhibits a technical event that conceives of a cosmos from the scale of a
multiverse to the minutiae of nonconscious bodily affordances and environmental
processes. While all of these in-game phenomena remain by design accessible to
conscious awareness, their technical, rational construction breaks from a straightforward
reading of prosthesis, of extensions and recordings of conscious forms. Instead, the RPG
operates by establishing a technical milieu inclusive of human participants both
presently active and recorded in the rule books; but crucially this technical milieu levies
what Stiegler would specify as the non-lived pasts of its designers for the players to
experience a reality out of joint from those pasts. When D&D and its successor RPGs
succeed, they bracket one’s belief in the world as a pregiven totality and engage in a
rational construction of a novel world’s many structural horizons.
A brief description of how D&D operates should follow easily enough after the
previous overview of its prehistory and how both Arneson and Gygax incorporated
some of those elements. Essentially, the dungeon master (DM) describes the setting, in
which the player’s characters act their own roles, so that together they tell a story. As the
characters explore, accomplish quests, pursue their own interests and advance the plots
of the campaign and personal storylines, they gain experience. Gaining levels improves
a character’s general effectiveness both in and outside of battle and also allows for
specialization of skills. In essence, the currencies of experience and material wealth
(typically gold pieces) open more capable strata of a character’s class progression. The
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story’s world, history, environments, game mechanics, creatures, and every other detail
that constitutes that story can be designed from scratch or come from the core rulebooks
(Dungeon Master’s Guide, Player’s Handbook, and the Monster Manual) as well as many
supplemental publications or materials and ideas shared online. From the 2nd Edition
Advanced Dungeons & Dragons DM’s Guide, the prospective DM is told, “don’t rely only
on the rules” in combat situations, especially because “[t]oo many rules slow down play
(taking away from the real adventure) and restrict imagination.”33 “The DM is both the
playwrite and the director,” it explains, which means that the group of players are
encouraged to rely on their own abilities to imagine, to act, and to invent clever
solutions to the problems that the DM presents. This open-endedness is precisely what
the system of rules, tables, and concepts enable. From the rigorously coherent system of
rules, any number of unique campaigns, replete with their own rules variants, can
originate. One group might go for a brutally realistic survival game in which the
elements are as much a challenge as fantastical creatures. Another could blend the roleplaying required for political intrigue with miniatures-based large-scale military battles,
thereby incorporating some of D&D’s historical roots into its novel system for character
progression. And yet another group may prefer to crawl through dungeons, abandoned
keeps, and other traditional fantasy locales.
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Figure 6: Tables for calculating climbing in the Advanced Dungeons & Dragons
Player’s Handbook (TSR 1995).
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D&D breaks from straightforward “event simulation” according to my
argument, not merely due to its fantastical referents, but because the rule set and
statistical tables break with the earlier reliance on “empirical probability.”34 Any
inherited empirical data has since lost the realism of historical wargaming. For whereas
simulation uses mathematics and “implements of chance” to model a past scenario,
RPGs begin with those tools as the active basis for a creative, rationally prescribed
fiction. On the face of it, the mechanism seems identical: roll a die or dice and derive the
result from a table of corresponding possibilities. However, with D&D, those tables are
immediately creative of outcomes, whereas in historical simulations they mediate past
records into a kind of enacted memory, a tabletop reenactment. The players of a
wargaming simulation already know what happens when one makes a succussful
combat role for a cavalry regiment in a Napoleonic setting, because it has already
occurred and been documented. But in RPGs, the probability tables are originally
constitutive of the events such that a roll of the dice prompts the DM and their players
into an inventive narration.
Language is undoubtedly the most important technical medium for tabletop
RPGs. Intentional speech acts carry the probabilistic dice rolls into the adventure and
frame the game’s many systems in a way that coheres with it. D&D’s systems
encompass a wide variety of mechanics: movement on foot or horseback through several
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types of terrains; magic both arcane and divine, which involves tiers of spell levels,
memorization slots, and casting rules; dieties; poisons; pets; crafting; pickpocketing;
clothing, armor, and weapons; fantastical creatures and their natural environments;
tactical, turn-based combat on either a scaled-down map or through verbal description
alone. This list is far from exhaustive, but it suffices to provide a sense of how, as Jon
Peterson puts it: “For all its longwindedness, Dungeons & Dragons is hugely
underspecified.”35 Whereas the original D&D core rules stressed the necessity of
drawing a dungeon map for DM-reference only, even recommending a specific size of
graph paper for “an effective scale of 1:120,” some contemporary campaigns have opted
for purely verbal description, as is the case with campaigns played over the internet and
recorded for a podcast audience.36 Groups playing over the internet do, however, have
an expanding set of tools that digitize the classic instruments: visual descriptions like
images and battlemaps, character sheets and inventories, dice, miniatures, or a common
map largely obscured from player view.37 Yet no matter how many non-verbal tools and
conceptual systems come into play, they always require that the DM and players explain
their existence in the context of the ongoing campaign. Language functions as one of the
RPG’s main translating media along with the polyhedral dice codified into the rules. Just

Peterson 303.
304. One podcast series that involves role-playing at a distance is the McElroy family’s The Adventure Zone.
They use only Skype’s audio protocol for internet play and therefore cannot show each other images of
maps on the fly. Other examples of this genre are Critical Roll and Cosmic Crit.
37 For instance, see “Roll20” at www.roll20.net and Fantasy Grounds at www.fantasygrounds.com for
popular renditions of the virtual tabletop.
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as the polyhedrons throw the stats of objects and characters into play, so too must
language extend and unify those events within the small community at the table.

Thesis: Fink’s idea of transcendental method is fundamentally a function of language,
and therefore of technics, because only symbolic systems of conceptual reference can
present a primordial process that becomes anterior to constituted being. Thus in lieu
of taking recourse to transcendental subjectivity for the speculative moment of
phenomenology, I conceive of a transcendental technicity that functions as just the
sort of creative rationalism called for by Fink.

Transcendental Technicity
Fink describes two components of transcendental phenomenology. First is the
transcendental theory of method, which concerns how the philosopher can possibly
produce truths about an Absolute that by definition precedes the ontological domain of
constituted, ontic beings. This method seeks to comprehend “the phenomenological
theorizing ‘onlooker’ ” and the validity of its transcendental statements.38 Second is the
transcendental theory of elements, which, according to the former method, theorizes
that pre-ontological Absolute: “the transcendental cosmogony” or world-constitution
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anterior to all constituted givenness.39 In terms evocative of Kant’s Critique of Pure
Reason, the theory of elements proceeds from (i) “a ‘transcendental aesthetic,’ that is, the
explication of the ‘phenomenon of the world,’” to (ii) “regressive phenomenology,” or the
“the deeper constituting strata” beneath noetic lived experience, and finally to (iii)
“constructive phenomenology (‘transcendental dialectic’): the totality of all
phenomenological theories that in motivated constructions go beyond the reductive
givenness of transcendental life” and are brought to bear on such metaphysical
questions as “the ‘beginning’ and ‘end’ of world-constitution.”40 While Stiegler’s work
allows me to foreground the necessary technicity of Fink’s transcendental theory of
method, and while Fink radicalizes the phenomenological presuppositions that limit
Stiegler’s technological phenomenology, it will fall on a reading of Gaston Bachelard in
the next chapter to sublate in full their shared reliance on egoic life into a materialist
rationalism. Such a rationalism puts the human’s sensible intuition in its place as a
unique form of experience that is both limited and necessary in its own way. It is
suffused with a variety of technics, which are the “deeper constituting strata” of the
conceptual clarity that orients the later phase of intentional acts.
Generic technicity’s intentional mediation of mediation resonates with Fink’s
pithy formula for a post-preliminary phenomenology of phenomenology.
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“Transcendental technicity” names that latter project as an actual, functioning
specification of generic technicity. As I have argued in the previous chapter’s discussion
of a categorial, generic technicity, technical genesis becomes anterior to the mundane,
ideological division between ends and means. A technical reality mediates an already
active mediation by compounding multiple processes into one singularly directed and
superposed process. By making what are, from one constituted perspective, the means
into ends, and then from the constituted technical perspective preserving their status as
ends within a material composite that simultaneously treats them as means, technicity
achieves an environmental self-reflection.
A phenomenology of phenomenology similarly has for its thematized object the
already accomplished mediation of the mundane by a reduction to its anterior structures
of constitution, such that experience’s constitution itself becomes bracketed. In a
transcendental phenomenology that recognizes its own bedrock to be the functioning of
transcendental technicity, the transcendental theories of method and of elements are
deemed inseparable. This is not simply because a form (the “method”) must always bear
a content (the “elements”) and vice versa. Rather, it follows from what Fink recognizes
to be rational speculation’s “systematizing in advance,”41 which Bachelard calls the
“doublet of applied rationalism”: “a fact always judges a method, …a method always
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sanctions a fact.”42 At the level of transcendental reduction, this method-fact coupling is
itself bracketed. Beyond being, beyond the constituted, and therefore at the level of the
Absolute, thought must provide its own thematics by way of technical derivation from
speculative conceptualizations of constituting process. Thus transcendental
phenomenology is the self-critical intervention into theoretical reflection that
consequently invents both the Absolute, insofar as it can be made amenable to thought,
and the tools that think it.

Uniting Stiegler and Fink
“Constitutive analyses result in truths about constituting transcendental life,” the
chief difficulty of which is that such truths refer to some non-existent process before
constituted being.43 So the transcendental theory of method asks and attempts to answer
the question: “But for whom do these ‘truths’ obtain?” As Fink explains, phenomenology
overcomes the distinction between natural existents and constituting process through
linguistic predication, which functions across the naive human worldview and the
practice of the reducing phenomenologist. Phenomenologizing aims to theorize primary
or proper enworlding, which is “all constituting of the existent,” and which “constitutive
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process terminates in the world as the sum of all constituted end-products.”44 A subset
of primary enworlding that is particular to phenomenological theorizing, “non-proper
[or secondary] enworlding is the summation of the constitutive process which places
phenomenologizing itself into the world, that is, into the natural attitude, it ‘localizes’ and
‘temporalizes’ it there; in other words, it makes it ‘appear’ in the world.”45 Thus the
phenomenological reduction goes out from and returns to the natural attitude: it is “the
wherefrom but also the whither of philosophizing.” These movements are both
accomplished through language’s technical thematization. Language, however,
instigates a problem of its own since within the transcendental reduction it refers to
things that cannot exist, that are—so to speak—beyond being; yet in making such
reference, its concepts are always “concepts of being.”46 The paradox inherent to
phenomenological work is evident when one is bound to refer to transcendental
constituting as something prior to being. Of course, the transcendental constituting
process is neither a thing nor exactly an activity that comes chronologically before its
results. Nevertheless, the phenomenological onlooker must change the sense of its
language if it is to maintain the reduced attitude while working. Language, once
transformed through the reduction, “signifies” differently without losing altogether its
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natural worldly significance.47 Per the aforementioned dialectic of speculation and
intentional analysis, the phenomenological method performs a coincidence of a word’s
natural sense and its transcendental significance. It bridges the “cleft in the field of
transcendental subjectivity” that the reduction performance opens between two
heterogeneous “regions.”48 The transcendental reduction superintends a superposition of
meanings through linguistic technics.
So “passing […] into the transcendental” is from my Stiegler-informed stance a
technical event. It brackets the naive realism of natural worldliness and invents a
transcendental vocation through the creative composition of its multiple subject-world
intentional correlates. As Fink would have it, only after the reduction and its concurrent
predication through “secondary enworlding” does phenomenology become a
reproducible possibility for human society. But after Stiegler’s critique of philosophical
methodology, this secondary enworlding that linguistic predication achieves can only
ever be an intrinsic moment of transcendental reduction, not a subsequent extrinsic
translation. A philosophy modeled on transcendental subjectivity (notwithstanding its
un-humanized status) purports to bracket-and-reduce in a stage of activity before
becoming submerged in the world as a constituted fact open to repetition; whereas a
philosophy modeled on transcendental technicity recognizes its theoretical activity to be
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based on technical protocols for rational coherence and reproducibility from the start.49
Transcendental technicity thematizes constituting process by rendering it non-properly
constituted through, not after, reduction. Phenomenologizing is an enworlding made
possible by that originating process called technicity.
Likewise, Stiegler’s critique and technical supplementation of inauthenticity in
Heidegger’s Being and Time applies to what Fink maintains as “the solitude of [the
philosopher’s] transcendental egological existence [Existenz].”50 In a sense even more
radical than Stiegler’s modification to Dasein’s essential futurity, the transcendental
onlooker owes its existence to a field of non-egological technics of recording,
communication, and formalization. Once the phenomenologizing onlooker is conceived
as a technical event, one must abandon both the solitude of reduction as well as any
lingering resemblance to the mundane human that phenomenologizing might have.
When Fink inquires into the limits of the Husserlian phenomenological reduction’s
rejection of worldly naiveté, Bruzina phrases the question in a manner that possesses
added significance in our context: “Who or what is it that accomplishes this ‘purification,’
who is doing the reflection in which all this is realized?”51 The presumption of interiority
immediately returns when Bruzina drops the “what” from the second half of the
question and considers in whom, and not on, as, or through what the act of reducing is
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realized. Faithful to his source texts, Bruzina thereby only recapitulates the humanism at
the heart of Fink’s un-humanizing transcendental reduction. Reading from the Sixth,
“the onlooker is only the functional exponent of transcendentally constituting life”—or in
Husserl’s marginal alteration, of “transcendental world-constituting life”—deeming the
Absolute as “life” indicates Fink’s failure to throw off his mentor’s humanist idealism.52
Fink and Stiegler are alike in this matter of wanting to eliminate an ideological essence
from the human and ultimately falling short of that goal by excluding a broader
cosmology of process in favor of a narrow category of the human subject’s
transcendental constituting life. Reversing this shortcoming and realizing the
consequences makes up the remainder of this second Part.

On Method: Reduction of the Idea of Being
The technological basis of phenomenology must always be in mind when
discussing the paradoxical predication of speculative construction about “primary
enworlding” in the register of “secondary” or “non-proper enworlding.” Fink refers to
this enworlding, this context for theoretical experience, as an antithetic duality; it is
antithetic because it objectifies that which is unobjectifiable. For secondary enworlding,
the natural attitude and transcendental stance combine in theoretical experience. On the
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transcendental side of Absolute constituting process is “pre-Being,” what by definition
cannot be ontic. On the side of world-constitution, Fink writes, is:
“Being and knowing, these are the two inseparable components of the
cognitive relation. …Not only is the object ‘an existent,’ not only is
cognition ‘an existent,’ but the relation [between them] is a relation that is
existent, a ‘relationship of being between two existents.’ ”53
Theoretical experience of the phenomenologizing onlooker inquires into the process of
those existents’ constitution, not the existents themselves. It therefore “does not
represent an experience (or constitution) that relates to what is existent.”54 Transcendental
phenomenology brackets those “earthly-all-too-earthly longings” in favor of the “clarity
of conceptuality”—a jab, perhaps, at Husserl’s recurrent draw to describe things
themselves.55
Technical consciousness, Stiegler shows us, is a special variant on this
relationship of being between existents that alone enables the theoretical experience of
phenomenology. Because the transcendental reduction paradoxically thematizes the
Absolute by mediating phenomenology’s own theoretical performance, the antithetic
duality of transcendental reduction concerns the “pre-Being” of constituting process
bound to the technical reality of Husserlian philosophy. Thus a Stieglerian critique of
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Fink’s post-preliminary phenomenology radicalizes Stiegler’s Husserlian account of
technics because it seeks the principle of technicity anterior to the ideologically
humanist, naive attitude’s positioning of technics as exterior, egologically objective
supplements to egoic experience. In order to grasp technicity’s constituting origin, it
does not suffice to remain beholden to the co-originary relationship of who and what as
existents. Transcendental technicity is the thematization of the non-given transcendental
process behind, so to speak, the technical event in general. Its inventive reduction of
constituted technics to their speculative constituting process corresponds directly to
Fink’s reduction of ontology to the speculative becoming of being.
Fink argues that the theoretical demand to come to terms with the antithetic
duality of givenness and non-givenness “is a thematic reduction of the Idea of being.”56 This
reduction endeavors to uncover the constituting origin of constituted givenness at a
radical remove from the latter such that the transcendental onlooker overcomes thinking
in terms of grounds and grounded, of conditions and conditioned.57 This sense of origin,
which is neither empirical nor chronological, differs decidedly from that of ground. The
Absolute, as the becoming of being, “is an origin where all ground falls away.”58 Postpreliminary, or transcendental, phenomenology speculates as to that conditioning factor
that bears none of what it conditions: this is origin, not in the sense of ontic chronology,
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but in that of a metaphysical source presupposed by all existence. This Fink deems
“meontic,” or non-being: it is anterior to Being.59 Meontic is the term Fink uses to
indicate both the reduction of being, which thematizes ultimate constituting process,
and the necessity that such thematization be of the antithetic duality characteristic of
non-proper enworlding. Origin means, according to the Sixth Cartesian Meditation, the
relation of the Absolute to the ontic; it is “the constitutive becoming, the transcendental
cosmogony, the world-creative activity.”60 Transcendental phenomenology’s cosmogony
or, as Bruzina says, its “ontogony,”61 is a “meontic truth” because it paradoxically
“ontifies the ‘pre-existent’ life-processes of transcendental subjectivity.”62 The point is to
elucidate “constructively” the source of subjective world-constitution as well as to
recognize the necessity of such construction.63 As something that by definition cannot
exist, but only issue in and through existence, the meontic Absolute is a paradoxical
predication that signifies “the speculative proto-relationship between origin and the
originated (the Absolute and the world).”64 The Absolute may be thought, and thought
negatively at that, only by rendering it finite and existent.

Bruzina 171, referring to Fink’s notes.
SCM 10-11. This sentence continues: “of the universe of monads.” I have omitted these words in order to
avoid repeatedly taking up phenomenology’s recurrence to transcendental subjects.
61 Bruzina 171.
62 SCM 76.
63 7.
64 Fink EFM2, qtd. in Bruzina 403.
59
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On the point of rendering the Absolute finite, Bruzina informs us that Hegel’s
Science of Logic prefigures meontic knowing for Fink, but it needs to be bound as well to
the ontic in accordance with the process of speculative knowledge’s secondary, nonproper enworlding.65 Hegel proceeds without ontic attachments, without
presupposition; whereas the meontic truth recognizes the powerlessness of subjectivity
over the being in which it is situated, and thus only “annul[s]” captivation in and by the
world “as a ‘projection,’ an interpretation, a formal question-making.”66 In this critical
restraint of Hegel’s idealism, I note that Fink takes extremely seriously Hegel’s own
acknowledgement in his “Preface to the Second Edition” of the Science of Logic that “[t]he
forms of thought are, in the first instance, displayed and stored in human language,” and
that thought penetrates only where “language has penetrated.”67 Non-proper
enworlding’s superposition of empirical givenness and rational, speculative
“systematizing in advance” is a construction of language. Phenomenology’s task is,
Bruzina writes, “the linkage of the conceptual to the experiential.”68 Non-proper,
secondary enworlding is always already this linkage thanks to language’s ineluctable
attachment to constituted being even when it invents meontic thematics. Fink most
closely approaches a technological phenomenology when he develops phenomenology
directly by radicalizing the technics constitutive of phenomenologizing: language. His
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transcendental reduction mediates the merely phenomenological epoché’s ongoing
mediation of experience. I emphasize that the technicity of phenomenological reduction
secures the conceptual’s linkage to the experiential because it is through its own
technicity that phenomenology proceeds from and returns to the world of the natural
attitude. At the transcendental level, phenomenology embraces the paradox of ontifying
the constituting anteriority to being and thereby predicates ontogony, the becoming of
being.
Transcendental phenomenology’s superposition of multiple registers of the
conceptual (meontic truth plus genetic and static phenomenologies) and the experiential
is emblematic of technicity’s invention of compossible worlds. Transcendental technicity
recognizes this fundamental relationship in the technical, i.e. extra-egological,
experience of secondary enworlding. The transcendental onlooker has shed all pretense
of being a pure ego; instead the egoic process participates in the technologic of
transcendental phenomenology. Its simultaneous movement between and synthesis of
phenomenal regions and the speculatively conceptualized origin of phenomenality as
such enacts a speculation that reflects technicity’s general operation of dynamizing
structures of existence. At the level of categorial generality, technicity’s reinvention of a
grounding structure of existence implicates a meontic origin anterior to all grounds. An
ultimate, pre-ontological process to bind the constituting grounds with their constituted
variations also supports the contigency of that binding. Technics’ invention of novel
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existential conditions attests to the becoming of phenomenality, of worldliness itself,
since without such a primordial process the intervention and modification of the
structural conditions for existence would be impossible. Technicity, in other words,
implicates a relativity of phenomenal stability. Fink’s concept of the meontic Absolute,
because it must only be a result of paradoxical predication, therefore must be taken to
indicate the metaphysically creative, or constructive, power of technics as a necessity of
philosophical work. Technics make possible the thematization of ultimate constituting
process because technicity in principle straddles the divide between existent ground and
ante-ontological origin.

On Elements: Horizonality’s Invention and Fink’s Shortcoming
As the theory of elements: what are some of these meontic truths, and how do
they relate to technicity? Transcendental construction-analysis reduces being to the
ultimate level of “primordial process,” and its predication of meontic truths follows after
bracketing the belief in the pregiven phenomenon of the world and its spatiotemporal
horizons.69 In this move, Fink breaks decidedly with the entire Kantian tradition of
philosophy while also developing its problematization of the world. In the Critique of
Pure Reason, Kant links the “conceptus originarii [concept of the origin]” to being,
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specifically “the concept of an ens realissimus [most real being].”70 In short, the Kantian
origin has existence, it is. He further maintains that “reality, in contrast to negation, can
be defined only if one thinks of a time (as the sum total of all being) that is either filled
by it or empty.”71 In a departure from the Kantian tradition, bracketing the world thus
really means a bracketing of time itself as the horizon of all worldly being, let alone of
constituted phenomenological experience. Fink’s project thus attempts to break with
nothing less than Modernity’s ultimate medium of time-determinations. Fink, explains
Bruzina, excludes from his theoretical vocabulary such phrases as “existent non-being”
and “non-existent being” because the transcendental reduction brackets existence from
the phenomenologist’s thematizing performance.72 Even the temporal, “as the dimension
of being-as-appearing,” must have its origination beyond the temporal. Thus
“dependency in before-and-after sequencing” itself depends on non-temporal
temporalization: “proto-temporalization.”73
Upon bracketing the uncritical belief in the world’s existence as a “mundane”
concept of the Absolute, Fink tells us that this
non-relational and ultimately self-sufficient [worldly absolute] represents
in truth only an abstract stratum in constitutive becoming, that the universe

Kant 322, Kant’s marginal note on A218.
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of the existent, the world, is only a relative ‘universe’ which in itself refers
back to transcendental constituting subjectivity.74
Fink rejects interpreting this relativity to be between two substances, saying it is instead
“a relation in play within transcendental life itself.”75 To conceive of the world as
existence’s absolute ground, and of time as its ultimate medium, therefore limits
philosophy’s transcendental construction to the side of constituted appearance, of
objects and subjects. By contrast, Fink conceives of the general notion of the world, i.e. of
a totality of existent being, in a perpetually enacted relation with its own non-existent
coming-to-be. Phenomenology’s Absolute is “non-ontological, i.e., it does not mean a
totality of that which is existent.”76 Stated otherwise, this phenomenological concept of the
Absolute is “the comprehensive unity of the existent as such and the pre-existent [Vorseiendem] (of mundane and ‘transcendental’ being), of world and world-origin.”77 This
conception of the Absolute as a process with being and nothing as its two moments “is
precisely the unity of transcendental constitution and the transcendental process of
phenomenologizing…[or] the synthetic unity of antithetic moments.”78 On one side is the
world and time as horizon of all being, taken as the end-result of transcendental
constitution; on the other side is the linguistic and mental performance of this taking-as-
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constituted. Together, they compose the speculative stance that radicalizes subsequent
perception and theory-making of constituted being.
But one must avoid Fink’s recourse to life, which is like a ghost of preliminary
phenomenology that stunts his creative rationalism with a subjective idealism. In the
phenomenologizing onlooker’s technical event of becoming-transcendental-onlooker,
which is the paradoxical predication of worldly sense with ante-worldly categories,
there occurs a thoroughly technological “un-nihilating of the Absolute.”79 Only a technical
reality can accomplish secondary enworlding’s predication of pre-being, of the meontic,
because such predication exists only as a superposition of multiple world-orders
pertaining to exclusive structures of sense. Technologics of speculative concepts invent a
transcendental or meontic perspective on the world. They create, through the rational
ordering of meontic concepts and the critique of the phenomenality presupposed by
phenomena in general, the possibility for the non-being Absolute to come to being, to
exist as a theoretico-speculative object via symbolic reference. Immediately experienced
life cannot achieve this any more than can intentional analysis divorced from its
speculative proposals. One major principle of the meontic is to recognize that such “
‘disclosure’ of the Absolute in the form of…being” is “an ‘illusion [Schein].’ ”80 A meontic
philosophy theorizes “the appearance of transcendental illusion,” or the ontification of
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the Absolute, balancing truth with paradox.81 Fink considers this antithetical appearance
to be a self-consciousness of the transcendental that is furthermore performed by the
human being that lingers outside the reduction in what has been bracketed. By contrast,
within my account, this Absolute qua transcendental illusion is a transcendentalontological antithesis invented and borne by linguistic technics of an extremely abstract
and conceptual order. Not transcendental subjectivity, but rather transcendental
technicity is the quasi-worldly thinking that grasps the validity of the speculative
dimension, from which rationalism conceives of world-horizonality and all other
pregiven constituting structures.
Therefore what Fink labels the horizonalities of ultimately constituting process
are not self-actualizations of human being at its most self-reflective; they are inventions
of a speculative rationalism. By terming the horizonalities that characterize the Absolute
as inventions, I am simply recurring to Fink’s own recognition of Husserlian
philosophy’s speculative moment, its “systematizing in advance” of constituted givens.
These horizonalities are: (i) actuality [Wirklichkeit], “which is a time-relationship,” (ii) its
connection to non-actuality, (iii) to the field-intentionality of space, (iv) the continuous
streaming flow of time, and (v) possibility.82 A full overview of these metaphysical
elements is of course beyond the scope of my project here. Note instead the distinction
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of actuality’s “time-relationship” from the typically dominant “continuously streaming
flow of time.” This contrasts with Husserl’s “primordial living present,” which
hypostasizes the field-intentionality of the present into a constituted identity both in
time and, self-contradictorily, constitutive of time.83 Whereas Husserl emphasizes
presencing, Fink introduces depresencing: the passing away of the present as the timehorizon originative of constituted temporality. “Time-horizons,” or “depresencings,” are
not in time, but are the compulsive, propulsional structuring of “the temporality of the
temporal,” of the temporal character that distinguishes and constitutes time.84 It is, in
Whitehead’s borrowed phrase from John Locke, that primordial force of actuality’s
“perpetual perishing.” Horizonality in general is “the condition whereby specific ‘filling’
is concretized as (held-)in-time…or (held-)in-place…the ‘holding’…of which is itself not
the action of any such concrete in-time or in-place Something.”85 This as well as the other
horizonalities, or “In-Stances” as Fink calls them, are much like Heidegger’s
“existentials” of Dasein, those categories of human being’s existence which are not “in
any way noetically noema-aimed.”86 Importantly, however, Fink criticizes Heidegger’s
treatment of Dasein as an ontological source, for grounding in a constituted being such
as Dasein what are fundamentally “I-less” horizons of constitution that determine
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actuality prior to the appearance of any recognizable structure in existence.87 Rather, the
In-Stances are not themselves Absolute, for "In-Stanciality is the concretization of
temporality as a structural factor in human existence.”88 Bruzina quotes Fink as writing
in his notes that the "In-Stancial is the ontified figure of the self-enworlding, selfobjectifying of transcendental originative process in the actuality-domain of the outcome,
the result of that very process.”89 The In-Stances therefore express some of the meontic
truths that come out of a transcendental theory of elements.
Evidence of such pre-existent horizonal structures comes through Fink’s
aforementioned regressive analysis of retro-application. Bruzina succinctly summarizes:
“the In-Stances are transcendental proto-temporality under the guise of concrete
realization in actual human experiences, in that the retro-application of the
conceptualization of experienced temporality constitutes the only thematization possible
for originative transcendental proto-temporality.”90 Again, “actual human experiences”
must not be taken to mean—as Fink sometimes does—a self-originating life of the
transcendental subject. The only way to regress from all ground toward the “I-less” and
un-humanized origin of constitution is by way of technically inventing an appropriately
meontic domain of predication. Secondary enworlding’s antithetic duality of
transcendental signification and natural language’s “concepts of being” does not return
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the transcendental onlooker to its human form. On the contrary, when transcendental
thematization is conceived as transcendental technicity, secondary enworlding’s
constitutive place within meontic predication has always already obliterated
preliminary phenomenology’s stable figure of the human. This is where Fink’s unhumanization of phenomenology as well as Stiegler’s technological supplement to
human life and philosophy ought to have brought them both. When a human theorizes,
it does so only ever by partaking in technical novelty and thereby outstripping its own
potential to be of a supposedly pure humanity.
Horizonality is then a conceptual invention that superposes “the
conceptualization” of constituted lived time with a mundane, unthematic experience of
temporality together under the superintendent direction of a meontic thematization of
the Absolute. Transcendental technicity’s meontic superintention grants this
superposition of compossible reductions—one phenomenologically thematic, the other a
constituted “performance intentionality” of “world-feeling”—the regressive character of
the transcendental reduction. This meontic superintention is the speculative, unnihilating directive that linguistically constructs—i.e. technologically speculates—an
Absolute characterized by a proto-temporal relationship to time. Transcendental
technicity therefore sublates Jean Cavaillès’s divisive intellectual bifurcation between a
philosophy of the concept and a philosophy of consciousness. Technological
phenomenology, when rooted in the creative rationalism of post-preliminary
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phenomenology, transforms human being into a component process of a technical
reality that outstrips the delimitations of conscious ego. Consciousness is thereby
opened beyond the limitations of idealism by virtue of its originary technical
constitution. Only in the most extreme and abstract of technologically ordered horizons
of enworlding does conceptualizing consciousness partake of transcendental technicity’s
characteristic process of reducing a world-phenomenon to the status of a constituted,
contingent fact which is the outcome of the groundless, pre-ontological “primordial
process.”91

Example, Part 4
D&D has little to nothing to say directly about the paradoxical predication of an
Absolute beyond ontology—it is not, after all, philosophy. Yet its technical functioning
approximates Fink’s method of transcendental analogizing. D&D’s techniques for play
rely heavily on imaginative linguistic creation, and when paired with dice-determined
tables of possible outcomes these techniques combine to generate a world-horizon and
temporalization that is partially discontinuous with that of the players. This
discontinuity—between invented horizonality and the consciousnesses participating in
its invention—exemplifies transcendental technicity in a non-philosophical context.
Accordingly, this section drops the prosthetic language of the previous example sections
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and assumes a properly technological approach. Also, as I will more specifically argue
with respect to computer games in Part 3, my approach to games is to level immediately
perceived or ideologically received layers into one complex structure. Importantly, this
structure renders those layers commensurable through techniques of intelligibility, or of
materialized concepts.
D&D operates through its own kind of non-proper, or secondary, enworlding
inasmuch as its participants must straddle their natural reality and the systematic milieu
of the RPG. Together, these existences compose the technology of tabletop gaming,
which generates the fictional world that tends to receive the most attention in
discussions of RPGs. In lieu of the players’ world and its horizons that structure
phenomena, D&D provides the technical basis for the rationally ordered and
imaginatively created player-characters (PCs) and, with the DM, their generation of the
fiction. The PC functions not unlike the transcendental onlooker, which brackets the
phenomenological realism of the ego and objectifies the structural horizons of worlds
through technics of conceptualization. Transcendental technicity, recall, is precisely this
superintention of bracketed experience by transcendental concepts. Player and
phenomenological ego both serve as preliminary supports for a technological
speculation. Indeed, the cadence of play in a tabletop RPG parallels phenomenology’s
motive dialectic between speculation (or systematizing in advance) and intentional
analysis (either descriptive or genetic analysis of phenomena and their structures). D&D
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swings between, on one side, the DM and players’ dialogue of stated intentions and
linguistically offered in-fiction phenomena, and, on the other side, the perpetual
recurrence to the system of rules that ground, realize, and further prompt the DM’s and
players’ participation. Gameplay, like transcendental technicity, goes well beyond the
conscious lives of players. It incorporates the entire technical milieu of the table top.
While the degree of adherence to a strict system varies across individual
campaigns, D&D itself grounds such variation into alternative, uniquely consistent sets
of rules and worlds. As evidence of this capacity, consider the breadth of topics covered
by the Tables in the second edition Dungeon Master’s Guide (Figure 4). It treats such
problems as character creation (Tables 1-6), extended rules for operating in various light
levels (Table 72), and the personality of unique magical weapons (Table 119). These
tables fall into two categories: randomized creation, or inspiration for creation, and
resolution of game events. The former lists prefabricated game assets, while the latter
structures gameplay and game world advancement. Both categories operate according
to the same principle: outcomes have a probability correlated to a die or dice role. They
may be used as is, modified according to house rules, or ignored entirely. In this
flexibility, one can recognize the signs of the meontic, or non-being, relative to the game
world’s fictional consistency. D&D’s capacity for generating a variety of regimes of
consistency bears a resemblance to the meontic origin of horizonality. It exhibits tabletop
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speculation’s kinship with philosophical speculation, both of which rely on a technology
of conceptual machinery.
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Figure 7: List of Tables in the Advanced Dungeons & Dragons Dungeon Master’s Guide
(TSR 1995).
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D&D’s original departure from wargaming and other simulations is crucial to its
comparison with transcendental technicity. Something much more originally creative
takes place than the reenactment of mathematically organized memories. Dialogue and
step-by-step resolution of the system combine to approximate the creation and meontic
elaboration of a fictional ontology. Whereas a preliminary phenomenology would focus
solely on the collaborative conscious imagination of a fictional constituted being, the
transcendental approach acknowledges that such constitution is impossible without the
non-existent horizonality that structures any and all constituted horizons. Insofar as this
fiction is indeed a novel creation and not simulation, the players participate in a
superposition of two incommensurable world-horizons: their lived experience at the
tabletop with the rationally and creatively ordered game. D&D’s system and technics of
play do more than mediate or extend the former into the latter. They make possible this
speculative discontinuity encompassing both, and which thereby constitutes the game
world as its non-existent (non-fictional) origin.
This discontinuity marks a clarifying difference between a philosophy of
technicity and classical media theory. Like Stiegler’s co-originary aporia of proto-human
and tool, the traditional media-theoritical position can frame the issue as players using
the system just as well as the system using the players. Either party extends the other
towards the game’s realization according to a prosthetic logic. By contrast, when taking
the perspective of technicity, the existential relations of a technique’s component
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material intentions precedes (in analysis) the more abstract relation of prosthesis.
Prosthesis presupposes a pregiven center or source from which technics originate,
whereas technicity corresponds to a category of intelligible structure, uniquely
characteristic of technics, that would support any such descriptions of prosthesis.
Players neither immerse themselves in the game’s fiction nor bring the rules and setting
to life in their imaginations. Instead, players act in concert with the instruments of play,
including speech as much as notes scribbled onto graph paper, while the fictional world
exists both as a result of this concerted operation as well as an ongoing regulating factor
of its own operation. Like the swing of Fink’s proto-temporalization, the rhythm of
which constitutes the temporality of time, D&D frames a kind of recursive algorithm
that constitutes a technical platform for new realities.
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Chapter 6: Phenomenotechnics

Thesis: Bachelard’s applied rationalism enables me to develop Fink’s transcendental
trajectory into a non-phenomenology: a non-totalized system for technically creating
concepts that understand a plurality of world structures as well as their constituting
process. The “phenomenotechnique,” or technical intuition, that characterizes
transcendental technicity’s unique combination of sensible evidence with intellectual
intuition functions through the superintention of multiple technical media—only
some of which are commensurable with the living temporality of conscious
experience.

Rationalism’s Dialectic
Phenomenology’s method is a coordination of reduction and intentional analysis.
That the philosopher may not privilege one over the other can be seen in the elaboration
of the category of technicity. Any discipline’s coherence derives from the superintending
world’s coherence in its operational techniques and technically formulated content.
Intentional events of particular technics—whether that intentionality be a noetic
correlation at the abstract level of consciousness or a non-thematic performance
functioning—always also direct a world reduction in the same process; whereas a world
conceived as a medium conditions particular events as their ground. In other words,
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technicity involves the mediation of the ground-grounded relation. Technics mediate the
world’s mediation of the temporal events it fosters and makes possible. Phenomenology
thus demarcates itself with every performance of its constitutive technical events and
within a transcendental field of technical structures—“transcendental,” that is, with
respect to the theoretical practice of the phenomenological attitude, as opposed to some
metaphysically absolute grounding. Technicity as revealed by phenomenology is
ultimately not the discovery of technics themselves in their appearing, let alone a pure
presentation of originary technicity as some pure phenomenon. Rather, due to its
intrinsic technical constraints, phenomenology is the historically situated and materially
determined critical and expository intervention into appearance.
Far from undercutting phenomenology’s project to delineate the invariant
structures of appearing or being-there, this formulation radicalizes the
phenomenological vocation by locating it within a spectrum of rational
phenomenological epistemologies. Technological phenomenology is neither the
tautological “descriptive phenomenology” of Husserl’s early work, nor his later “genetic
phenomenology,” since the phenomenologizing of genetic conditions itself contributes
to the formation of those conditions in the phenomenologist’s production of theoretical
knowledge.1 Technological phenomenology, or better, the recognition that

Such a relative and material epistemology is of course put forward by Marx and the tradition of dialectical
materialism. Knowledge of reality adds that knowledge to its object, to reality, “because this knowledge is
its own” (see Althusser, “Is It Simple to be a Marxist in Philosophy?” 230). The materialist dialectic belongs,
1
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phenomenology is eminently technological, transforms phenomenology into a
demonstrative praxis whose object is inseparably appearances (content, things) and their
structures of appearing (relatively stable laws). Only in the special case of Fink’s
“meontic” predication does phenomenology bracket these constituted existents and their
grounds in order to attempt a thematic reduction of their origin through Absolute
process, the becoming of Being. Interestingly, “phenomenology” has acquired a separate
usage in particle physics, where it refers to the experimental manifestation of theoretical
physics’ mathematical models.2 It is not offbase of the term’s Husserlian usage, since
phenomenological philosophy seeks to elaborate a science of appearing capable of
grounding the constitution of sense in the empirical, or ontic, sciences. Though as
Bachelard will make clear, a fully rationalist phenomenology must invert some of the
key features of Husserl’s approach to scientific sense. There is, therefore, an overlap of
meanings of the term “phenomenology” between Husserlian philosophy and physics,
which brings us to Gaston Bachelard’s philosophical analyses of the physical sciences.
As already outlined in the introduction to this Part, realizing the promise of
technological phenomenology requires, first, a more expansively materialist grounding

epistemologically, somewhere between Kant and Hegel since it maintains, with Kant, the objectivity of
nature put into play with the constituting activity of subjectivity as well as, with Hegel, the changing form
of that subject (see Schmidt 113, 121).
2 The earliest usage of the term “phenomenology” in particle physics I found is C.P. Burgess, J. Cline, and
Markus Luty, “A Natural Framework for Solar and 17 KeV Neutrinos,” (Montréal: Physics Department,
McGill University, 8 March 1992), arXiv:hep-ph/9203202.
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than that of a recognition of exterior memory supports, and second, a process model
rather than a substance model. The short history of phenomenological philosophy, as it
has strived to bracket the naive realism of the natural attitude so as to grasp the logic of
appearing, reflects Bachelard’s “epistemological profile” of the scientific mind.3 In The
Philosophy of No, Bachelard proposes “the successive stages of knowledge [in] a
philosophical-spectrum analysis.”4 Although there are structural breaks in the rational
organization of concepts according to which the mind adheres to the principles of,
successively, realism, empiricism, rationalism, and lastly what Bachelard calls both
“surrationalism” and “dialectical rationalism,” he tells us that the “order is genetic [and]
continuous.”5 For instance, empiricism persists in rationalism inasmuch as the
rationalist’s a prioris (its mathematical formulae) must be demonstrated, “realized,” or
“phenomenalized” as a posterioris (through precisely controlled experiments).6 It is not
until matter breaks down into subatomic particles that are experimentally constructed
according to differential calculus that physics says “no” to the rationalism of Galileo and
Newton in order to subsume it into the dialectical rationalism of microphysics.
Phenomenology typically inhabits this epistemological spectrum at the point of
rationalism. It remains at the level of substance, not a substance of matter but of the
Living Present’s orthodox and univocal “transcendental correlation between world and

Bachelard, The Philosophy of No 34-43.
40.
5 41.
6 35.
3
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world-consciousness,” even though that world-consciousness becomes in Fink’s project
a living performance without the thematic objectification characteristic of
consciousness.7 Likewise, Husserl’s inquiry into the eidē that structure conscious
experience parallels Galileo’s idealist characterization of the world as a book written by
God in the language of mathematics. Both resort to a transcendent intelligibility that
bestows meaningful form (or predicates) to the otherwise inchoate substance of the
external world.
With the transcendental theory of method’s “phenomenology of
phenomenology,” Fink approaches what Bachelard calls a “non-psychology,” or “the
problem of a depersonalized personality as a function of the progress of the person.”8
This problem is the problem of secondary enworlding, wherein the phenomenologist
superposes its own self as human in the natural attitude with the impersonal conceptual
performance of transcendental reduction. Rationalism breaks from empiricism only with
an attention to methods, or a second-power “observation of observation,” which are
“put to the test” in the applied method’s intellectual observation.9 Indeed, Fink’s
transcendental phenomenology resembles to a degree his contemporary scientific period
as Bachelard describes it: “a break [rupture] between common knowledge and scientific
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understanding, between common experience and scientific technics.”10 Like the
paradoxical predication of the meontic Absolute, this contemporary period bears an
epistemology marked by “indirect” determinations.11 For instance, spectroscopy is an
indirect technique that replaces the scale for measuring atomic weight. The causal chains
that allow for such measurements “do not exist in nature; it must be produced
technically; they are reified theories.” A truly rationalist materialism, however, must
break as well with Fink’s continued reference to a founding transcendental life and
admit that the phenomenologist has been all along engaged in technical productions of
experience beyond the confines of egoic consciousness. To follow Bachelard’s
terminology, this is the rupture between phenomenology and non-phenomenology.
As Bachelard recounts, “non-Lavoisian” chemistry entails a horizontal pluralism
of substances ordered by specialists’ construction of rational coherence, as opposed to
the vertical pluralism of modal properties “beneath a particular substance.”12
Accordingly then, a non-phenomenology would neither hierarchize phenomena
according to and within human consciousness nor purport to describe pure phenomena.
A technical non-phenomenology follows a process model since it recognizes that
phenomena arise from the “conditions needed to detect them,” which, Bachelard
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explains, “upsets the absolute character of substances.”13 By incorporating the method of
operation into the coordinated process of reduction and intentional analyses, we arrive
at a “fundamental relativity about substance” that shutters the universal flux of a
transcendental subjectivity beneath its worldly objectification in human life.
Recognizing its own technicity as part and parcel of the results of its operations on
appearances and their relatively invariant structures, non-phenomenology would attend
to the self-expanding scope of technical events. Its method of fabricating attitudes by
way of the general practice of reduction means that non-phenomenology always takes
into account its own superintentionality, hence its own technicity, that thematizes
phenomena within a transcendental attitude it technologically constructs. I have been
arguing that Fink was on the cusp of such a recognition and progression in his postpreliminary phenomenology. Substituting transcendental technicity for transcendental
subjectivity accomplishes it.
My rationalist break with both preliminary and post-preliminary
phenomenology’s transcendental life echoes the first chapter’s treatment of technical
objects as an epistemological obstacle to be overcome through a theoretical
reorganization of fundamental principles. For phenomenology, the I-pole in the final
analysis resists Fink’s attempts to overcome it and to develop a method that would
achieve the necessary epistemological break. With Bachelard, we may combine these
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two obstacles of substance empiricism into a single problem, because the realization of a
post-substance microphysics coincides with the foundation of an “applied rationalism”
that breaks with a universal perspective on the part of the scientist. Rationalism has
nothing to do with “the imperialism of the subject,” since the reality of “technical
materialism essentially corresponds to a transformed reality, a modified [rectifié]
reality.”14 Applied rationalism marries mathematical anticipation with experimental
results, such that Bachelard alternately calls it an instructed materialism [materialism
instruit]. (Recall that the French word for “experiment” [expérience] also means
“experience,” which gives an added force to my alignment of technological nonphenomenology with Bachelard’s analysis of scientific epistemology. Rationalism’s
overcoming of empirical givens through systems of conceptual forms is something to be
experienced—in such a way, of course, that the experience in question has already
ruptured the unity of conscious life as it is imagined to be the sole constituting source of
phenomena.) Mathematics is not merely a language. “Rather,” writes Bachelard in the
spirit of technicity, “mathematics is a thought, a thought which is certain of its language.
The physicist thinks experiments with this mathematical thought.”15 Through
contemporary physical science’s “indissoluble union of the abstract and the concrete…it
materializes ontogeneses. In [Bachelard’s] opinion one must therefore certainly
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characterize it in its complex philosophy as an ontogenetic epistemology, as an active
rationalism, as an applied rationalism.”16 Applied rationalism’s intersubjective
materiality of mathematical concepts and experimental apparatuses sublates idealist
rationalism’s observing human subject and its presupposed book of nature both.
Whereas Husserlian phenomenology reduces the mathematician’s “value”
attached to a geometrical “fact,” Bachelard signals the importance of “cultivat[ing]” this
value.17 He reasons against the presumption that the truth of reality is to be found in
“the first remarks made of an immediately apprehended particular figure.” Such of
course is the presumption of the Husserlian theory of science, which locates the
apodicticity of knowledge in immediate sense perception—though it needs to be
uncovered through reduction’s intentional analyses. This commitment to Rückfrage
[reactivation] indicates the persistent empiricism that guides phenomenological
rationalism. For Bachelard, it is quite the opposite: “the highest reality of ideas is found
with the highest generality obtained by a very elaborate intuition [une intuition très
travaillée].”18 A truth results from layers of work, such that a reactivation of the initial
sense or insight would dismantle the knowledge in question. Whereas “naive
mathematical realism” deals with “a figure (i.e. a ‘mathematical phenomenon’), a more
abstract mathematical realism [substitutes] a profound cause, i.e. a ‘mathematical
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noumenon’.” The transformation of rational understanding from phenomena to
noumena passes through a process of production of theory, and not dis-covering an idea
latent within the fact. This paints a decidedly non-Kantian picture of reason. A
noumenon, Kant explains in the Critique of Pure Reason, marks the boundary beyond
which our cognition has no grasp, and yet it is implicated in thought by reason’s drive to
seek the unconditioned condition of phenomena. By contrast, Bachelard’s non-Kantian
“noumenology” frames the conceptual conditions of possible cognition as themselves
producible in accordance with how reason instructs its correspondent technical
materialism. This functional, productive relationship between noumena and phenomena
is what makes a rationalism dialectical. Whereas Kant writes that the noumenon “is
problematic,”19 Bachelard’s “noumenology” produces a problematic: a field of questions
and a “program of experiences” from out of which the subject and object emerge mutually
determined.20 The noumenon produces phenomena by providing the techno-logical
structure of its appearance, and each individual phenomena “is but a particular case
among an infinity of others.”21 Materialist rationalism operates on account of technicity’s
direct intervention into the grounding structures of empirical appearance.
Applied rationalism, or technically instructed materialism, thus breaks
fundamentally with the hylomorphic schema governing intentional sense-bestowal. We
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saw that Derrida follows Husserl’s perpetual incapacity to come to terms with the
ontological (passive) synthesis of the fact in contradistinction to the phenomenological
(active) synthesis of the idea (or value). By contrast, an applied rationalism denies such an
ontological split, since it maintains that any fact must bear the conceptual values which
grant it an existential context. Rather, the fact and the idea, sensibility and intelligibility,
become together in the iterated resolutions to problematics. This is even more apparent
with the phenomenalization of a mathematical noumenology, of which Bachelard’s
favored example is atomic and subatomic physics, but it is just as much the case for
transcendental phenomenology’s meontic truths about the Absolute process of worldconstitution. Bachelard contends that with an algebraically expressed law, rational
science “converts the immense variety of phenomenology…into the absolute
universality of noumenology.”22 Instead of referring endlessly back to preliminary (not
original) things themselves in lived experience, theory outstrips merely sensible
refinement by modifying and augmenting the initially given relations of concepts. An
abstract, theoretical doctrine “will prepare an abstract-concrete knowledge better than
concrete, lived experience,” argues Bachelard, especially when one considers that the
objectification constitutive of the scientist’s phenomenal experience follows from an
experiment’s “technical realization” of a noumenal problematic.23 Fink comes to the cusp
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of realizing his “strict, tough, audacious rationalism that is big with destruction and big
with construction,” but he falls back on considering only the concrete worldly structures
of human existence, and he furthermore does so under the assumption that said human
existence remains constant in form.24 Hence, the first part of this section’s thesis:
Bachelard’s applied rationalism enables me to develop transcendental technicity, via
Fink’s transcendental reduction, into a non-phenomenology: i.e., a non-totalized system
for technically creating concepts that understand a plurality of world structures as well
as their constituting process.
From the dialogue between objective knowledge and scientific, rational
knowledge, rationalism becomes preeminently applied, concrete, “in solidarity with
experience [that is] always particular and precise,” as well as “open to receive from
experience new determinations.”25 Bachelard clarifies that rationalism understands
singular experiences of the individual, but it has no patience for “metaphysical utopias”
in which all truth is offered to living “contemplation from a treasury of being [un êtrecassette].”26 When the latter “event of reason” occurs, theory is modified so that it would
have foreseen the new determination.27 Note the technical superintention in Bachelard’s
description of this “double cognition [connaissance double]”: scientific knowledge “is at
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once sensible intuition and intellectual intuition.”28 With this doubling, Bachelard is
again breaking with Kant’s critical philosophy of human reason and understanding. For
Kant, the human understanding is capable only of sensible intuition since its cognition
relies on the receptivity of sensibility for its matter. Intellectual intuition would be that
understanding which draws into existence according to its categories, its pure
concepts.29 Thus whereas in sensible intuition the faculty of the understanding is
spontaneous in its subsumption of received matter according to the a priori schema; the
understanding must be, in intellectual intuition, directed rationally and purposively in
addition to its sensible spontaneity. What Kant refers to as sensible intuition, in contrast
to intellectual intuition and other unnamed, unknowable kinds of intuition of
indeterminate possibility, is in fact rarely just sensible intuition; it is technical intuition:
the combination of sensible intuition and intellectual intuition according to which
Bachelard characterizes the dialogue between objective understanding and rationalist
understanding.
Indeed, Bachelard next characterizes all scientific thought as splitting into two.30
Philosophers tend to reject this splitting [dédoublement] when they align the duration of
thought with that of “lived duration,” objecting “that one cannot think two things at the
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same time.”31 On the contrary, Bachelard explains, when I check a calculation to see
whether I had erred, “I judge myself calculating, I am split in two.” This splitting is
possible and necessary because “rational thought is established in timeless periods [des
périods intemporelles]…a totally lifeless time, refusing the vital.” Technicity, when
operating at the level of theory, is precisely the category of “think[ing] two things at the
same time.” As I read him, Fink’s meontic philosophy tries to realize this thought in its
full radicality through the antithetic duality of paradoxical predication. Fink wants the
transcendental reduction to think both meontic, Absolute process and worldly meaning
in paradoxical unity. But on account of recurring to the transcendental life of the
constituted human subject, he could not render commensurable, as Bachelard does,
multiple temporal registers.
Hence, the second part of this section’s thesis: The “phenomenotechnique,” or
technical intuition, that characterizes transcendental technicity’s unique combination of
sensible evidence with intellectual intuition functions through the superintention of
multiple technical media—only some of which are commensurable with the living
temporality of conscious experience.32 Phenomenotechnics are technical realizations of
problematics; they phenomenalize noumena and thereby combine the rational
organization of concepts with the conscious duration of thought and life. Instructed
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materialism, that is to say a rationalist materialism, considers living time, whether of the
body or of conscious designation of objects, banal—unless combined with the timeless
coordination of concepts. Unlike the Kantian sensible intuition and phenomenological
noesis, rationalist materialism recognizes that the passive, ontological synthesis of sense
data is always intelligibly ordered, and through technical intuition it intervenes on those
various orders in order to build them up into “a very elaborate intuition” capable of
linking the different levels of phenomena according to their structures of existence. The
living present remains as a point of departure, but its universality is unequivocally
annulled, broken apart and put into relation with indefinite other times, including the
atemporal time of reason, its synchronic structure. Transcendental technicity superposes
lived duration with the unlived, not only in Stiegler’s sense of a past image
consciousness previously non-lived, but also and most importantly in the rationalist
sense of multiple registers of temporality. It does not subordinate the meontic truths of
primordial process to the constituted results of human life, but maintains their status as
beyond ontology through the timeless, structural “clarity of conceptuality.”33 Experience
is not to be denigrated, in part because the rationalist’s target of an idealist human
present has quite literally disintegrated, which means that experience connected to (but
not bound to) consciousness can grow and change through technics. The human directly
relates to the nonhuman because technicity sublates consciousness and concept, renders
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them commensurable through the speculative systematizing in advance of experience’s
possibilities. Technicity frames this commensurability as consciousness’s subsumption
under concepts. And transcendental technicity thinks this extra-human experience of
concepts according to a rationalist materialism anterior to constituted ontology.

Example, Part 5
The continuity of influence from Gygax to modern CRPGs is superficial from the
rationalist standpoint; what matters are the systems of rules, which differentiate in order
to afford alternative settings and to privilege different styles of play. To return à la
Husserl and reactivate that initial subjective impression in 1971 would dismantle the
many produced knowledges that followed. At work in this historical trajectory is
therefore a differentiation into what Bachelard calls “regional rationalisms,” each
capable of producing “phenomena, which are not-naturally-in-nature,” according to
their own conceptual consistency.34 These structural regions are united in a mutual and
necessary incommensurability on account of the shared principle that their domain must
be defined by a coherence of empirical sensibility and rational intelligibility. See, for
instance, the introduction in both handbooks to the 2nd Edition of Advanced Dungeons &
Dragons, where the reader is told to approach the game as entirely new, while the
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Foreward concludes with a note referencing the books’ “derivative” status of Gary
Gygax’s own AD&D.
How exactly is one edtion of D&D at once derivative and novel? An easily
grasped factor in AD&D that differentiates it from all other D&D editions is the THAC0
system: “To-Hit-Armor-Class-Zero” (pronounced “THACK-oh”). Armor class (AC)
indicates the likelihood that a character or object will be struck by an attack or other
intended effect. According to this system, the base AC is 10, a successful roll would be a
lower number, and lower numbers indicate an improvement to AC. Typically in D&D,
and much more intuitively, higher numbers indicate a better AC, and an attacker wants
to roll high on a 20-sided die to hit. Ability modifiers are added to (and penalties are
subtracted from) the roll. But in 2E AD&D, instead of roll modifiers, every character has
a value for THAC0, which decreases from 20 as they level up, thereby increasing the
probability that a to-hit roll will be lower than the target’s AC. A high roll on a d20 is
still good because it is subtracted from one’s THAC0 value. While the numbers for the
action tables are inversed, the substance of the rules and how they direct the game
remains the same. Alternatively, in Paizo’s sci-fi fantasy Starfinder system, which derives
from Pathfinder, itself an offshoot from D&D 3.5, characters have multiple AC scores:
Energy and Kinetic, which apply to different damage types.35 While mechanically
identical in practice, this introduces additional parameters by which to balance the
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game’s tactical rules, equipment, and abilities. The split in AC types affords a new
possibility space and new stories to emulate the system.
Alternative AC systems in D&D editions therefore maintain the fundamental
concept of rolling dice, modifying the rolls in accordance with character capacities and
environmental factors, and checking the result against a target number. These numbers
tell a story, they make the story unfold, spurring the players to further action as the DM
narrates the results. For example, a member of the players’ party might try to garner
useful information from a non-player character (NPC). To do so, the player might roleplay directly with the DM’s NPC or more simply describe the general scope of the
conversation. Almost universally, this encounter will involve a persuasion check,
wherein the player rolls a d20, adds their persuasion skill modifier and charisma ability
score modifier, and then awaits the DM’s response. Let us say this NPC is particularly
reticent to talk to these outsiders, so the difficulty check, or number which must be met
or surpassed, is a 15. Let us also stipulate that the player’s persuasion skill provides +2
and that their charisma, which is 16, provides another +3. In this scenario, the player
would need to roll a 10 or higher on a d20 in order to meet the difficulty check of 15.
Typically, a DM might grant further modifications in the form of adding or subtracting
integers according to the player’s role-playing performance or reputation in the area.
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Figure 8: Example of modifiers in the Advanced Dungeons & Dragons Dungeon Master
Guide (TSR 1995).
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Figure 9: Explanation of THAC0 and modifiers in the Advanced Dungeons & Dragons
Dungeon Master Guide (TSR 1995).
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Recently, 5th Edition D&D has implemented the Advantage/Disadvantage
system. At the DM’s discretion, a player might have either advantage or disadvantage
on a roll, both of which requires rolling twice for the same check. With advantage, the
higher of the two numbers is used, and the lower with disadvantage. The 5E Dungeon
Master’s Guide explains the spirit of this rule as follows:
Advantage and disadvantage are among the most useful tools in your
DM's toolbox. They reflect temporary circumstances that might affect the
chances of a character succeeding or failing at a task. Advantage is also a
great way to reward a player who shows exceptional creativity in play.36
So in our example, let us say that the players’ party recently intervened in a local
corruption plot that was siphoning the town coffers for personal use. Accordingly, the
NPC with possibly useful information is predisposed to break their usual obstinate
silence toward outsiders. The DM can either provide a positive modifier to the player’s
persuasion check—or, what amounts to the same thing, reduce the difficulty check from
15—or grant advantage on the roll. Another way to gain an advantage is for the DM to
award “Inspiration” points, which function as a limited resource that, when expended,
grant advantage for the player on the chosen roll.37 At first glance, this might appear as
another example equally as trivial as THAC0. However, an analysis of the probability
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differences between these two methods shows that the Advantage/Disadvantage system
does indeed modify how the game plays. On a website devoted to “Statistical Modeling,
Causal Inference, and Social Science,” Bob Carpenter walks through the probability
distribution for rolling any number from 1 to 20 or above under normal circumstances
and with either advantage or disadvantage.38 Normally, a single roll has a linear
distribution with a slope of -5%, or -0.05, going from 100% or 1.00 (for rolling a 1 or
above) to 5% or 0.05 (for rolling a 20). With the Advantage/Disadvantage System, “the
effect is huge,” he writes, “There’s less than a 9% chance of rolling 15 or higher with
disadvantage, whereas there’s a 30% chance normally and a 51% chance with
advantage.” By contrast, in order to get a 50% chance of rolling a 15 or above through
traditional modifiers, the modifier would need to be +4. For the unfamiliar, +4 is a very
significant advantage. However, the difference in probabilities between disadvantage,
normal, and advantage narrows down at either end of the spectrum. This means that the
Advantage System most dramatically impacts the likelihood for rolling a number in the
middle of the distribution; whereas straightforward modifiers maintain the linear
distribution of probabilities. So at 15, the Advantage/Disadvantage difference from the
normal, linear distribution is ±21%; at 10 it is ±24.8%; and at 5 it is ±16%. Most strikingly,
a disadvantage lowers the likelihood of a “natural 20” (a 20 rolled without modifiers)
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from 5% to 0.2%; whereas a modifier penalty of -1 would eliminate the chance of a 20
outright (since it would be turned into 19), and would decrease the probability of rolling
each number or higher by 5%. The chances of rolling higher than a 1 would no longer be
100%, but instead 95%, since the range on the d20 has been changed to 0 through 19.
The Advantage/Disadvantage System guides the fantastical action in a novel
technical mode. Whereas temporary modifiers linearly shift the probability distribution
of rolls and upset the 1 to 20 scale of player attempts; having advantage or disadvantage
adjusts the probability of success or failure while maintaing that foundational 20-sided
scale. To be sure, both systems can be combined since they each impact D&D’s game
engine in a commensurable way, namely by adjusting probabilities for events to go one
way or another; and, whether combined or chosen one over the other, both systems
perform the same function of prompting the DM and players into constituting their
fantastical referent according to the game engine as well as to the entire imaginative,
conceptual, and interpersonal edifice that provides their campaign with a coherent
cosmos. Nevertheless, either system impacts the D&D game engine to differing degrees.
Depending on how a DM decides to implement temporary modifiers—as a modification
either to the d20 rolled or to the difficulty check that must be met—they can even
fundamentally alter a part of the game: namely that part which relies on the 1 to 20 scale,
with 1 indicating a “critical miss” and 20 indicating a “critical hit”—and which can have
their own rules for confirming such disastrous or triumphant results. With Advantage or
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Disadvantage, these grounding extremes of possible events are always included.
Whereas modifiers shift the range of numbers on a static probability distribution,
Advantage intervenes on that distribution itself. Thus the results remain the same, with
only their likelihood having been transformed. The Advantage System thereby
introduces a commensurable, yet subtly discontinuous alternative to the classical
modifier. The statistical system through which a group of players and their DM
participate in creating a persistent speculation has been altered in an original way. It can
now do things that were unreachable by previous iterations of the canonical rules, which
consequently alters the fantasy produced by the speculative emulation of those rules.
Likewise, a coherent system of rules constitutes an essential discontinuity
between players and their characters as well as between the many simultaneous games
run by different groups. The enjoyment of role-playing stems from precisely this
disjunction between the player’s temporal experience and that which is being
emulated—however, and this is key, what is being emulated in experience is not a
fantastical referent, but the whole of a game’s rules, figures, and conceptual schema for
communal imagination. Just the same in the RPG’s computational form, the audiovisual
components are emulations of sets of rules that provide the player access to them.
Emulation in the field of computer science refers to “the technique by which a computer
is enabled, by means of special hardware or software, to execute programs written for a
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different type of computer.”39 In popular culture, an emulation refers to the “virtual
machine” on a video game console or computer that allows one to run programs written
for another operating system or older console. So for instance, a virtual machine might
emulate the gameboy so as to enable one to play those games on the computer. It
(re)produces one operating system’s layers of abstraction, themselves built out of binary
operations, on top of another operating system so as to run a program that relies on the
reproduced operating system.40 Classically, “to emulate” refers to “the endeavor to equal
or surpass others in any achievement or quality.”41 My usage of “emulation” straddles
the two: where the computational variant seeks replication at the end of its mediation,
the classical one acknowledges an ineliminable difference between the original and its
emulation. So, whereas a war game’s simulation through statistical results tables seeks to
repeat empirical results within a different, unreal setting, a role-playing game’s
emulation of statistical results tables seeks to replicate its founding set of rules and
technical operations and surpass it in at least two ways. First, the rule sets themselves
surpass realistic simulation precisely in their seminal differentiation from it. Second, the
activity of running an RPG’s rules is itself meant to surpass the mere codification of the
rules. The fantasy is not a referent; rather, it is the product of a technical intuition. In this
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way, consciousness obtains from conceptual structures, and from the statistical
techniques that think them, a new point of departure for its world-horizon, a new center
against which its topology of phenomenality is measured. From the perspectives either
of consciousness or of the rules and mechanics, the RPG is a mediation between lived
experience and conceptual organizations that expresses a constitutive technicity anterior
to both individual consciousness and particular rational systems.
Absent the preceding remark regarding the technical genesis of the RPG, this
approach would limit our grasp to a media-theoretical notion of forms being extended
between life and concept as with prosthesis. However, when we consider this mediation
from the perspective of technicity, it appears as an organized conjuncture of technics
from which life and concept derive their singular existences. Lived experience is here
intrinsically bound to the technological and intersubjective tabletop process. And the
concepts at work exist in a variety of material processes: rule books, character sheets,
dice, players’ minds, the rolling of dice, calculations of results, hexagonal maps with
hand-drawn diagrams, house rules that introduce alternative and/or additional systems
for gameplay, and so on. With technicity, the material differences of ideality—from the
codification of a player-character’s stats on a sheet of paper to the set of environmental
contingencies programmed into a CRPG setting to the embodied tensions that
accompany a player’s participation—these particularities of intelligibility afford a
schema of technically prescribed phenomena. In this way, my elaboration of a
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philosophy of technicity echoes Bachelard’s dialectical rationalism, which develops by
“multiplying and refining structures, what from the rationalist point of view must be
expressed as an activity of structuration, as a determination of the possibility of multiple
axiomatics for facing the multiplication of experiences.”42 The RPG’s consolidation of
such disparate structures exemplifies how technicity’s superposition of intentional
events produces a compossible world for even those intentionalities that are considered
by some to be incommensurable: namely, the life of consciousness, computational
runtimes, and the balanced organization of data for possible characters and other ingame constructs. More accurately, the rational understanding of technicity does away
with Stiegler’s phenomenological premise of a standardized, universal Living Present.
Instead, insofar as consciousness participates in and adopts technics and vice versa, its
range of possible experience transforms as part of technicity’s intervention into worldly
grounds for phenomena. This is really what it means for technicity to be constitutive of
lived experience, that technicity is a principle of phenomenality’s own fluctuating
generation immanent to phenomena, one that describes the modification of a world’s
structural possibilities inclusive of what ends up being constituted as either human
sensibility, or the passage of electrons through silicon, or some temporal resolution in
between. Technicity therefore makes possible a non-phenomenology that sublates the
defining incommensurability of preliminary phenomenology’s privileged life, realizing
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instead a flexible process of theoretical production premised on technicity’s capacity to
intervene on the origination of phenomenal conditions themselves.
The technicity that is transcendental strives to achieve the most radical
phenomenotechnique in that its conceptual source pertains not to phenomena but to the
phenomenality of any phenomenon whatever. To blend this idea of Bachelard’s with
Fink’s language, phenomenotechnics ontify reason’s concepts, they bridge an existential
difference by translating the technics of the latter (rational concepts) into a materiality
that is technical only in its production (instructed experimentation). As has been said,
transcendental technicity treats the paradoxical compossibility of, on the one hand,
worlds in general, and, on the other hand, the primordial constituting process anterior to
being. So in this extreme case, conceptualization is itself the phenomenotechnique, the
ontification of what can only be analogically characterized in terms of being. In a
comparatively mundane, but no less rigorous way, RPGs invent entire systems of
intersubjective world-horizons replete with the techniques constitutive of their requisite
sociality. Their tables of statistics and schema for progression lay out so many
horizonalities that implicate the transcendental malleability of phenomenality. The
sensible and the intelligible, the fact and the idea, are bound together as inseparable
accents of the process of world-origination. Gary Gygax’s drive and willingness to
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“cooperate on game design”43 expresses a community’s transcendental vocation to create
“a generic setting,” the “construction” of which “was a taxonomic exercise,
incorporating a superset of the elements […] and, through a system of quantification,
providing something of a ‘grand unified theory’ of how all these entities compare to one
another and might interact with one another.”44

Transition
With the broaching of a timeless thought that refuses the vital as its necessary
medium for sensible instantiation, but which itself participates in the problematic
creative of lived experience, Bachelard’s applied rationalism can be productively linked
to the speculative vocation of Fink’s philosophy. For in lieu of the idealist “treasury of
being” from which reflexive self-consciousness unveils ontological truths, “the scientific
object” provides “metaphysical instruction […] on the object of common experience.”45
The truth of techno-transcendental phenomenology, or non-phenomenology, is therefore
the rational and technical production of new experiences that Bachelard calls the
phenomenotechnique.46 Speculation for a materialist rationalism does not eliminate the
human and subjectivity for the sake of some prejudicial reverence for objects. Instead,

From an “Opponents Wanted” ad posted in Avalon Hills’ General periodical, volume 3, number 4, 1996,
qtd. in Peterson 9.
44 Peterson 82-83.
45 Bachelard, Le rationalisme appliqué 53.
46 2.
43
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like Stiegler’s non-anthropological core of the human and the tool, it recognizes the antehumanist power of reason that operates within the human and against anthropocentric
ideology. Recall from the previous section that the technological development of Fink’s
meontic philosophy converted transcendental subjectivity into transcendental technicity.
This means that transcendental technicity is the philosophical labor of speculation,
which of course includes elaborating the category of generic technicity. Transcendental
technicity responds to the problematic of the timeless, originative process that becomes
anterior to, but in conjunction with, the empirically experiential, enduring technic.
Just as the scientific object is an epistemological model for Bachelard’s horizontal
pluralism of rationalist philosophies, Bachelard’s treatment of that metaphysically
instructive process of knowledge exemplifies how further to develop nonphenomenology and the category of generic technicity. Even as applied rationalism
directs non-phenomenology away from Fink’s attachment to temporality, it needs Fink
to characterize the properly philosophical level of speculation versus that of the physical
sciences. On this matter, I find Husserl’s alterations (in angled brackets) to Fink’s pithy
formulation of phenomenology’s concept of science helpful, with exception to the
totalizing, idealist connotation of the word “unity,” about which Husserl seems
unsurprisingly insistent:
Mundane sciences are one and all sciences of <“> that which is existent,<”>
<of which the concept of totality, of all-inclusive unity, is the world>;
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phenomenological science refers to the constitutive <“>becoming<”> of the
existent <and thereby of its being in the absolute concreteness of this
becoming, of which the all-inclusively unitary concept of being is
transcendental all-inclusive unity>.47
Mundane or natural science participates at the cutting edge of ontification, which
for Husserl is so many domains of formal ontology and for Fink is likewise an
ontological matter. Although Bachelard justifiably reframes the work of rational science
as ontogenesis, he continues to address the world as an existent. For Fink, a theory of
cosmogony, of the becoming of being, constructively and creatively addresses the prebeing, or non-being, coming-to-existence that he characterizes as the meontic Absolute.
Such a creative rationalism’s speculative and paradoxical ontification of that “primordial
process” anterior to all that is ontic is what I have been terming transcendental
technicity.48 The pursuit of categorial technicity by way of non-phenomenology’s
constitutive performance of transcendental technicity detaches this primordial process
from any ontic notion of temporality, substituting a fully speculative “process” for even
the notion of “proto-temporalization.” The transcendental becoming of phenomenality is
to be thought through the technical generation and rational cohesion of concepts, lifeless
and without duration, but necessarily thought in the extra-human, depersonalizing

47
48

SCM 133, n.483.
Fink’s notes, qtd. in Bruzina 208.
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experience of technical intuition. The truth of technicity will therefore need to be
constructed on the basis of technics before time.
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Part III. Cosmology of Invention and the Gory Technicity
of Computer Games
“Every actual entity exhibits itself as a process: it is a becomingness. In so
disclosing itself, it places itself as one among a multiplicity of other
occasions, without which it could not be itself. It also defines itself as a
particular individual achievement, focusing in its limited way an
unbounded realm of eternal objects.”
— Alfred North Whitehead, Science and the Modern World, p.176

The preceding chapters’ critical analyses of Bernard Stiegler’s Technics and Time,
and in particular their efforts to reestablish its technological phenomenology in a
tradition of rationalism and speculative metaphysics, has brought me to the most radical
development of the category of technicity. My project’s thesis is that technicity must be
thought anterior to constituted time, and therefore that the form referenced by technicity
rationally precedes any experience of technics, either as objects or as technical thought.
Not only is such a category to be elaborated in terms beyond the grasp of direct human
experience, it pertains to a rationally ordered cosmology for which all temporal
extensiveness belongs on the side of felt creation. Time, in other words, is itself a
generated feature part and parcel of existent entities. It cannot play the role of an
absolutely continuous flow that forms all possible forms of experience. One philosopher
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to have realized such a cosmology is Alfred North Whitehead. His “philosophy of
organism,” most developed in the 1927-1928 Gifford Lectures that became Process and
Reality, proposes a metaphysical explanation of reality based in an absolute process, the
creativity of a multiplicity of actual entities and the becoming of the relations that link
them in novel concrescent unities, or what he calls the Category of the Ultimate. An
elaboration of the plural, indivisible becomings that feel past, completed being into
further perpetuated existence relies on a conception of forms that traverse every manner
of reality. These are Whitehead’s “eternal objects,” the medium by which becoming
objectifies being into novel existence, and they fill the role of actually existing
intelligibility called for in my critique of Eugen Fink by way of Gaston Bachelard’s
applied rationalism. Recall that Bachelard’s brand of rationalism positions concepts in
both thought and nonthought material phenomena. Experiments are “reified theories,”
and they create the existence of phenomena that have been hitherto soley conceived by
thought in their potential to exist. From this orientation, Fink’s expansion of
intentionality into a preconscious performance toward the world, i.e. transcendental
subjectivity, was transformed further towards a transcendental technicity that could
address Absolute originating process from the diverse and multiple perspectives of
technical experience. As I argued in Chapter 6, when concepts are grasped technically,
i.e. as technically experienced compositions, their materiality exceeds the boundaries of
modern philosophy’s narrowly conceived human mind. This is the truth of
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technological phenomenology, unrecognized by its inventor, Bernard Stiegler, that
obliterates its phenomenological presupposition of Lived Experience: it shows how the
technical constitution of human experience occurs via technics’ transformation of the
grounds of any experience whatever.
The metaphysical crux of technicity lies in the technical realization of concepts in
material organizations and functions. More precisely, it rests on understanding concepts
as the forms of relation immanent to a processual reality. Just so, Process and Reality
promotes a “Platonic realism” according to which universals are neither a transcendent
reserve of Being’s perfection nor the basis for describing particulars in their internal
constitution, but are instead the media through which an actual becoming “prehends”
the past actualities of its world.1 Hence why Whitehead prefers the term “eternal object”
over that of “universal” (PR 50). He writes in his indictment of the modern theory of the
subject:
[John] Locke always supposes that consciousness is consciousness of the
ideas in the conscious mind. But he never separates the ‘ideas’ from the
‘consciousness.’ The philosophy of organism makes this separation, and

Whitehead, Process and Reality 50. Citations of Process and Reality will be cited in the text parenthetically
with PR and the page number. The philosophy of organism “blur[s] the sharp distinction between what is
universal and what is particular. […] An actual entity cannot be described, even inadequately, by universals;
because other actual entities do enter into the description of any one actual entity. Thus every so-called
‘universal’ is particular in the sense of being just what it is, diverse from everything else; and every so-called
‘particular’ is universal in the sense of entering into the constitution of other actual entities” (48).
1
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thereby relegates consciousness to a subordinate metaphysical position.
(PR 139)
Conscious ideas present only some of the ways by which the concrete intelligibility of
eternal objects inform creativity’s novel synthesis of past being’s sensibility. Put more
simply, experience (which, for Whitehead, is all concrete existence) is intrinsically
intelligible.2 Intelligibility typically refers to the formal medium of human thought, or of
what is accessible to it; but in this process philosophy, the intelligible instead refers to
the relational consistency of existential genesis. The forms by which successive
actualities feel their pasts into novel existences are equally the means for the cosmos’
becoming as for its intelligibility by those creatures capable of thought. Thought, or
more generally “mental activity,” and sensation are coextensive (56). On the basis of the
concrete relationality of forms, existence becomes anterior to time, creating temporal
extension as one component of the transition of eternal objects across successive
becomings. As will be discussed later in terms of James Nobo’s theory of the actual
entity’s “position,” Whitehead summarizes this point: “the actual entity, in virtue of
being what it is, is also where it is” (59). In Whitehead’s process philosophy, eternal
objects are the media of causality and therefore of feeling at the metaphysically general
level of cosmology. They are eternal not in the sense of an Absolute observer outside of

Whitehead explicity devlops this doctrine on the basis of pre-Kantian philosophies, namely those of René
Descartes, John Locke, and David Hume (see PR, Part 2, Ch.1, “Fact and Form”). For Whitehead, John Locke
in particular is emblematic of a 17th-century British Plato in his search for adequacy, and David Hume serves
as his necessary foil by subsuming that breadth under the demand for consistency (60, 57).
2
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time, but because they do not become as does actuality. Rather, eternal objects are the
conceptualization of a fully real relational consistency that transitions across successive
becomings. Once the idea (or form or eternal object) is cosmologically neutralized of
modern idealism’s anthropomorphism, then the extremely specialized conscious idea
can be recognized to be an outgrowth of no less sensible, and no less intelligible,
material processes.
Technicity’s categorization of the intervention into the ground of phenomena by
way of mediating a grounding mediation presupposes this kind of metaphysical
immanence of intelligible forms. Technics in principle organize hierarchies of forms by
systematizing them across their hierarchical distinctions. In other words, it belongs to
the essence of technics that they invent situations of commensurable media out of
material and phenomenal alterity. This argument is the speculative fulfillment of such
concepts as Simondon’s third mode of being and of Stiegler’s inorganic organized
matter. For Simondon, technics are a third mode of being because they mix the
ontogenetic phases of nature and culture, of physico-chemical individuation and
psycho-social transindividuation. For Stiegler, technics objectify a phenomenological
experience in advance of that phenomenology. My work towards a speculative
fulfillment of these concepts seeks to render technicity into a cosmologically general
category that stands on its own, no longer subordinated either to the cultural
development of scientific laws of nature or to the human modes of experience some
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philosophies might presuppose as total. Technicity’s mediation of mediation intervenes
on a ground-grounded relation, placing objectified phenomena and their grounding
phenomena on a commensurable plane for modification yet without divesting each scale
of its properties. Part 1 illustrated this leveling of mediating strata by following the
hierarchy of electronic, sonic, and aural forms through the technics of effects pedals and
digital signal processing. Part 2 similarly explored how this technical intervention into
the ground of phenomena makes the rational construction of conceptual systems
possible, including, of course, the category of technicity. Accordingly, a technically
composed conceptual system (of physics, say, or of metaphysics, or of a role-playing
game’s overdetermination of setting, narrative, and mathematics) renders the forms of
phenomenological and extra-human causalities recognizable in their fundamental,
cosmological commensurability.
Both Stiegler and Husserl provide the bases for my Whiteheadian contribution to
understanding technicity philosophically. I have shown how Stiegler’s philosophy of
technics relies on prostheticity to supplement Husserl’s reliance on a doctrine of
transcendental life. Whitehead can be read to pluralize the transcendental activity of
phenomenology’s life into an ultimate, ubiquitous, cosmological creativity, while
reserving for the notion of life a unique place in his speculative philosophy as the rare,
fleeting reaction to the prehended world that sparks an originality in consequent
processes. Accordingly, Stiegler’s prosthetic ontology can be sourced to a rationalist
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explanation in Process and Reality. His analysis uncovers the mutual dependence of
exteriority and interiority with regard to prosthesis, but he does so without uncovering
much in the way of the causal efficacy constituting the material background immanent
to human experience, let alone the impact that prosthetic dependence could have on his
work’s metaphysical presuppositions. My motivation to develop Stiegler’s concept of
originary technicity into a metaphysical category of generic technicity parallels
Whitehead’s own motive to explain the layers of causal efficacy that underlie modern
philosophy’s overly privileged intensity of consciousness, or what he calls perception in
the mode of presentational immediacy. I intend to explain how technicity produces a
relatively original intensity, a technical creativity, at the speculative level of process
constitutive of empirical events. To accomplish this, I will propose a cosmological theory
of invention that expounds on Whitehead’s conjectures on life. For my project, this will
cash out as the key factor by which to understand technicity as a generic category of
process anterior to any concrete experience of a technical object.
Much more could be developed regarding the impact that a category of
technicity might have on Whitehead’s metaphysical schema. This dissertation is not the
platform for such a project. However, my personal reading of Process and Reality does
make three unique interventions into the established exegesis of the text. First, eternal
objects are typically either explained to the letter of Whitehead’s text or disavowed
altogether as unnecessary. I treat the eternal object as the necessary kernel for a
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rationalist materialism grounded in Whitehead’s speculative philosophy.3 My approach
varies from that of Process and Reality in that (i) I temper the existence granted outright to
eternal objects, and (ii) I revert the totality of eternal objects to their set-theoretical
openness in Science and the Modern World. (More precisely how this intervenes in debates
regarding Process and Reality has been relegated to the notes.) Second, the Whiteheadian
notion of life is my own exposition based in Whitehead’s conjectures on the matter as
well as how the system might account for originality. In this regard, I distinguish
between novelty, which always pertains to cosmological process, and originality, which
is a rare, specialized “creativity,” in Whitehead’s sense of potentiality decided by an
actual entity for its consequent future. Every actual becoming is novel by virtue of its
singular position relative to the settled world’s past processes; whereas the
metaphysically generic category of technicity addresses how such a novelty can become
originally. Whitehead’s conjectures on life help to explain how this originality is always
relative to the structures of feeling that dominate its singular perspective.

The eternal object is not exactly transcendental in the way I have been using the term since Part 2’s critical
development of Fink. For both transcendental subjectivity and transcendental technicity, the adjective
“transcendental” refers to the thematic attitude in operation: namely, that attitude which conceives of a preexistent process of origination. Recall that Fink’s term for such philosophical practice is “meontic,” or “nonbeing,” because it brings linguistic predication to the limit of what is objectifiable. Eternal objects are
transcendental to the extent that a functioning transcendental technicity conceives of them; that is, they are
transcendentally predicated by the philosopher, necessarily so since they are objectifications only for an
actual entity in the process of becoming. But they are not themselves transcendental in the way a
phenomenon would be for the transcendental onlooker, since eternal objects invoke the intelligibility of
existence, the objectification of which makes possible the transition from past, satisfied process to novel
concrescent process. “Transcendental” always describes a labor that attempts, paradoxically, to straddle the
division between realized existence and the Absolute anterior to such realization. Whitehead’s eternal object
falls squarely on the side of the latter.
3
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Third, I contend that the speculative explanation of technicity introduces into
Process and Reality a radical addendum to the speculative actual occasion. Just as at the
phenomenological level technical invention proposes a superintentionality that
superposes multiple operations on phenomena and their grounding media, so too does
technical creativity bestow a com-positionality to future process. A com-positional
actuality confronts the schema of Process and Reality in at least two ways: not only does
Whitehead only ever speak of actual process as a single aesthetic synthesis (occuring
multiply in a plurality of contemporary positions), his scheme’s categories for achieving
greater complexity also seem to privilege abstracting the world into general grades of
actuality, which consequently serve as the basis for emergent grades of feeling. Grades
of actuality establish such empirical differences as orders of magnitude, perceptual
dimensions, conscious abstractions, and spatiotemporal extensiveness. Transmutation of
similar entities into one generalized entity, as well as the resolution of contrary
objectifications (i.e. eternal objects) into a more intensely felt contrast—these both
express the tacit upward momentum of creativity for Whitehead. Finer, lower-grade
details are never the object of increased complexity, only its simplified foundations. By
contrast, technicity combines this ascent toward intensity by way of abstract
objectification with a descent into the specificities of those objectified conditions. In
order for an actual occasion to originate technicity’s mediation of mediation, it must
resolve incompossible experiences into a plane of commensurability. These experiences
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are incompossible insofar as they derive from different perspectives on the actual
world’s order-dependent structures: one position’s detailed foreground is another’s
trivialized supporting background and yet another’s exclusions. Technicity’s combined
abstraction-ascent with analysis-descent demands a com-positional actuality to feel the
world from multiple relatively incompossible positions. An actuality can thereby
propose a technical creativity for its future by becoming multiple positions with regard
to its actual world. Why this technical creativity must be proposed rather than more
straightforwardly realized by one complex actual occasion is one major topic of chapter
eight.

Part Three’s techno-aesthetic example is a close reading of blood and gore in
computer games as a non-mimetic form that celebrates the event of gameplay in terms
intrinsic to the game’s logic. I therefore relegate the representation of realistic violence to
a subordinate aesthetic position, a position which, problematically in my view, can
overlook the causally efficacious position of blood and gore in a computer game’s
technicity. Specifically, the formal role of gore as a non-mimetic presentation doubles
with its position in the data of the game’s coded causal systems, the computer program’s
procedures. Blood and gore consolidates the game’s internal logic with the player’s
operation of that logic. Although every in-game asset and controller input performs this
consolidation, I focus on blood and gore because it highlights how the technicity of a
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computer game entertains and intensifies feelings across a range of cosmological
positions. While participation in a computer program’s technicity always invokes an
organized superposition of cosmological processes—this is, after all, what technical
existence is—the implementation of blood and gore exhibits one particularly salient way
in which game design practices an aesthetic design of technicity, a direct intervention
into cosmological form. In other words, technical design of all manners engages in the
creation of technicity rather than an already-there technicity or, as in Simondon’s
perspective, an objectivation of technicity. Game designers, like the philosopher qua
transcendental technicity, participate in a technicity’s form of becoming actual.
The sensible elements of a computer game include all those parts of computation
typically considered by players and critics alike to be either (i) excluded from what
gameplay presents through audio, visual, and tactile interfaces or (ii) preeminently
important yet obfuscated by relatively arbitrary appearances of the game, appearances
which matter only insofar as they are correlated with mechanics of play. Note that both
of these typical positions ignore gameplay’s computational technics on account of
diametrically opposed understandings of what constitutes the game’s most significant,
essential aspect. They subordinate one to the other. From the perspective of technicity,
which is fundamentally one that conceptualizes the compositionality of multiple media
on different scales of operation, the immediately evident experience of a computer
game’s playthrough exists in mutual connection with its conditioning media. Indeed, the
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playthrough also operates as a condition, technologically organized into a causal ground
for how the program runs. One point, then, is neither to ignore the directly apparent
gameplay (and claim it to be trivial to the game) nor to privilege it to the degree of
ignoring the entire system of recurrent causality that is the physically running program.
Thus the aesthetics of a computer game necessarily engage with the technological
aisthesis of the program and its computational execution. Treating an aesthetic
experience as fundamentally techno-aesthetic warrants many critical approaches, from
the analysis of hardware and code to the socioeconomic analysis of games’ production.4
My own approach adheres closely to the immediacy of a playthrough in order to show
how the consciously apparent medium of gameplay actually manifests its “deeper”
levels. One basic premise is that typical video game scholarship’s metaphor of depth and
surface illusions is, of course, specious. It privileges part of the experience, which
ignores one of the key features of the computer game medium: its remarkably explicit
manifestation of technicity’s superintention of cosmological processes that span the
range from microphysical to psycho-social.
One of the more balanced and provocative approaches in games scholarship is
the work of Stephanie Boluk and Patrick LeMieux. Their essay “Dwarven Epitaphs:
Procedural Histories in Dwarf Fortress,” for example, notes the strict correspondence of

For examples of the former, see the Platform Studies book series published by The MIT Press. For the
latter, see for example Nick Dyer-Witheford and Grieg de Peuter, Games of Empire: Global Capitalism and
Video Games, The University of Minnesota Press, 2009.
4
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the computer’s CPU clock to the lore and world generated when launching a new game
of Dwarf Fortress. I am in agreement with them in seeing video games as much more
than games or delimited sites of play; however, I approach the issue less from their
comprehensive art-historical, software and cultural studies perspective, and more from a
strictly philosophical one. Where they argue that games are in fact platforms for playing
metagames, or games either about or on top of what an industry markets as selfcontained games, I would argue that games are played as instruments of technicity.5 The
computer game is a node of com-positional creativity that renders relatively distinct
scales and dimensions of materiality, personality, and sociality into a commensurable
intelligible field. Gameplay is the concretization, the felt synthesis, of those
technologically commensurable structures in which the player participates. Moreover, as
ubiquitous internet connectivity has clarified, game development never truly ceases in
either an official or unofficial capacity. Patches roll out to fix or overhaul games that in
some cases ought not to have been released so soon; and communities directly intervene
on game design by modding and innovating hitherto unforeseen modes of play. Boluk
and LeMieux correctly deconstruct the divide between game design and gameplay; I
address how this fluid spectrum of participation in a computer program takes
advantage of its technicity, and renders its general metaphysical category evident.

Boluk and LeMieux, Metagaming: Playing, Competing, Spectating, Cheating, Trading, Making, and Breaking
Videogames.
5
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The computer game combines what stands out in my previous analyses of guitar
effects pedals and tabletop RPGs. With effects pedals, the superposition of intentionally
organized processes makes apparent how technicity pertains to a mediation of
mediation, mediation in the sense of what grounds a “higher,” more dependent order of
phenomena. With RPGs like Dungeons & Dragons (a crucial precursor to computer
games), the codification of a rule set shows that formalization is a technology of
materialization, and that such technical materiality can provide a common intelligible
format that crosses otherwise incommensurable orders of phenomena. Along these lines,
to play a computer game is to participate in a causally structured system of multiple
scales, or orders of magnitude, and of multiple conceptual structures: the concepts
formalized via techniques of constructing silicone circuits in a graphical processing unit
differ from those of graphical settings in a “.dll” text file, and so on. Recalling a term of
Simondon’s, these various levels operate transductively: they instantiate distinct orders
of media that function in organized connection. Techniques of game development
ensure that these structural levels maintain their determinate recursive links. With
technicity, the very transduction of existential orders of phenomena is mediated, i.e.
individuated by an invention. Seemingly superficial, non-technical content that is directly
accessible to the player’s conscious sensibility is thus part and parcel of all interlocking
levels of computation and gameplay. Playing a computer game engages a process that,
due to its technological overdetermination, at once determines and is determined by the
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other regions in operation along with the controller-audiovisual interface. The concept
of overdetermination, Louis Althusser’s word for the complex structural causality of a
social formation’s many systems and institutions and experiences of it, cuts across an
understanding of the game and its various computational strata as operating in parallel.
According to a parallelism, these levels would operate simultaneously, in step with one
another, but not interact. Because technical invention mediates mediation, because
technicity intervenes on the transduction that orders dimensions of phenomena, the
“playing” of a game occurs at any and many of those strata, from which event the other
strata translate into their own reactions to the technically ordered causal structure of the
computational program.
Unsurprisingly then, my approach to video games rejects the pure versions of
ludology and narratology. This subsumption of two extreme positions reflects the
general tendency for a philosophy of technicity to subsume intellectual binaries like that
of a philosophy of consciousness and a philosophy of the concept. I would go so far to
say that in this particular theory, video games are not primarily games—except perhaps
in the broadest sense of interacting with a system, which is a characterization that
classes even Twitter as a game.6 They are instead a form of techno-aesthetics that
foregrounds the mediating backgrounds of reality’s becoming. As technics, computer

Liz Ryerson maintains this standpoint in an interview with Adam Saltsman. Designer Notes (podcast, 122
min.), August 4, 2016, https://www.idlethumbs.net/designernotes/episodes/liz-ryerson.
6
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games effect this (presentation of) multi-mediation as a composition of backgrounds and
foregrounds. Invention’s relative originality comes from precisely this kind of
compositionality. Technical process, or the perpetuation of a technical creativity, owes
its becoming to the technological modification of transduction, whereby the mediation
of relatively distinct scales of reality and/or regions of phenomena comes under the
complex determinant of a com-positional perspective. In more philosophically classical
language, the singular, which is the logical category of the unique individual, has split
out to a multi-vidual synthesis. Two or more singular perspectives of incompatible
scales combine due to the technical’s capacity to render such incompatibilities
commensurable. Blood and gore in a computer game is one such point of contact with a
technical reality’s plane of commensurability.
What is so special about technicity is that it undoes the strictly ordered hierarchy
of materiality’s interscalar dependence, yet in such a way that levies that hierarchy to
establish an overdetermined mediation. A new ground for existence results from
invention, one that composes and actively directs more grounds than one. The category
of technicity invokes a simultaneity of foundations, it cuts across the order of natural
being set out by the natural sciences and speculative philosophers alike.
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Table 3: Outline of Part 3
Theoretical Argument:
Invention, or the genesis of a technical
actuality, is a specialized category of
cosmological creativity that describes
technicity’s superintentional break with the
order-structure of its world.

Example:
The computer game is a technological
milieu for creativity, sometimes living,
more often inventive. Its permutational
aesthetic illustrates the processual
creativity of existence. I hone in on the
permutation of blood and gore as a nonmimetic form unique to computer games
and therefore exemplary of their technicity.

1. In an overview of Whitehead’s
philosophy of organism I address some of
its key components in two sections:
Protesting the Bifurcation of Nature and
The Speculative Scheme.

1. A computer game’s data may be
considered analogously to the settled
world’s real potentiality for future
becoming: it originates novel aesthetic
syntheses by the vector character of its
determinate forms. Yet as data, it does not
contain any of those processes since they
must be run by the user, given “novel
immediacy.” The game requires further
and perpetually renewed action beyond
the ROM (read-only memory).

2. The universe is always novel, but rarely
original.

2. A close reading of blood and gore’s
formal properties in Doom (2016) exhibits
how feeling intensifies by valuating
particular actualized forms over others.
Gore operates according to a formal
structure consistent with a game’s logic (its
mechanics, narrative, and audiovisual
style).
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3. Whitehead’s conjectures about the
speculative process of life sets the
parameters for a relatively original
ingression of forms into more than merely
novel feeling.

3. Blood and gore is a purely selfpresentative form that effects a visually
saturated enjoyment of the player’s grasp
of the game’s causal systems. The
structuralist understanding of
computational gore exemplified in From
Software’s Dark Souls and Bloodborne is
intimately tied to the relatively original
responses put forth by the player over the
course of play.

4. Technicity, conceived speculatively as a
generic category, demarcates a class of
process through which multiple actual
worlds are coordinated into a singular
potentiality for future objectification. This
singular and composite potentiality
proposes an original, technological way of
feeling the world.

4. According to my formalist reading of
Geometry Wars and Resogun, computer
games have historically produced blood
and gore as a non-mimetic abstraction of
the game state. It must be understood
within a genealogy of technical invention
immanent to the computer game medium.
As with the innovation of role-playing
games considered in Part 2, the
consciousness of the game designer plays
but a role in this inventive genealogy.
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Chapter 7: The Banality of Novelty
Alfred North Whitehead’s speculative philosophy is undoubtedly the most
dense—and rewarding—of oeuvres treated in this dissertation. For that reason, this
chapter functions largely as an introduction to Whitehead’s “philosophy of organism,”
albeit targeted at the key points of my reading: the singular positionality of actual
occasions, eternal objects, and the immanent intelligibility of cosmological sensibility.
Also, the particular cases of the techno-aesthetic example stand out from those of the
prior Parts. Whereas previous examples narrowed in on a specific argument
immediately preceding them, here blood and gore’s relation to the computer game
illustrates Whitehead’s metaphysical scheme on the whole as much as it stages an
elaboration of technicity’s speculative actualization. Readers familiar with Whitehead’s
speculative philosophy are welcome to skip ahead to the first example part, which can
refresh their memory at the same time as it establishes my idiosyncratic close reading of
computer game blood and gore.
I maintain that one key to comprehending Process and Reality is to recognize that
reality’s perpetual novelty must not be confused with newness in the sense of originality
or even constant change. An actual entity becomes and it perishes, contributing an
additional synthesis of experience to the ongoing incompletion of the universe. Despite
what it may intuitively indicate for creativity to be a fundamental tenet of the Category
of the Ultimate, it accounts for originality’s distinction from novelty and for its rarity. In
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order to elaborate the place of technicity in Whitehead’s scheme, this decisive gap
between novelty and originality must be my initial focus in reading Process and Reality.
The order of our experience, its concreteness of organic connection to the entirety of its
past as taken up by its peculiar standpoint, is owed to the redundant banality of
actuality’s novelty. Technicity’s invention corroborates this concreteness and makes it
the basis for an original intervention into novelty’s redundantly actualized structures.
The chief explanatory resource from Whitehead’s categoreal scheme as to the
banality of novelty is his variation on the Platonic universal: the eternal object. In my
reading of the philosophy of organism, everything hinges on the eternal object. And
what an enigmatic hinge: it is the substance of actuality, yet it is neither substantial nor
actual; it is pure potential, yet it must exist as a narrowly realized potential; it is formal,
yet it accounts for the concreteness of sensation. Whitehead’s alternative to a
transcendent realm of Ideas (though he does speak of a “realm of eternal objects”) is to
require that eternal objects be ingressed (or participate) in actual occasions, that they be
the singular characterization of each becoming novelty and otherwise absolutely
nothing (PR 39-40). His alternative to the Platonic Idea that would be the ideal archetype
for empirical existences is to treat forms as relations rather than either things themselves
or their transcendent models. Eternal objects accordingly provide the rational
explanation for how novel becomings may relate to already perished actual entities
without modifying the latter: the latter are felt via the mediation of universals, via their
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objectification by a relational form. Thus, “eternal object” is a shorthand for the
consistency of relationality, which assures the absolute immanence of creative process to
the growing multiplicity of actual occasions. Actual occasions become perpetually anew,
but the most widely shared relations to past occasions tend to vary little to none at all.
There is much more to my investment in the eternal object than an academic
fascination with Whitehead’s work. It sets up a speculative reformation of media theory,
which must remain a merely tangential remark here. As I laid out in the General
Introduction, media theory’s philosophical goal is the analysis of material grounds, or
the existing conditions of existence. Of course, this registers the variant of media studies
concerned with communication as a specific domain of media philosophy. The two
process-philosophical tenets for a Whiteheadian media theory are the banality of novelty
and the eternal object as the medium of cosmological aisthesis. Together, they explain
how existence perpetually organizes itself through the intensification of common feeling
and also how the stability of this organization is premised on its actual instability. This
premise of instability means that no medium needs to be privileged, since the
permanence of any given medial constitution, or grounding, of existence derives from
perpetually novel experiences of forms. Most important, such a speculatively grounded
media theory neutralizes human subjectivity and situates it among many more or less
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specialized orders of experiencing the world.1 Specifically technical media are therefore
com-positional interventions into those orders, an original departure from the inherited
structures of eternal objects.
From this perspective, I continue to recognize the validity and limits of Stiegler’s
theory of technics in order to go beyond it. Much as Whitehead neutralizes the modern
philosophy of the subject and its privileged relation to the worlds of perception and of
thought, I seek finally to neutralize Stiegler’s correlation of technicity to the originary
flow of human life’s phenomenological time-consciousness. Stiegler rightly wants to
think the techno-material outside of the phenomenological subject, but, as I argued in
Part 2, he fails because his conceptual resources for doing so are limited to the
preliminary moment of the philosophy he criticizes. The extent to which I reformulate
Stiegler’s technological phenomenology comes through in the next chapter and the
dissertation’s conclusion. In this chapter, I perform the necessary labor of completely
upending the classical edifice of existence, its evidence, and its intelligibility, namely by

1

This, of course, is a central feature to Mark Hansen’s Whiteheadian media theory as he develops it in FeedForward: On the Future of Twenty-First-Century Media, University of Chicago, 2015. However, as I will explain
below, Hansen argues that microtemporal digital technics have privileged access to the speculative
becoming of actuality, which expressly contradicts what Whitehead means by the “more general neutral
term” of “prehension” (PR 52). There is an extent to which recent interest in microtemporal technical media
merely inverts the modern philosophical privilege of conscious perception, which only serves to consolidate
the dualistic opposition between human and world. See, for example, the importation of speculative realism,
especially object-oriented ontology, with its language of an “incommensurable gulf” between computational
processes and human experience in the second chapter of Boluk and LeMieux’s Metagaming: Playing,
Competing, Spectating, Cheating Trading, Making, and Breaking Videogames.
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replacing the anthropomorphic reliance on conscious ideation and individual substances
with Whitehead’s presuppositions of immanent form and an atomism of process.

Overview, 1: Protesting the Bifurcation of Nature
Alfred North Whitehead’s principal intellectual interest was foundations: the
foundations of nature, the foundations of thought and scientific objectivity, and the
fundamental link between the two.2 His foremost mathematical work, Principia
Mathematica, co-authored with Bertrand Russell, sought unsuccessfully to unify
mathematics on a common foundation. As his intellectual project shifted toward
metaphysics by way of a philosophical criticism of science, Whitehead inquired
throughout the 1920s into the unspoken presuppositions of empirical and rationalist
worldviews.3 This philosophical organization and recontextualization of science into the
concrete (i.e. universally interrelated) ground of actual experience is motivated by
Whitehead’s rejection of what he calls “the bifurcation of nature.”4 For Whitehead’s
philosophy of organism, or “organic realism,” all of existence is repeatedly unified, and

For a recent and exceptionally comprehensive presentation of Whitehead’s philosophy that has revived
interest in his works, see Isabelle Stengers, Thinking With Whitehead: A Free and Wild Creation of Concepts,
Harvard, 2002.
3 The chief texts referenced in this regard are An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Natural Knowledge (1919),
The Concept of Nature (1920), The Principle of Relativity (1922), and Science and the Modern World (1925). While
there is a clearly defined trajectory of philosophical inquiry shooting across the earliest of these books to his
final publication Modes of Thought (1938), Process and Reality (1927-1928) is the first to be primarily a
metaphysical treatise where the others were only secondarily committed to elaborating a comprehensive
metaphysics.
4 This phrase is initially to be found in The Concept of Nature. He references it in Process and Reality and then
transposes it into a rejection of “the bifurcation of actualities” (289).
2
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added to, in the creative process of a countless number of indivisible becomings.
Everything exists, from a singular perspective expressive of that perspective’s values, as
a feeling of the entire universe that precedes it. Experience varies and imparts causal
force due to the singular balance of all that received feeling. Thus a strict division
between primary qualities, such as measurements taken by scientists, and secondary
qualities, such as sensations felt in experience, is unfounded. Instead, these features of
experience can be abstracted—objectified—out of the concrete, or “that which has grown
together.”5 This worldview is organic on account of its relational “cell-theory of
actuality” (PR 219).6 I will endeavor to explain what “actuality” precisely means for
Whitehead’s process metaphysics below, but for now keep in mind that the ultimate
constituents of existence are perspectives on the universe’s total relationality up to that
point and inclusive of what might follow that singular perspective.
In this regard, he writes in Science and the Modern World, “[philosophy] is the
critic of abstractions” (59). Anticipating the “speculative method” of Process and Reality
to come in the Gifford Lectures delivered a couple years later, Whitehead developed a
dialectical understanding of knowledge.7 On one hand, abstractions are derivative of

Whitehead, Science and the Modern World 174. This text will be cited parenthetically as SMW.
Also see SMW 100 for a historical discussion of the cell theory and the role of atomism in modern science.
7 The similarities with Gaston Bachelard’s philosophy of science should be apparent to the reader after
reading Chapter 6. Bachelard, however, focuses more on the specifics of microphysics than on the general
metaphysics demanded of his rationalist epistemology. Thus I find the metaphysical breadth of Whitehead’s
speculative cosmology and the technological awareness of Bachelard’s applied rationalism to be necessary
complements.
5
6
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“the most complete concreteness of our intuitive experience” (66-67). Indeed, human
experience imparts a vividness that is necessarily delimited as to its organic situation
within the world. Thus the philosopher must guide scientific facts back to their context
in which the limitations and ideological origins of theory become acute. For instance,
17th-century empiricism’s reaction to medieval scholasticism nevertheless adopted from
the latter a naive (i.e. uncriticized) belief in the order of nature. Unconvinced by the
purely rational deductions of the scholastics, empiricists made an about-face and began
from experience. Yet their inferences of stable laws governing material phenomena
belied an assumed order of nature that was nowhere present in their considered
experiences. Moreover, the scientific materialism of Newtonian mechanics foreclosed an
adequate understanding of organic processes, therefore shunting the development of
such fields as physiology, biology, and even physics until it was able to make forays into
electricity, magnetism, and atomic and subatomic phenomena. These latter entities
required a revision of scientific materialism’s linear causal mechanisms into a relational
conception of vectors of energy.
On the other hand, those abstractions are part and parcel of immediate
experience, sharpening it and shifting its focus to novel loci of sensations. Thus the
philosopher must also seek to harmonize groups of abstractions into as comprehensive a
system as possible. One of Whitehead’s favored examples of this function of philosophy
is uniting the more intuitively commonplace mechanics of Newtonian physics with
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Einstein’s less intuitive theory of relativity. By “intuitive,” I mean that it relates more
closely to humans’ initial, uncritical experience of the world. We tend to experience the
world as a series of durations replete with relatively abstract objectifications. Whitehead
deems the enduring objects of conscious experience to be abstract because they are
divorced from the bodily efficacy that causally transmits them through the unique
perspectives of contiguous events. Felt in the very abstract mode of presentational
immediacy, sensory organs present the most common, static forms of objects. What we
consciously perceive are predominantly feelings that simplify what our body has felt
and transmitted to future process. Simplification is also a process of emphasizing certain
aspects of sensation over many others, which is why our conscious perception,
especially vision and sound, so often excludes the causally efficacious, embodied
situatedness that necessarily enables it in the first place. Accordingly, Newtonian
absolute space-time with its doctrine of simple location tends to fit our common
experience. The notion of simple location is one of Whitehead’s primary targets for
criticism. It holds that things are bodies of matter with definite, independent locations in
space and with a finite duration of time (SMW 58). Relativist theories of space-time can
also maintain the notion of simple location, the difference being that different bodies
“utili[ze] diverse meanings of space, and correlatively diverse meanings of time” (120).
Even without a single “unique present instant,” physical matter can continue to be
granted an independent existence in its own definite region of space-time (118).
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Whitehead contends that simple location is only adequate for the heightened abstraction
of conscious perception in what he calls the “mode of presentational immediacy.” In
order to explain how such objectifications of worldly process possess validity,
Whitehead grounds them in more fundamental processes that themselves realize the
spatial and temporal relations known as space-times (126). Common perception’s
definite, enduring objects are derivative of a concrete unification, an “ordered
aggregate” of relations (65).

Overview, 2: The Speculative Scheme
This brings us to Whitehead’s fully fledged elaboration of a metaphysics that
explains, and is grounded by, the diverse phenomena and theoretical understandings to
which he had access in the late 1920s. First, a definition: “Metaphysics is nothing but the
description of the generalities which apply to all the details of practice” (PR 13). In this
context, philosophy is the critic of cosmologies, of the apparatuses of knowledge—
especially their presuppositions—that flesh out a society’s worldview. Not unlike its
function as the critic of abstractions, philosophy as the critic of cosmologies engages in
an unending work to harmonize civilization’s constantly evolving knowledge and to
provide the irreducible conditions that (i) explain such a systematic ordering and (ii)
even explain the basis for how this ordering can transform into a different system.
Whitehead wants to fulfill his protest against the bifurcation of nature by speculating as
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to what must be the case for a metaphysics that is fully consistent with “stubborn fact.”
Philosophy’s provision of “generic notions which add lucidity to our apprehension of
the facts of experience” must ultimately enter the realm of speculation if it is to
accommodate a cosmology “exhibiting some general systematic metaphysical character”
(10-11). As is apparent in the following definition, metaphysics is inherently speculative:
“Speculative Philosophy is the endeavour to frame a coherent, logical, necessary system
of general ideas in terms of which every element of our experience can be interpreted”
(3).8 The speculative method is not a flight of dogmatic fancy; it is a rigorously balanced
merger of empiricism and rationalism.9
Whitehead organizes these generic principles into a “categoreal scheme” that
lays out the logical necessities for such a consistent and generic cosmology. I will go into
more detail as needed for my category of technicity in later sections, so for now I will
explain the most central features of Process and Reality as regards its speculations. The
“Category of the Ultimate” encapsulates three notions: creativity, many, and one (PR
21). “Creative advance” is the general term for the recurrent process by which the many

8

In this regard, Whitehead shares much with Fink and Bachelard. Just as Fink uncovers the dialectic that
phenomenology’s intentional analysis has with speculative models, Whitehead’s investigation into the tacit
presuppositions of experience and theoretical structures also tends towards irreducible and non-empirical
principles. And just as Bachelard marries technical application in experimentation with rational
conceptualization, so too does Whitehead describe his method as “the flight of an aeroplane” that begins on
“the ground of particular observation,” flies into “imaginative generalization,” and then “lands for renewed
observation rendered acute by rational interpretation” (PR 5).
9 On the overlooked imbrication of rationalism and empiricism in modern philosophy, specifically in the
works of René Descartes and David Hume, see Nathan Brown, “Absent Blue Wax (Rationalist Empiricism),”
Qui Parle 19.1 (Fall/Winter 2010), 89-106.
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beings (antecedently actualized entities) become one in as many singular modes as their
are contemporary individual processes. Thus the Category of the Ultimate should not be
taken as a transcendent source; rather it speculatively characterizes the most generic and
fundamental process of reality. For Whitehead’s speculative philosophy, creativity
encompasses each and every actual entity’s becoming into existence—from the
inheritance of previously attained actualities that throw it into process in the first place,
through the unique coordination of the relations constituting those inherited actualities,
to the final completion of its synthesis and consequent provocation of a novel becoming.
By “feeling” the entirety of the world in its own peculiar way, the metaphysical “cell” is
a process, called an actual entity, created by the force of what became before it; it
synthesizes its feelings into a novel perspective in keeping with the causal force of
previously attained actualities, then (alongside other contemporary actual entities)
bequeaths these novel relata to the world for subsequent becoming. The “cell” of
actuality is not a thing in the sense of a substance; rather, it refers to a process of
recurrent synthesis and disjunction, both of which become part and parcel of the other.
These “actual occasions” or “actual entities,” as they are alternately called, become as
discontinuous, discrete unifications of each their own peculiar actual world. They imbue
their respective past data, from whence they originate, with a novel, “vivid immediacy,”
and perish as satisfied entities, thereby adding their syntheses of experience to the
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cumulative data and originating novel actual occasions through which that data persists
and develops.
All existence is therefore composed of what are ultimately indivisible units of
becoming: “There is no going behind actual entities to find anything more real,” writes
Whitehead (PR 18). To remove any relata from an actual entity’s becoming would both
render that entity into a different one as well as isolate that removed relata from the
context required for its existence and thus also needed to understand it. For, as
Whitehead writes, “each ultimate unit of fact is a cell-complex, not analysable into
components with equivalent completeness of actuality” (219). When Whitehead does
analyze the actual occasion into its component “prehensions” of its world’s past satisfied
actual entities, this “genetic division” is purely one of reason. An actual occasion devoid
of its settle world’s data is nonsense, as is any single, abstracted feeling of that data.
Experience does not parse the past into isolated abstractions; it parses it into novel
contexts, namely the aesthetic synthesis of its actual world that is singularly felt as
constituting that experience. Whitehead’s speculative atom is a synthesis of feeling that
orders and valuates its actual world into the internal relations of its unique experience.
While a felt entity may be, in actual fact, analyzed or divided into its component
relations, these relations only obtain in the novel, concrete context of the actual occasion,
the “concrescence” that feels the entity in question. Objectifications of parts of entities do
not change these entities from which they were derived, rather they contribute to the
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novelty in process. Thus the “satisfied” entity transmitting its felt constitution remains
what it became: a complex of potential feelings for novelty. Regarding this transmission
of concrescence and satisfaction, Whitehead writes in his characteristic pithiness: “it
belongs to the nature of a ‘being’ that it is potential for every ‘becoming’” (45 & 166).10
The internal relations that become to satisfy the actual occasion’s perspective on its
actual world are henceforth data that populate the actual worlds of successive actual
occasions. The process itself is indivisible, but the satisfaction of the process, the data
that originates novel actuality in its relative future and is objectified by that novelty, is
divisible as appropriated by novel feeling.
Whitehead’s cosmology is through and through one of sensibility: he calls these
atomic units of process “drops of experience” (PR 18). In the opening of Part III, “The
Theory of Prehensions,” he defines prehension as a “process of appropriation of a
particular element.” Note the reference of perspective, which I have italicized, as he
elaborates: “The ultimate elements of the universe, thus appropriated, are the already
constituted actual entities, and the eternal objects,” which are the forms by which those
entities are objectifiable (219). This selective and singular appropriation is the actual
entity’s “foundation of its own existence.” Thus an actual occasion is said to feel its
antecedent world, create a novel aesthetic synthesis of that world, and then spur further

In this single line, the grand endeavor known as ontology gets put in its place: being is a piece, not the
puzzle.
10
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creation as a “superject,” i.e. as an entity satisfied in having become what it is and now
open to being objectified by novel actual occasions in the future. Indeed, as already
mentioned regarding creativity, an actual occasion comes into existence because it is
caused, provoked into becoming, by one or more superjects. Satisfied, it is and remains
what it has become, henceforth “objectively immortal” and “a potential for every
‘becoming’” (166). Thus, a satisfied entity’s continued existence, so to speak (since
entities become prior to continuity), is contingent upon the inheritance of its own
patterns of feeling by consequent entities that experience it as one among a multiplicity
of potentials. The actual entity, qua superject, may spur into becoming a novel actuality
extremely similar to its own perspective; but that novelty has also to feel the entirety of
the settled world from this new perspective, which may strengthen or attenuate the
particular feelings of that superject.
Accordingly, the philosophical detailing of actuality must remain speculative
because constituted experience cannot experience its own constitution as subdivided
components.11 Actuality is excluded from the empirical because actuality itself is the
process of constituting the empirical. Experience, from the transfer of energy between

Note that this echoes the reason why Eugen Fink deems the Absolute constituting process as non-being, or
meontic. The ultimate process that constitutes the ground-grounded relationship between world/horizons
and worldly phenomena is itself logically prior to every ground. The Absolute does not transcend ontology,
it generates it immanently. Similarly, the superject is a being (it has ceased becoming and so is in itself past),
yet its processual inertia (“creativity”) puts being into communication (i.e. contact or action at a distance)
with the future becoming. Creativity characterizes the metaphysical limit to Being and its transcendence on
account of what Being is not: becoming, or a non-being that encompasses Being itself. I will have more
opportunities in this chapter (mainly in notes) to remark on the resonances between Fink and Whitehead
regarding the cosmological swing of Absolute process.
11
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electrons to the embodied conversation and contact between persons, is always a novel
ordering of past satisfied occasions performed by an actual occasion’s superjectively12
initiated, but ultimately self-constituting, aesthetic synthesis. What we experience in
perception is properly termed an “event” by Whitehead, because an event comprises a
successive order of many satisfied actual occasions, the combined patterns of which give
rise to the particular resolution and valuation of contents characterizing human bodily
experience. That we experience an event expresses the fact that its constituent occasions
have been appropriated and granted novel immediacy by the creative becoming of
another actual occasion—this one foregrounding in its aesthetic valuation of the world
the spatiotemporal relations of feeling that predominantly characterize human
consciousness.
Empirical event and speculative actual occasion are therefore essentially
inseparable, albeit distinct, categories. It is for this reason that Whitehead prefers to call
the actual occasion a “subject-superject” over “subject,” and always implies the former
when writing the latter shorthand (PR 29). Cosmological creation requires equally the
public availability of events for future process and the private synthesis of those events
by/into actual entities. Note how this statement recurs to the immediacy of actuality:
actual occasions become and perish. Their distinction in the philosophic scheme is one of

The rarely called for adjectival and adverbial forms of superject that Whitehead uses is “superjicient”
(SMW 165). More commonly scholars have used either superjective or superjectal. I have opted for
superjective on account of its inherent familiarity in relation to subjective—and when it comes to
Whiteheadian jargon, one usually needs as much familiarity as possible.
12
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reason, and a necessary one if we are to explain the concrete whole of reality according
to its ultimate level of constitution. While this pertains to every aspect of experience, it is
most apparent with regard to Whitehead’s “epochal theory of time.” Very similar to
Eugen Fink’s description of the swing of time as the transcendental process that
temporalizes (constitutes) extensive time, Whitehead also describes “the creative process
[as] rhythmic: it swings from the publicity of many things to the individual privacy; and
it swings back from the private individual to the publicity of the objectified individual”
(PR 151). He distinguishes between the “macroscopic process” of events, which is
“transition” and “incompletion in process of production,” and the “microscopic
process” of actuality, which is the genetic “conversion” of the “merely real into
determinate actuality,” and which is “only describable as an organic process” (214-215).
The microscopic process of actuality, as atomic, does not take place in time. It is not a
“present” in the temporal sense we experience. Rather, the actual occasion’s novel
unification of its actual world results in temporal extension (and all other relationality)
by feeling a novel temporal (or more broadly, an extensive) relationship to its actual
world and presenting that unique aesthetic synthesis to future occasions. Actuality is
temporal in the sense of succession: only insofar as novel occasions, once satisfied, cause
successive novelties to become in turn. Yet this is already to incorporate the equally
requisite macroscopic process, which goes to show that the ultimate creation of time qua
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extensive temporality comes out of the wholeness of creativity; time cannot exist solely
within the confines of the speculative, microscopic process.

Example, Part 1
A computer game’s data may be considered analogously to the settled world’s
real potentiality: it originates novel aesthetic syntheses by the vector character of its
determinate forms. It does not contain any of those processes since they must be run by
the user and thereby given “novel immediacy.” However, the game files of
computational data are themselves perpetually renewed through cosmological process.
The game or program as ROM (read-only memory) is an event like any other empirical
organism. And the program’s runtime operations themselves unfold by themselves
becoming data of the settled world. The game qua gameplay requires further and
perpetually renewed action beyond the ROM’s data. In this way, the video game is a
fundamentally permutational medium. On one hand, it exists as a coded set of causal
systems with a variety of digitized media: text, images, animations, video, two- and
three- dimensional graphics, physics engines, light rays, shadow effects, sound, music,
voice, and so on. Accordingly, it can levy a bricolage of medium-specific techniques. On
the other hand, the video game exists only insofar as it is played; it must be constituted
on the fly—game state by game state, asset by asset—through player action in necessary
accordance with the program. Thus over the course of its runtime, the computer game
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permutes elements of its total data, in many cases recording certain events and player
inputs in order to continue its operation according to its own logic. Playing a game
therefore exemplifies Whitehead’s famous line in Process and Reality: “there is a
becoming of continuity, but no continuity of becoming” (35). Whitehead’s speculative
unit of becoming, the actual occasion or actual entity, does not become in time, but
rather creates temporal extensiveness through its constitutive feeling of the world’s past
data. Of course, as empirical events all the way down and not speculative, even the
electricity powering computation has temporal extension. But the temporal
discontinuity and causal continuity of game states make computation an apt analogue
for grasping Whitehead’s speculation as it bears on techno-aesthetics.
I understand the operational nature of the computer game as a confluence of
reading and writing that runs a game as a singular playthrough. By contrast, film and
text exist as already written, such that to read them is to receive. Any activity of
reception remains aloof from the object’s existence. But the video game requires further
and perpetually renewed action beyond the authorial development stored in a ROM’s
data. Its data in storage differs from the data in execution. This is why the sequence of a
video game’s temporal objectivity can differ whereas that of a film cannot—interactive
film only enables alternative cuts to objectively complete sequences; it lacks the
permutational principle of computational aesthetics. Computer games’ permutational
objectivity thus differs significantly from the already constituted temporal objectivity of
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film and music that concerns Stiegler. These games exemplify how a technologically
created reality, through the varied participation of abstractly objectified humans and
technics, is itself productive of some of the temporal extensiveness that structures
existence. Whereas Stiegler’s technological phenomenology would treat the human and
technical object as separate (since separation is a logical presupposition of originary
connection), my philosophy of technicity attends first to the principle of technicity as it
orders the processual constitution of experience anterior to such identities as human
being and egologically discerned object. Most crucially, my adoption of Whitehead’s
speculative scheme allows me to focus on the causal efficacy of non-phenomenological
experience that both is and goes beyond the narrow specialization of consciousness’s
perception in the mode of presentational immediacy. The latter, along with Stiegler’s
preliminary philosophy of technics qua originary prosthesis, are not to be rejected, but
ought rather to be understood as derivative abstractions of the former. I shall make this
foundational explanation evident through Whitehead’s philosophy and especially the
techno-aesthetic example of certain computer games.
One feature shared by many video games that exemplifies the medium’s
permutational existence and the central role it affords for technicity’s causal efficacy is
blood and gore. Throughout this Part’s example sections, I perform an aesthetic and
formal analysis of “blood and gore” (treated as a singular noun), according to which
approach blood and gore is not inherently about violence. Instead I ask, what are the
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aesthetic values relating the player to such moments in video games, and from what
formal techniques in mechanics, pacing, controls, visuals, and sounds do these values
stem? While it is often impossible to bracket representational effects from gore, I contend
that these techniques rely on non-mimetic forms of producing gore and levying it to
aesthetic affect. By aesthetic affect or aesthetic value, I do not mean a disinterested
relation of pleasure or displeasure in the tradition of aesthetic theory. In the style of
Whitehead’s cosmology of aisthesis, wherein existence becomes by feeling the past and
projecting its aesthetic synthesis into future process, I mean by “aesthetic” the
production of feeling, the feeling of the world that becomes the subject.13 Blood and gore
in a video game always has at least this minimal function, universally shared by all
computation: to run when executed. The stylistic decision implemented by the game
designer(s) differs decidedly from the physical continuity of matter involved in both real
bloodshed and its theatrical imitation on stage and screen. No matter how realistic a
physics simulation may be, blood and gore is always an additional inclusion by design.
It performs its own necessity. My formal analysis of its unique aesthetic role in the
computer game will focus on how this medium foregrounds the causal efficacy of
process that is so central to Whitehead’s categoreal scheme.

Furthermore, since video games’ aesthetics are technically generated, I could just as well refer to them as
artistic values or effects. I will, however, use the more general and less argumentative term aesthetic. The
point being that each of these gory entertainments (again, like Whitehead, meaning “entertainment” as an
admission into feeling) “holds the keys to its own values” (Genette, Essays in Aesthetics 47).
13
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Take two early milestones in graphical blood and gore: Robotron: 2084 (1982) and
Smash TV (1990), both released by Williams Electronics as arcade cabinets. With
Robotron, the enemy robots bent on destroying humanity appear at the start of each level
by visually materializing from horizontal layers of their sprites flying in from the top
and bottom of the screen. Then, when shot by the player, they reverse their sequence of
appearance into a disintegration of layers that fly in the two directions perpendicular to
the trajectory of the player’s aim. So, when the player shoots straight up or down, the
enemy sprite de-layers into vertical bands that fly left and right. When hit from a
diagonal, the bands splay out in the opposite diagonal directions. This reversal of
appearance and inversion of player action encapsulates how blood and gore
traditionally imparts a feeling of causality. It also dramatizes the permutational
becoming of the video game insofar as the gore effect decomposes in-game assets in full
view of the player in a manner that reverses those assets’ visual composition. One may
be shooting for a high score at the arcade; yet in the immediate event of play, the
player’s rewards are the fast moving bands of color clearing the playing field.
Smash TV echoes its predecessor’s gameplay of dispatching waves of enemies,
but in a much different context. Its setting reflects the game’s status as an arcade game:
the player controls a contestant on a gladiatorial television show that is tasked with
killing an onslaught of men trying to murder him. Similarly, a player of an arcade
cabinet could expect to be shadowed by others interested in watching the game and
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waiting in line for their turn. Therefore I suggest reading the blood and gore of Smash TV
as a showcase of the developers’, hardware’s, and player’s respective capacities to act, to
institute the component processes of the computer game’s technics. First and foremost, it
punctuates the confluence of a player’s reading and writing. in Smash TV, the layering of
cascading green and red crescent shapes that appear when shooting, with a specific
weapon, the green shirted, baseball-bat-toting strongmen is in part a sequence
necessarily ordered by the player. The singular execution of audio files and animations
associated with blood and gore trace a player’s individually distinct engagement with a
video game’s palette of events. Blood and gore celebrates this spectacular and haptic
performance, an abstract celebration that continues today. Early explorations of blood
and gore helped to establish the computational aesthetics that express the readingwriting confluence of gameplay.
Blood and gore’s structural role in transmitting feelings of causal efficacy to the
player comes out all the more in the brutal, top-down, graphically lo-fi shooter Hotline
Miami (2012). Its blood vectors double as spontaneous brushstrokes over the 2D
environments and as traces of the player’s successfully directed twin thumb-stick aim.
With its stylistic inspiration deriving largely from Nicolas Winding Refn’s film Drive
(2011), the cover’s and title screen’s bright pink font alerts the player to the layering of
mimesis with non-representational, stylized blood and gore. Besides alluding to the
neon signage of a 1980s metropolis, the hot pink of both “Drive” and “Hotline Miami”
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estranges the viewer from the seriousness of what is represented and directs their
attention toward the intentionally stylized pacing and framing of these violent
representations and concomitant blood and gore. Of course what concerns me here is
not the theme of unsuspecting brutal violence that both Hotline Miami and Drive share.
Rather, I am interested in how Hotline Miami deploys what are extrinsically
representations of blood as first and foremost a non-mimetic medium. Blood and gore is
a presentation of itself, of its technical production; and secondary to that, it is
intrinsically a representation of in-game states, that is to say, blood and gore represents a
variety of coded relations spanning what of the program is and is not immediately
presented to the player. These secondary, but no less intrinsic, relations may refer to the
properties of in-game assets (like the destructibility and transparency of windows) as
well as to the deterministic causality of controller input, program instructions, and
hardware processing and output. Blood and gore’s primary presentation can be treated
as its own partition of those strata of secondary relations. Mimetic reference is at least
removed to a third degree from the formal structure of blood and gore.
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Figure 10: Hotline Miami (Dennaton Games 2012).
Hotline Miami follows an extremely tight gameplay loop: the levels are small and
quickly cleared, and load times between successive runs of the same level are brief
enough that the screen merely goes black for a short time. This means that only a
successfully completed run or a moment’s pause to perceive enemy walking patterns
will interrupt combat. Gameplay happens at a clip, with most assets going down in a
single click. The vector physics of projectiles are exacting and clearly presented, and the
direction of blood and fallen bodies expresses these trajectories. Blood and debris appear
so close to simultaneously with the contact of a projectile with an in-game asset as if to
be directly caused by the click of a controller or mouse button. This speed of transition
practically eliminates the player’s capacity to recognize the computational distinction
between one asset’s disappearance and gore’s appearance. This is to say, Hotline Miami
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attempts to bind blood and gore immediately to player action, which paradoxically both
adds to the sense of mimetic realism (by imitating physical continuity) and heightens the
non-mimetic stylization of blood (by integrating it, temporally, as closely as possible
with gameplay). A level accumulates a single gameplay loop’s productive moments of
the event it is in the red two-dimensional forms on screen. Prior to representing
violence, these blood vectors present the playthrough and the existence of the game
itself. These forms, wholly arbitrary from the perspective of the game’s artifactuality,
present traces of the game’s logic by how its assets function with and without player
input. To bracket the mimetic interpretation of the visuals is to attempt a formalization
of the game’s intrinsic operationality. In Whitehead’s terminology, my reading
negatively prehends or excludes the presentational immediacy of graphical violence and
valuates at a higher intensity those feelings transmitted across code, hardware,
peripherals, and body that pertain more directly to the forms that blood and gore
initially becomes.
Death’s form in the video game accords precisely with Alain Badiou's definition
of the term in his objective phenomenology: a disappearance that happens to an
existent.14 Consequent to the disappearance of the entity (a living character, a physical
object, the player's avatar) there appears a trace of proximate past contact. When blood
and gore perceptually coincides, as it does in Hotline Miami, with the actions productive

14

Badiou 269-270.
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of it, these reds effect an apparent continuity of the discontinuity in appearance. Future
presentations of the game state—which is to say, as many times per second as one’s
monitor refreshes and the computer’s graphics card puts out frames while remaining on
that in-progress level—visually present the preservation of player actions and the game
assets accordingly affected. The map’s surface now reflects bidirectionally: on one side,
it reflects the player’s confluence of reading and writing the game’s data; on the other
side, it reflects that data as what the developers recorded and made possible. Read as a
representation, Hotline Miami stands among the most vividly violent video games, its lofi pixelated style notwithstanding. When read strictly as a presentation, stripped of this
mimesis, the game deploys blood splatter and debris as lasting traces of in-game contact.
Given that that contact is so fast—the difference in timing between killing an enemy and
being killed by that same enemy is imperceptibly minute—the player grasps or attends
to the blood first despite actually seeing it second, after the contact that instructs the
program to produce blood and gore.
Although the player may not see the difference between failure and success, they
certainly feel it all the same. Without this feeling, without this appropriation through
trial-and-error, the player would not improve. The player never actually sees the linear
causality of button-projectile-body-blood in clear and distinct frames. But they do attain
a rhythm that resonates with the game’s electronically pulsing soundtrack (another
homage to Drive, here to the syncopated synths of Cliff Martinez’s score). Learning to
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play Hotline Miami (and many other games) thus follows a progression of aligning
bodily power to affect and be affected according to the game’s causal code with, and
often through, the self-presentative figuration of blood and gore.15 In this way, the
player may not visually perceive the game’s causality at its finest grain, but they
certainly come to feel it. In Process and Reality, Whitehead argues this point against the
empiricism of David Hume. While Hume rightly rejects the experience of cause and
effect at the abstract level of conscious awareness that Whitehead calls “perception in the
mode of presentational immediacy,” or the mere sequence of distinct objects in varying
arrangements; humans do experience causality through “perception in the mode of
causal efficacy,” which is to say when the world and our bodies are felt in experience as
causal events. Whitehead takes from Hume’s own A Treatise of Human Nature this idea:
that we perceive in the mode of causal efficacy when we feel that we see with our eyes.
Whitehead refers to this as “the withness of the body” (PR 81). Blood and gore’s
mechanical consistency in Hotline Miami directs the player’s attention toward the game’s
causal efficacy. Again, “game” does not refer only to the lines of code and various media
files designed and coordinated by the developer. It also includes computer hardware
and their parameters of operation (such as core clock and memory clock speeds),
complementary software such as the operating system, human interfaces for instruction

My usage of power refers to Spinoza’s own in Ethics, a sense of the word that was also referenced by
Simondon in Chapter 2.
15
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input and audiovisual output, and the player. All of these material events contribute to
the permutational objectivity of a computer game. Accordingly, the techno-aesthetics of
gameplay participate in the multiscalar composition of a computer game’s technicity.
Blood and gore’s concreteness within its own presentative milieu expresses an
abstract viscerality distinct from the visceral gut reaction an audience or player feels in
response to representations of violence.16 These two layers coincide, and neither detracts
from the other’s importance. Closely reading a game for the non-mimetic forms of its
blood and gore can impart an experience of the diverse orders of magnitude of satisfied
actual occasions. Techno-aesthetics, especially in the case of computer games, invoke the
cosmological creativity in process at scales anterior to human consciousness, yet which
nonetheless can participate with human involvement. This abstract viscerality relates to
the feelings (the causal efficacy of processes) that communicate forms of one scale of
reality to another; that is, it relates to the layers of mediations which technicity mediates
into a single coordinating perspective. A technical event of computation thus has,
speculatively speaking, a com-positional actuality among the data of its settled world;
and a formal theory of blood and gore foregrounds such compositionality at the

Hans Jonas takes up Whitehead’s argument against Hume in his book of essays titled The Phenomenology of
Life. In addition to theorizing the existential interpretation of such biological characteristics as metabolism
and animal passions, Jonas also explains why vision has been privileged by philosophy: namely for its
essential disarticulation of worldly objects into separate elements and also for the infinity inferred by the
vanishing horizon. It would be interesting to pursue the abstract visceral nature of blood and gore as a
formal material for video games in the context of philosophy’s “noble” faculty of sight. One might be able to
make the argument that this formal analysis of blood and gore bridges the gap between the ocularcentrism
of philosophical abstraction and the passionate embodiment of the animal organism.
16
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metaphysical foundation of technics. Whereas Whitehead only ever granted the actual
occasion one sole perspective, the singular process of invention that brings so many
media into a commensurable mediation implicates a multiplication of perspectives felt
into existence by that one. Subsequently, this inventive one is prehended as a datum by
the many: novel becomings parse invention’s compositionality into transformed
perspectives on each of the constitutive media’s single perspectives. Blood and gore is
but one techno-aesthetic mode of feeling this satisfied technicity.

Cosmic Epochs
Thesis: The creative advance of the universe is always novel, but rarely original.17
Only by clarifying this distinction between novelty and originality can the
compositionality of technicity come to light.

I am thankful for two groups of Whitehead readers that have helped me come to this reading: those in
Mark Hansen’s “Process Philosophy” seminar in the Fall of 2013, and the Whitehead reading group that
meets in Chapel Hill once a month (especially regulars Herman Greene, Lewis Ford, Bill Peck, and Genie
Thompson). Readers of Hansen’s recent study in media and Whitehead will surely notice the many
similarities—and a few stark differences—between my reading and his in Feed-Forward: On the Future of
Twenty-First-Century Media. For those interested, please allow me to make a summary point: Hansen’s
critique of Whitehead and his canonical interpreters very rarely ought to be brought to bear on Whitehead
himself. His “claim for inversion” (to privilege the superjective side of the actual entity over the subjective
side) most often can be found already articulated in Process & Reality, and, to my mind, sometimes
overcompensates for the canonical interpretation’s bias for concrescence to the detriment of the organic
philosophy as a whole. No event or enduring object (such as 21st-century media technologies) has sole
“access” to the settled world’s data. Reality’s processual existence is in large part defined by such access.
Everything, and not just the microtemporal operations of digital technics, partake of and contribute to what
Hansen calls “worldly sensibility.”
17
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Actuality’s perpetual perishing is matched by novel occasions inheriting those
perished occasions’ superjects, also called their creativity. By and large, the creativity of
these satisfactions is reiterated wholesale, especially with regard to the more ubiquitous
patterns of order that manifest in the systematic background or horizon of experience.18
Even though each individual occasion features its own unique “subjective aim” that sets
its aesthetic synthesis of received data apart, this unicity most often comprises nothing
much more than the mere fact of novelty: that the actual occasion in question is
actualizing effectively the same values, the same feelings, anew. Each successive actual
occasion that partially comprises a material duration, an enduring object such as we
might perceive in common experience, barely differs from the satisfaction immediately
objectified, the superject whose position the novel occasion most directly replaces. For
recall that what and how data is received, i.e. is prehended and concretely synthesized,
is that experiential entity.
Creativity encompasses both the superject’s originative power of causal efficacy
and the subject’s aesthetic synthesis of that efficacy into a novel originative cause. The
latter side of process indicates finality due to the singular balance of feeling that is the
actual occasion. Consider how this view impacts the understanding of physical law.
Without having recourse to the ineluctable subjective becoming of a concrescent form,

This simple feature provides the basis for a Whiteheadian media theory—not, mind you, media theory in
the sense of communications studies, but media theory bound closely to its philosophical heritage of
investigating the relation between grounds and grounded.
18
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scientific laws of nature are in a certain respect “arbitrary” (PR 292). By codifying a law,
science approximates the subjectivity that necessarily complements the public superjects
that have been experimentally analyzed. Physical science is objective precisely because it
intentionally limits itself to objectifying the most ubiquitous of relevant patterns in its
selected region; but its explanations of the universe and naive human experience can
mistake such general extensiveness for an inert container. They take for granted that
even this most widely presupposed experiential background makes itself felt and valued
in perpetually novel syntheses. What is really at stake in the theories of natural science is
a rigorous accounting of the banality of cosmological novelty, the relatively stable
uniformity of feeling across as many superjects to which the sciences have access.
Such a “fallacy of misplaced concreteness,” wherein an abstraction is granted
illegitimate concrete reality, has clearly played a role in theories of technicity as what
most commonly pertains to technical objects and to media for recording experience.
With regard to technical objects, Simondon commits this fallacy by locating the
abstractions of engineers and physical scientists at the concrete genesis of technical
objects. With regard to recorded experience, Stiegler commits this fallacy by locating the
abstraction of perception in the mode of presentational immediacy at the basis of
technics’ differentiation from human and natural modes of being. For certain technics,
when considered from the perspective of conscious perception, this is an understandable
overstep. In the case of a mostly redundant event such as a wrench, an actual occasion
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composing it will, as it were, take the place of an immediately perished satisfaction and
likely prehend that satisfaction’s contemporaries as if they composed a unified entity.
Whitehead terms this type of aggregating prehension a “transmutation,” and he terms
such a grouping of entities into a single unit a “nexus,” or, if it features a thorough
solidarity with itself by way of a common relational form, a “structured society” (PR 99,
27). When a satisfaction is amenable to transmutation, the satisfaction’s synthesized
feelings are likely to have featured “the anticipatory feeling” of being transmuted by
successive actualities (27). According to “The Category of Subjective Intensity,” an
occasion’s “intensity of feeling” is how it synthesizes its received world into a novel
feeling, meaning the various degree or strength it attaches to those component feelings
(27). Intensity19 pertains both to the immediacy of becoming and the consequent future,
insofar as (i) that future is anticipated in feeling and therefore contributes to a
consequent actuality’s becoming and (ii) how that future in fact decides to actualize the
intensity it inherits. A theory of technics like Stiegler’s has granted excess concreteness
to an abstraction of conscious experience, according to which the organizing intensity of

19

Renewed interest in the role of intensity and that of the superject in Process and Reality is largely due to the
publication of Judith Jones’s excellent book Intensity: An Essay in Whiteheadian Ontology (1998). As a polemic,
her study addresses a generation of Whitehead scholars who have emphasized the subjective concrescence.
Jones does not overcorrect and invert this emphasis to the side of the superject. Rather she returns to those
passages in Process and Reality that express the inseparability of the subject-superject while also showing
how taking each half separately assists in understanding the speculative scheme, especially as it relates to
our vague experience. The Category of Intensity typifies this dipolarity of the actual entity, and it leads
Jones to propose “the notion of ‘ecstatic individuality,’ which asserts that any entity exists with the
ontological status of its subjectivity to some degree in every subject in which it comes to have influence (and,
to an extent, in every subject from which it originally derived)” (Jones xii).
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a technical object would be a form of anticipation achieved by human phenomenology.
With Whitehead’s organic philosophy, I can recognize the validity of Stiegler’s analysis
insofar as it pertains to perception in the mode of presentational immediacy: a mode of
experience made all the more intense and vivid due to its simplicity, its abstraction from
(i.e. objectification of) the entire range of causally efficacious feelings. Anterior to that
domain of phenomena or order of intensity, technics of these kinds must also participate
in the broader causal efficacy that feels and iterates on transmitted relational forms.
To differentiate the general structures immanent to phenomenality, Whitehead
writes of cosmic epochs: in the “general properties of extensive connection, we discern
the defining characteristic of a vast nexus extending far beyond our immediate cosmic
epoch. It contains in itself other epochs, with more particular characteristics
incompatible with each other” (PR 97). Our present epoch, or at least as much of it as we
can discern, is characterized by the mathematical relations of energy transfer and
“societies of enduring objects—electrons, protons, molecules, material bodies—[which]
at once sustain that order and arise out of it” (326). By direct extension of this broadest of
epochal differentiation, we can discuss narrower types of epochs like those exhibited in
human history. Stiegler, recall, speaks of epochs of grammatization, over the course of
which human experience and intersubjective expression are rendered discrete and
manipulable through technics. The transition of languages, such as across Old, Middle,
and Modern Englishes, presents multiple epochal breaches. Other, modern technological
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epochs occur at a more frequent interval, especially with respect to the level of
commodities. For example, as companies release new classes of specific hardware
components such as the CPU (central processing unit), then new chipsets for hardware
and new drivers to interface with software must be manufactured to match. Of course,
at many other experiential levels like the ordering of electricity through transistors, these
changed technics remain commensurable (although power requirements at the macro
level tend to decrease). A transition between epochs at any scale draws a line of
obsolescence, across which one type of order is rendered more or less inconsistent from
the other’s perspective. However, such a dramatic shift remains rare when one considers
the massive scope of extensive solidarity shared by the cosmological community of
satisfied actual occasions. Through its superjective transition, this cosmic nexus proffers
to each and every novelty a massive intensity as to the most basic of extensive relations.
All the ways of feeling that structure the multiple horizons of experience are themselves
causes that spur—a mostly banal, reiterated—novelty into becoming. From the
speculative perspective of the novel actuality, it objectifies those ways of feeling, those
forms of process, and unifies them from its singular perspective. Then it, a “drop of
experience,” becomes another datum in the perpetually actualizing cosmos, and it likely
contributes to the massiveness of the cosmic epoch’s systematic uniformity at its most
common level.
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Systematic uniformity reigns and is repeatedly consolidated by the creative
advance of nature. Indeed, our common sense of what nature is derives from this
reigning uniformity. Nonetheless, because the organic solidarity of entities must be
perpetually felt anew, “nature is never complete. It is always passing beyond itself” (PR
289). Whitehead therefore situates the stability of nature within the “recurrent
unifications of itself, each, by the addition of itself, automatically recreating the
multiplicity anew” (286). What common sense perceives to be laws of nature are not
eternal structures but relatively stable communities of process (i.e. superjects
transitioning into novel subject-superjects) that only persist in virtue of remaining open
to being changed. Thus the categoreal scheme of Process and Reality inverts the
traditional rationalist dictate that phenomena are particular iterations of universal laws.
Instead, laws of nature are general tendencies that are contingent upon the continued
actualization of their relevant forms amongst actual entities.20 As Whitehead pithily

Readers who have kept abreast of recent developments in speculative philosophy will likely be eager to
think about how this aspect of Whitehead’s philosophy of organism stands up to the radical contingency of
Quinten Meillassoux’s After Finitude (2008). As Nathan Brown insightfully noted in his contribution to The
Speculative Turn, neither Meillassoux nor his critics have questioned the validity of the category of natural
law. I suspect this insight comes from Brown’s familiarity with Whitehead’s metaphysics. Unfortunately,
such a discussion goes beyond the scope of both my dissertation and Brown’s own essay. Suffice it to say
that Whitehead’s philosophic scheme accounts for a contingency in the laws of nature much akin to what
Meillassoux demands of speculative realism. However, their routes could not be more opposed: Meillassoux
accepts the premise of a post-Kantian standardized correlation between being and the ego in order to expose
its own presupposition of a contingent reality; whereas Whitehead rejects the Kantian bifurcation between
the synthesis of experienced phenomena and the received data for sensation, and he situates the ordering
concepts of the Understanding, by which experience is synthesized, in the data themselves. In a manner of
speaking, Whitehead’s resolution to Kant’s stringent epistemology is a radical and indefinite proliferation of
correlations. As a result, laws of nature do not precede particular phenomena; they instead manifest as
relatively stable patterns of feeling across individuals. This opposition in approaches to Kant perhaps
20
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summarizes “the ontological principle” of his scheme: “no actual entity, then no reason”
(19). Each actual occasion in its becoming is a singular process that inherits a tradition of
order (those “quantum conditions”) from the multiplicity of past actual entities that
constitute its actual world. It may in turn either consolidate these antecedent valuations
of patterned forms or commence a transition into a different order. Finally, when
perishing upon satisfying the process that it becomes, the occasion will be another
datum contributing to the creative intensity that conditions future becomings. Through
the transmission of order across subsequent atomic processes, certain patterns become
increasingly common and evolve a greater stability. We can see this process at work in
the evolutionary theory of biology, and we can presume it to have taken place at the
universe’s physical level judging by the persistent ubiquity of protons, neutrons,
electrons, and other subatomic events. “Thus,” writes Whitehead in Science and the
Modern World, “nature is a structure of evolving processes” (SMW 72). The organism and
its environment, together providing the model of concrete existence, are inseparable in
actual fact. Just as the environment provides a systematic order in support of certain
organisms, so too does the organism contribute to an environment more or less likely to
support consequent organisms like it.

reflects that Meillassoux is a trained philosopher, while Whitehead neither trained nor ever practiced as a
professional philosopher. As a Whiteheadian, I consider Meillassoux’s unquestioned reliance on the notion
of laws of nature to be a mark of the transcendent idealism that Whitehead diagnoses in the scientific
materialism of Newton and Galileo and the empiricism of Hume.
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An Immanent Platonism
This brings me to the other topic of this chapter and one which will feature
centrally in the rest of the Part: eternal objects and the philosophy of organism’s account
of ideality or intelligibility. Given that each of the dissertation’s techno-aesthetic
examples has blended the sensible with the intelligible, Whitehead’s experiential
metaphysics of the ideal comes as an excellent denouement of my contention that a
philosophy of technicity boils down to experiencing reason, and not merely thinking it.
Alternatively called both a “form of definiteness” and a “pure potential” in Process and
Reality (23) and “concept,” “form,” and “eidos” in Science and the Modern World (170,
165), eternal objects are Whitehead’s version of Platonic universals. He prefers the term
“eternal object” over universal because they are objectified “relational essences” of
prehended superjects (SMW 159-160). They cannot precisely be said to exist, though they
necessarily feature in existence. In my understanding of the philosophy of organism,
there is a tension between treating eternal objects as speculative fictions useful for
exposition and granting them a place in the categoreal scheme, as Whitehead does, on
par with the fundamental entities such as actual occasions or subject-superjects, their
component prehensions, and nexūs and societies. In my reading, the eternal object is a
necessary concept in the organic philosophy if that philosophy is to maintain its status
as a materialism and a rationalism. (As a reminder, I shall rehearse these definitions.
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Materialism holds that all existence is actual, including what is perceived by humans,
and that existence encompasses human perception rather than vice versa. Rationalism
holds that thought can entertain the formal reality of existence, and thus it maintains
that such a formal reality is part and parcel of existence.) Insofar as the eternal object
does not exist in the way that actualities do, it cannot be called an entity in the same
breath. Jettison the eternal object from the metaphysical cosmology, however, and you
risk reverting both to a substance-based understanding of actual entities that persist
over time as well as a worldview stuck in the rigid clockwork of scientific materialism.
As I see it, the exposition of the actual occasion is a propaedeutic to elaborating a
consistent doctrine of eternal objects or forms. The realm of ideality which is immanent to
cosmological creativity is the bedrock for organic realism (SMW 158). Ideality and
actuality may be inseparable in fact, yet, like the subject and the superject, they are
distinguishable in analysis. Without an ideal aspect possessing some measure of
autonomy, actuality would be incapable of relationality, let alone endurance of objective
form across perishing units of becoming. Since every actual occasion becomes exactly
what it is, full stop, eternal objects provide Whitehead’s categoreal scheme with the
means for connection, a medium for objectification or division of superjects into
component prehensions and then into a novel synthesis.
Considered from the perspective of eternal objects, the actual world (of an actual
occasion) is “conceived as a medium for the transmission of influences” (PR 286);
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“particular existents,” Whitehead explains, “are prehended by the mediation of
universals” (PR 152). The ideal concrete relationality of eternal objects is, in more general
terms, the most primordial medium, and their objectification via the prehension of a
world’s data is the most primordial mediation. When Whitehead talks about the values
of feeling and the relative weights granted to certain patterns inherited from the actual
world, he is talking about the potentiality for eternal objects to interrelate, cancel out,
combine, and consequently to provide a concrete subjective form to an occasion.
Nothing can happen to actuality, since actuality is such happening. The ideal aspect of
creativity accounts for both the “physical” transmission of superjective creativity into
novel process and the “mental” aesthetic synthesis according to the novel perspective.
Ideality makes sensibility possible by enabling the malleability of cosmological aisthesis
across its recurrent unifications. There is an eternal object at work in every prehension
between a novel concrescence and the creative superject that has motivated its
becoming. Eternal objects do not exist apart from “ingression,” which is “the particular
mode in which the potentiality of an eternal object is realized in a particular actual
entity” (23). This separates “real potentiality,” or possibilities consistent with how
exactly a form has already been actualized in the feeling of an individual perspective,
from the “pure potentiality” that an eternal object is in relation to other eternal objects in
(nonexistent, ideal) isolation from ingression. A complex of prehensions accordingly
synthesizes many eternal objects, or forms of definiteness, into a concrete experience
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with precisely this time-scale, this quantum of kinetic energy, this geometrical position
vis-à-vis its world and its contemporaries (as felt by successive actual entities), this color
(if it pertains to such a high-grade achievement of abstraction), and so on. Eternal objects
make the transition across creativity’s many and one without compromising the
discontinuous, indivisible becoming of actuality. They qualify intensity and existence
itself.
Eternal objects are the means of analysis and synthesis, of change and
permanence. They are what persist in being and in becoming. The eternal object, and not
the actual entity, is the one and only element of Whitehead’s ontology (insofar as his
philosophy has one): being, as the potential for future becoming, is past and objectively
immortal thanks to the concretely ordered mediations of eternal objects. Accordingly,
Whitehead defines “change” as “the description of the adventures of eternal objects in
the evolving universe of actual things” (59). Eternal objects qua “pure potentiality” are
fixed in what they are according to the complete concreteness of formal relationality that
differentiates them. This concreteness of ideality provides actuality with the ground to
abstract, i.e. to isolate, eternal objects from their concrete, implicit being as pure
potential and to ingress them in novel, actual concreteness. In other words, the real
potential for divisions in and combinations of feeling that is superjected into novel
actuality owes its real potentiality to the pure potential of eternal objects that are
objectified in prehensions of a world. Without a pure potential open to objectification, an
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aesthetic synthesis of multiple, variously conflicting superjects (i.e. real potentials, or
ingressed eternal objects) would be impossible. Pure potentiality provides the gradient
upon which a prehended world’s real potentiality can be synthesized into a novel real
potentiality for future process. It renders the singular ingressions of real potentiality
commensurable so that, between the creative advance’s transmitted reality and its
mediating ideality, actuality synthesizes cosmological sensibility. The pure potential of a
form never exists in itself, yet it must inform the real ingression if there is to be
relationality at the root of sense instead of brute, static repetition. Thus the speculative
explanation for the banality of novelty is the persistent ingression of the same eternal
objects in relatively identical modes.
Actuality could be redefined as the concrete determinations of ideality.21
Whitehead’s doctrine of ingression means that eternal objects are part and parcel of
actuality. Yet without eternal objects, the actual occasions would lack sense, which is to

This anti-hylomorphic theory of process resembles Henri Bergson’s own process metaphysics. Whitehead
was certainly influenced by Bergson, though Whitehead maintained, in contrast to Bergson, that the
mathematization of space was fully part of concrete experience. I bring up Bergson here in order to
emphasize that the actual entity and the eternal object’s realm of ideality are fundamentally inseparable;
whereas Bergson ultimately relies on a dualism between the counter-forces of matter and memory. Existence
requires that both matter and memory be in constant flux, but either force—one vital and creative, the other
ossifying and passive—is granted autonomy. With Whitehead’s philosophy of organism, actuality would
seem to play the part of matter (what Bergson heuristically calls “pure perception”) in that it is the
instantaneous present, the most contracted point of the past where memory itself loses its memorial depth of
possibility. Thus ideality, or the eternal object, would seem to play the part of memory (or “pure
recollection”), with its illimitable potentiality. Indeed, it is helpful to consider actuality as a perpetual
contracting of idealities into a multiplicity of contemporary singular determinations, which then, having
become what they are, in turn become a new bedrock of real potentiality to be contracted. However,
Whitehead’s speculative method would deny such a bifurcation between merely philosophic entities: reality
is first of all concrete experience, and even the most abstract of prehensions (i.e. an eternal object obtained
through the conceptual reversion) remain minimally sensible.
21
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say they would not exist. In the philosophy of organism, the eternal object plays a role
more fundamental than that of providing a rational order to becoming—though its
relational essence does this as well. Most importantly, it is a theoretical entity that
explains actuality’s relationality (or connectedness) as well as novel immediacy (or the
singular determinateness of any given occasion). The eternal object thus lays the basis
for explaining the concrete as ultimately atomic; it explains communication between
indivisible units of process and it explains what precisely those units are. As the medium
for prehension, or objectification, the ingressed eternal object is what a human and the
rest of existence experiences, not any one superject. Process and Reality can therefore be
read as providing a metaphysical take on Marshall McLuhan’s adage that the “medium
is the message.”

Example, Part 2
A close reading of blood and gore’s formal properties in computer games
exhibits how feeling intensifies by narrowing in on particular actualized forms and
valuing them over others. My attention to the forms of blood and gore seeks to objectify
its ingressed eternal objects at a maximum valuation, diminishing the values entertained
in mimesis. Since their pure potentiality always requires ingression, such a formal
analysis has as its goal not a “pure” thought without sense, but rather an understanding
of how those forms balance and contrast with the whole technicity of a computer game.
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Gore, to reiterate, operates according to a formal structure consistent with a game’s logic
(its mechanics, narrative, and audiovisual style) and is therefore creative of intensity. Its
appearance marks the permutational aesthetic of the computer game both in its repeated
occurrence and in its position relative to the entire structure of a game’s potentiality to
originate novelty during gameplay. When implemented in this manner, blood and gore
is not at all gratuitous, for by the mere fact of its inclusion in a particular game it
partially constitutes that video game. Non-mimetic blood and gore thus illustrates how
Whitehead’s cosmology, especially how its materialist doctrine of intelligibility, pertains
to grasping the technicity operative in technical events.
Paradigmatic of blood and gore as an exuberant showcase of a game’s internal
logic and art direction is the latest Doom (2016). Although my interest is its non-mimetic
aspects, the science-fictional representations of violence in Doom are worthwhile to
explore due to their inherent fictional distance from mimetic realism. Like id Software’s
original Doom (1993), this iteration installs the player in the no-nonsense, silent space
marine whose only drive is to slaughter demons invading from Hell. The narrative and
setting has been praised for its self-assured interplay of seriousness and ridiculousness
that serves mainly to stage quick, brutal battles scored with electronic heavy metal. A
corporation has discovered a source of energy on Mars called “argent plasma,” which
comes from Hell. As the Doom Marine runs through abandoned hallways, the automatic
PA system announces reasons to seek advice from the Human Resources department;
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and the CEO, a lone survivor who uploaded his consciousness to a robot, lectures on the
benefit this “Hell energy” will bring to humanity. It is ridiculous and generic, and in one
of the brief opening cut scenes, the Doom Marine seems to acknowledge as much when
he smashes the device transmitting audio from the post-human CEO. You (the
consumer) bought Doom to run around really fast and shoot demons with the Super
Shotgun and BFG9000 (short for “Big [Redacted] Gun”). It is, in the words of Danielle
Riendeau, a “video-game-ass video game.”22
When Doom was unveiled at the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) in 2015, the
“glory kill”23 mechanic made an audible impact on the audience.24 Once enough damage
has been dealt to an enemy, it glows blue or, if in range to execute, orange. Pressing the
melee attack button initiates a killing blow animation that varies according to enemy
and the player’s relative position and aim. Flame-throwing imps can be crushed from
above, punched into fatal contortions with a spine-crunching sound effect, or have an
arm ripped off and used to swat them out of the way. The lumbering quadrupedal
Pinky typically gets one of its tusks pulled out, which is deftly tossed in the air to spin it

22

Riendeau is a managing editor at waypoint.vice.com, former reviews editor at video game website
www.zam.com, instructor at Berklee College, and co-host of the Idle Weekend podcast, an affiliate of the Idle
Thumbs Network.
23 The glory kill is just one name for this video game mechanic. Mortal Kombat fighting games, for example,
have always featured finishing moves known as a “fatality.” Dead Space 2 required curb stomping the aliens
shot down in an empty space station in order to ensure they would not revive. Bethesda’s open-world RPGs
like Fallout 3 and The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim switch to a slow-motion, more cinematic perspective when the
player achieves a critical killing blow. In addition to such visual flare, Doom’s glory kill plays a significant
role in gameplay.
24 “DOOM E3 2015,” youtu.be/71jriioiliA?t=6s.
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around with point forward, and then smashed into the eye socket. Approached from
behind, the skeletal Revenant’s jet pack is punched, causing it to explode. With each
anatomically adventurous glory kill, the audience mainly gasped, with some post-gore
cheering and surprised laughter, the kind you might expect to hear from someone
disembarking a roller coaster. Then the chainsaw came out.
Bethesda’s gameplay reveal was a tour de force in affective enticement. That the
glory kill animations were significantly sped up for the game’s final build suggests that
for the first couple of minutes, the experience needs more time to be processed by the
unsuspecting audience. It also speaks to the difference between watching a canned
demo played on stage and actually playing the game for oneself. In its proper context,
the glory kill is much more than eye candy. It interrupts the speedy gameplay with
equally quick respite and provides health to replenish the Doom Marine’s damaged
armor. Using the chainsaw with enough gasoline kills a demon at full health and drops
more ammo than the player has capacity. Those bright orange-yellow ammo dumps are
literally gratuitous with respect to their primary function, whereas the gory interstices of
run-n-gun gameplay have a central role in the overall experience of Doom. Glory kills
balance the pacing, provide supplies, keep the player’s first-person perspective close to
the action, and even dictate the horizontal and vertical approaches taken since each
mission challenges the player to achieve specific kinds of glory kills.
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Anterior to player or audience response, there are, as Eugenie Brinkema has
argued with regard to cinema, forms to these affects.25 Her argument, as I will contend
below, shares much with Whitehead’s position that the eternal objects ingressed in
actuality already order the sensible data felt by the human subject (in the narrow,
modern sense of subjectivity). Distinct from bodily and emotional response, which
typically exhausts the understanding of affect, affects can be closely read for their forms
which are distinct from, and ground the possibility for, individual phenomenal
relationships to the aesthetic object. She explains in The Forms of the Affects:
Reading affects as having forms involves de-privileging models of
expressivity and interiority in favor of treating affects as structures that
work through formal means, as consisting in their formal dimensions (as
line, light, color, rhythm, and so on) of passionate structures.26
Similarly, I understand the formal dimensions of blood and gore in video games with
limited reference to the spontaneous gasps and cheers that attend the players and their
audience. In some cases, Doom included, the latter provide necessary coordinates
without which such close analysis would be blind. Brinkema can no more attend to the
formal structure of joy as an arbitrary repetition than I can locate individual cases of
blood and gore without first becoming aware of the affect as an effect constituting the

25
26

Brinkema, The Forms of the Affects.
Brinkema 37.
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player.27 Beyond this initial awareness, however, multiple close readings can impart a
structural understanding of blood and gore that intensifies its received feeling, especially
in ways not immediately apparent or even present prior to critical analysis.28
Considering the formal relations that abstract from individual cases actually opens up
the possibility for better detailing those concrete individuals. As Whitehead explains his
take on the notion of intensity: by narrowing in on certain forms, and contrasting these
specified forms according to their structural relations, a more pronounced, specialized
feeling results. A close reading for form entails a conceptualization of the eternal objects
ingressed in the game as close as possible to their concrete ideality. Again, the ideal
concreteness of form refers to the relationality that structures formal identity and that
therefore accounts for continuation and variation in actuality’s concreteness. Both
eternal object and actual occasion exist only insofar as the former is ingressed in the
latter. Reading closely for the forms of blood and gore in computer games thus attends
to the adventure of eternal objects across successive recurrent syntheses of a game’s
operation through the reading-writing of gameplay.

252.
Brinkema refers to the definition of structuralism given by Robert Scholes in his An Introduction to
Structuralism in Literature (Yale 1974), 41: “the perception of order or structure where only undifferentiated
phenomena had seemed to exist before is the distinguishing characteristic of structuralist thought. In this
mental operation we give up our general sense of all the observable data in exchange for a heightened sense
of some specific items.” She explains: “Scholes opens up, through this definition, a way for affectivity to be
seen as deeply intertwined with the history of formalism and structuralism itself. For all that an attention to
forms is accused of being affectless, Scholes writes that in this operation of perceiving the formal relations of
parts, ‘what is lost in mass here is gained in energy.’ Grasping structures, then, or reading for form, is the
passionate act of giving up totality in exchange for the energetic possibility of detail and the particular”
(Brinkema 252).
27
28
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Returning to Doom, the tweaks to the glory kill between its E3 demo and the final
build released one year later highlights that affects have forms outside of their impact on
player interiority. How these distinct images, transmuted into violent representations,
make a person feel is beside the point, in part because these responses are contingent
upon the person who feels. As already noted, blood and gore operates quite differently
depending whether it is treated as a spectacle (which is the case for the E3 demo’s
audience) or an intrinsic component to gameplay and therefore as haptic as, if not more
so than, spectacular. Developers id Software instead focused on making these
animations and their effectuation consistent with Doom’s overall aesthetic of frenetic
shooting, fast six-directional movement, deep reds on industrial grey and fiery orange
infrequently punctuated by glowing blue and green, quick gun swapping, and efficient,
varied extermination of the game’s assets. Far from gratuitous, the glory kill mechanic
therefore relates organically to the rest of the game’s technological society of occasions.
Its forms are initially concretely determinate per that technicity’s superposition of real
potentiality, and it requires abstracting mimesis out of the aesthetic synthesis of the
player in order to recognize this initial technical concreteness. The specialized feeling of
blood and gore’s formal ingression in the causal structures of playing Doom involves the
negative prehension of those superjects in memory that would transmute these forms
according to a representational structure. As a result of excluding this representational
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mediacy, the formalist close reading ingresses the glory kill’s complex of eternal objects
so as to intensify its coded relations with the other technically organized forms.
Glory kills do not have sole purview over blood and gore in Doom. Blood and
gore received its own moniker for the original Doom: “gibs,” which is short for giblets or
pieces of fowl innards.29 “Gibs” is a nice term since, first, it derives from a word already
at a remove from gratuity or violence (the throwaway parts of a poultry butcher’s
workday rather than a result of murder or mayhem). Second, as an abbreviation, the
term “gibs” parallels the abstraction at work in the aesthetic forms of blood and gore. So
even though it terminologically derives from literal gore, by abbreviating it and
attaching it to a computer game’s non-mimetic blood and gore, “gibs” attains a formal
identity of its own distinct from this index to real gore. As if echoing the inverted
disappearance of sprites in Robotron: 2084, in the 2016 rendition of the Doom franchise,
demons partially disintegrate when being finished via regular gunfire. In a reversal of its
arrival from Hell in a sudden orange flash, the demon’s bodily unity gives way to an
articulation of several three-dimensional shapes before disappearing. That a Hell Razer’s
torso vanishes and its legs and waist fall over is equally as important to the feedback of
play as the kickback and deep reverberations of sound that accompany the firing of a
rocket launcher. The plasma loaded Gauss Canon, when charged and delivered to an
already weakened Mancubus, leaves a gaping hole in the graphical model before it falls

29

“Gibs,” Doom Wiki.
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to the floor and disappears after a few seconds. Disappearance of corpses might be
intended to lighten the processing load on the graphics card, but it more importantly
emphasizes continued action and the ephemerality of Doom’s blood and gore and overall
gameplay. By contrast, the community-built “Brutal Doom” mod for the original game
leaves dismembered demons as interactive objects.30 This effects a different gory
immersion than the newest Doom insofar as the permanently red and cluttered
environment maintains the player’s attention instead of providing entirely new objects
with which to interact.31 Bethesda’s Doom, however, deploys gore almost as swiftly as it
eliminates it. It matches the saturation of on-screen disarticulated forms with a sudden
lack of mess.
This tight ebb and flow of demonic debris parallels the longer durations of
bloody fire fights and demon-free platform exploration. Without blood and gore’s visual
and sonic satisfaction of the player’s own causal grasp of in-game assets, Doom would
lack a balanced juxtaposition with quiet moments spent jumping through environments
and finding the many hidden secrets. Hence I have refrained from describing even the
glory kill as gratuitous for the same reason that seemingly aimless wandering does not

“Brutal Doom,” Mod DB, www.moddb.com/mods/brutal-doom.
For an overview of how the mod works both under the hood and in play, see Alex Wiltshire’s article,
“How Brutal Doom’s Gore Works,” www.rockpapershotgun.com/2016/04/29/brutal-doom-gore/. Regarding
the basis for the persistence and interactivity that sets it apart, Wiltshire writes: “Brutal Doom’s gore system
is built on a single function from Heretic’s source code called A_TossGib. It randomly throws things in
random directions and was frequently used by other mods as a way of spawning particles. Over time it was
steadily refined to add more control over the properties of these particles, and so in Brutal Doom, every gib,
splatter of blood, flame or puff of smoke is a projectile with gravity and ability to bounce so that it interacts
with the environment.”
30
31
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present a gratuitous maze or platform puzzle. Blood and gore saturates moments of the
experience with flashes of darkly colored, multiplied objects to the arguably exact
degree required for the combat to contrast with the periods of calm. Every interaction
operates through a transmutation of in-game assets; blood and gore signals those
transmutations as structured around the rest of the game’s systems. This finally speaks
to the relative shortcoming of Doom’s boss battles: in a one-on-one fight on a flat plane,
the game loses its three-dimensional possibility space for gory presentation. A boss fight
may end in a unique glory kill animation, but its ratio of exuberantly composed blood
and gore to the set-up for that gore heavily favors the latter in comparison to ordinary
gameplay. It eliminates the even pacing of action with recovery and its bursts of
predictable color in unpredictable shapes and directions. Doom’s boss battles thus
interrupt the typical nexūs of determinate feeling entertained by the player with ones
generally less conducive to greater intensity. These sequences lack the visual saturation
and momentary color changes that nearly constantly accompany regular combat. To
consider the game’s real potentiality as a cosmic nexus in its own right, the operation of
most in-game assets necessitates a negative prehension of much of that data. However, a
boss battle also negatively prehends much of the presupposed background that
accompanies regular gameplay. Due to this isolation from typical emotional vectors, it
thereby originates novel occasions whose aesthetic syntheses are relatively deficient in
complexity. The sagging in affect on the side of the player derives from a determinate
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lack in intensity at the level of received data. To anticipate the next section, Doom’s
typical, well balanced gameplay provokes a feeling that Whitehead terms a “contrast.”
Such incompatible eternal objects as the combat/spatial puzzle juxtaposition and also the
more briefly extended array of disparate colors and abstract shapes following erratic
trajectories that jar with the articulate unity of in-game assets—these apparent contraries
are united in contrast and are thereby creative of greater intensity.
Doom’s glory kill glorifies a history of deploying gibs for provoking an exuberant
aesthetic relation to gameplay. My contention, as I will continue to elaborate in more
detail, is that blood and gore operates according to a formal structure that has more to
do with a game’s technical logic than with interpreted representations of real violence.
The latter, while a valid reading, comes into play well after the causally efficacious
transmission of gore’s ingressed eternal objects. Due to its simplicity of presentation as
well as its organic position within Doom’s real potentiality, blood and gore in Doom
provokes the permutational reading-writing of transmuted game states in such a way
that it intensifies the player’s entertainment of computational causality. Or to put it
otherwise but in a way equally as valid, the transmission and adventure of Doom’s real
potentiality itself intensifies through its reading-writing operation, which operation feels
the player into existence.
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Formed and Forming
It cannot be overemphasized that, “according to the philosophy of organism,
physical and mental operations are inextricably intertwined” (PR 325). Physical
operations pertain to the superjective side of actuality, which highlights the simultaneity
of inheritance and transmission of concrete data between successive occasions.
Satisfaction of the aesthetic synthesis is at once a perishing (the becoming terminates)
and a “passing on,” what Whitehead technically terms “‘creativity,’ in the dictionary
sense of the verb creare, ‘to bring forth, beget, produce’” (213). Thus the physical pole of
the actual occasion references the efficient causality of process, the causal efficacy of
creativity to selectively prompt novel actualities. It transcends one occasion, perished,
and originates a new one, becoming, among a contemporary multiplicity of singular
novel concrescences. Data of the settled world’s satisfactions are made public via
physical prehensions: in this originative phase of concrescence, the forms of prehended
superjects are objectified as is.32 Whitehead writes, “The first phase is the phase of pure

This is the case for Part III, but not necessarily for Part II of Process and Reality. In the second part,
“Discussions and Applications,” the concrescence is divided into two halves, only the second of which
involves prehensions of data in coordination with the subjective aim’s valuation. In the third part, this is
changed to fit more consistently with the indivisible atomicity of concrescence. There—and this is the final
theory—the inheritance of the actual world by physical feeling is a function of prehensions. Whitehead is
somewhat notorious for having refused to edit his writing, hence why the standard edition of Process and
Reality is the “Corrected Edition.” Like Gustave Flaubert pacing in his room to perfect the poetics of his
prose, Whitehead was fastidious with his language, and once he settled on a particular phrase or passage, he
refused to remove it. On one hand, the reader gets to see the process of Whitehead’s own thought as he
wrote the lectures that would become the collated text. On the other hand, the lack of systematicity makes
for difficult reading. Lewis Ford in private conversation has pointed out several instances in the text where
Whitehead seems to have gone back and made insertions of later developments in earlier contexts. For
example, in the first full paragraph on p.164, Whitehead invokes his doctrine of a primordial actual entity
32
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reception of the actual world in its guise of objective datum for aesthetic synthesis”
(212). This is to say that the eternal objects that mediate physical prehensions of the
actual world are objectified as fully concrete, actualized ingressions. The color, shape,
duration, and velocity, for instance, of some region of superjects are all initially felt as
exactly what they are, or how they satisfied their aims for unified feeling. Organic
realism has no trouble incorporating the “passive synthesis” that so troubled Husserl’s
phenomenology. In direct opposition to the post-Kantian tradition of maintaining that
pure reception of data is a formless non-sense, Whitehead writes: “the actual world,
selectively appropriated, is the presupposed datum, not formless but with its own
realized form selectively germane, in other words ‘objectified’” (233). “Physical” in
Whitehead’s philosophy does not mean anti-subjective; on the contrary, the physical
pole of process is a necessary moment in the becoming, and especially in the expansion,
of experience cosmologically conceived. It is the ontological support of novel
subjectivity.

called God in the manner that will only later in the text be deployed to eliminate the Category of Conceptual
Reversion (more on that soon). Yet prior to that later point, conceptual reversion remains the category of
explanation for how actual occasions possess the resources to balance prehended data into a subjective unity
of maximum intensity. While this insertion might provide the semblance of uniformity, it occludes some
latent incompatibilities of the text when taken on the whole. For an overview of Whitehead’s working
process and how it impacted his texts, see Lewis S. Ford, “Whitehead’s Creative Transformations: A
Summation,” Process Studies 35.1.
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Consequent to the physical, superjective origination of creative novelty, “it is the
function of mentality to modify the physical participation of eternal objects” (PR 325).
According to the Category of Conceptual Valuation, a tenet of David Hume’s
empiricism, conceptual feeling is derived from physical feeling (248). In the later phases
of the mental pole, the “original ‘vector’ form” that marks physical inheritance becomes
a matter for integration of the myriad vector feelings physically and conceptually
prehended (212). The actual occasion accomplishes this by “subordinat[ing]” its causally
efficacious “origins” (these are physical prehensions) to the unique “scalar
superstructure” of its perspectival feeling (these are conceptual prehensions) in order to
become a unified aesthetic synthesis (212). What the occasion prehends cannot be
maintained as is because some of the vector feelings will be felt to be incompatible. So
the superject’s intensity becomes integrated within a scale of valuation that has itself
resulted from the singular position of the novel concrescence vis-à-vis its actual world’s
creativity. At the level of physical phenomena, for example, we can think of colliding
bodies and the resolution of material forces into different directions or temporary
orderings of events.
With the achievement of higher phases of experience, the notion of aesthetic
synthesis opens its meaning of aisthesis, or sensible existence, to the compatible and
derivative notion of aesthetics as having to do with beauty. Yet this latter development
was always latent in the former, since every aesthetic synthesis is a value. An electron’s
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passage between orbitals in relation to its atom’s nucleus expresses a valuation of energy
transfer and an ordering of a nexus across successive actual occasions. Improvisation in
video gameplay objectifies several patterns of audiovisual and ludic forms, simplifying
them to the point of being felt as semi-autonomous in-game assets without the attendant
noise of their component satisfactions prehended individually. Reflecting on the
previous example, the glory kill in Doom focuses the feelings constitutive of the game’s
runtime, which prehend the entirety of the game’s potentiality, into specified events.
Then the structured society of actual occasions comprising the player emphasizes the
importance of certain repeated ingressions over others. This valuation prompts a
decision about what sort of feeling to contribute to the reading-writing of play.
Conceptual valuation accounts, at the speculatively generic level of philosophical
explanation, for the immanence of contextualization to objectivity. The values that
characterize an actual entity are that entity, and are therefore the reason why something
is precisely this and not that existence. It is how existence structures being from potential
into actuality and also modifies being by adding an additional value to the settled
world.
Subjectivity in Process and Reality loses its commonly attributed substantial
existence and a priori function as what creates an objectivity to be experienced. It also
loses its strict correlation to human perception (whether in the mode of presentational
immediacy that we commonly experience or the mode of causal efficacy that
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foregrounds embodiment). Instead, the empirical subject results from the concrete
process of creativity—feelings feel the feeler into existence anew with each unit of
becoming. And the subject as modern philosophy’s generic site of worldly-existencecome-to-experience is rendered ubiquitous, plural, and even radicalized insofar as
experience itself is worldly existence. Objectivity is as much the impetus of the subject as
it is the process by which a novel subjectivity satisfies the singular system of values that
characterizes its position. Accordingly, Stiegler’s concern with the originarily technical
attribution of sense to phenomenal givens evaporates—reality in Whitehead’s scheme
simply is the perpetually novel creation of sensation for all scales of existence. Technics,
and more precisely the speculative category of invention, must now pertain to a generic
form of an actual occasion’s system of values. Technicity, no longer originarily coupled
to human life, now broaches the metaphysical and empirical issue of a fully intelligible
originality. By fully intelligible, I mean that the invention of a technological actuality can
be rationally explained with the same speculative resources accounting for all reality. As
the next chapter shows, this originality outstrips the Whiteheadian theorization of
actuality. Technicity’s speculative explanation demands that the actual occasion be
granted the capacity to become a com-positional datum so that it may superpose
multiple singular perspectives of the prehending occasion’s actual world.
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Chapter 8: Invention at the Interstices of Existence
The path to a Whiteheadian category of technicity now passes through
Whitehead’s speculations on the becoming of living things. This discussion is, he admits,
“largely conjectural,” which means that while it applies the categoreal scheme in order
to explain certain experiences, these explanations are “not necessitated by [the scheme]”
(PR 96). I intend to follow this spirit through to its obverse side by showing how the
conjectural explanations about life’s basis in actual process demand an adjusted
interpretation of certain facets of the categoreal scheme. In so doing, I will also argue
that Whitehead provides a point of departure from which to theorize the invention of
technicity at the level of speculative generality that is the goal of my rationalist
expansion of Stiegler’s Technics and Time. This inventive feeling that an actual occasion
becomes provides the speculative basis for a metaphysical account of technicity that is
consistent with experience in its processual, cosmological concreteness. Invention, as
with Whitehead’s life, is not an additional metaphysical principle; rather, both invention
and life derive from the same explanatory resources as the rest of the cosmos.
When, in the mental reaction to the efficient causation of physical origination,
physical prehensions are averted in negative prehensions, their concomitant eternal
objects can exceed physical incompatibility and convert into a positively prehended
“contrast.” Contrast levies the previous chapter’s presentation of eternal objects for this
chapter’s speculative elaboration of a metaphysical, categoreal technicity. As one might
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expect, examples of such complexity are limited to higher-grade actualization. For
instance, the experience of a musical chord converts the separate objectivities of
simultaneous tones into a unified complexity by contrasting their simultaneity with their
different wavelengths. Such an achievement relies on much more than the interference
of sound waves at the physical level of vector feeling. It requires that the forms
transition through bodily efficacy, acquiring a position within the perspective of a
complex datum. The Whiteheadian doctrine of contrast explains how discordance is
material for original harmony. It therefore also provides a speculative account of
technicity’s principal composition of multiple order-relations of eternal objects.
Technics’ empirical existence derives from a satisfied becoming that has resolved not
merely a pair or set of incompatible eternal objects, but has resolved two or more
existential perspectives taken on an entire world. A Category of Invention—my
contribution of a speculative explanation of technicity to Whitehead’s categoreal
scheme—deploys the conceptual prehension of a contrast to the technological problem
of resolving multiple singular positions into a com-positionality.
The Whiteheadian category of technicity I propose here posits a variation of the
living reaction’s relatively original response to its environment’s social order. Categoreal
technicity demarcates a class of process through which actuality reforms the creativity of
both its singular perspective on its actual world and the systematic background it
presupposes. By situating technicity on the speculative side of Whitehead’s philosophy
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of organsim, I mean to think technics on the basis of a becoming anterior to the temporal
extensiveness of prosthesis. Technicity, when conceived as an ideal of valuation that
characterizes an actual occasion, creates and superjects the nascent intensity of feeling by
which technical events such as prosthesis cohere across successive reunifications of the
settled world’s data.

Becoming Alive: On Intensity and Contrast
Thesis: What Whitehead conjectures to be the speculative process of life sets the
parameters for an original ingression of forms into more than merely novel feeling.
On Whitehead’s approach to the problem of life, take a few illustrative lines:
the problem which life presents […] is, How can there be originality? […]
What has to be explained is originality of response to stimulus. This
amounts to the doctrine than an organism is ‘alive’ when in some
measure its reactions are inexplicable by any tradition of pure physical
inheritance. (PR 104)
Life as Whitehead wants to explain it marks an asymmetry between the extensive
scheme of potential inherited from the world’s dominant tradition and the internal
genesis of an actuality. A living occasion surpasses the forms of its prehended
superjects’ physical causality by integrating them into a relatively original feeling of its
world. It “lurks in the interstices of each living cell,” amidst the repetition of an
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inorganic “structured society” (PR 105, 99). What modern biology designates as living is
not alive in this speculative sense. Empirical bodies are prehended satisfactions
transmuted into a society, by and large maintaining the genetic relations of a common
pattern of definiteness over the “historic routes” of objectified forms. Uniquely,
however, bodies—or series of actual entities sharing a common, “social” order—provide
a “special environment” for those rare actualities that become a living, which is to say a
relatively original, intensity. And the living actuality transmits its original response
through that superjective intensity to its structured society so that it may be “both
‘canalized’—to use Bergson’s word—and intensified” in turn throughout the inorganic
or non-living occasions that supersede the living one (107). Even what seems to be one
of the more subjective or private of possibilities for an actual occasion in fact relies as
much as any on public matters of fact.
Life achieves an original novelty when its synthesis of the personal order
inherited from its body and its prehended environment completes in a satisfaction that
introduces a form hitherto unobjectified by the inherited superjects. The structured
society of an animal body directs worldly feeling through the formal solidarity of bodily
efficacy. Sense organs pare down the immense variety of received data by “negatively
prehending” the vast majority, which is to say the body grants that data the minimal
weight of relevance. It can then offer narrower, and therefore all the more intense,
satisfactions for future bodily occasions on all time scales—from those subject-superjects
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reiterating the feeling of its bodily society to those responsible for synthesizing aisthesis
at a higher-grade of complexity such as embodied sensation. This prepares relevant data
for the living reaction, but the life in the interstices might also recur to those previously
negated eternal objects, ingressing them out of relative obscurity and into original
prominence. Life, when conceived as a speculative becoming, pertains to all manner of
originality, from the formation of a new chemical element or molecule in a scientific
laboratory, to the adaptation of a biological organism to its environment, to the
introduction of a software patch for computational processes that improves
performance, removes bugs, and modifies the broader computational environment
within which that program endures.
In addition to the contingency of the universe’s recurrent unifications, a living
reaction requires a further categoreal condition that Whitehead includes as part of his
explanation of the concrete. Namely, Whitehead needs to ensure the possibility for an
increasing complexity of intensity due to the intellectual feelings that subordinate
originative physical vector feelings to the unique “scalar superstructure” of the
becoming’s synthesizing perspective (PR 212). Hence the postulate that “there is the
urge towards the realization of the maximum number of eternal objects subject to the
restraint that they must be under conditions of contrast. But this limitation to ‘conditions
of contrast’ is the demand for ‘balance’” (278). This condition extends primarily from the
Category of Subjective Intensity, called alternatively the Category of Subjective Aim,
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and for my purposes it prepares the ground for a specialized discussion of the Category
of Conceptual Reversion. As already mentioned, intensity refers to the futural aspect of
becoming, both as an anticipatory feeling in the process of concrescence and as a
superject with “physical purpose” for the transcendent future (279). Valuation of feeling
informs the quality of ingression, or “how the eternal object is to be utilized,” and
intensity refers to “what importance that utilization is to assume” (241). It takes many
successive iterations of a specific ingression of eternal objects in order to achieve the
complexity of social order among occasions that was only hinted at in the initial spark of
physical purpose. Thus it should be clear that, for Whitehead and contrary to his
canonical interpretation, “subjective aim” or “subjective intensity” is by no means
devoid of superjective support and creativity simply because of the chosen adjective
“subjective.” On the contrary, the balanced intensification of eternal objects—which is to
say, of potential for feeling—requires the doubly futural role of the superject’s
transmission-inheritance of the subjective feeling of anticipation.33
There is no capricious randomization or ex nihilo ingression of form that
distinguishes the microscopic moment of concrescence from its macroscopic moment. A

Readings like Jones’s and Hansen’s that emphasize the superject’s role in Process and Reality are wholly
consistent with the categoreal scheme. More so than Hansen, Jones also holds the subjective side of
concrescence in equal importance, since without the mediation by recurrent, atomic unifications of the
settled world, the development of superjective intensity would be impossible. Precisely, it would be without
sense. Emphasizing the aim’s subjective side characterizes the actual occasion as a singular “lure for
feeling,” whereas emphasizing the superjective side characterizes it as a “lure of contrast” (PR 278). So to
qualify cosmological subjectivity as “an aim at contrast,” as Whitehead does, effectively qualifies it as
superjective without denigrating its concomitant subjectivity (249).
33
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living reaction achieves originality relative to its presupposed region of extensive
connection by participating in creativity’s universal realization of an ideal maximum of
forms. Intensity’s categoreal obligation for contrast allows us to link this speculative
account of forms’ alternative actualizations to the empirical evidence of originality. As
for how intensity performs such a realization, I need to explain two categories by which
contrast can be achieved: conceptual reversion and transmutation.
Conceptual reversion34 is the category according to which a conceptual
prehension may revert the object of a physical feeling, which is the real potentiality of an
ingressed eternal object, to some level of abstraction or ideal concreteness in a
conceptual feeling. Reversion therefore enables an increase in potentiality beyond even
the selective real potentiality that is initially inherited from superjective physical

Whitehead drops this categoreal obligation from his final theory when he introduces an alternative in Part
V (though insertions in earlier parts mention it, cf. e.g. pp.247, 249-250). I would, however, argue for its
inclusion as the more rational option. It is entirely consistent with the pure potentiality of eternal objects,
whereas the later lectures of Process and Reality implement a primordial actual entity Whitehead terms
“God.” This entity’s function for creativity is to have positively prehended all eternal objects (which
eliminates pure potentiality by sourcing the concrete ideality of eternal objects in the real potentiality of that
total ingression). While this doubles down on the Category of Conceptual Valuation, according to which all
conceptual feelings’ valuated ingressions of eternal objects derive from the physical prehensions that
originate the novelty in question, it has the problematic requirement of totalizing all eternal objects in a
single consistent structure. Thus, Whitehead implicitly forgoes the “unbounded realm of eternal objects”
from his first speculations (SMW 176). Indeed, according to the Whitehead of Process and Reality, there can
be no novel eternal objects, since they must have been objectified during the physical phase of prehending
the actual world’s superjects. As a result of all potentiality being originarily consistent in the primordial
feeling of the entity called God, the kind of variety in cosmic epochs and scientific knowledge that
Whitehead wants to explain becomes impossible. To my mind, the set-theoretical model for the ideal
concreteness of eternal objects laid out in the “Abstraction” chapter of Science and the Modern World is a more
viable speculative rubric for a materialist doctrine of intelligibility. And given that eternal objects mediate
the becoming of being (since “being” is potential for future becoming), I would wager that it is Alain
Badiou’s mathematical philosophy that could be most useful for elaborating such an alternative construction
of the philosophy of organism.
34
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purpose. Both the quality and intensity of valuation attains “enrichment...by the positive
conceptual prehension of relevant alternatives” (249). They remain as implicit
alternatives to the satisfied occasions: what might have been and perhaps what could be.
Whitehead’s example of reversion from the philosophical canon is David Hume’s absent
shade of blue. For Hume’s empiricism, every mental idea must derive from a sense
impression. However, Hume admits an exception: between two experienced shades of a
color, like blue, the mind can imagine the intervening shades without having ever
experienced them in actual fact. Whitehead’s materialist solution is to allow for a
prehended datum—an objectified eternal object—to be felt according to its ideal
concreteness. Conceptual reversion admits into feeling a broader potentiality than the
restricted real potentiality that had been ingressed by the prehended satisfaction.
Between two ingressed forms of sufficient formal closeness, an actual occasion can feel
the formal relations, the pattern which accounts for their ordered relationship. What
does this mean in Hume’s case? In a rare case of deficient simplicity, Whitehead merely
implies in the example that there is a “blue” eternal object from which all shades of blue
derive in actual ingression. With the more complete theory of ideality from Science and
the Modern World in mind, however, I maintain that the pure potentiality of an eternal
object is not an infinite virtuality which remains latent in the single form.35 At stake in

See Chapter 10, “Abstraction,” in SMW. As mentioned in the preceding note, Whitehead sketches a settheoretical structure of ideality, according to which all eternal objects are positioned in concrete relation as
sets of other eternal objects. According to this theory, there are simple eternal objects, beyond which one
35
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conceptual reversion is rather a substitution of one type of concreteness for another:
reversion substitutes the ideal concreteness that positions the eternal object relative to all
other forms, and that therefore grants it its singular form, for the actual concreteness of
ingression that has synthesized the eternal object in relation to that satisfaction’s actual
world of experience. No form can be felt in total absence of its ideal context, because it is
only on account of this context that an eternal object can inform the aesthetic valuation
of actual experience. Each shade of blue bears with it the spectrum of shades from which
it is distinguished. Prehending multiple shades can enable, in an occasion of sufficient
mentality, the conceptual prehension of those order-relations—in other words, of the
pure potentiality that differentiates the eternal object’s identity from out of the infinity of
forms.
Contrast can also arise from the category of transmutation, by which a subject
transmutes multiple physical feelings that share some of the same conceptual feelings
“into one physical feeling of a nexus as one” (PR 251). In this case, the actual occasion
contrasts the formal solidarity of the nexus as one with the multiplicity of its component
superjects as many. Without transmutation by virtue of shared mentality, the prehended
nexus of physical feelings will still be prehended as a mere aggregate of separate

may go no further “down,” and there is no cap to the complexity of eternal objects that may be formed by
the composition of multiple eternal objects into a one complex form.
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entities. Their being as inherited, originative multiples of the actual world obtains an
experiential importance in conceptual feeling as objectified ones. Borrowing from
Althusser and Badiou, oneness is a felt effect of conceptual structure. Thus, Whitehead
writes, “each of these entities obtains its one rôle of a two-way functioning in the one
generic contrast” (266). These bases for contrast make possible, via superjective
transmission, more complex feelings that in a subsequent concrescence can be taken as
an originative datum for further complexification. Prior to the actualization of a
consciousness of acoustic sound, for example, the tones themselves must have been
transmuted from the more fine-grain physical waves. Sense organs transmute the
(relative to consciousness) microtemporal extensiveness of such vibratory phenomena
into feelings with greater temporal extension. Bodily efficacy thereby presents
transmuted tones as an event in physical purpose to the future occasions at the seat of
conscious experience. This example also reflects the very basis of computation, which
operates by layering transmuted orders of magnitude from the passage of electricity
through billions of transistors through layers of machine language and assembly
language, more sophisticated coding languages, and analog and digital outputs that also
superject feelings to be transmuted by the user’s body. What a higher-grade actuality
like consciousness loses in detail it gains in “intensity of experience” as a “node, or
intersection, of a complex structure of many enduring objects” (109).
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Intensity and contrast, achieved through either reversion or transmutation, set
the stage and provide the speculative means for a life to become in the interstices of
empirical order. By synthesizing the objectified feelings constitutive of its actual world,
concrescence always bears the generic means by which to become alive and to bequeath
to public matters of fact a relatively original sensibility. Whether a life becomes, though,
hinges both on the superjective creativity transmitted in the dative phase of genesis as
well as the singular position the occasion actualizes in relation to its actual world.

Example, Part 3
Blood and gore as a purely self-presentative form effects a visually saturated
celebration of the player’s grasp of the game’s own causal systems. While this analysis
does not detract from mimetic interpretations of violence, it does foreground one of the
characteristic forms that structures the computer game’s own immanent technicity for
creating and entertaining feelings. Most importantly for my purposes, the
understanding of computational gore put forth here is intimately tied to the relatively
original responses proposed by the player over the course of play. In other words, a
reading of a video game for its blood and gore often involves attending to Whitehead’s
speculatively constrained conception of life.
In games shipped by developer From Software under the guidance of Hidetaka
Miyazaki, like Bloodborne and the Dark Souls franchise, blood primarily operates as a
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game mechanic: it traces the player’s individual progress along the gameplay loop and
feeds back information in response to controller input even as it ties in narrative
elements of the fictional world. Miyazaki’s games are beloved for their precise and
unforgiving combat mechanics, wide options for character customization, and haunting
atmosphere. Narrative largely comes through environmental clues and infrequent, often
cryptic, dialogue and in-game item descriptions.36 Gameplay presents an unchanging
series of areas, usually interconnected by multiple paths, replete with traps and horrific
monsters that consistently exhibit the same behavior, more or less complex. These games
require skill above all, and the in-game currency of either souls (in Dark Souls) or blood
echoes (in Bloodborne) allows for players to level up their character and upgrade items.
The player controls an undead in Dark Souls and a hunter caught in a dream in
Bloodborne, both of which, by virtue of the game’s own fiction, respawn at the most
recent rest point (bonfires for Souls and lanterns for Bloodborne). Death in Miyazaki’s
games comes full circle for the video game: from ludological Game Over to central
narrative element. When one dies in these games, the screen reads in red: “You died.”
All unspent experience is lost, the enemies (except bosses) and traps respawn in the

Though it eschews linear and direct storytelling, its lore runs quite deep—see any number of YouTube
videos and wiki entries that draw connections and interpret the relations between non-player characters,
environments, and items. Some players even consider this complementary cyberspatial community an
essential component in the From Software experience. These games feature an idiosyncratic style of
multiplayer: obscure messages composed from a limited set of phrases are left in one’s own game world to
appear in others’ and either offer advice or mislead; players may also be summoned to assist another or may
invade. This parallel existence of game worlds redounds to the Souls fiction’s foundation in its own
repetition. This repetition is bound to the player’s character thanks to being touched by the fire used to light
the world’s bonfires. Bloodborne substitutes nightmarish dream for fire-touched undead.
36
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exact same configuration, and often the player’s character must deal with some sort of
debilitation. Aptly enough, the tagline for Dark Souls is “Prepare to die.” That the player
must respond differently to a perpetually repeated situation makes the games of From
Software ideal for explaining Whitehead’s understanding of life as a response that is
original relative to the felt tradition.
Bloodborne as one might expect from its title has lots of blood in both its graphics
and narrative. As the player hunts Lovecraftian monsters throughout the gothic,
Romanian castle inspired city of Yharnam, blood soaks their character, telling of a loss of
durability to items used and, at best, an improved grasp of the game’s layout and
mechanics. The notion of "blood echoes" as the material experience exemplifies the nonmimetic role that gore can play in a video game. Blood echoes tie together gore's
functions as traces of player actions, graphical channels for exuberance, and the
embodiment of ludic and narrative satisfaction. All of this gets compounded when
dying: the blood echoes accumulated from the immediately preceding death can be
found on the ground as a bubbling pool of blood. Due to the world-resetting respawn
mechanic, the pool of blood echoes remains in the same dangerous predicament as when
it was lost upon death. Therefore, in order to reclaim them, the player replays the past
satisfactions constituting that material and overcomes the past failure that left them on
the ground. Indeed, the name "blood echoes" captures the entire idea I have been
arguing: that gore reverberates with some of the essentials to gameplay such as
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manifestations of human-machine interfaces, expressions of levity when overcoming a
challenge and during the general experience of a game, and evidence of a singular
playthrough that entertains the ROM’s potentiality into actual existence. Any mimesis at
stake in gameplay does not represent blood in reality. It represents game states without
reflecting on anything further.
In the final chapter of her provocative and compelling study of the grounding
relation linking affectivity and formalism, Eugenie Brinkema gives a reading of the form
of joy conducive to my study of gore. First, she locates its etymological root in
“[g]audere (to rejoice), which is that from which we also derive gaud (a grammatical
doublet for joy), gaudy, and jewels or ornaments.”37 With this close reading of joy, I can
further specify the self-presentative celebration of blood and gore, namely by
distinguishing it from expressions of happiness. Whereas “happiness tethers itself to the
ill or good fortune of what happens to someone (hap- being their common root[…]), joy’s
merriment hovers in the pleasure or gladness in the glittering surface of things.”38 A
formalist reading of blood and gore can only strive toward embodying a purely joyful
structure, since as I have been arguing it is intimately bound to the active relation
between player and computer game that necessarily instantiates the ROM into felt
existence at all of its technical levels. Blood and gore is both a direct presentation of the

37
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entertained surface of the computer game and the mark of a happening to an in-game
asset.
Brinkema takes this analysis further. Grounded in Nietzsche’s thought
experiment of the eternal recurrence—wherein the affirmation of one’s life implicates
the affirmation of all that led to it, good and bad, important and trivial—joy, Brinkema
argues, is the form of everything’s arbitrary repetition. Crucial for Nietzsche is this
“everything” rather than a specification of only some.39 Thus joy is the affect whose form
is the eternal recurrence: the fully positive affirmation of
(all) instances of tragedy and great suffering—the ‘every kind’ of the
actual—but also indeterminate instances, moments of flux and
becoming—the ‘active,’ even as it comes to be, or more provocatively,
even as it fails to come to be but might come to be or could come to be.40
By transitioning from the happiness that happens to the player over to joy’s affirmation
of every satisfied actual entity, I can bind the form that blood and gore takes in any
specific computer game to the necessities composing gameplay, those necessities that
abide by the structures of causality coded into the ROM’s real potentiality. Furthermore,
this affirmation imbues necessity with a future and an optimism grounded not in hope
but in a rational grasp of computational determination.

39
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For computer games, there is joy in this formal-affective sense with regards to the
serial iterations on game mechanics and intellectual property (Doom 2016 being a
conceptual reversion to the speed of 1990s FPSs, including its namesake).41 More to the
point, within many of the games themselves, the player repeats actions countless times.
There is a Sisyphean absurdity to the medium’s typical ludic form: playing and
replaying a level or task lacks meaning beyond its own internal mechanisms, such that
the struggle itself becomes the origin point for measuring one’s evolving existence.42 The
joy of playing a game is in the constant redoing that structures the program and its use
alike. From this perspective, joy is a synonym for both Whitehead’s Category of the
Ultimate, creativity, and his ontological principle, “no actual entity, then no reason.”
That real process is a recurrent unification prehending the entirety of the settled world,
and that only this physical origination of feeling can account for existence and its

The remake of Rise of the Triad (2013) features the gibs inspired by the original Doom, even announcing on
screen “LUDICROUS GIBS!!” when the player accomplishes an exceptionally bloody kill. In his “Brief
History of Gore” YouTube video essay, Stuart Brown concludes by remarking that the foregrounding of gibs
in excess is a “caricature of carnage.” He’s not wrong. However, as the reader can surmise, I am interested
in another, though connected, reading of blood and gore, namely a reading in which the notion of carnage is
absent.
42 I am referring, of course, to Albert Camus’s essay on the logic of the absurd in The Myth of Sisyphus (Trans.
Justin O’Brien, Vintage International 1991). There is at least an essay in itself if not a book project to be
written concerning how the video game relates to what Camus says about the absurd. His opening is
especially relevant to a meditation on why one bothers to play a video game: if there is no transcendent
meaning or God to guide us or grant us reward beyond mortality, Camus asks, then why bother living at all,
why not commit suicide? Similarly, why not turn off the game, especially when it can cause so much
frustration? In a sense, this book has been written: see Jesper Juul, The Art of Failure: An Essay on the Pain of
Playing Video Games (MIT Press 2013). However, where Juul generally takes the perspective of the
psychology of the player, I would engage with gameplay and the game at the level of its technicity, its
genetic forms that in-form the variety of actual existences taken on during, and because of, play. From my
cosmological perspective, “failure” is an interpretive term for a very small selection of limits that define a
game’s structure.
41
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explanation: these two tenets of the philosophy of organism essentially elaborate on the
formal structure of joy at the metaphysical level of explanation. Like joy, creativity is
arbitrary because it recurs without recourse to a transcendent principle to guide it; the
creative advance is immanent to the multiplicity of superjects swinging to the
microscopic process of aesthetic synthesis and back again. Likewise, gameplay’s
entertainment of feeling, by which the game itself becomes, prehends in the foreground
of its actual world a directly self-presentative blood and gore. And as with the optimism
for a different future that Brinkema locates in Nietzsche’s eternal recurrence, the joyful,
creative advance of blood and gore presents through its formal concreteness the
structural relations of the game. On this basis of a repeatedly affirmed order—i.e. that of
the society of satisfactions composing the game in actual feeling—gameplay obtains the
capacity, the power, to respond to that inherited order in original ways.
Joy’s form of arbitrary repetition finds a perfect instantiation in From Software’s
formal implementation of blood and gore. With Dark Souls and its kin, returning to one’s
previous site of death, where a pool of souls or blood echoes stands in for the player’s
disappearance, affirms the past exactly as it happened while also affirming the necessary
divergence between the current play state and the previous one. This mechanic shows
how, despite what the operation of attempting perfection might imply, iterating on the
same loop does not overwrite the past iterations as failures. Rather, it makes of the
satisfying runthrough a reiteration of every run, and it makes of every unsatisfying run
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a reiteration of the idealized, final satisfaction that valuates and motivates each
individual attempt. Joy, to implicate both Brinkema’s reading of Nietzsche as well as
Whiteheadian creativity, requires that the idealized playthrough be a repetition of all
possible playthroughs in the sense that the ideal derives from and reorders the real
potentiality for all possible playthroughs—including both those that were failed and
those yet, perhaps never, to be accomplished. This is because every game state
articulates the entirety of the game’s data, but of course in accordance with the player’s
individual position of reading-writing relative to that real potentiality. The repetition
involved is arbitrary because it necessarily affirms every antecedent event entertained
by the player; it is unmotivated for it cannot do otherwise. Beyond retrieving lost gory
material of experience, the game state’s ludic system and narrative is itself grounded on
repeating the same world set-up. While this need not utilize blood and gore, in Dark
Souls and Bloodborne it is the figuration of post-mortem souls or blood echoes that unites
successive game loops by foregrounding the form of the game’s experiential material:
the souls or blood echoes garnered from defeated monsters and, when the player is
defeated, left at the site of death and repetition. In this way, blood and gore’s nonmimetic formal essence expresses the materiality of the computer game medium: its
technological layers and structures of causally deterministic systems.
Blood and gore has been technologically designed to facilitate the becoming of
contrasts between received ingressed form. Its occurrence, such as the spew of
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subliming dark red and thunderous bass note from a critical hit, invites the player to
conceptually revert the realized, ingressed form to its structural position and thereby to
propose to future gameplay a point of access to the game’s logic. Gameplay is an
inorganic event, a society of satisfied processes that share a genetic order commonly
ingressed among them. This reading-writing event provides a milieu within which a
living occasion may become originally, that is to say, in a fashion that differs from all
hitherto entertained data. As computational data, the discovered mechanic certainly preexists the ludic life; but as novelly actualized gameplay, the mechanic and related
potential forms for feeling have been introduced to an individual event without a prior
tradition of entertaining such feelings. The lost pool of blood echoes as well, by indexing
the particular tradition of play, functions as a social order from which speculatively
living creativity can deviate. Indeed, the other cases of blood and gore already examined
similarly transmute the causal systems of gameplay, effectively preparing them for the
inventive intensification of a living actual occasion that will superject into the future of
its world’s tradition an originally ingressed complex of eternal objects. With the actionexploration role-playing games of From Software, this complex of eternal objects is
simply the proposed alternative response to a precisely designed portion of the game
world. By reverting a gory presentation to its structural relation (the bloody sign occurs
at this conjuncture of animations and controller inputs), blood and gore guides the living
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occasion’s prehension and superjection of causal efficacy—that is to say, both as it is
received as tradition and proposed as original response.

A Question of Order
There are no living societies in the properly metaphysical sense of the term, only
living nexūs. Recall that a society’s subordinate nexūs and entities are social by virtue of
an inherited tradition of order common to their patterns of feeling, whereas the
constituent entities of a nexus maintain a higher degree of dependence. Thus societies of
entities express the banality of novelty on a smaller, more specialized scale. The organic
coordination of an animal body sustains a recurrent actualization of comparatively few
living occasions. Life’s original reaction takes advantage of the intense attention to select
details as bestowed to it by the structured society’s “genetic character.” To become
originally is to break with that order and to reject to some degree the social solidarity
that otherwise proliferates. The dominant order structures which characterize an
occasion’s actual world—that is to say, that transmit the greatest intensity, the strongest
lure for feeling and aim at contrast—compose the environment. Beyond the
environment is the first background, a “presupposed world” of “massive systematic
uniformity” (PR 112). And beyond this background is “a more remote chaotic
background which has merely an irrelevant triviality.” A living, non-social nexus “may
support a thread of personal order along some historical route of its members. Such an
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enduring entity is a ‘living person’” (107). Endurance, remember, is “formed by the
inheritance from presiding occasion to presiding occasion” of a definite way of feeling
the world (109). It is the sustenance of shared patterns of becoming that Whitehead
characterizes as “vibratory.” From its physical, inherited genetic character, a living
actuality will propose a feeling of its world that is based in an ordering of that world not
provided by the dative phase’s physical prehensions. Whether by reversion of some real
potential to its commensurable pure potential or by transmutation of a common real
potentiality into the basis for a complex eternal object, the living occasion achieves an
original contrast of forms in its constitutive synthesis of its actual world. Upon the life’s
satisfaction of its aim and termination of process, that felt contrast becomes data and
superjects its relatively original intensity into future becomings.
This coordination of mental originality with personal order is rendered possible
by the aforementioned “canalization” of conceptual feeling into the creativity of physical
purpose. At stake in canalization is the maintenance of life’s originality as merely novel
within the enduring material organism: “Thus life turns back into society: it binds
originality within bounds, and gains the massiveness due to reiterated character” (PR
107). This socialization does not reify life’s originality as would any objectified
satisfaction, but instead constrains how a living nexus becomes as well as how it may
transmit its mentality through the feelings of its social body. A living person or
biological organism is not alive in the speculative sense. Instead, interstitial life’s original
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reaction engenders the reactive endurance of biological societies that we commonly
perceive. A society or organism can be termed living when it supports and protects an
actually alive, non-social nexus. There is a mutually constitutive disjuncture between
“life” as an original reaction and “living personality” as a canalization, or transmission,
of original feeling within the bounds of a non-living society. Life happens at once on top
of and anterior to its preserving inorganic societies; and those societies canalize the lived
satisfaction’s original conceptual reaction. As with all cases of intensity, a life’s unique
reaction to its settled world is in turn contributed to that world as a public matter of fact:
a unique superject to spur alternative experiential creations with alternative genetic
orders.
“Interstitial” has a double significance as speculative life’s primary adjective. As
Whitehead first conjectures, life becomes in the empty interstices of an inorganic
society’s occupied space (i.e. those spatial relations occupied by the attained actualities
productive of the systematic, or social, order). Becoming alive also involves a boundarypushing “venture along the border of chaos in its substitution of higher for lower types
of order” (PR 111). This aligns the interstice of empty space to that of order and disorder.
Interstitial life counterposes order as much as it presupposes it, a premise made possible
by what Whitehead labels the “generic” character of order and by nature’s perpetual
incompletion:
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there can only be some definite specific ‘order,’ not merely ‘order’ in the
vague. Thus every definite total phase of ‘givenness’ involves the
reference to that specific ‘order’ which is its dominant ideal, and involves
the specific ‘disorder’ due to its inclusion of ‘given’ components which
exclude the attainment of the full ideal. (PR 83)
By defining order relative both to disorder and to the peculiar aim of each singular
actual occasion, Whitehead makes the requisite remoteness of original mentality a
function of relevance among different forms rather than a spatio-temporal, or extensive,
remoteness. Such unique mentality is proffered by tacit or nascent relations within the
body and/or broader environment.
A living satisfaction risks its body’s cohesion when realizing a unique conceptual
potency in the superjectively mediated future. Bodily risk also must be understood in
terms of Whitehead’s generic notion of order. A living reaction might risk its physical
body by attempting a feat that could injure it. Or, at a level of greater intensity, a living
reaction might risk the enduring personal order of mind; the success of its physical
purpose as an influential superject on the future could result in a transition of character
to a changed personality. When learning something truly new, something that is original
relative to existing knowledge, the enduring object that is our personality brushes
against its presupposed disorder. Canalization can change one of the more intimate of
societies that structure a personality’s genetic character. Life in such cases ventures
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along the border of chaos and remaps its bounds, proposing a novel ideal for future
order.
Life’s bargain between error and intensity exemplifies how “process is the way
by which the universe escapes from the exclusions of inconsistency” (MT 54). A living
nexus introduces a hypothetical state of affairs that will quite possibly be inconsistent
with the actual worlds of the inorganic societies most relevant to it. Although no two
actual entities can be inconsistent with respect to each other as fundamental entities
immanent to creativity’s two poles of actuality and potentiality, the forms proposed by
their physical purposes very well may turn out to be incompatible. As we have seen, the
aesthetic synthesis of such incompatibilities may either avert (diminish in importance)
one and advert (increase in importance) the other or synthesize them in a contrast that
resolves their inconsistencies into an alternative dimension for feeling. Living process
operates at the extremes of these possibilities, not in transcendence to them; a life in the
speculative sense differs only by degree from the creative process spanning from
superjective provocation and novel concrescence.

Propositional Feeling
Thesis: Technicity, conceived speculatively as a generic category, demarcates a class of
process through which multiple actual worlds are coordinated into a real potentiality
for future objectification. This singular and composite potentiality proposes an
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original, technological way of feeling the world. It is the speculative denouement of
Stiegler’s “organized, inorganic matter” and of a technological, transcendental
phenomenology.
The prostheticity of Technics and Time is an achievement of perception in the
mode of presentational immediacy. In order for a prosthesis to be perceived as external
to some egoic interiority, it requires an extensive connection within an actual world
already replete with significantly transmuted feelings. A prosthesis is in the sense of
being an empirical event comprised of successive genetically coordinated satisfactions.
The same goes for “proposition,” to which Stiegler makes reference in his literal
definition of prosthesis: it is a proposing, a “placed-there-in-front.”43 Prosthetic
proposing in Stiegler’s context invokes a very specific, phenomenological extensiveness
as its ground for aesthetic valuation. Through the figure of tertiary memory, which
records only experiences capable of being lived consciously, Stiegler effectively performs
a coordinate division of the limited extensive scheme presupposed by Husserlian
phenomenology. Such an analysis divides human experience into the most abstract
relational structures commensurable with perception in the mode of presentational
immediacy. Thus tertiary memory fixes for thought only those eternal objects that are
commensurable for an extremely specialized mode of experience. For the same reasons
that Whitehead finds scientific laws of nature to be “arbitrary” demarcations of eternal
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objects, I find Stieglerian prosthesis to be an arbitrary demarcation of forms experienced
in the mode of presentational immediacy: namely, it ignores the necessary valuation of
even the most ubiquitous social character among superjects throughout the settled
world’s many scales, without which the extensive background of experience would
cease to be felt because it exists only insofar as it is felt. Stiegler’s analysis uncovers the
mutual dependence of exteriority and interiority with regard to prosthesis, but he does
so without uncovering much in the way of causal efficacy and its mutual dependence of
subject and superject.
Once translated into Whitehead’s speculative philosophy, Stiegler’s rendition of
technics as essentially propositional is on the right track. As one may have picked up
from my language in the previous section, the proposition will link technics to the
speculative explanation of life, or cosmological originality more broadly. However, a
proposition in the categoreal scheme of Process and Reality expresses a certain genre of
process within concrescence (PR 164, 184). It is much broader than the formal
proposition typically discussed in logic. Propositions in the speculative explanation of
process are feelings that entertain unrealized possibilities: what could have been, or
what if it had been like this, or perhaps it will be, and so on. At its simplest, a
proposition prepares data for transmutation in the future:
a proposition is the unity of certain actual entities in their potentiality for
forming a nexus, with its potential relatedness partially defined by certain
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eternal objects which have the unity of one complex eternal object. The
actual entities involved are termed the ‘logical subjects,’ the complex
eternal object is the ‘predicate.’ (PR 24)
This mode of anticipatory feeling is extremely important for explaining how
contemporary actual entities, which are necessarily causally independent from one
another,44 can nonetheless imbue their satisfactions with an intensity for mutual
connection. It accounts for how superjects may cause future process to parse them in
ways that further their peculiar intensities. A proposition is a datum, a potentiality for
how to feel a section of the settled world according to a particular aesthetic value; thus it
is a particular mode in which superjects are “lures for contrast.” Considering the
stability of our physical experience, the vast majority of propositions prehended are
“conformal.” That is, the way these propositions are felt conforms to “the potentiality of
the objectification of certain presupposed actual entities” (196). As part of attained
actualities’ causal efficacy for originating future occasions, they might propose for that

44

For my explanation of the causal independence of contemporaries, see above, the last paragraph of
“Overview, 2: The Speculative Scheme.” In brief, the aesthetic synthesis of any given actual occasion is the
relationality of its actual world, which is composed entirely of past satisfactions. Causal efficacy can only
issue from satisfied entities because an actual occasion is its superjective intensity as much as it is its
subjective synthesis of its past. That is, it must have completed in order to issue in further creation. Were
Whitehead to allow contemporary becomings to impact one another prior to having satisfied their
concrescences, then not only would they paradoxically be incomplete, non-actual data accessible by one
another, they would also never stop relating. Every contemporary occasion would ceaselessly fluctuate in its
internal constitution as a result of being its relations; each back and forth would impact the relata; time
would stand still as the microscopic process iterated on itself indefinitely.
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future a determinate togetherness through which the attained actualities would be felt as
a society of entities.
A proposition is thus to be thought of primarily in terms of superjective
intensity. As a determinate feeling of indeterminacy, it expresses the open-endedness of
the superject’s creativity. A simple physical feeling causes specific prehensions that, in
themselves, are already determinate; whereas a proposition maintains a range of
indeterminacy as part of its datum. How that indeterminacy plays out depends on the
concrescence(s), “some unspecified subject,” that inherits it (PR 196). This does not mean
that Whitehead defers to some ineffable, transcendent caprice on the part of
concrescence. Quite the contrary, concrescence indicates how, from a singular
perspective or “position,”45 the innumerable prehensions of the settled world balance
out and will have “grown together” (SMW 174). The feelings constitutive of a
proposition therefore do not themselves entertain the proposed alternatives, they rather

Jorge Nobo uses the term “position” to discuss the speculative moment of an actual occasion’s
concrescence. For a discussion, see Hansen, Feed-Forward 241-242. For Hansen, this “position” provides a
way to demote the eternal object to being “determinate of the definiteness (the ‘how’) of concrescence” and
not also the basis for the solidarity of actuality (243). Instead, it is the unique placement of each actuality in
the extensive continuum that ensures the immanence of all actualities to the one creative advance. From my
reading, these two functions or roles are mutually inclusive. (Though I am sympathetic to the impact this
reading has on eliminating the requirement for a primordial actual entity, “God,” to establish the solidarity
of the universe—something I take to be intrinsic to actuality regardless of such a primordial occasion.) There
could be no position or perspective on the settled world without the unique aesthetic valuation of an entity’s
physical prehensions—indeed, “position” and “valuation” are one and the same. Eternal objects rely on
actuality for their realization just as actuality relies on eternal objects for the values of feeling that constitute
it and its myriad extensiveness.
45
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synthesize the potentiality for alternatives.46 As examples of this reception of
propositions, Whitehead prefers historical cases in cognition: What if Napoleon had not
lost at Waterloo? How might we objectify Caesar’s crossing the Rubicon without having
been there? But the proposition extends as far down the scale of macroscopic process as
there is extensiveness. The proposition is the basis in stubborn fact for creativity’s spread
of order (the feeling of nexūs and societies) as much as for fiction and for dreams about
the future. It makes enduring objects and the empirical experience of possibility
possible.
Whitehead’s notion of proposition establishes the speculative basis for both the
continuity of more complex events as well as the relative discontinuity with established
fact. Propositions coordinate data in such a way as to introduce novel possibilities, but
only when admitted to feeling as a positive prehension. A becoming subject that feels a
proposition as its datum experiences a propositional feeling (PR 256). A computer game
player’s integration of blood and gore’s structural position in the game is afforded by

The proposition does essentially what Hansen defines twenty-first-century media as doing: they
“potentialize sensibility (which is to say that they potentialize real potentiality itself)” (241). It is important
to keep in mind this generic quality of potentializing the settled world’s sensibility because it prepares a
counter to the not infrequent correlation in Hansen’s book of “worldly sensibility” with everything beyond
human consciousness. On the contrary, the immanence of all experiential scales to creativity in Whitehead’s
philosophic scheme entails that every position actualizing the settled world engages with sensibility, or real
potentiality. In order for any and every event to be (as data) and to exist in contingent perpetuation requires
of every actuality the immediate prehension of its singular actual world’s real potential for novel feeling.
Actual occasions creative of subatomic phenomena possess neither more nor less “access” to the past data’s
potential for future becoming than do those actual occasions creative of human consciousness. Furthermore,
Hansen’s supporting argument “that mediation replaces eternal objects” simply reiterates Whitehead’s
defining characterization of eternal objects as the media for objectification, i.e. the intelligible means for
sensibility “itself” (i.e. the processual existence of being-to-becoming-to-being).
46
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the propositional entertainment of indeterminacy. Learning the several systems that
constitute a game’s technicity typically follows a process of trial and error, the
possibility for which can be explained by the transmission of proposed alternatives for
gameplay. And the non-mimetic presentation of blood and gore that participates in
gameplay’s canalization of the satisfied lived superject celebrates the propositional
feeling’s permutation on the proposed possibility. Indeed, blood and gore exists as part
of the gameplay’s propositional feeling. Vectors of red in Hotline Miami both guide and,
in the joyful gaudiness of their form, entertain the proposition’s admission to feeling.
Thus a propositional feeling renders the indeterminate potentiality of the proposition
into a determinate feeling that more or less conforms with the objectification of worldly
data that was proposed.
Propositional feeling, which is the prehension of a proposition, essentially
provides the basis, at the speculative level of process, for our experience of memory. As
a result of grounding it in cosmologically generic process, the notion of memory obtains
a radical generality well beyond the confines of Stiegler’s tripartite stratification of
memory into immediate retention (primary), recollection and recognition (secondary),
and technical recording (tertiary). As process swings between microscopic actuality and
macroscopic transmission of events, it proposes alternative ways to remember, to which
prehending occasions may conform more or less. These are only very rarely recognitions in the sense of conscious recollection. Memory more fundamentally has to do
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with the repetition of the settled world’s data at the physical phase of concrescence, its
superjective origination. Creativity’s consequent novel immediacy obtained in the
satisfaction of becoming re-presents the past not in the sense of presenting it again, but
rather in the sense of presenting it anew, from a novel position of synthesis. Higher
grade experiences of memory, or memory in the embodied and conscious senses more
commonly attributed to the word, proposes alternative ways of feeling the world to an
enduring object (the animal event, the human mind event). For Whitehead, “the primary
mode of realization of a proposition in an actual entity is not by judgment, but by
entertainment. A proposition is entertained when it is admitted into feeling. Horror,
relief, purpose, are primarily feelings involving the entertainment of propositions” (PR
188). Prehension of a proposition engenders a subjective form that is neither purely
physical (i.e. repetition of received data) nor of “the clear consciousness which
apprehends the contrast between physical feeling and imagined possibility. A
propositional feeling is a lure to creative emergence in the transcendent future” (263).
Past, satisfied experiences propose via their creativity as appropriated superjects how
they might be felt in the future. When prehending such proposals, the becoming of
subjectivity can advert certain forms over others, to increase the intensity that will
surpass it as the creative basis for higher achievements of actuality.
Now it should be clear that the projection of experience so crucial to Stiegler’s
human and technology defining concept of originary technicity actually pertains to
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much more than exteriorized phenomenological contents. Prosthesis in Technics and Time
is a proposition specified to human subjectivity’s technologically enabled and shaped
time-consciousness. By contrast in Process and Reality, the proposition lends
differentiable form and possibility to the superject’s generic futurity. Contrasting these
two philosophers’ radically different understandings of “proposition” exposes the great
extent to which Stiegler doubles down on Husserlian phenomenology’s ego-morphic
worldview. Recalling my argument in the second Part, intentionality’s sense-giving
morphe may in Stiegler’s project follow the dictates of technics, yet they remain beholden
to the classical logic of modern subjectivity. With Whitehead, however, sense data are
always ordered, at all scales: the “adventure of eternal objects” across successive
becomings is the data of cosmological experience; it informs the continued creation of
existence, including the relationality of time. Accordingly, prosthesis is not required to
prepare the way for an endurance of sensible order, but instead vice versa: creativity’s
sensible order, especially the social genesis of novelty out of societies of common values,
prepares the specialized mode of process identified in empirical experience as
prosthesis.

Technological Reversion
While transmuted prehensions provide the basis for the evolution of order
insofar as they integrate the world’s data according to structural relations, they also
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simplify the multiplicity of causally efficacious superjects into obstinate sameness.
Technicity must entertain both aspects of transmutation simultaneously, admitting the
simplifying propositions into feeling while also proposing novel objectifications of felt
satisfactions. A technic elucidates, and establishes the capacity for transmission of, a
systematic order. The organization in virtue of which a novel technic originates is
precisely such a transmutation. Yet this straightforward simplification of relative
accidents into a repeatable pattern that reliably conditions future experience also breaks
with antecedent transmuted feelings. Since technics intervene on multiple strata of
empirical media, their invention must partially disregard those transmutations of
prehended occasions so as to engage with them at a finer grain level. Invention, in other
words, must in certain events revert transmutation in order to entertain a conceptual
feeling that has been previously attenuated in the face of the shared systematic order.
This is precisely what is required when an actual occasion, becoming technological,
responds originally to an environment at once mediately (through a society of entities, a
bodily event, at the foreground of that environment) and immediately (by intervening in
the mutual relation sustaining the society and its milieu). Transmutation of a nexus of
data into one felt entity explains how a wider background of prehended data mediates a
more intensely valuated set of superjects. Transmutation is the genetic function of
media: genetic in both senses of generating the media themselves for novel feeling and
of media’s generation of more specialized feeling on its basis. Technicity is the category
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of mediation’s mediation: technological creativity therefore reverts the background,
common eternal object of transmuted entities to a broader potentiality.47
In the interest of further highlighting how my Whiteheadian approach
circumvents the narrowness of Stieglerian prosthesis, I return in this section to the first
Part’s discussion of electric guitar effects pedals. Moving beyond that discussion’s
tension with what the human uncritically experiences as an exterior technical object, the
effects pedal illustrates the technical undermining of the Category of Transmutation.
Musical notes played on an electric guitar rely on the stability of carved and painted
wood, magnetic coils, either nylon or steel-wound strings, the musician’s body, and
electrical signals. The list could go on were we to address more than the focus of the
player. When the electrical signal transmits through an effects pedal, the pedal reverts
the transmuted uniformity of the signal to its constitutive components. Per the Category
of Conceptual Reversion, an effects pedal reverts the prehended data to an eternal object
that was inherited as subsumed either positively within an overarching, more complex
eternal object, or negatively under another eternal object’s greater importance. Through
the aesthetic syntheses of the actual occasions that perpetuate the pedal’s existence, the
real potentiality of the antecedent signal is reverted to a broader potentiality based on

The pertinent passage from Process and Reality regarding the subordination of presupposed eternal objects
to so-called higher grade originations of concrescent intensity is in Pt.2, Ch.4, “Organisms and
Environment,” where Whitehead writes: “A high category involves unplumbed potentiality for the
realization of degth in its lower components” (111). The relative chaos of the environmental background
provides a “perspective remoteness” that may be granted a novel relevance in the origination of feeling
(112).
47
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the forms of both the signal and the relevant patterns that compose the pedal’s circuitry.
This marks “a non-conformal proposition,” in which an occasion aims in its becoming
toward “the synthesis of fact with the alternative potentiality of the complex predicate”
(PR 187). It “has introduced a new form into the actual world; or, at least, an old form in
a new function.” What was one becomes parsed into many, and is in turn reunified
through a technical concrescence as a novel, superjective one to be canalized by the now
technical event.
Invention, as a supplemental category for Whitehead’s account of cosmologically
general process, levies the speculative explanatory resources of creativity, intensity, and
reversion for a particular formulation of interstitial life. Through sensibility’s intelligible
medium of eternal objects, invention proposes a potential structure of feeling that (if
positively prehended by future occasions) could constitute original forms or traditions
of order that span multiple genetic characters. Where life responds originally to its
actual world by disrupting one historic route of order, technicity’s invention does so at
least doubly. This explains how technics at the speculative level of explanation break
with the “tightness of systematic structure” by inventing relatively original patterns for
organic relations of existence (PR 319). Technics, like the speculative living occasion, are
not merely novel, but original. They revert the structure of intensity itself. Intensity,
according to Whitehead, is a combination of “vagueness of discrimination between
actual entities” prehended in the worldly data plus the increased “relevance of common
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characteristics” pushed to the foreground in later phases of conceptual prehensions
(112). Invention presupposes at least a dual intensity insofar as what is, in Whitehead’s
account, rendered “vague” and bereft of a diversity of detail for the sake of a prominent
selection of actual entities receives, first in an inventive occasion and then in a technical
society of occasions, its own due intensive relevance all the while maintaining the
former intensity of the foregrounded phenomena.
Life’s response to its environmental background is mediated by the social order
that supports its speculative origination. A living occasion proposes a change in feeling
original to a single nexus of transmuted superjects, which can then propagate through
wider layers of the milieu (e.g. other bodily events; the processual boundaries that
constantly rehash the body-environment division; events in the environment that
superject relatively different, perhaps contrary, values for feeling; and so on). In contrast
to biological phenomena, technics canalize inventive occasions that reform some
segment of the systematic background itself. The relatively original reaction to
systematic order that is peculiar to technicity compounds propositions of alternative
objectifications into a feeling of potential for a structured society and (at least some of)
its subordinated nexūs or societies. Technicity takes life’s original reaction to a higher
level of magnitude. In order for an inventive occasion to achieve such a complicated
feeling, it must propose a potential ideal of order that spans multiple structures,
specifically ones characterized by a genetic order-relation of dependence. Put more
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simply, what is being proposed is a shift in some enduring event as well as a shift in
some other event that depends upon the former for its environment, for its presupposed
background of extensive connection. Accordingly, technical invention feels its actual
world in a way that foregrounds more than is coherent for a single perspective. It
objectifies forms that would otherwise remain in the background, as presupposed
traditions of order felt as the horizon for more intensely valued prehensions, or
objectifications. This means that a technically structured society of attained actual
occasions bears a tradition of superimposed perspectives. A technical subject-superject
synthesizes multiple perspectives as its own without subordinating them to one
perspective. It feels its actual world from multiple organic centers because it provides
the future with a real potentiality that modifies events and the relations of ground to
grounded between them.
The superjective creativity of invention as appropriated by novel becoming is
what I call a technological propositional feeling. This type of propositional feeling
entertains mutually dependent potentialities for objectification that occupy significantly
different positions within the inherited extensive scheme. It becomes the feeling of a
technically re-ordered world by inventing (proposing) possible coordinations of
relatively disparate superjects. This superposition of perspectives is the case when
adjusting the graphical settings of a computer game. Specific to this example, a
technological proposition has already prehended and reworked the causal dependencies
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constituting a systematic background within which electricity, code, player perception,
and the relevant materials persist. Graphical configurations express a thorough
canalization of an already invented superposition of mediations, namely those that
enable a gradient of textures and polygonal geometries, draw distance, shadow and
lighting effects, pixel resolution and frame rate, smoothing techniques such as antialiasing, and simulated camera effects such as lens flares, water droplets on the screen,
and a light source’s blurring of nearby objects known as “bloom.” From the perspective
of the user settings menu, invention has already proposed from the interstices of the
computer game’s apparatus how such graphical options operate. Increasing frame rate
and overall detail not only shifts the ROM sources for in-game assets and implements
alternative code, it demands a much greater rate of calculations performed by the
graphics card, which also increases power draw and heat, plus it impacts the highergrade aesthetics of the player’s reading-writing gameplay. Further lines of invention
related to this canalization of game development include modules to synchronize the
hardware’s variation in frame rate with the refresh rate of the monitor. Another involves
instructing the graphical processing unit, central processing unit, and memory units to
perform at higher clock rates, a technique called overclocking. Overclocking also
requires a coordination of increased voltages, in order to power the several billion
transistors with electricity, with improved cooling, whether that be a faster fan speed or
a water-based cooling loop that dissipates heat through a radiator. Each technological
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proposition and its empirical canalization reverts inherited traditions, themselves the
systematic reiteration of other inventions, to a broadened potentiality anterior to the real
potentiality of a transmuted medium.
From the technological perspective, it is inaccurate to claim that there is a result,
specifically the visual interface of the game. Rather, there comes to exist a transition to a
modified coordination and a coordination of modifications, a transition which is a
technologically proposed datum and then becomes a propositional feeling shared by
successive actual occasions. A technological proposition—invention in the speculative
sense—proposes the potentiality of a reordering of multiple traditions in concert. What
makes such propositional feelings inventive, beyond the original reactiveness of a
speculative life, is their management of interdependent modifications made to relatively
distinct grades of actuality. Technics accordingly propagate eternal objects that have
been superposed as one complex eternal object, a mode of ingression explained by the
speculative category of technicity. An actual occasion, recall, prehends its actual world
through the mediation of eternal objects; these ideal universals do not exist, but rather
are the function of a becoming’s objectification of its sensible data. Eternal objects are the
media of experience, they mediate the entirety of the universe in the physical phase of
reception, of causal efficacy. In Whitehead’s account, however, they only seem to enable
a modification of what is felt at the foreground of the settled world. And his variable
grades of actuality are but experiential indices of the relative, reticulated complexity of
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eternal objects. Technicity categorizes a specialized class of prehensions that cuts across
this hierarchical metaphysics of aesthetic communication. Invention proposes a plane of
commensurability whereby the ideal concreteness of eternal objects, the very
intelligibility of being’s potential for becoming, itself becomes objectified. Technics are
the stubborn fact of such commensurability which mediates the ideal’s immanence to
actuality.

Example, Part 4
According to my formalist reading, blood and gore channels and celebrates
gameplay’s inventive responses to a game’s causal systems, its real potentiality. As
computer games have historically produced blood and gore as a non-mimetic
abstraction of game states, blood and gore must be understood within a genealogy of
technical invention immanent to the computer game medium.
Particle-heavy, abstractly visualized games like Resogun and Geometry Wars most
readily appeal to my non-mimetic reading.48 Their reliance on familiar shapes in threedimensional Euclidean space and contrasting colors does not, however, mean they lack

These are simply the two games I will discuss. Of course there are others equally up to the task. Rhythm
games like The Polynomial and “rhythm violence” game Thumper often deploy what Gérard Genette calls
“abstract figuration.” Looking to the shapes in Wassily Kandinsky’s abstract paintings, such “figurative
abstractions,” Genette argues, “suggest their own representations” instead of referring to objects outside the
painting. Together with the “non-figurative abstraction” of more spontaneous materialization in painting
like splatters and drippings, this typology of visual abstraction accords with the self-presentative theory of
blood and gore I elaborate here. See Genette, “Two Modes of Abstraction,” Essays in Aesthetics.
48
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gore. On the contrary, it highlights part of the essence of blood and gore that only
becomes apparent after the abstraction achieved in more mimetically violent games:
when an enemy shape is defeated, it explodes in sparks of color in all directions. And
note how deficient this explanation is: “enemy,” “defeated,” “explodes” are all words
inherited from the mimesis of games rooted in narratives depicting destruction and
violence. My deficiency in language stems from an equal deficiency in treating the blood
and gore in games as strictly representational. However, this can hardly be attributed
solely to a dearth of criticism since the titles of such games typically attribute violence to
themselves: the “gun” in Resogun and “Wars” in Geometry Wars, for instance. Whitehead
has helped to provide an appropriate language to think the abstract gore of these games,
a language in the vein of Doom’s abstract “gibs.” Blood and gore, as a category of nonmimetic figures bound to the played existence of these games, and the industrial context
for their development, can furthermore be explained on the basis of speculative
invention. Gore traverses the superintentional organization of a game’s ROM—its
technicity as a technological real potentiality—as well as that ROM’s becoming through
the reading-writing of gameplay. Games with abstract gore especially evince the formal
role of blood and gore, which shows these games to be re-inventions of such traditional
(“canalized”) eternal objects. Thus, the change in blood and gore has been “the
adventure of eternal objects” both within individual playthroughs of a game and across
the history of computer games at large.
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More like confetti or fireworks, gore in video games pertains to the idiosyncratic
stylization of the game’s causality: the creative and positive expression of its feedback
mechanics for both its own program of overlapping systems and the player. It must be
programmed into the event, which makes it to some degree intrinsically arbitrary and
contingent: again, much like the visual saturation of confetti or fireworks, which, though
it might contribute to and index another event, fundamentally comes from outside of
what it indexes, following and introducing its own logic. Blood and gore in video games
is celebratory. In formal terms, this means that even though blood and gore likely
references some immediately prior event as if caused by it, it is actually self-caused and
therefore self-presenting in its own right. To be sure, it attaches, both in the developer’s
intentions and the player’s aesthetic relation, to another element of the game. A
celebration by definition requires this attachment; and the celebration may be analyzed
on its own terms, regardless of whether it takes on a life of its own.49 The form which
blood and gore takes, however, need not reflect anything beyond its own presentation.
To repeat a point made earlier, computational blood and gore lacks the physical
continuity of theatrical blood. Regardless whether blood and gore can be interpreted to
relate to another element in the game, via formal similarities or narrative threads or
causal representations (just to name three), it consists on its own through its form. Only

Cf. Celebration of Light: the international fireworks competition held annually in Vancouver, British
Columbia. Not only does this competition make an event out of the celebratory form of fireworks, it, at least
in name, celebrates it. The form of firework celebrations becomes the content in the Celebration of Light.
49
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by reading for that form can the player-critic recognize the relatively autonomous
materiality of blood and gore along with its causal position relative to the rest of the
game’s structures and assets. Blood and gore’s form therefore exemplifies how every
form contributing to the technicity of a computer game derives from a series of
inventions, of decisions to intervene in the layers of code, audio files, animations,
textures and so on that compose the real potentiality of the program’s compositely
structured causal systems.50
In the first Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved, the advertising description informs the
player: “you are a geometric ‘ship’ trapped in a grid world, facing off against waves of
deadly wanderers, snakes, and repulsars.”51 The quotes around “ship” acknowledge that
the typical mimesis of violence and “deadly” enemies merely facilitates a more formal
and concentrated statement on a classical arcade setting. Indeed, the three enemies listed
obtain a meaning initially garnered through worldly representation, but ultimately this
meaning only makes sense in the context of specific in-game assets’ behaviors:
“wanderers” refers to objects with relative disinterest in the player’s ship; “snakes” are
chains of diamond shapes that wiggle; and “repulsars” likely push other assets away.
When an enemy shape is destroyed, it breaks apart in the same way that objects in early

My phrase “series of inventions” echoes veteran game designer Sid Meier’s characterization of (good)
gameplay as “a series of interesting decisions.” See his reflections on this idea (first proposed in 1989) in his
2012 talk, “Interesting Decisions,” at the Game Developers Conference (GDC):
gdcvault.com/play/1015756/Interesting.
51 store.steampowered.com/app/8400/.
50
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space shooters like Asteroids would. In addition to this disarticulation, though, are
particles that swiftly thrust outwards in a circular pattern to cover the screen. In
structure it echoes Smash TV’s rectangular playing field that repeatedly populates with
waves of enemies. Comparing the screenshot of the first Geometry Wars with that of
Smash TV shows that Geometry Wars is quantifiably the gorier game:

Figure 11: Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved (Bizarre Creations 2007). https://bcgb.com/wp- content/uploads/2013/11/geometry-wars.jpg.
In the screenshot, the player’s “ship” is bottom center, headed right and shooting
yellow projectiles toward the red circle (a “black hole”) that spews lines of neon light in
response. Other colored sparks originating from different points also reflect the
disappearance of antagonistic shapes. The line as element of gore fits appropriately with
the context: as the simplest and only building block of the game’s abstract bodies, lines
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are the gibs of Geometry Wars. They render into spatio-temporal vectors the points of ingame action. Viewed through either a ludological lens, wherein blood and gore
interrupts play, or a narratological one, wherein blood and gore would typically
correspond to something beyond the game’s immediate state as a representation of a
story, then this game renders the mimetic gratuity of gore even more apparent. But as a
form intrinsic to the game’s internal logic, these intense, frenetic, neon lines amplify the
player’s immersion in the setting and action.52 Gory lines function as a stylized
objectification of in-game elements, as if subduing the force previously borne by the
recently destroyed shape. Their appearance celebrates the continued action in the game;
and the celebration reflects the individual path which gameplay takes. The lines take
quite literally what Whitehead calls “vectors of feeling,” which are the immediately past
data of the world that originate novel feeling. What the player feels above all when
playing Geometry Wars is the proliferation of such vectors: a saturation of the impact of
their own actions and of the coded causal efficacy of the game’s technicity.
The abstract gore of Geometry Wars and similar games also celebrate the history
of arcade graphics in the sense that “celebration” can mean a “performance of a religious
rite or ceremony.”53 Like the glorification of gibs in Doom (2016) and, before it, the
“Brutal Doom” mod (an original response that adds another invention to the extant

Starting from the forms of these abstract gibs, the critic can then begin to construct a ludology or
narratology that remains consistent with the game’s structures.
53 “Celebration, n.1,” OED.
52
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series), blood and gore has become its own rite in video games to be observed by the
industry. By separating it entirely from any mimetic situation, Geometry Wars
incorporates blood and gore’s celebration of player action directly. In, say, the very early
Defender, monochrome lines of gore are at once seminal enough and still causally
detached enough by a visible pause that they celebrate by “marking one’s happiness” at
success from outside of that happiness.54 Blood and gore in this case visibly follows after
the accomplished disappearance of a graphical threat to in-game goals. In more recent
games like Housemarque’s Resogun, a clear homage to Defender with its side scrolling
space ship combat with aliens and rescuing of human silhouettes, the celebratory mark
of happiness has become coextensive with the happiness. Resogun features a similar
explosion of minuscule particles (“voxels” in this case, or volumetric pixels), but it
differs from many other games by presenting a circular ripple effect evocative of a
visually rendered sonic boom or even a shock wave in space-time. This effect
accompanies the traditional gibs of video game blood and gore, exemplifying the causal
impact that player action has on the game state without recourse to a clear
representational realism. Blood and gore informs and materializes the “significant event
or circumstance” that gives rise to and often is itself the celebration; it is the video
game’s formal translation of “to celebrate”: “to revel; to rejoice.”55 Between Defender and

54
55

“Celebrate, v.2b” OED.
“Celebrate, v.3d,” OED.
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Resogun, blood and gore has arguably transitioned from being an effect of a player’s
affect, mediated by another in-game action, to being the immediate effect itself.

Figure 12: Resogun (Housemarque 2013). The player’s ship, carrying a green human, is
at the bottom center of the screen.
Both Resogun and Geometry Wars indicate development processes that proposed
inventions beyond the inherited tradition of arcade games and their partially mimetic
violence. Each game deviates from that tradition exactly to the extent that it crystallizes
the formal essence of blood and gore and intensifies it by valuating that form over its
attachment to external logics of representation. The computer game is already a
technical composition: its production process layers modifications upon modifications in
an event exemplary of the multi-positional organization that characterizes the generic
techno-logy of inventive creativity. In addition to this technicity’s real potential for
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gameplay to create contrasts of its component genetic orders, the abstract presentations
in Resogun and Geometry Wars further contrast the intelligible medium for objectification
that is blood and gore with its own historic routes over four decades of computer games.
The borderless rippling of Resogun’s gore—borderless insofar as it impacts all in-game
assets within range—exemplifies the full extent to which blood and gore composes the
game’s presented environment and provides the eternal objects to mediate
objectifications of the game’s technical logic. With a dimly outlined and sparse
representation of a city in the background, the game’s setting predominantly is its blood
and gore. These voxels and rippling refractions transiently texture Resogun’s levels,
taking the immanence of a video game’s gory celebration of its permutational runtime
one step further. Indeed, by reducing the static environment to a minimum, Resogun
foregrounds the necessity for play to make the ROM’s data exist. While this principle
applies to all of a computer game’s operations, blood and gore stands out due to its
celebratory presentation of the game’s constitutive forms.
This close reading of the self-presentative forms of blood and gore makes evident
the technicity of computer games. Technicity invents an original order of causal
expression—of superjective intensity—by superimposing modifications to broader,
relatively autonomous structures of causal efficacy. Blood and gore in the computer
game doubles its position within the foundational causal efficacy of a game’s technical
organization (its instantiation derives from data) with its position in the formal role as a
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marker of in-game causality as the game is played (it celebrates its own happening as it
marks determinations of disappearance). Prior to its interpretation as a representation of
violence or some other exterior relation, blood and gore’s intrinsic position relative to
the reading-writing of a computer game’s causal systems expresses the technical
articulation of gameplay across all of its levels: that of the interface (controller, screen,
sound, and also the computer hardware responsible for accessing and executing the
game’s data); that of the running game (the mechanics and multimedia components that
permute through gameplay); that of the ROM plus recorded player data in system RAM
and the graphics card’s VRAM (the computer game’s real potentiality for permutation).
While initially intelligible only through these parsed conceptual structures, blood and
gore always exists ingressed in all of them in a meticulously organized system.56
Moreover, these relatively distinct conceptual structures themselves are fully related as
determinate data—the only capacity for indeterminacy in the game is the fully
determined potentiality of propositions and their feelings. Yet blood and gore is original
in Whitehead’s relative, speculative sense: (1) in development, the team of artists,
animators, and programmers in concert with the game’s communicated concepts and

I cannot stress enough the importance of organization to understanding technicity. In the context of
computational programs, what is commonly perceived to be an “error,” a “glitch,” or a “bug,” indicates the
uncompromisingly accurate execution of how the program has been organized. An error is only properly
one from the perspective of an extrinsic intention. The program itself though operates according to its
design determinism. The perceived self-debilitation does not itself stray from an intended operation: it can
only canalize the actually invented, mutually in-forming superposition of structures for generating future
feeling.
56
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earlier builds (or versions) altogether respond to the development process itself with an
original proposal for articulating the game’s systems; (2) likewise in gameplay, blood
and gore’s permutation participates in a response to the individual playthrough that is
reading-writing the game with novel immediacy—this response’s originality relative to
the gameplay that executes it is technological because it directly superimposes
modifications of multiple media within a singular aesthetic synthesis. The technicity of
computational blood and gore, which itself derives from the technicity of the computer
game in toto, invents an original, causally efficacious form that persists across its
material permutations in actual becoming.
As coded animation, blood and gore’s real potentiality exists as an image because
it is already formed and imbued with an aesthetic value; it is data that can only be
treated as potential for future becoming. As instantiated component to the readingwriting event of gameplay, though, blood and gore functions closer to what Tim Ingold
means by a drawing: a singular shaping that, regardless of receiver, tells of an
experience.57 Just as Ingold contends that the tracing point of a pencil serves as a kind of
musical instrument for drawing’s telling of its own experience, the readerly-writerly
intervention that encompasses game ROM, constitutive hardware, and player activity is
similarly a point. Both points concentrate a material transfer of causal efficacy. Similar to
how the pencil’s technically produced and implemented point serves to instantiate the

57

Ingold 126-127.
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picture-making activity of the draughtsman or artist, the computer game’s point is an
overdetermined layering of technically organized causal efficacy. The game’s operation
is an aesthetic synthesis of that overdetermined point, of which blood and gore is a
privileged datum.

Generic Technicity
To consolidate the discussion I return to one of Whitehead’s classic criticisms
already discussed at the end of chapter 7’s first section: that of simple location.
According to this notion, it would be “adequate to state that [a thing] is where it is, in a
definite finite region of space, and throughout a definite finite duration of time, apart
from any essential reference of the relations […] to other regions” (SMW 58). Regarding
even the empirical events of our experience, Whitehead maintains that “there is no
element whatever which possesses this character” (SMW 58). Concerning the
macroscopic side of process, simple location is an abstraction of relative pertinence
depending upon the situation. For instance, the immediate presentation to perception of
a computer game’s blood and gore appears to possess a simple location. This is of use to
gameplay insofar as the game’s assets and effects need to be objectified with relative
distinctness in order then to eliminate that simplifying abstraction and to obtain a more
organic grasp of the game’s causal efficacy as a cohesive event. Superjects propose
transmutations of physical vector feelings into the empirical appearance of simple
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locations. Simple location qua prehended eternal object of a satisfied datum can then be
a constituent feeling for increased intensity because it proposes to future actualities that
they valuate a select portion of the actual world with specified emphasis. With regard to
the microscopic side of process, an occasion does not necessarily feel its actual world
from a perspective inside of one enduring object or another. Divisions of inside and
outside are never absolute; parts and wholes are abstractions that are felt at a later phase
within higher grades of immediate experience. The organic relationality that constitutes
the actual occasion is indivisibly a synthesis of both external relations (the entirety of the
actual world that it prehends) and internal relations (the aim for unification in
concrescence). An actual occasion’s atomicity refers not to space and time, but to a
singular synthesis of internal, self-constitutive feelings of externally related satisfactions.
Its atomicity is a concrete, synthetic value: a valuation that issues in one consistent,
indivisible feeling of the past actual world’s multiplicity of potentiality. This speculative
concrescence establishes the scheme of extensive connection that accounts for such
abstractions as simple location.
Like all existence according to Whitehead’s organic realism, the inventive
occasion that proposes a technological creativity does not have a simple location.
Accordingly, the technicity that lurks in the interstices of ordered media cannot be
located in the mind of a designer or in the circuitry of a component. These are so many
macroscopic events partaking in the transition of process through the universe’s creative
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advance. Technicity must rather be theorized as a break from the object, from the event
of superjective, physical transmission to novel feeling. Its original manner of objectifying
the world disrupts the social order of creativity’s swing from process to process. While
Simondon is correct to distinguish the technical object from technicity as a realization of
an ideal structure, macroscopic technics, in contrast to what Simondon says, do not
strive in their genetic lineage to perfect a technicity.58 Instead of existing in discrete
objects, technicity is a speculative category by which to explain the originality of
technological phenomena in a way that maintains their immanence to the processual
resources of as broadly consistent a cosmology as philosophically possible. Stiegler’s
deconstruction of conscious interiority and technically organized exteriority is but a first
step in the critique of simple location as it bears on the common understanding of
technics and on their technicity. Rather than explain how technics and human
experience come to be, though, his “originary technicity” is itself explained by empirical
presuppositions about technics and experience. Because these presuppositions cohere
solely with a specifically defined subset of their possible forms, originary technicity
restricts further explanation. By contrast, rationalism’s activity explains existence on the
basis of categories that are at once coherent with the facts and indicative of a

In addition to Simondon’s discussion of technicity’s transit from abstract elements to concrete,
autonomous individuals and ensembles, see his discussion of Lamarck and biological evolution in “Culture
et technique,” Sur la technique 315-329.
58
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metaphysical generality that can only be introduced by an act of the intellect in excess of
experience.
What I have called “superintentionality” maintains a troubling egoic
directionality indicative of simple location insofar as the empirical result of technicity
appears to be a technical object that has accumulated, or become the exterior memory of,
multiple intentional acts on behalf of a human subject. It derives substantial, separated
notions of the technical object and the technician from Stiegler and Simondon. With
Whitehead’s philosophy of organism, I have replaced the preliminary and naively realist
category of superintentionality with the speculative becoming of relatively original
propositions and their consequent propositional feelings. Invention, when understood
speculatively, expands on the conjectural explanation of life’s becoming in Process and
Reality. Whereas life can be consistently explained with the speculative resources
Whitehead provides, technological invention introduces to the conceptual phase of
process the capacity to multiply the actual occasion’s singular position. Or to put it more
accurately, the speculative explanation of invention follows from the acknowledgement
that technicity’s generic structure is an original response to prehended data not limited
to an extensive scheme with one immediately objectified foreground and one grounding
background of extensive connection. Generic technicity, or the metaphysical category of
invention, establishes a fundamentally decentering ideal for aesthetic synthesis because
it grants to the singular novelty of concrescence the possibility to feel its actual world
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from multiple, superposed perspectives. In other words, a technical occasion synthesizes
its actual world as if it were being felt by distinctly positioned actualities. Its position in
the extensive continuum invents a com-position of relatively distinct scales of
macroscopic process without forfeiting the contrasts particular to each scale of
experience.
For the first Part’s example, the guitar effects pedal superjects into future
creativity an original contrast of (1) sonic frequencies with (2) electricity with (3) a
footpress that either mechanically or digitally switches an intervention into the sonic
frequencies with (4) a high-grade circuit of experience at the level of the player’s musical
sensibilities. With blood and gore, we see how its computational permutation through
gameplay layers into an extremely intense contrast: (1) player-imported mimesis with
(2) self-presentative forms with (3) the discreteness of the monitor’s refresh rate with (4)
graphical processing hardware with (5) the game’s ROM with (6) the current
playthrough’s RAM with (7) the player’s personal memory and physiological habit, and
so on. On their own, these experiential entities relegate the prehensions of one another’s
superjects to a minimal value. However, an attention to technological phenomena at the
level of their technicity recognizes this “on their own” qualification as a naïve
abstraction akin to the doctrine of simple location. These macroscopic societies exist due
to a social order that invented the mutual causal efficacies of their composition.
Technicity’s inventive becoming maintains the values of each perspective within a
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composite perspective, whereas non-technical events persist through actual occasions
that condense superjective intensity into a single felt perspective. For this is the generic
principle of technics: their technicity is essentially to have complicated the organic
relationality between organism and milieu, one of the fundamental premises of
Whitehead’s process philosophy. It transforms the positionality of actuality into a
compositionality. In Process and Reality, each actual entity defines its own immediate
present, its contemporary duration, though the entity “itself lies in many durations”
(125). With technical modes of feeling, this can no longer be the case: invention
subdivides the potentiality of the actual world according to a superposition of
definitionally exclusive durations, or regions of contemporary becomings. Becoming
technical—or, in Whiteheadian parlance, the propositional feeling of the potentiality for
technological subjects to originate technical societies—introduces to Whitehead’s
philosophy of organism the immediately felt involvement of more than one “unison of
becoming”(124). Moreover, it does this by following the categoreal obligation of the
superject’s “lure for contrast,” which is Whitehead’s phrase for expressing the impetus
intrinsic to creativity that a becoming realize a consistent maximum of eternal objects.
Technicity similarly complicates the role of contrast in the philosophy of
organism. Contrast recovers the mere exclusion of negative prehension into a novel
union of contraries. Real potentiality, including the original response proposed by a
living occasion, generally swings back to the microscopic oneness of aesthetic synthesis,
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with its straightforward layering of prehended data into a superscalar structure with
one center. Technicity’s superposition of multiple centers effects what I would call a
metacontrast: a contrast of superscalar structures that balance the physical transmission
of feeling. The contraries brought together in aesthetic synthesis as a contrast are not
merely incompatible superjects. Invention contrasts aesthetic regimes for balancing
entire worlds of superjects. As with Whitehead’s understanding of contrast, a
metacontrast is creative of intensity in the sense that it achieves an experience of its
actual world that was not prehended in either contrasted term alone. These distinct
aesthetic centers for contrast, as they are originally proposed, depend on one another.
The technological concrescence contrasts multiple contemporary worlds within a unified
datum. Again, Whitehead only ever admitted one presented duration as defined by an
actual entity as its immediate present. However, the unity of the technical object, that is,
the character of the technologically coordinated society, originates from and promotes
into its consequent future a com-positional becoming that defines a variety of presents
as its own. The speculative compositionality of technics corresponds to an empirical
experience—or in Whitehead’s terms, a sustained series of superjects—that is multiply
present. It does not merely “lie in many durations,” it defines them in a felt
metacontrast.
A computer game is a font for metacontrast. I have shown throughout this
chapter how feelings of gameplay such as the layered experience of a glory kill in Doom
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and the visual saturation by abstract gore in Resogun are effected by the formal elements
of blood and gore’s presentation. But in addition, these formal elements partake of a
compositional intensity that becomes across several orders of magnitude, several scales
of existence. A close reading of these non-mimetic forms highlights the technicity that
conditions its existence as one among many components in the computer game that
were taken up in its development’s canalized series of inventive advances, and as
constituent positions from which to feel the game into existence. A game’s technicity can
be discerned in the overdetermination of design, mechanics, and play: the material
forms of causality at each order of magnitude and each conceptual structure cohere
according to a technologic of commensurability. However one engages with a computer
game, it is accomplished by entertaining this compositional perspective in feeling and
then superjectively contributing to its perpetuation. Thus, the player as well as the
designer participate in a much broader, many-layered experience. This is a technical
creativity, which receives the grounds of sensation and invents them anew. Technoaesthetics are fundamentally about speculating the reformation of experiential
possibility, of proposing a potentiality for future existence that disrupts inherited
conditions of possible experience. They frame an experience of technicity that directly
engages with invention’s mediation of mediation. And insofar as this can only be
ascertained through the intelligibility of sensation’s becoming, techno-aesthetics
entertain a creative rationalism.
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Conclusion: Doing Away with the Third Mode of Being

“…one could say that there is some of human nature in the technical
being, in the sense where the word nature could be used to designate that
which remains original [ce qui reste d’originel], anterior even to the
constituted humanity in man; man invents by implementing [mettre en
oeuvre] his proper natural support, this apeiron which remains attached to
each individual being. […I]t is not the individual who invents, it is the
subject, vaster than the individual, more rich than it, and bearing, outside
of the individuality of the individuated being, a certain charge of nature,
of nonindividuated being.”
—Gilbert Simondon, Du mode d’existence des objets techniques 336.

My contention—at once central to and expanding beyond Stiegler’s work, that
human thought is intrinsically technical and therefore outstrips human consciousness—
delimits neither consciousness nor experience. Rather, it expands what must necessarily
be part of the designation “human,” including its stereotypical consciousness, which is
exactly what Stiegler means when he characterizes “the human” as what lacks any stable
essence beyond what its technical memories establish. Thus, a properly realized
technological phenomenology, one premised in the non-phenomenological rationalism
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that rejects a standardized Living Present forming all human experience, is in fact more
radical and positive in its treatment of consciousness than is Whitehead’s critique of
perception in the mode of presentational immediacy. While Whitehead’s organic realism
alerts consciousness to its surrounding environment, it nevertheless preserves a division
between two modes of human perception: presentational immediacy and causal efficacy.
This division maintains modern philosophical subjectivity as a delimited mode of
experience without possibility of linking with what actually constitutes it: causal
efficacy. However, according to Whitehead’s own cosmologically neutral theory of
experience, what he calls presentational immediacy is a specialized mode of causal
efficacy. The human (and what constitutes it materially, ideologically, phenomenally)
cannot be understood apart from the technical creation of relatively original syntheses of
reality, no matter how microtemporal their objectifications of real potentiality. Technics
that have been valuated negatively by higher-grade actualities feeling the human body
into existence in order to become the intensity of consciousness—those technical
satisfactions are still felt, are still causally efficacious contributions to the specialization
of experience which is culturally and biologically demarcated as human. Neither
presentational immediacy nor causal efficacy are properly speaking modes of
perception, since perception as we know it is rather a small subset of process, of
individuation. Presentational immediacy is a shorthand for indicating a narrow genre of
process, of prehending causal efficacy into novel aesthetic synthesis.
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This utterly changes the meaning of Stiegler’s definition of technics as a third
mode of being (“third” in addition to subjective self and objective world): organized
inorganic matter that modifies life by means other than life. Let’s take the first three
words in reverse order. To consider technics as matter limits one to understanding them
as objects for an empirical subject. Technics, on this account, would be nothing more
than dead traces of a past that, by virtue of their inert materiality, impress conditions
upon living activity. A Whiteheadian philosophy of technicity acknowledges the
human’s empirical confrontation with technical enduring objects. But it recognizes
matter for what it is: an abstraction from fundamental process, a transmutation of
synthesized relations with past processes into aggregates taken as passive unities.
Stiegler is not wrong; there’s just more to it. When Stiegler grants to the essence of
technics the status of being empirical matter, he is committing what Whitehead calls the
fallacy of misplaced concreteness. According to this fallacy, the abstraction entertained
by experience is taken to be the concrete basis for reality. While the abstraction of
experiencing technics as empirically objective matter is not wrong, it must be considered
as a narrow feeling bound to a concrete, i.e. environmental, experience of cosmological
creativity.
To consider technics as inorganic opposes them to biological organisms, and more
precisely it opposes technical organs or apparatuses to organic ones. While they exhibit
an agency peculiar to technical matter, that agency owes its forms and its perpetuation
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to the organic, to the empirical class of living things. By contrast, the philosophy of
organism treats the adjective “organic” in a formal context. Every speculative
concrescence and every experiential society expresses the living-milieu relationality
exemplified in experience by biological phenomena. An entity is its singular feeling of
the entire universe as well as how it prompts—and is received by—future becoming;
while the ever incomplete universe is persistently created and increased by the many
singular syntheses of past being into as many felt actual worlds. Thus the “organic
realism” of Process and Reality is a speculative explanation for the concrete solidarity of
existence which necessarily features into everything. If there is a sense in which the
speculative category of technicity amounts to being inorganic, then it is that technicity’s
ideal for aesthetic synthesis becomes at a structural remove from the common organic
order that characterizes other entities in the prominent background. In Whitehead’s
conjectures on life’s speculative interstice, it is precisely this difference in order that
allows for any empirical measure of what is considered biologically alive. But the
relative originality of speculative life has “grown together” in its concrescence no less
than any other entity, including the most redundant novelty.
The only station for the inorganic in Process and Reality is that of intensity: the
objective immortality of satisfied occasions as a multiplicity of data ushering in and
motivating the peculiarity of novel creativity. Superjects strike out into the future,
creating it by spurring novel concrescences into existence just as concrescences become
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superjects. Though a superjective intensity is a singular feeling of a concrete—that is,
organically synthesized—world, that intensity is also a process—the macroscopic side of
process—and therefore has yet to be felt into novel unities with the rest of its
contemporary superjects. Instead, the settled world’s superjects are, as Mark Hansen’s
inspirational study attests, the real potentiality for the cosmos’s organic composure.
They thus swing between organic moments of concrescence through the inorganic
plurality of being: potential for future becoming. Since a technical actuality partakes of
this inorganic transmission as does any other actual occasion, it is ultimately neither
more nor less inorganic than any other actuality. Technicity has both its microscopic
(speculative) and macroscopic (empirical) sides of process. As a superpositional living
actual occasion, microscopic technicity breaks with the organic consistency of its actual
world. As a technological intensity, macroscopic technicity grows together with its
contemporary satisfactions in the canalizing future of the creative advance.
Connected to the inorganic qualification of the third mode of being is Stiegler’s
supplemental definition of technics: a modification of life by means other than life. My
Whiteheadian position completely changes it. I consider technicity to express a
modification of intensity by a living reaction. Due to the superjective nature of creativity,
the only means of life’s transmission is its canalization by non-living occasions. A life—
in the speculative sense of the term—modifies the tradition of the dead satisfactions
constituting its actual world; and then it proposes this modification as an alternative
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objectification of that tradition for subsequent process. Biological organisms canalize
speculative living occasions that reform some nexus central to the organism’s enduring
bodily efficacy in response to the environment. The systematic background that the
organism presupposes might change as a result: for example, the body’s muscle memory
might acquire a new habit as the animal adapts to a new situation; or a genetic mutation
that benefits one species might disrupt the balance of other animal populations. But, in
the case of biological phenomena, this change to environmental media or ecological
structure is not taken into account as part of the proposed potentiality itself. Technicity,
the speculative category of invention, does intervene in the presupposed background or
mediating structures of its immediately felt foreground. Technological becoming
mediates structures of mediation directly; its living response is multilateral. Invention,
explained via Whiteheadian speculative method, modifies phenomena as well as their
grounds, the broader conditions for their possible feeling.
Lastly, to consider technics as organized separates them, in Stiegler’s view, from
naturally occurring, unintentionally coherent matter. As I have argued throughout this
dissertation, the organizational component of technics is where Stiegler gets closest to a
generic category of technicity. However, because Whitehead models the fundamental
entity of subject-superject on the biological concept of organism, organization is to be
conceived as part and parcel of the causa sui creativity of the cosmos, and not a feature of
experience unique to phenomenological egos (phenomenology’s transcendental ego is
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another case of misplaced concreteness). Actuality’s creativity and eternal objects’
concreteness (i.e. their fully determinate relationality that grounds the commensurability
of actuality’s feeling, its determinations of cosmic sensibility) together explain the
becoming of organized experience, from the mathematically formulated and
experimentally recorded subatomic particles to the globe-spanning systems, persons,
and ideologies of the capitalist mode of production. Thus there must be something
unique to technicity’s mode of organization, not simply that it is organized.
This peculiarity to technics is the tacit assumption in Stiegler’s definition that
technics are intentionally organized. Recall that according to Husserl’s preliminary
phenomenology, intentionality refers to the transcendental activity that constitutes
empirical human being. It functions by bestowing meaning for the subject on the
disorganized sense contents that are received. Much as Whitehead reforms modern
philosophy’s subjectivist principle into a neutral, primordial process of fully determinate
sense reception and novel aesthetic synthesis, I have been operating with a similarly
reformed notion of intentionality. Cosmological becoming radicalizes Eugen Fink’s preegoic “performance intentionality” insofar as the subject-superject synthesizes its
prehended data into a novel unity and then transmits that synthesis, that singular fact of
feeling, into the future as a creative urge toward novel becoming. Each and every actual
occasion must express a singular intention by virtue of its novelty. This is its subjective
aim, but also its superjective intensity: the ideal of order toward which its prehended
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feelings tend to become and which also conditions subsequent occasions as a prehended
vector. Whitehead’s Category of the Ultimate—creativity, many, one—effectively
functions as a reformed intentionality principle: “‘Creativity’ is the universal of universals
characterizing ultimate matter of fact. […] It lies in the nature of things that the many
enter into complex unity” (PR 21). In other words, both the philosophy of organism and
Husserlian phenomenology make it their primary concern to explain the fundamental
concreteness of existence. They ask, How do matters of fact grow together? In this
tradition I have been asking, How do technics grow together? Since the explanatory
function of intentionality, like subjectivity, has been transformed to operate as the most
basic of metaphysical presuppositions, it cannot explain the specificity of technicity.
Instead, all of existence expresses a novel realization of experience that conforms to the
intentional activity-intensity of subjectivity-superjectivity.

A generic category of technicity concerns much more besides the creation of
temporal relations that order existents. My emphasis on thinking technics anterior to
time, in particular human temporality, corresponds to the central role of Stiegler’s
technological phenomenology in my arguments. Given how universal a scope time has
with regard to the analysis of other phenomena, it should be easy to expand technicity’s
anteriority to other material structures. That is what a theoretical humanities aware of its
own technical origin should foreground in its thinking. Again, categorial technicity
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indicates a logic of how relatively original regimes of experience and grounds for
phenomena come into being. Humans are neither sole agents nor entirely passive results
of such inventive mediations. They are participants in a com-positional synthesis of
existences into a technical reality, a reality that can be more fully understood only when
one takes into account its speculative structure.
This dissertation has taken Stiegler for its chief point of departure, but the
quotation from Du mode d’existence des object techniques presented at the start of this
conclusion offers another, Simondonian one. One could say that this post-Stieglerian
development of a generic category of technicity has arrived at this Simondonian point of
departure. If Simondon had emphasized in his account of technics more so the
preindividual reality, anterior to all phases of being and thus shared by them all, rather
than the intervention into the relations between man and world; then his account of
technicity would have been more metaphysically salient, first and foremost with regard
to his own elaboration of ontogenesis. His is a philosophy that thinks beyond the
individual, beyond the simple location of objects and the myopia of a transcendental
subject. In passages such as this, one can recognize the technics of relations between
human and world for the abstractions that they are, outgrowths of far more concrete
communications among individuations. Simondon’s ontogenesis resonates with
Whitehead’s philosophy of organism: both attest to the generic potentiality that is borne
and perpetually reissued by actual instantiations of process. To analyze how invention
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imbues something “of human nature in the technical being, in the sense where the word
nature could be used to designate that which remains original, anterior even to the
constituted humanity in man,” is to analyze how human experience implicates a wider,
cosmological capacity for experience.1 It means that a philosophy of technicity has only
very narrowly to do with technical objects. For techno-logy pertains to the participation
in reforming multiple media that invents new media and invents new humanities.
No less than any other medium that grounds phenomena, the common
background of humanity’s psycho-social transindividuation can just as well be parsed
by technics. Indeed, to follow Simondon and Stiegler, humanity is this technical selfintervention.2 And like so many conceptual dualities that Simondon combines into a
processual kernel, the inhuman and the human owe their opposition to a more complex
individuation anterior to their opposition. Technical invention stages a confrontation
between the humanity of the human and the nonhumanity of existence, a nonhuman
existence of which the human of course is part. But the outcome is to undermine the
very opposition, to show its ideological roots in an anthropomorphic idealism. The
concept of the human has no need to be put in contact with its exta-human other, with
the world beyond its experience. That would be redundant for a mode of existence that

MEOT 336.
This is not far from Karl Marx’s notion of the human’s species-being, which is the capacity to address its
own species as an object to be modified. For a recent development of this concept into a more processual
one, see Nick Dyer-Witheford, “Digital labour, species-becoming, and the global worker,” ephemera, vol.10,
no.3/4, 2010, pp.484-503.
1
2
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is constitutively a participant in the superposition of worldly grounds, in the mediation
of existence’s constitutive mediations. If one accepts that humanity’s existence is
essentially bound to the technological structuring of civilization, then one must also
accept that humanity’s non-anthropology means that its mode of existence, that human
experience, remains ever open to technical redefinition.
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